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      CENTENNTAL ONE INC. 
 
           Betty L. Brewer and Chi Anyansi-Archibong** 
               North Carolina A&T State University 
 
                             ABSTRACT 
 
Centennial One, Inc. (Centennial) provides building maintenance 
services to firms in the Washington, DC metropolitan area.  
Lillian H. Lincoln, who founded the firm in 1975, is a double 
minority: an African-American female.  She has led the company 
through two distinctly different phases of growth.  Initially, 
Centennial grew under the protection of Section 8a, an SBA 
program.  In 1985, the SBA notified Ms. Lincoln that she was now a 
"graduate" of the Section 8a program and could no longer bid for 
the set-aside contracts.  Ms. Lincoln proceeded to rebuild her 
company, shifting to private sector contracts.  By 1995, 
Centennial was again reporting sales of approximately $9 million; 
it had reported profits for the last 9 years. 
 
                           INTRODUCTION 
 
Lillian H. Lincoln's success was partially explained by her 
attitude toward life:  "If I decide to do something, I do it. 
I don't worry about not succeeding."  This attitude did not lead her 
to impetuous decisions, however.  She described herself as a 
"calculated risk taker."  Centennial One Inc., the company she 
founded in 1976, was solid evidence of risk taking, determination 
and ability to accomplish what she set out to achieve. 
 
Ms. Lincoln entered the building maintenance service business in 
1972 as a consultant.  Subsequently, she built her own 
maintenance service, Centennial One Inc.  The company produced 
net profits in 15 out of the 19 years since its founding.  She led 
the company through several phases: founding, growth, crisis, 
restructuring, and renewed growth. 
 
Looking to the future, Ms. Lincoln faced a new of set of 
challenges.  Strategies of the past might or might not be 
appropriate for the future.  The competitive environment was 
changing.  And she had to decide whether, when and how to remove 
herself from active management of her company.  She said, "I have 
no intention of retiring."  She had many other opportunities and 
interests which were leading her to consider where she wanted to 
take Centennial One. 
 
Lillian H. Lincoln 
 
Lillian H. Lincoln was a self-described "late bloomer."  She was 
the youngest of five children borne to African-American parents 
in rural Virginia.  Her father was a subsistence farmer, her 
mother had been a school teacher prior to the birth of her first 
child.  Ms. Lincoln entered college when she was 22.  Clerical 
positions in New York and Washington convinced her that she 
needed a college degree in order to break out of jobs with 
limited futures. 
 



She began as a part-time student at a local Washington, DC 
college.  She recognized that she was starting late and that it 
would be years before she could complete a degree on a part-time 
schedule.  To speed up the process, she enrolled at Howard 
University as a full-time student, financing her education with a 
part-time job, student loans and scholarships.  She graduated cum 
laude from Howard University in 1966 with a degree in Marketing.  
She worked a year in a clerical position before entering graduate 
school. 
 
Two professors at Howard continually encouraged her to apply to 
Harvard University's MBA program.  To placate them, she applied 
and was accepted.  Ms. Lincoln was the first African-American 
woman to enter the program; she was one of 18 women and six black 
students entering Harvard in 1967.  In 1969, she became the first 
African-American woman to graduate from Harvard's MBA program. 
 
After graduation, Ms. Lincoln followed a traditional route for 
Harvard MBAs.  She accepted a position with a small consulting 
firm in Washington, DC. The firm provided training programs for 
its clients.  She later worked for a brokerage firm but found 
this area held little interest for her. 
 
Two new opportunities developed at approximately the same time in 
1973.  She agreed to teach at Bowie State College in the business 
program.  After signing the Bowie State contract, the owner of 
Lawson Janitorial Services (Lawson) approached her with a request 
to perform consulting services.  Both opportunities required 
full-time commitments; she carried out both during the 1972-1973 
academic year.  In 1973, she had to choose between a full time 
teaching position and an executive vice president position in 
Lawson.  She chose the latter.  From 1973 to May, 1976, she 
worked exclusively for Lawson.  She was involved in every area of 
the business except marketing, helping the firm through a 
successful turnaround from its precarious financial position 
developed in prior years. 
 
In 1975, a new opportunity arose for Ms. Lincoln, now married 
with two young daughters.  She could start her own janitorial 
service firm, going into competition with her current employer.  
She left Lawson in May, 1976.  After thinking it over, she 
embarked on a new career: small business owner. 
 
Small Business Administration: Section 8a Program 
 
In the late sixties, Congress enacted legislation relating to a 
"set-aside" program for small businesses.  A small portion of 
government agency contracts would be restricted to bids from 
small businesses, thereby encouraging the development of small 
business operations.  The program would be administered by the 
Small Business Administration (SBA).  The key mechanism on which 
the Section 8a program depended was government agency 
contracts.  Participants in the program were not guaranteed 
contracts.  They were given priority consideration for a small 
percentage of agency contracts.  Section 8a companies had to be 
approved by the SBA and/or the agency.  Then, participants were 
required to negotiate with the agencies which made the final 



decisions and issued contracts. 
 
Ms. Lincoln was familiar with this program and chose it as the 
route by which she would develop her business.  She spent several 
months learning about the program and developing a proposal for 
Section 8a participation.  Lessons from the MBA program and her 
consulting experience ensured that she developed a comprehensive 
plan for her new business. 
 
The SBA rejected her application because it could not assure that 
contracts with government agencies would be available for 
bidding.  She reapplied, indicating that she would find her own 
contracts.  She included a list of prospective customers.  The 
SBA agreed to reconsider her application.  It requested a list of 
agencies that had explicitly indicated willingness to receive 
bids from her company.  Ms. Lincoln had invested a considerable 
amount of time and effort in marketing to government agencies and 
was able to supply names and telephone numbers of potential 
contracting companies and officers.  In August 1976, the SBA 
called her and indicated that there was a potential contract on 
which she might bid.  She moved quickly to take advantage of this 
opportunity. 
 
                       BUILDING A COMPANY: 
                  CENTENNIAL ONE INC., 1976-1984 
 
Centennial Cleaning Corp. Inc. was a corporate shell created by a 
friend who subsequently decided not to use it.  He encouraged Ms. 
Lincoln to take it over.  She changed the name to Centennial One 
Inc. (Centennial).  In the fall of 1976,  Centennial One Inc. bid 
for and received its first contract for maintenance services: 
a $150,000 contract requiring approximately 20 part-time 
employees.  With this beginning, Centennial grew from $200,000 in 
revenues in its first year of operation to S5.6 million 
in revenues in 1984. It produced a profit its first year and in 
each of the next nine years. 
 
Bidding For Contracts 
 
Centennial's first successful bid was a contract to provide 
janitorial maintenance services for a Beltsville, Maryland, 
office of the Department of the Army.  After being awarded the 
$150,000 contract,  Ms. Lincoln had to find financing, hire 20 
part-time employees, and provide the required services.  But one 
contract does not make a business.  Her time was devoted to 
making bids for new contracts as opportunities became available, 
to negotiating the details of contracts when bids were accepted, 
and to developing strategies for financing the resources needed 
to carry out these contracts. 
 
Ms. Lincoln mastered the art of bidding and negotiating very 
quickly.  In 1977, she successfully bid for a Department of the 
Navy contract, raising corporate revenues by $400,000.  From 1977 
through 1984, the company continued to increase the number of 
contracts every year, reaching revenues of approximately $7 
million by 1984. 
 



Marketing Strategies 
 
Centennial offered basic janitorial maintenance services to its 
clients.  Government agency contracts tended to be very detailed 
with explicit and minute descriptions of the required activities.  
As Ms. Lincoln recalled, "Cleanliness means different things to 
different people."  So each contract was different in terms of 
requirements.  Quality performance and immediate 
responses to complaints became key elements for distinguishing 
Centennial from its many competitors. 
 
Her target market was government agencies in the Washington 
metropolitan area.  By 1984, over 90% of Centennial's revenues 
came from the government sector because of its participation in 
the Section 8a program.  Less than 10% came from the private 
sector.  Although Ms. Lincoln was interested in developing 
private sector clients, the special market niche provided by the 
8a program meant that it was more profitable to concentrate on 
federal clients. 
 
Financial Strategies 
 
When she won her first contract  Ms. Lincoln had about $4,000 in 
personal funds available, far short of the amount needed to 
support the new contract.  She aggressively negotiated with the 
Department of Agriculture (DOA) to secure concessions.  
Specifically, she negotiated full coverage of all overhead costs 
by the DOA for the first year, with a declining scale of coverage 
for ensuing years.  She also secured the right to bill the agency 
twice a month, instead of the standard once per month.  She 
developed personal contacts within the offices which processed 
contract payments.  When her checks were drawn, she was 
immediately notified and allowed to personally pick them up. 
 
Ms. Lincoln secured a $12,000 line of credit from a small 
Washington, DC bank.  The president had been a loan officer at 
the bank where she maintained her personal account.  She had 
established a sound credit record with her personal loans.  
Building on this relationship, he agreed to a line of credit 
secured by her accounts receivable. 
 
Additionally, Ms. Lincoln persuaded the janitorial supply house 
to provide 90-day credit terms, instead of the traditional 30 
days.  This patchwork of financing arrangements proved to be an 
effective foundation, as Centennial found adequate short-term 
financing to meet its growing needs. 
 
Personnel 
 
Centennial's first paid employee was a secretary, Ms. Lincoln 
recognized that she could not be everywhere and that a central 
information and administrative point was essential.  She was 
willing to pay for secretarial services and defer her own salary 
in order to get the business running.  After this, she hired 
part-time employees to perform the actual on-site janitorial 
services.  As the number of contracts increased, some of these 
became full-time employees and additional part-time employees 



were hired. 
 
Among the first part-time employees was LeRoy Dock.  Noting his 
capabilities, she made him a full-time employee.  Mr. Dock proved 
to be the specialist she needed to oversee operations.  He 
subsequently was promoted to Vice President and General Manager. 
 
CENTENNIAL ONE INC: THE CRISIS 
 
By the mid-eighties, the SBA in general and the Section 8a "set- 
aside" program in particular were under Congressional scrutiny.  
There were complaints from various quarters about favoritism in 
program administration and the lack of clear guidelines.  The SBA 
initiated a series of chances to address its critics. 
 
Centennial was not the subject of complaints but it became a 
victim of the changing climate in the SBA.  In May 1985, Ms. 
Lincoln received a certified letter telling her that she was now 
a graduate of the Section 8a program.  She had received no prior 
notification that her participation was to be terminated.  She 
was on her own. 
 
The abrupt termination of Section 8a status meant that the 
company essentially faced mark-et conditions comparable to a 
startup company: it had to develop an entirely new client base.  
Centennial had several advantages as well: an experienced CEO, 
who had overcome major obstacles to found the company, an 
experienced support team, particularly Mr. Dock. and loyal staff 
and field personnel.  Ms. Lincoln and her staff were determined 
to regain what had been lost. 
 
Bidding for Contracts 
 
The most direct effect for Centennial was the potential loss of 
millions of dollars in contracts, almost immediately.  By January 
1986, the company had lost about $5 million in contracts as 
existing contracts expired.  Because Centennial was no longer 
part of the "set aside" program, they could not make renewal bids 
for expiring contracts. 
 
Ms. Lincoln had anticipated graduation from the program but not 
as abruptly.  "While the company had a small number of private 
sector clients, it had not secured an adequate number of 
customers to replace those being lost.  Private sector contracts 
tended to be smaller and less profitable than federal contracts.  
For survival, she could identify one strategy: aggressively seek 
private sector clients. 
 
Marketing Strategies 
 
Contract solicitation in the private sector necessitated changes 
in Centennial's marketing.  Ms. Lincoln had previously hired an 
employee whose duties consisted entirely of contacting companies 
to solicit new contracts in the commercial market.  The package 
of services remained basically the same: janitorial maintenance 
services.  However,  Ms. Lincoln found that private sector 
contracts were much less detailed than government agency 



contracts.  Alternatively, clients expected more discretionary 
involvement of the janitorial personnel in assuring that 
cleanliness was maintained. 
 
It took time to replace federal contracts with private sector 
contracts.  Centennial's revenues dropped by more than $1 million 
in 1986.  Private sector contracts had been secured to offset 
lost agency contracts.  While sales gradually began to rebound, 
profits were going down.  Revenues were lower than the 1985 level 
but Centennial's reputation for quality work opened corporate 
doors for it.  It was bidding on increasing numbers of contracts. 
 
Financial Strategies 
 
Ms. Lincoln initiated a major reorganization in 1985.  Expenses 
had to be cut.  This meant that employees had to be laid off.  
Overhead expenses had to be pared, wherever possible.  Centennial 
reported its first loss in its 9 year history in 1986.  Revenues 
were $6 million with a loss of $80,000. 
 
In the mid 80s the company was facing the possibility of adverse 
tax consequences from excessive retained earnings.  Ms. Lincoln 
initiated closer monitoring of retained earnings growth.  After 
the 8(a) years and the losses in 1986 and 1987, profits began to 
rebound. 
 
Personnel 
 
The crisis extended to the employees where 10% of the overhead 
staff were laid off.  In addition, salaries were either frozen or 
cut.  Ms. Lincoln took a 20% salary cut.  Janitorial employees 
were not laid off, they represented variable, rather than fixed, 
costs. 
 
Over the years, she had developed training programs for 
employees.  For her "maintenance specialists," she emphasized the 
various skills they brought to the workplace:  knowledge of 
mechanics and chemistry, time management, safety and psychology.  
She developed incentives to provide extra rewards for above-and- 
beyond-the-job performance.  She stressed internal development of 
managers by offering employees the opportunity for training and 
promotion to supervisory positions.  These programs had led to 
lower turnover among her employees.  This investment began to pay 
off by the retention of those employees who were now expected to 
be more productive. 
 
            CENTENNIAL ONE INC: REBUILDING THE COMPANY 
 
From 1987 to 1995, Centennial continued to change and grow.  It 
returned to profitability in 1988 on revenues of $8 million.  By 
1990, it was generating revenues of $9 million, comparable to its 
best year under Section 8a status.  By 1995, revenues exceeded 
$10 million. 
 
Marketing Strategies 
 
Centennial's customers now included some of the major names in 



corporate America, such as AT&T, MCI and Westinghouse.  It also 
had a strong customer base among smaller private companies.  
Centennial had been successful in soliciting contracts from state 
agencies in Virginia and Prince Georges County, Maryland.  It 
also secured a major contract with Dulles International Airport.  
Its portfolio was composed of 90% private sector contracts and 
10% public sector contracts. 
 
Centennial had hired a full-time telemarketing employee whose 
responsibility was to contact businesses and apprise them of 
corporate services.  Centennial purchased lists of potential 
prospects which the telemarketer used for initial 
contact.  The telemarketer arranged appointments for the sales 
staff.  A large corporation would occasionally require the 
company to make a formal presentation as part of its bidding 
process.  In addition to the sales staff, Ms. Lincoln and other 
officers usually participated in these presentations. 
 
As an outgrowth of a strategic planning session in 1995, 
Centennial had broadened its target market to include 
universities in addition major corporate clients.  It had also 
decided to establish a minimum building size of 50,000 square 
feet for which contracts would be solicited. 
 
Ms. Lincoln attributed the success in transforming Centennial's 
client base to its reputation for quality and integrity.  
Centennial provided each client with telephone numbers for key 
management personnel for a job site.  It promised immediate 
response to problems and complaints. 
 
Personnel Strategies 
 
Centennial continued to emphasize training and development of its 
employees at all levels of the organization.  The supervisory 
level was the key to delivery of a quality maintenance service.  
Ms. Lincoln preferred to develop her supervisors internally but 
growth had forced the company to rely less on promotion and more 
on hiring at the supervisory level.  She commented: "The 
supervisor is the key to keeping employees and making good 
employees out of new hires. Currently, the Director of Human 
Development, Legusta Flood, devoted increased time and effort to 
helping supervisors to recognize employee potential and to train 
their crews effectively. 
 
Ms. Lincoln had continued to refine training programs for all 
employees.  Centennial had an extensive incentive program, with a 
variety of rewards for exceptional performance.  These included 
letters acknowledging employee activities, gift certificates, and 
special functions for site employees when a contract was 
renewed.  For the firm's twentieth anniversary in 1996, a series 
of special events and activities was being designed by a 
committee of employees. 
 
Management 
 
Ms. Lincoln continued to hold the positions of CEO and President 
of Centennial.  She concentrated on strategic planning and public 



relations.  She had delegated operations responsibility to Mr. 
Dock, who was Vice President and General Manager.  Four directors 
reported to him: Finance, Human Development, Partnerships (Client 
Relations), and Contract Administration.  In the field, there 
were managers for areas, geographic locations, and type of 
contract. 
 
The most volatile position was Director of Operations, the 
position previously held by Mr. Dock.  Attempts to fill this 
position by promoting field managers had not been successful.  
Mr. Dock was currently carrying out the duties of this position, 
along with his other responsibilities.  Ms. Lincoln described Mr. 
Dock as particularly adept at human relations, a skill at which 
the Director of Operations had to excel. 
 
Financial Strategies 
 
Centennial returned to profit-making status by 1988.  While 
revenues continued to increase, profits were more volatile. 
It continued to report increasing revenues and gross profits each 
year. 
 
In 1989, the company lost its controller, resulting in loss of 
financial control over operations.  Labor costs and overhead 
expenses increased sharply.  A new controller was hired in the 
fall of 1989 but lasted only three months.  In March 1990, the 
current controller was hired.  It took approximately one year to 
regain gain financial control. 
 
Centennial incurred major losses in 1990 and 1991.  The profit 
picture improved significantly in 1992 when the company recorded 
its most profitable year. (See Exhibits I and II for financial 
data.) 
 
Beginning in 1993, as part of its tax planning strategy, the 
company began paying bonuses to Ms. Lincoln, who was its sole 
shareholder, and Mr. Dock, general manager, based on performance 
for the year.  Under this plan, the goal was to keep taxable 
income in the range of $50,000 to $75,000 with the tandem 
objective of reaching $1 million in stockholders' equity within 5 
years.  This provided the basis for a reward system for top 
management tied to performance, something over which they had 
direct control. 
 
                            EXHIBIT I 
               FINANCIAL SUMMARY: INCOME STATEMENTS 
 
                             1990           1991           1992 
Revenues               $9,029,286     $8,810,076     $9,596,622 
Gross Profit            1,121,907        927,827      1,591,138 
Administrative          1,387,679      1,450,707      1,508,175 
   Expenses 
Income from              -265,772       -522,880         82,963 
   Operations 
Other Income               49,782        151,821        227,680 
Income Before Taxes      -215,990       -371,059        310,643 
Income Taxes*                   0              0              0 



Net Income               -215,990       -371,059       $310,643 
 
 
                             1993           1994           1995 
Revenues               $9,539,757     $9,889,466    $10,326,194 
Gross Profit            1,652,644      1,577,676      1,770,318 
Administrative          1,659,514      1,712,404      1,765,131 
   Expenses 
Income from                -6,870       -134,728          5,187 
   Operations 
Other Income              215,300        140,607         71,569 
Income Before Taxes       208,430          5,879         76,756 
Income Taxes*              76,300          3,955              0 
Net Income               $132,130         $1,924        $76,756 
 
*income taxes in 1990, 1991, 1992 are 0 because of loss and tax 
carryforward credits. 
 
Source:   Ms. Lillian H. Lincoln 
 
                            EXHIBIT II 
                 BALANCE SHEET SEPTEMBER 30,1995 
 
ASSETS 
  Current Assets             $1,692,771 
  Fixed Assets                  262,700 
     TOTAL ASSETS                            $1,955,472 
 
LIABILITIES 
  Current Liabibties         $1,098,411 
     TOTAL LIABILITIES                       $1,098,411 
 
STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY 
   Common Stock                  $6,843 
   Contributed Surplus          248,076 
   Retained Earnings            525,386 
   Net Income, 1995              76,756 
     TOTAL STOCKHOLDERS                        $857,061 
       EQUITY 
 
     TOTAL LIABILITIES &                     $1,955,472 
       EQUITY 
 
Source:   Ms. Lillian H. Lincoln 
 
Prior to 1995, the company had never used long-term debt.  It had 
continued to finance its growth through short-term loans and 
profits.  Centennial's bank recommended that management consider 
using intermediate-term financing to consolidate some of its 
short-term debt and support its future growth.  Ms. Lincoln 
accepted this recommendation and the firm negotiated its first 
intermediate term loan in 1995. 
 
                       CENTENNIAL ONE INC.: 
              CHANGING ENVIRONMENT AND FUTURE ISSUES 
 
Competitive Environment 



 
The maintenance service industry was composed of a few very large 
firms, such as Service Master, a slightly larger group of firms 
with $5 to $10 million in revenues, and a very large number of 
small firms.  Janitorial maintenance service is highly labor 
intensive.  There was a high turnover rate among workers in most 
firms.  Turnover was attributable to low wage rates, work hours, 
and skill levels. 
 
In the past five years, a new competitive threat had become an 
item of concern.  Some contractors were making abnormally low 
bids for contracts.  After winning contracts, they subcontracted 
the work to individuals.  Often these subcontractors were illegal 
aliens or immigrants with limited language skills.  The 
contractor did not absorb employee taxes and insurance costs, 
therefore a bid could be substantially below bids of maintenance 
service firms which used employees instead of subcontractors.  In 
turn, the subcontractors were responsible for their own taxes and 
expenses.  Most had no insurance and limited knowledge of the 
legal and tax environments.  Therefore the client firm was 
vulnerable for insurance-related losses. 
 
The Building Service Contractors Association, a trade 
association, had received an increasing number of complaints from 
its members about these activities.  Ms. Lincoln, who was the 
first woman to serve as President of the Association, was 
therefore well aware of this subcontracting development and its 
potential to disrupt traditional firms in the industry. 
 
Diversification Strategies 
 
Ms. Lincoln began to look for alternative business opportunities 
after Section 8a status was terminated.  In 1985, she formed a 
company to provide carpet cleaning services.  She gave both the 
manager, Chance Lewis III and LeRoy Dock, ownership positions in 
the new company. 
 
The skills required for carpet cleaning personnel are different 
from those required for general maintenance specialists.  Carpet 
cleaning teams were established to ensure service level 
consistent with the quality and reputation of Centennial's 
maintenance service. 
 
In 1990, Ms. Lincoln acquired a janitorial supply company.  She 
gave the manager, Louis Matthews, and LeRoy Dock ownership 
positions in the new company.  Ms. Lincoln's explanation for 
giving shares to her managers was simple: "they are rewards for 
loyalty, dedication, commitment and performance." Sharing of 
ownership also reinforced these same qualities. 
 
Currently, Centennial participated in joint ventures and 
subcontracting arrangements with larger firms.  Combining some 
resources and expertise provided the opportunity to enter other 
geographic markets.  Ms. Lincoln had also been approached by 
prospective buyers for her firm.  She had begun to consider the 
possibility of expanding into adjacent markets.  She had no firm 
plans to pursue any of the opportunities that were currently 



available. 
 
Several small maintenance firms had come to Ms. Lincoln for 
advice.  She had personally provided consulting services for some 
of these. 
 
Other Concerns 
 
Ms. Lincoln had given considerable thought to the future of 
Centennial.  There were several items of concern.  First there 
was the issue of who would lead Centennial in the twenty-first 
century.  One of her daughters was employed by the janitorial 
supply subsidiary but it was not clear that she had aspirations to 
lead the company.  Mr. Dock, who was 37, has outstanding people 
skills, according to Ms. Lincoln. 
 
As the majority stockholder, it might be in her best interests to 
sell the company.  Because of her strong commitment to employees 
and their dedication to her, she had reservations about an 
outright sale to an outsider.  Given her stated intention to 
avoid retirement, Ms. Lincoln had to evaluate a number of 
opportunities available to her and to Centennial, including the 
previously identified diversification activities. 
 
Advice For Future Entrepreneurs 
 
As a role model for women, particularly young African-American 
women.  Ms. Lincoln had some advice for those who wanted to 
become business owners.  First, she emphasized the importance of 
education.  "The Harvard MBA gave me credibility and opened doors 
that would otherwise have been closed.  The degree caused other 
business people to acknowledge my competency." 
 
She strongly recommended that prospective entrepreneurs learn the 
business before going into it.  When asked why she chose to go 
into building maintenance business, she replied: "I knew the 
business from my consulting experience and I knew I could make 
money."  She continued with this advice:  "Gain your knowledge (and 
make your mistakes) at someone else's expense."  She also 
emphasized the need to "do your research" before starting a 
business.  She followed her own advice in developing Centennial. 
 
Ms. Lincoln made several observations based on her own experience 
and success.  She suggested the following guidelines: 
 
1.   Surround yourself with people who complement, rather than 
     duplicate, your skills. ("You don't have to be able to 
     do it all.  The 'do it myself all by myself' attitude is 
     counterproductive.") 
2.   Don't be afraid to say 'I don't know.' 
3.   Know the importance of financial information and 
     the importance of getting financial information on a timely 
     basis. 
4.   Know how to interpret financial information. 
5.   Use all available resources to secure funds.  Personal loan 
     experience can help persuade a lender to consider a business 
     loan. 



 
Looking Back 
 
Looking back over the twenty years of Centennial's operations, 
Ms. Lincoln identified hiring decisions as a critical element.  
She commented.  "I would be more careful in hiring.  I would place 
more emphasis on quality, personality, experience and 
trustworthiness of applicants." 
 
Centennial has had two lives thus far.  As a Section 8a status 
participant from 1976 to 1985, the company grew up in somewhat 
protected environment.  It became a success in serving federal 
sector clients.  When Section 8a status was terminated the company 
had to be totally restructured.  Today it primarily served 
private sector clients.  In each market, Ms. Lincoln had found 
ways to compete successfully. 
 
Ms. Lincoln characterized women managers as "more compassionate 
and more analytic in that they consider more issues before making 
decisions."  She had demonstrated these characteristics in 
building and rebuilding Centennial.  Now she had to bring these 
same capabilities to determining Centennial's future. 
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A MODEL OF POTENTIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP: PROFILES AND EDUCATIONAL IMPLICA
TIONS

        James W. Carland, Jr., Western Carolina University
          JoAnn C. Carland, Western Carolina University

                             ABSTRACT

In an effort to determine the propensity for entrepreneurship
of potential entrepreneurs, students enrolled in Small
Business Management classes at the graduate and undergraduate
level were examined.  A series of surveys including Jackson's
Personality Inventory for Innovation and Risk Taking, and
Jackson's PRF for Need for Achievement as well as the Carl and
Entrepreneurship Index were completed.  The results supported
the empirical development of a model of potential
entrepreneurship.  That model was tested from theoretical.
statistical and visual perspectives.  Finally, the model was
used to develop implications for entrepreneurship education.

                           INTRODUCTION

Who is an entrepreneur?  How does one draw the lines?  How
does one give distinction to the profile?  Such are the
questions which are being asked by the researchers.  When
surveying the literature, the term entrepreneur is ubiquitous. 
It describes individuals who own businesses of every shape and
size.  It is used in the literature of small business and in
the literature of large corporations.  How can such diversity
describe, detail or delineate the true entrepreneur?  Is s/he
male or female, black or white or brown?  Is s/he found in the
halls of Corporate America or in the corner hardware store? 
What is it that researchers and educators are seeking and how
can it be defined?

                   DEFINITIONS OF ENTREPRENEUR

In the United States, Ely (1912) was one of the first to
explain the term, "entrepreneur".  Interestingly, Ely (1912)
explained that economists were forced to choose a term,
"entrepreneur," from the French language because the earlier
terms dealing with individuals who started businesses had
become corrupted.  These earlier terms included "undertaker,"
which Ely explained had been appropriated by a single group of
business owners, and "adventurer" which had come to imply a
level of rashness which was undesirable (Ely, 1912). 
Schumpeter (1934) credited Mill (1848) with bringing the term,
"entrepreneurship," into general use among economists.  Mill
1848) believed that the key factor in distinguishing a manager
from an entrepreneur was the bearing of risk.  The idea of
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risk bearing has been integral as far back as Cantillon, circa
1700, who described an entrepreneur as a rational decision
maker who assumes the risk and manages the firm (Kilby, 1971). 
Perhaps the most important aspect of entrepreneurship from a
societal perspective is innovation (Brockhaus, 1982). 
McClelland (1961) was a champion of the concept that novel
activity was a key factor in entrepreneurial activity. 
Drucker (1985) posits that entrepreneurship is innovation in a
business setting.

                    ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION

For some time researchers have looked to education as the
means to spur entrepreneurial activity.  Entrepreneurship and
small business classes are gaining popularity in many large
and regional institutions today, often with high enrollments. 
After all, is not starting one's own business the American
Dream?  Entrepreneurial education and student potential for
entrepreneurial activities have been examined by such authors
as Birley, Gross, & Saunders (1986); Hills & Welsch (1986),
Miller (1987); Sexton & Bowman (1983, 1984, 1986); Barbato &
Durlabhji (1989); Solomon & Fernald (1990), and Robinson,
Huefner, & Hunt (1991).  Various instruments and hypotheses
have been tested and the results have varied greatly.  Many
authors have created their own instruments (e.g.. Sexton &
Bowman, 1983, 1984, 1986, Robinson, Huefner, & Hunt, 1991;
Carland, Carland & Hoy, 1992) and others have used existing
instruments to test their theories (e.g., Hoy & Boulton, 1983;
Solomon & Fernald, 1990; Barbato & Durlabhji, 1989).  Yet
because of the various methodologies, different instruments and
samples used, there appears to be no universal portrait of an
entrepreneur, much less a profile of potential entrepreneurs.

It has long been established that owners of small businesses
are not homogeneous and yet still terms for various sets of
owners are used interchangeably.  Many definitions have been
posited in the literature but none seems comfortable enough to
most entrepreneurship researchers to become generally
accepted.  Some seem to follow the more generic approach of
identifying anyone who starts a business (Gartner, 1988) or
more than one business (Robinson et al., 1991) as an
entrepreneur.  Others tend to follow the more differentiating
approach posited by Carland, Hoy, Boulton and Carland (1984)
which suggests that small business owners are more family
oriented in their focus and entrepreneurs are more growth and
profit oriented in their perceptions.  Still others posit a
series of different groups of business owners, each of whom
displays unique characteristics (Vesper, 1990).  Nevertheless,
there has been no clear cut distinction or definition
universally accepted in the literature.  Process vs behavior
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arguments are still raging as to what initiates the starting
of a business and determines an entrepreneur and the final
verdict is not yet decided.  The process of opening one's
doors (Gartner, 1988) or making the first sale (Gaited, Shaver
and Gartner, 1992) are argued by some as the only viable
definition of entrepreneurship with out regard to potential
for success or goals.  Others argue that personality traits
have a major impact on the process (Carland, Hoy & Carland,
1988).  There have been some empirical studies which imply
that the process of launching a business and the personality
traits which drive that process are inextricably entwined
(Carland, Carland & Dye, 1991).  Yet the search continues.

                   METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH

Two groups of students enrolled in Small Business classes at a
regional university in the southeast at the graduate (N = 55)
and undergraduate levels (N = 50) were surveyed to determine
their propensity, for entrepreneurship.  Since the courses
were elective in nature, the inference was that an interest in
the subject existed.  Several survey instruments were
administered to the students over the period of the semester. 
The survey results were examined empirically and the insights
which the analysis provided were utilized to develop a model
of potential entrepreneurship and to draw conclusions with
regard to the educational implications inherent in the model.

Several instruments were employed with established reliability
and validity to determine the level of entrepreneurial drive
and other key characteristics displayed by students.  The
purpose was to attempt to draw a profile of potential
entrepreneurs.  The instruments which were administered to the
students measured the need for achievement, preference for
innovation, risk taking propensity and entrepreneurial drive. 
The Achievement Scale of the Personality Research Form
(Jackson, 1974) was used to measure the need for achievement.

Jackson (1974) reported that the test-retest reliability,
(N=135) was .80, and odd-even reliability (N=192) was
reported to be .77.  Jackson and Guthrie (1968), testing for
validity, reported correlations with self ratings and peer
ratings of .65 and .46, respectively.  These findings support
the conclusion that the instrument contains convergent and
discriminant validity.  Risk taking propensity was measured
using the Risk Taking Scale of the Jackson Personality
Inventory (Jackson, 1976).  For risk taking propensity,
Jackson (1976) tested the internal consistency reliability
with two samples (N=82 and N=307), and reported values of .93
and .91 using Bentler's coefficient theta, and .81 and .84
using coefficient alpha.  Testing for validity (N=770),
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Jackson (1976) reported correlations with the completion of an
adjective checklist, with self rating and peer rating of .75,
.77, and .20 respectively.  Innovation was measured using the
Innovation Scale of the Jackson Personality Inventory
(Jackson, 1976).  The internal consistency reliability, of the
Innovation Scale produced values of .94 and .93 using
Bentler's coefficient theta, and .83 and .87 using coefficient
alpha.  Validity was checked using the completion of an
adjective checklist, with self rating, and peer rating of .79,
.73, and .37, respectively.  Reliability for the instruments
pertaining to risk taking propensity, preference for
innovation, and need for achievement were analyzed in a study
by Stewart, Carland and Carland (1996) using Cronbach's Alpha.

The alphas were .76, .77, and .72, respectively.  These scores
suggested that the instrument accurately measured the above
characteristics, and that the individual items on the test
produced comparable patterns of responses over all cases.  The
Entrepreneurship Index administered in the research is the 33
item forced choice form of the Carland Entrepreneurship Index.
The Index measures the strength of an individual's
entrepreneurial drive and it was shown to have high validity
and reliability in variety of statistical evaluations
(Carland, Carland & Hoy, 1992).  In a sample of 209 business
owners, the Index produced split-half, odd-even reliability of
.73.  The Index also produced a Kuder-Richardson or Cronbach
Alpha score of .73.  With dichotomous questions, the Kuder-
Richardson produces the same score as the Cronbach Alpha test
for validity (Bruning and Kintz, 1987).  A reliability
coefficient of .70 or higher means that the test was
accurately measuring some characteristic of the people taking
it and that the individual items in the test were producing
similar patterns of response in different people.  The
statistics of .73 indicate that the Index produces valid
results (Bruning & Kintz, 1987).  In a test-retest correlation
using 40 business owners retested at least two months after
the original test date, there was a statistically significant
correlation of .80 indicating that the index was consistent
over time in producing unique scores for respondents.

                       ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The 105 respondents were almost evenly divided between
graduate and undergraduate students, although there were more
females than males in the graduate group.  The first step in
the analysis was an examination of correlations among the
scores on the various instruments described above.  A Pearson
correlation was conducted on the scores from the need for
achievement (ACH), preference for innovation (INN), and risk
taking propensity (RISK) instruments, and the Carland
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Entrepreneurship Index (CEI).  The results are displayed in
the following exhibit.

            PEARSON CORRELATION MATRIX
                                ACH      INN      RISK    CEI
Need for Achievement            1.00
Preference for Innovation       0.277    1.00
Risk Taking Propensity          0.325    0.374    1.000   
Carland Entrepreneurship Index  0.451    0.439    0.492   1.00 
                  
              PROBABILITIES
                                ACH      INN      RISK    CEI
Need for Achievement            .000
Preference for Innovation       .005     .000
Risk Taking Propensity          .001     .000     .000   
Carland Entrepreneurship Index  .000     .000     .000    .000 

As the exhibit shows, there is a significant relationship
between the scores on all of the instruments.  The highest
correlations are between scores on the CEI and the scores on
the other instruments.  The correlation analysis suggests that
there is a potential for the development of a model of
entrepreneurial drive, is measured by the CEI, among these
potential entrepreneurs.  To that end, the relationships
between instrument scores were examined in more detail. 
First, the direction of the relationships between the CEI and
the other scores was determined.  Employing the quadratic
smoothing technique (Wilkenson, 1990), we graphed
entrepreneurial drive as a function of need for achievement. 
We repeated that process for risk taking propensity and for
preference for innovation.  All three graphical analyses
supported the existence of appropriate relationships between
entrepreneurial drive and the other characteristics. 
Specifically, all three graphs showed upward sloping curves.

Before we could examine the possibility of a model. we
examined group diversity and its potential impact on the data. 
First we investigated whether the involvement of both
undergraduate and graduate students in the data set had any
influence on the relationships among the variables.  A group
of independent t-tests were performed on the CEI, Risk,
Innovation and Achievement scores grouped by status of the
respondent: undergraduate or graduate student There were
differences in entrepreneurial drive as measured by the CEI
between the two groups, but there were no differences in the
other instrument scores.  Graduate students displayed stronger
entrepreneurial drive, as measured by the CEI, than
undergraduate students.  Clearly, there are characteristics
displayed by the graduate students in this study which
influence the index.  These factors do not include the need
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for achievement, preference for innovation, or risk taking
propensity.  This suggests that any model which might evolve
will be under defined.  Nevertheless, given the fact that
academic standing had no effect on the key variables of
innovation, risk and achievement the possibility of a model
employing those factors as predictors of entrepreneurship can
be investigated.  Next, t-tests were conducted between male
and female students on all four instruments.  Males produced
higher scores on entrepreneurial drive, preference for
innovation, and risk taking propensity.  This finding suggests
that sex may well have a bearing on a model of potential
entrepreneurship, but the fact that females were consistently
lower suggests that such differences may not prevent the
development of a model.

Since the preliminary examination disclosed a strong
relationship between entrepreneurial drive and the other three
characteristics, the analysis continued by examining the value
of those three factors as predictors of entrepreneurship.  To
identify relationships in the data, a stepwise regression
using the CEI as the dependent variable and preference for
innovation, risk taking propensity, and need for achievement
as the independent variables was conducted.  The results are
displayed in the following exhibit.  As the exhibit shows, the
stepwise regression indicated that all three factors,
innovation, risk and achievement affected entrepreneurial
drive as measured by the CEI.  The final R[2] is a respectable
39%.  Clearly, the independent variables do not explain
entrepreneurial drive fully, but they do contribute to the
function in significant ways.

                STEPWISE REGRESSION ANALYSES
          Dependent Variable:  Entrepreneurial Drive   
          
Step #1                                              R Square:  0.242
Variable    Coefficient   Std Error   Std Coef Tolerance    F      p
Risk           0.442        0.078       0.492 .1E+.01      32.558  .000

Step #2                                              R Square:  .337
Risk           0.347        0.007        0.386 0.89457     20.319  .000
Achievement    0.486        0.128        0.325 0.89457     14.431  .000
 

Step #3                                              R Square:  .388
Innovation     0.229        0.229        0.247 0.83434      8.290  .005
Risk           0.227        0.227        0.308 0.80694     12.474  .001
Achievement    0.423        0.423        0.283 0.86450     11.375  .001

In developing any model, it is a valuable exercise to
visualize the relationships being proposed.  To that end,
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three dimensional plots of the independent variables against
entrepreneurial drive were drawn.  Since one cannot visualize
in four dimensions, two sets of analyses were prepared to
ensure that all three independent variables were included in
the resulting graphs.  To make the data points in three
dimensional space more comprehensible, a surface displaying
the interaction was constructed.  The first construction was
prepared through the use of negative exponential smoothing
which produces a three dimensional topographical map
(Wilkenson, 1990).  The results are displayed in the graph
to the right(graph omitted). The graph contrasts risk taking 
and innovation against entrepreneurial drive. The shading 
proceeds from lighter shades at lower levels to progressively 
darker shades at higher levels.  The surface suggests that 
higher levels of risk taking combined with higher levels of 
innovation produce higher levels of entrepreneurial drive.

A second graph(graph omitted) was constructed using these same 
variables employing a quadratic smoothing technique.  This 
technique smooths the data into a much flatter surface 
(Wilkenson, 1990), making the relationships easier to examine 
visually.  This graph is displayed to the left.  Again, the 
surface is shaded in progressively darker shades as the surface 
rises in the three dimensional field.  This graph shows a 
remarkably well established relationship between risk taking, 
innovation and entrepreneurial drive.

The visual analysis was repeated by substituting achievement
for risk taking in the graph.  Using negative exponential
smoothing, the resulting surface, shown in the graph to the
right(graph omitted), is not as well developed as the earlier 
display.  The surface does climb appropriately, but its shape 
is more rugged.

To complete the visual analyses, one needs to contrast
achievement with risk taking against entrepreneurial drive. 
The graph to the right(graph omitted) displays the three 
dimensional surface which results from the application of 
the negative exponential smoothing process.  The surface is 
the most rugged yet seen, but it does suggest that there is 
an established relationship. 

When quadratic smoothing is applied, the result is much more
pleasing.  The graph to the left (graph omitted) displays the 
resulting surface which is similar to the previous quadratic
application.  This surface climbs appropriately to support the
existence of a model.

The graph to the left(graph omitted) displays the results of 
the quadratic smoothing and it clearly shows the same rising 
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surface as previous examinations. The foregoing visualization 
suggests that a model of entrepreneurial drive based on 
achievement, innovation, and risk taking is viable.

To proceed with the construction of such a model. the results
of the stepwise regression were tested with an analysis of
variance on the final regression model.  The results show a
high probability of the existence of a relationship, with an F
value of 21.1, a probability of .000, and the R[2] shows
that the model explains 39% of the variance in the CEI score. 
Further, the individual t-tests show that every independent
variable is significantly related to the dependent variable. 
However, the levels of correlation between the independent
variables which were discovered by the Pearson correlation
suggest that there may be multicollinearity in the model. 
Consequently, the independent variables were collapsed into a
single number by adding the individual scores together, and
another analysis was conducted.  This process allows one to
remove any multicollinearity.  The results of this regression
are shown in the following exhibit.
                           
                           REGRESSION ANALYSIS
          Dependent Variable:  Entrepreneurship Drive
N=105                                           Squared Multiple R: 0.3
78
Variable         Coefficient  Std Error  Coef Tolerance     T      p
Constant          10.316       1.331      0.000             7.452  .000
Inn+Risk+Ach       0.286       0.036      0.615 .100E+01    7.880  .000

                            ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Source        Sum of Squares   DF    Mean Square  F Ratio   p 
Regression       834.493        1     834.493     62.097    .000
Residual        1370.729       102     13.439

As the exhibit reveals, the new regression has a virtually
identical R[2], but the F ratio for the entire model is much
higher, almost three times as high, as the F ratio for the
earlier regression.  Further, the t statistic for the combined
independent variable is also much higher. twice as high, as
the highest t statistic produced in the previous regression. 
If multicollinearity exists in the model, it does not affect
the validity of the model, nor does it reduce the proportion
of variance which the model explains.  Of course, the model is
not without problems.  First, the R[2] of the model leaves a
great deal of variance in the dependent variable unexplained. 
Earlier investigations into the diversity of the data set
demonstrated that other factors influence entrepreneurial
drive.  Graduate students in this study displaced higher
entrepreneurial drives than undergraduates.  That may have
been a function of a higher level of selfconfidence or some
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other, unknown reason.  Males displayed higher entrepreneurial
drive. higher preference for innovation, and higher risk
taking propensity than females.  That may result from cultural
or other factors, but it does suggest that sex will play a
role in the entrepreneurship model.  There may be other
limiting factors in the efficacy of this model.  Among these
are measurement problems relating to the appropriateness of
entrepreneurial drive as a proxy for potential
entrepreneurship.

In conclusion, the model of potential entrepreneurship
developed in this paper paints a valid and useful portrait of
the student participants.  That model can be expressed as
follows:

Potential Entrepreneurship =
     f(Achievement, Innovation.  Risk Taking)

The model cannot be extrapolated to the larger population of
potential entrepreneurs, but it can be used to prepare
experiences which can be of value in entrepreneurship
education.

                   IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESEARCH

As mentioned in the previous section, the findings of this
study are not generalizable to the greater population of
potential entrepreneurs due to sample size and potential
sample bias.  Nevertheless, the findings show an interesting
relationship which merits further study.  Using the students
in this study, the authors were able to construct a model of
potential entrepreneurship which was simultaneously appealing
from a classical perspective, from a visual perspective, and
from a statistical perspective.  This model suggests that
potential entrepreneurship, as forecast by the strength of
one's entrepreneurial drive, is a function of the interaction
between the need for achievement, risk taking propensity and
preference for innovation.  All of these characteristics have
strong appeal as classical descriptors of entrepreneurship and
they performed well from a statistical and visual perspective.

If the results of this investigation are supported by future
research, the findings will suggest that need for achievement
is a necessary, but not a sufficient requirement to explain
entrepreneurship.  The same is true for preference for
innovation and risk taking potential.  In fact, there are
other, as yet undisclosed, factors which are necessary but not
sufficient in explaining potential entrepreneurship.  By far
the most valuable implication of this finding has to do with
entrepreneurship education.  Entrepreneurship students must
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develop an intrinsic achievement motivation in order to do
well.  That is well known and is one of the underlying
supports for the academic grading system.  However, the idea
that potential entrepreneurs may display a higher risk taking
propensity suggests that educator's need to incorporate risk
taking into the entrepreneurship curriculum.  A potential act
of entrepreneurship does not guarantee success.  If
entrepreneurship students are more prone to risk taking
behavior than their counterparts in other majors, we, as
educators. must ensure that we impress upon them the need to
carefully evaluate entrepreneurial actions.  If we teach risk
assessment and we emphasize the need for rational and
calculated behavior, we may prevent a hasty and ill advised
decision in the future.

Perhaps the most exciting aspect of the model derived in this
study is the role of innovation.  Entrepreneurship researchers
have long recognized the role of innovation in entrepreneurs
and entrepreneurial acts.  This model suggests that the same
role exists even in potential entrepreneurs.  Further, as
educators, we know that techniques for enhancing and
cultivating one's creativity, and innovative posture are well
established.  These techniques have been practiced in
psychology, and education for more than 30 years (i.e.,
Lowenfeld, 1958; Fromm, 1959; Maltzman, 1960; Hallman, 1963;
Torrance, 1966; Torrance & Myers, 1970; Parries, 1982). 
Clearly, we need to incorporate creativity into the
entrepreneurship curriculum.

We can design educational experiences which will help to
protect our potential entrepreneurs from their risk taking
propensities.  We can also design educational experiences
which will help them to enhance their individual creativity. 
As entrepreneurship educators, we need to invest the time and
energy in a personal program of study which will help us to
design and implement both types of educational experiences. 
The former can help protect our students from failure; the
latter can help propel our students to success.
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                              ABSTRACT

Delivering quality is as critical to survival of small service
firms as it is to large corporations.  Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and
Berry (1990) developed a conceptual model of service quality
(Gaps) that identified gaps in service quality and suggested
measures to close them.  The Gaps model has been used in large
service corporations, but is yet to be applied to small service
firms.  Therefore, this paper examines the applicability of the
Gaps model to the smaller service firm.  Our analysis revealed
that the resources and structure of smaller firms significantly
affect the types of service quality gaps that occur and the
closure measures.

                            INTRODUCTION

Delivering quality to customers is paramount to a company's well-
being because it results in more new customers, more business
with existing customers, fewer lost customers, more protection
from price competition, and fewer mistakes requiring the company
to redo its goods/services (Albrecht & Zemke, 1985).  This is
equally true regardless of whether it is a large corporation, a
small firm, or a very small business.  The latter two categories
are extremely important because over 99 percent of firms in the
US employ fewer than 100 people and these firms also employ
almost 54 percent of the workforce (Executive Office of the
President, 1995).  Many of these small businesses are service
firms as the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that services
currently account for 74 percent of the GNP, and 79 percent of
the employment (Henkoff, 1994).  Therefore, in recent years,
researchers and practitioners have recognized the increasing
importance of services.  Concurrently, the quality movement has
embraced the service sector as service firms strive for a
competitive advantage (Schonberger, 1992).  However, while
guidance on delivering quality service is abundant, the models
offered are primarily based on an analysis of larger, mature
corporations and, therefore, not always relevant to smaller
companies.

One of the most prominent service quality models has been
developed by Zeithaml, Parasuraman and Berry (1990) --hereafter
called the Gaps model-- and this paper will examine how the
unique characteristics of small business affect the applicability
of the model.  Because small firms are numerous, we can gain
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insights into small firm service quality through differentiating
by a firm's organizational life stage.  Hence, we used the life
stage model (Eggers, Leahy & Churchill, 1994) and company size to
examine the Gaps model, from a very small and small firm (VS&SF)
perspective.  Our analysis will help a popular service quality
model become more applicable to small business.

                             BACKGROUND

One of the earliest service quality models was "Perceived Service
Quality," developed by Gronroos (1988).  This model identified
two types of service quality from a customer's perspective:
expected and experienced.  High perceived quality is achieved
when the experienced quality matches the expected quality. 
Gronroos later combined his model with Gummesson's 4Q model
(Gummesson & Gronroos, 1988).  This model identified design,
production, delivery, and relations quality as the four sources
of service quality and established links to Gronroos's quality
perception concept.  More recently, Boulding and Staelin (1993)
proposed a dynamic model of service quality.  This model stated
that service quality is a cumulative measure of the overall
quality performance of an organization and allowed for changes in
customer's expectations and perceptions over time.

Zeithaml, Pnarasurarnan and Berry (1990) embarked upon a multi-
phase research study in 1983 which examined service quality.  The
data they collected helped them identify four internal gaps
within service organizations that cause a discrepancy between
what customers expect from a service and what they think they
received.  The researchers formalized these observations in a
conceptual model (Zeithaml et al., 1990).

         Figure 1 - Conceptual Model of Service Quality

CUSTOMER

Word-of-mouth         Personal Needs         Past Experience
Communications             |                       |
     |                     |                       |
     |                    \ /                      |
      -----------------> Expected  <---------------
                -----  > Service
               |        /\   /\
               | Gap 5  |     |____________________
               |        \/                          |
               |    Perceived Services <------------|
               |            /\                      |
     _________ |___________ |______________________ |_____________
               |            |                       |
PROVIDER       |            |             Gap 4  External
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               |        Service Delivery <-----> Communication   
               |          /\    /\               to Customers
               |   Gap 3   |    |                  /\
               |          \/    |                   |
      Gap 1    |        Service Quality             |
               |        Specifications  ------------
               |          /\    /\
               |   Gap 2   |     |
               |          \/     |
               |         Management 
                -->     Perceptions of
                    Customer Expectation

(Source:  Zeithaml, V.A., Parasuraman, A., & Berry, L.L. (1990).
          Delivering quality service:  Balancing customer 
          perceptions and expectations.  New York, NY:  The Free
          Press, p. 46.)

Gap 1 is the difference between customers' expectations of the
service and management's perception of customers' expectations. 
Customers form their expectations through word-of-mouth
communications, personal needs, past experience, and
communications from the service organization.  Gap 2 is the
difference between what managers perceive as customers'
expectations and what they establish as service specifications. 
Gap 3 exists as the difference between service specifications and
actual firm performance.  This may be due to the inability or
unwillingness of service employees to do what the firm has
specified.  Gap 4 is the discrepancy between what a firm promises
about a service and what it actually delivers.  These four
internal gaps contribute to the most important gap of all, Gap 5,
the difference between what a customer expects from a service and
what he/she perceives the organization delivers.

Despite some concerns with the generic ability of the SERVQUAL
questionnaire, the Gaps model is the most popular framework for
assessing service quality (Brown, Churchill, & Peter, 1993;
Carman, 1990).  Nevertheless, despite the importance of this
model for improving service quality, it appears that many of the
service problems were identified from studies of predominantly
large corporations.  Indeed, most of the examples given, for both
problems and solutions, seem to fit best when this model is
applied to a large corporation.  Therefore, we were interested in
an analysis of this model from the VS&SF perspective.  How does
it apply to these firms?

However, we first need to clarify what we mean by the terms 'very
small & small firm' as there is not a common definition (Cook &
Barry, 1995).  Of the different definitions, the most common
cutoff point to distinguish smaller companies from large
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corporations is 500 employees.  Smaller firms are then often
divided into medium-sized businesses, which employ 100-499 people
and small firms, which employ less than 100 (Megginson, Byrd,
Scott, & Megginson, 1994: Longenecker, Moore, & Petty, 1994). 
Small firms can be divided further into a very small category
(under 20 employees) and a small category (20-99 employees).  We
focused on the VS&SFs.

Next, we introduce the stages model (Churchill & Lewis, 1983;
Eggers et al., 1994) to help refine our analysis and account for
differences in a firm's life stage.  In later sections, we
examine how the Gaps model applies to VS&SFs, and offer
suggestions to enhance its usefulness.

                           STAGES MODEL

Eggers et al. (1994) elaborated six stages through which a firm
can pass in its lifecycle:  conception, survival, stabilization,
growth orientation, rapid growth, and resource maturity.  In this
analysis, we focused on the first three stages because once a
firm enters the fourth stage, it would generally exceed our
definition of "small," i.e., less than 100 employees.  The
following pages describe 1) key organizational tasks; 2)
organizational structure, and, 3) resources, strengths and
weaknesses of the VS&SF as they, survival, and stabilization in
the conception stage, all there are no distinctions between very
small and small firms.

     Conception Stage

The key organizational tasks at this stage consist of conceiving
and refining the business idea, finalizing the product/service,
procuring resources, setting up operations, and marketing the
product to generate the first sale.  Thereafter, the owner/manger
is concerned with developing an adequate customer base, and
generating enough cash to stay alive.  Organizational structure
would be strictly informal.  Formalized procedures and systems
would be non-existent, regular monitoring of operations is
absent, and the owner/manager would perform any and all tasks as
needed (Churchill & Lewis, 1983; Eggers et al., 1994; Kazanjian,
1988; Kazanjian & Drazin, 1990; Kimberly & Miles, 1980; Smith,
Mitchell & Summer, 1985).  At this stage, all new service
ventures would be very small.  Resources, strengths and
weaknesses are primarily embodied in the skills and experiences
of the owner/manager as the firm would seldom recruit trained
managerial staff.  Lack of organizational structure may be a
source of weakness in that decisions would tend to be sudden and
subjective, rather than deliberate.

     Survival Stage
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During this stage, the firm is trying to find its bearings and is
still very vulnerable to failure.  However, by this stage, some
new firms would have experienced higher growth than others, and
hence, the small firms begin to separate themselves from the very
small firms.  The key organizational tasks are to attract new and
repeat customers to stabilize revenues, and "perfect" operations
to ensure consistent service to the customer.  Another key task
is to generate enough "cash flow to grow, finance expenses, and
stay in business, while continuing to develop the business in the
(chosen) niche" (Eggers et al., 1994, p. 136).  One additional
concern for the firm at this stage would be that competitors no
longer view the firm as a passing phenomenon and, therefore, are
likely to aggressively retaliate against its attempts to gain a
steady clientele.

At this stage, the norm in both VS&SFs would continue to be
a minimal organizational structure (Churchill & Lewis, 1983).
Employees would handle multiple tasks and assignments would vary
with need.  However, some small firms may institute rudimentary
reporting systems and some task standardization, thereby showing
early signs of formalization.  Occasionally, a managerial layer
may separate the owner/manager from daily operations and
consequently, from intimate contact with customers.  However,
even in the small firms, few would exhibit characteristics like
job specialization or elaborate information and control systems.

The owners motivation, skills, and operational involvement
continue to be the firm's key strengths and these, along with
informality in communication, render the firm agile and
responsive.  While the resources of the very small firms at this
stage would be quite similar to those in the conception stage,
occasionally a small firm might begin to acquire trained
managerial personnel, especially in areas like accounting.  For
the very small firm, the weaknesses lie in trained managerial
expertise, and information and control systems.  For the small
firm, while it may have more resources than the very small firm,
its resources are still outpaced by its growing needs.

     Stabilization Stage

In this stage, the very small firms have become clearly distinct
from the small firms, yet both earn stable revenues and have
learned to cope with competition and market changes.  The very
small firm is consistently returning an adequate profit (from the
owner's perspective), while the small firm's profits are able to
finance moderate growth.  Generally, VS&SFs can function
indefinitely at this stage, unless environmental assaults or
managerial ineffectiveness cause failure or retreat into an
earlier stage.
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The very small firm continues to operate informally with the
owner/manager handling all substantial decisions, although
occasionally delegating them to trusted employees.  However, the
picture can sharply differ in a few small firms, with some job
specialization taking place as functional managers take over
activities such as accounting, operations, purchasing, etc,.
Basic planning, budgeting and control may occur, whereas minimal
reporting systems and work procedures would likely be in place.

Informality and flexibility are still the key strengths of the
very small firm, and hence the corollaries in inadequate
information systems and controls continue to be its weaknesses. 
For many of the small firms, the strengths lie in trained
managers, systematic management practices, and a more informed
and deliberative decision-making process.  Its weaknesses are
likely to be the increasing disengagement of the owner/manager
from operations which may put some distance between him/her and
the customer.  The systems and procedures could also create some
rigidities, making the firm less responsive.

We posit that the differences in the characteristics of the
VS&SFs operating in the conception, survival, and stabilization
stages would result in advantages and disadvantages with respect
to service quality.  We will examine how this happens by applying
the Gaps model to VS&SFs during their three life stages.

                   GAPS MODEL FROM THE VERY SMALL
                     AND SMALL FIRM PERSPECTIVE

Large or small, most companies today realize that quality is
defined by customers and a contemporary definition of quality is
simply "customer satisfaction." A manufacturer that doesn't know
what its customers expect and value in its goods is not likely to
deliver satisfaction.  Goods generally have a limited number of
parameters which are usually well defined (e.g., customers may
agree on a narrow range of years as to how long a washer must
operate trouble-free).  Services, however, have many parameters. 
They are usually not well defined and customers' expectations
with respect to these parameters can cover a wide range (e.g.,
how courteous should your waiter be in a restaurant or what is
courteous behavior in a waiter?). In services, the role of the
customer in an interaction is also inseparable from production,
and the buyer often has an influence on the production process
(e.g., providing instructions for a haircut or documentation for
an accountant) and the quality of the service provided (Lewis,
1989).  Consequently, knowing what customers expect is even more
critical in a service business as without this knowledge, quality
service is not possible.  Very small and small service firms face
the same challenges in acquiring and utilizing this knowledge as
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large corporations, yet their size and lack of maturity can
prevent them from focusing on this task.  Therefore, it is 
important that VS&SFs utilize frameworks to help them
conceptualize service quality improvements.  Our analysis, which
discusses the causes of and closure strategies for the four gaps
in the Gaps model, identifies what is relevant in the Gaps model
from a VS&SF perspective.

     Gap 1

The Gaps model defines the difference between customers'
expectations and management's perception of customer expectations
as Gap 1. This gap can have three possible causes: "1) lack of
marketing research orientation evidenced by insufficient
marketing research, inadequate use of marketing research
findings, and lack of interaction between management and
customers; 2) inadequate upward communication from contact
personnel to management; and, 3) too many levels of management
separating contact personnel from top managers" (Zeithaml et al.,
1990:52).  While it is clear that such a gap may exist in smaller
firms as well as large corporations, the dominant factor for
VS&SFs is the lack of marketing research and the main reason for
this is the lack of resources.

     VS&SF Applicability

First of all, VS&SFs generally do not have the resources to
conduct marketing research.  Very small firms, regardless of
their stage of development, do not have funds to hire marketing
research professionals nor do they generally have the expertise
to do the job themselves.  On the other hand, small firms have
more urgent problems to deal with in the survival stage (e.g.,
establishing enough sales to break-even, generating enough cash
flow to grow) than conducting formal marketing research.  Only
when a small firm has made it to the stabilization stage will it
be financially stable and have the time to afford such an
undertaking.

Second, very small and small service companies usually have a
limited customer base.  Most of their customers are local and
they are usually in frequent contact with them.  Therefore, they
do not need sophisticated marketing research to find out what
their customers need or expect.

Third, due to their size, and especially in the conception and
survival stages, these companies do not have too many layers of
management.  The owner/manager is very close to the customers,
often serving as the contact person for the customers. 
Consequently, if Gap 1 exists, it is probably not due to a lack
of interaction between the management and customers, or to
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inadequate communication between the contact personnel and
management, or to top management being too far removed from the
contact personnel.  Instead, it may be due to deficiencies in the
owner/manager's understanding of customers' expectations. 
Therefore, two of the three causes of Gap 1, and the subsequent
closure steps, are not relevant to VS&SFs.  If Gap 1 does exist
in VS&SFs, it is likely due to the fact that the owner/manager is
too busy fighting fires, trying to keep the firm solvent,
attending every aspect of managing a company, etc., and does not
have the resources to research his/her customers or to formalize
procedures that might make better use of the data the firm
already has.  This is typically the case for almost all very
small firms and for small firms in the survival stages.  In
addition, Gap 1 may exist because the owner/manager assumes that
what customers expect is technical proficiency.  If this doesn't
exactly match customers' expectations, Gap 1 is inevitable.

     Closure Steps

To eliminate the primary cause of Gap 1, lack of marketing
research, the Gap authors suggest seven alternatives to determine
what customers expect.  These methods cover a wide range: 1)
strategic use of complaints; 2) customers' desires in similar
industries; 3) research on intermediate customers; 4) key client
studies; 5) customer panels; 6) transaction-based studies; and,
7) comprehensive customer's expectations studies.  As we go down
the list, the methods become less likely to be viable
alternatives for VS&SFs because of the high cost and the firm's
lack of expertise.  Further, even if the simplest alternative is
used (e.g., recording customer complaints), they don't seem to be
an adequate source of information.  Zeithaml, et al. (1990) cite
the following findings of TARP, a Washington DC research
organization:  "only four percent of customers with problems
actually complain to companies.  The other 96 percent stay
dissatisfied, telling an average of nine to ten other people of
their dissatisfaction" (Zeithaml et al., 1990, p. 54).

This does not imply that marketing research is unimportant for
smaller companies.  Rather, the approach should be different. 
For example, VS&SFs can simply ask customers their expectations
when they are in contact with them and keep a record of the
responses.  Further, they may be able to use information
available through industry sources such as trade journals. 
However, the real solution rests with the owner/manager as he/she
needs to be convinced to research (by any means) what customers
expect from the firm.  Even if a formal data collection system is
not utilized, the owner/manager's understanding that technical
competency is not sufficient for customer satisfaction and that
he/she needs to be actively involved in determining what
customers expect can be a significant step towards closing Gap 1.
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Looking at the applicability of the aforementioned seven
solutions, it is clear that the alternatives are feasible on a
sliding scale based on the resources available to VS&SFs.  Very
small firms are generally precluded from these solutions except
for the strategic use of complaints.  Table 1 summarizes Gap 1's
applicability.

     Gap 2

Gap 2 is the difference between what the owner/manager perceives
to be the customers' expectations and the service quality
standards that are put into place.  Four major reasons are given
for this gap: "1) inadequate commitment to service quality; 2)
perception of infeasibility; 3) inadequate task standardization;
and, 4) absence of goal setting" (Zeithaml et al., 1990, p.71-72).

Inadequate commitment to service quality may exist due to
management's focus on something other than customers' needs and
expectations.  Perception of infeasibility in meeting customers'
expectations can exist because managers' believe they do not have
the resources to meet these expectations.  Next, inadequate task
standardization is usually a result of management's belief that
standardization sacrifices service quality.  Finally, Gap 2 may
emerge when a company sets service quality goals for its
employees based not on customers' expectations, but on internal
company standards.

              Table 1- Relevance of Gap 1 to Very Small
                           and Small Firms
______________________________________________________________________

Gap 1: Not Knowing                  Very Small and Small
       What Customers               Firm Fit
       Expect
_____________________________________________________________________

I) CAUSE: Lack of Mktg 
   Research Orientation

A. Subcause: Insufficient           Applies to all firms.
   Mktg.  Research

   Measures For Closing             
   Subcause A:                      

   1. Strategic use of              All firms can use 
      complaints                    complaints.

   2. What customers                Not a viable alternative
      desire in similar             for very small firms, only
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      industries                    useful for small firms.

   3. Research on                   Not a  viable alternative
      intermediate                  for very small firms, only 
      customers                     useful for small firms in 
                                    stabilazation stage.

   4. Key client studies            Not a viable alternative --
                                    due to lack of resources.

   5. Using customers               Not a viable alternative --
      panels                        due to lack of resources.

   6. Tracking satisfaction         Not a viable alternative --
      w/ individual                 due to lack of resources.
      transactions

   7. Comprehensive customers'      Not a viable alternative --
      expectations studies          due to lack of resources.
_____________________________________________________________________

B. Subcause : Inadequate 
   Use of Mktg. Research            Applies to all firms.
   Findings

   Measure For Closing              Depends on the available
   Subcause B: Using                inforation
   marketing research
   better
_____________________________________________________________________

C. Subcause: Lack of                Not relevant to very small
   Interaction Between              & small firms.
   Mgt. & Customers
_____________________________________________________________________

II) CAUSE: Inadequate               Not relevant to very small
   Upward Communication             & small firms.
   from Contact Personnel
   to Mgt.
_____________________________________________________________________

III)CAUSE: Too Many                  Not relevant to very small
   Layers Between Contact            & small firms.
   Personnel and Mgt.
_____________________________________________________________________
     
     VS&SF Applicability

Although Gap 2 can exist in any firm, the specific causes may vary
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based on the VS&SF's stage of development.  A typical owner/manager
often has a technical orientation and, therefore, tends to equate
quality with technical excellence, not customers' needs.  He/she
is usually struggling to keep the firm afloat.  Upgrading the
equipment and facilities can be a chronic problem and,
consequently, the perception of infeasibility may be imbedded in
his/her mind-set.  Very small firms in any stage and small firms
in the survival stage generally do not have a high degree of task
standardization.  Hence, the lack of standardization is due to
the nature of the firm and the conditions it is operating in with
respect to the stage of development.  In very small firms and
small firms in the survival stage, formal goal setting is not
likely to be a priority of the owner/manager.  Only in the
stabilization stage can a small firm can be expected to have both
well-defined positions and standardized tasks.  Similarly,
setting clear goals based on customers' requirements and
expectations is not likely to occur until the firm reaches the
stabilization stage.

     Closure Steps

The authors of the Gaps model offer recommendations to close Gap
2. Some of these measures are viable alternatives for VS&SFs. 
For example, they state that first, top management must commit to
customer-oriented quality and then, middle management's support
must be assured.  It is clear that when management is not
committed to service quality, Gap 2 is certain to emerge. 
Therefore, this suggestion is applicable to VS&SFs.

However, VS&SFs have neither a large management team nor several
organizational layers.  Therefore, one needs to convince only the
owner/manager to enhance commitment to customer-oriented
quality.  Others in the firm will receive the message quickly and
unambiguously.  Consequently, a substantial part of Gap 2 is
about communication and VS&SFs have a distinct advantage over
large corporations in ensuring that the same message is received
by all employees.  The lack of internal layers in VS&SFs also
allows for easier implementation of solutions, except where
substantial resources are needed.  However, we must also
emphasize that if the firm is in the conception or survival
stage, it is not easy for the owner/manager to pay attention to
anything other than the most pressing issues of survival.  The
chances of implementation are better in the stabilization stage.

Standardization of tasks through the substitution of hard
technology for personal contact, or improving work methods (or a
combination of the two) are recommended as additional
alternatives for closing Gap 2.  Substitution of hard technology
for human touch is usually in the form of computers to replace
service workers (e.g., automatic teller machines).  Investment in
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such systems is usually out of the realm of very small firms in
general and small firms in the survival stage, but may be
feasible for small firms in the stabilization stage.  Therefore,
closing Gap 2 with hard technology requires resources and that
becomes the most onerous problem for most VS&SFs.  As an
improvement in work methods is certainly feasible for any firm at
any stage of development (the only prerequisite seems to be that
the owner/manager believe in it), smaller firms who find a lack
of standardized tasks contributing to Gap 2 should focus on the
work process first.

When Gap 2 is due to an absence of goal setting, the Gaps authors
recommend that service quality goals are set for employees and
that these goals are: "1) designed to meet customers'
expectations; 2) specific; 3) accepted by employees; 
4) (representative of) important job dimensions; 5) measured and
reviewed with appropriate feedback; and, 6) challenging but
realistic" (Zeithaml et al., 1990, p. 84-86).  As we have pointed
out earlier, it is not realistic to expect any goal setting
activity in very small firms and small firms in the survival
stage.  However, if managerial sophistication exists in a small
firm in the stabilization stage, these six suggestions are
reasonable and meaningful for setting service goals for their
employees.  Table 2 summarizes Gap 2's applicability.

              Table 2- Relevance of Gap 2 to Very Small
                           and Small Firms
_____________________________________________________________________

Gap 2: Wrong Service                Very Small and Small
       Quality Standards            Firm Fit
_____________________________________________________________________

I) CAUSE: Inadequate                Applies to all firms:
   Management Commitment            Owner/manager is the key
   to Service Quality               in very small and small 
                                    firms.
   Measures For Closing 
   Cause 1:
   
   1. Commitment to quality         Once it becomes the 
                                    owner/manager's priority.

   2. Commitment of middle mgt.     Not relevant to very small
                                    & small firms.
_____________________________________________________________________

II)CAUSE: Perception of             Applies to all firms.
   Infeasibility
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   Measure For Closing              May be used by any firm,
   Cause II: Creating               easier for small firms if
   possibilities                    resources are needed.
_____________________________________________________________________

III)CAUSE: Inadequate               Applies to all firms:  A natural
   Standardization of               condition that most VS&SFs are 
   Tasks                            in due to lack of resources.

   Measures For Closing
   Cause III:

   1. Standardizing tasks           Not a viable alternative 
      with hard technology:         except when a small firm is 
                                    in the stabilization stage.
   
   2. Standardizing tasks           May be used by any firm.
      by changing the work 
      process
_____________________________________________________________________

IV)CAUSE: Absence of Goal           Applies to all firms:  A natural 
   Setting                          condition that most VS&SFs are
                                    in due to lack of resources.

   Measure For Closing              Only relevant to small firms in
   Cause IV:  Setting               the stabilization stage due to 
   service quality goals            limits on the part of the 
                                    owner/manager.
     
     Gap 3

Gap 3 is called the service performance gap and it emerges when
the actual service falls short of what the customer wants and
what management has set up to deliver.  This is usually due to
the inability or unwillingness of employees to perform the
service at the desired level.  The Gaps authors have identified
the following factors that may contribute to this gap: "1) role
ambiguity; 2) role conflict; 3) poor employee-job fit: 4) poor
technology-job fit; 5) inappropriate supervisory control systems;
6) lack of perceived control (by employees); and, 7) lack of
teamwork" (Zeithaml et al., 1990, p. 90).

Role ambiguity exists when employees are not given clear
instructions and/or training to do their jobs properly.  Role
conflict occurs when employees believe that customers' and/or
management's expectations from them are unrealistic with respect
to service time, number of customers to be served in a given
amount of time, etc.. Poor employee-job fit occurs when the firm
fails to hire employees with the right skills and/or fails to
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train them properly.  Poor technology-job fit is the result of a
failure by the firm to provide the right technology and
equipment. inappropriate supervisory control systems occur when
firms monitor factors that are easy to measure (e.g., number of
customers served) rather than what counts (e.g., customer
satisfaction).  Lack of control (empowerment) can happen when
employees resolve problems in the delivery of services and have
to exceed their authority to do so.  Teamwork (i.e., employees
and managers pulling together toward a common goal) can provide
great service and obviously, a lack of such teamwork can
compromise service quality.

     VS&SF Applicability

Role ambiguity and conflict may be a real problem in VS&SFs
because there are usually no clear job descriptions in these
firms and employees are expected to perform many different tasks. 
On the other hand, close contact between the owner/manager and
employees reduces the likelihood of employees not knowing what is
expected of them in terms of performance.

The Gaps authors also suggest training employees while using a
performance compensation system that is focused on service
quality and customer satisfaction.  To accomplish this, VS&SFs
must first address the "unable" aspect of service performance. 
Employees need the tools, training, and understanding of their
mission in order to begin to close Gap 3, or to prevent its
occurrence.  Once a firm has ensured that its employees have the
tools and knowledge to provide quality service, the firm can then
address the "unwillingness" to provide quality service.

     Closure Steps

Recognizing that they lack sufficient financial strength to
accomplish all of the solutions suggested in the Gaps model,
VS&SFs need to focus their efforts.  For closure steps, the
owner/manager's priorities are once again the key, as poor
employee-job fit and poor technology-job fit are common
occurrences in very small firms and small firms in the survival
stage.  As a small firm reaches and settles in the stabilization
stage, these problems may Slowly diminish, mainly due to
increased financial strength of the company.

Inappropriate supervisory control systems are also common in
VS&SFs, in part because there usually is no formal system.  If
teamwork is defined as pulling together in one common direction,
then smaller firms, because of their ease of internal
communication, would have less problems in ensuring a common
direction and, therefore, a smaller Gap 3. If teamwork is defined
as two or more people working on a well-defined objective, then
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for many VS&SFs, teamwork is irrelevant because of their size. 
Finally, empowerment as a contributor to Gap 3 is simply not an
issue for most VS&SFs.  Our ongoing research suggests that
because these employees have multiple roles, many of them are
empowered when it comes to handling customer complaints and
solving problems.

As can be deduced from the above, some of the factors that
contribute to Gap 3 in VS&SFs arise from the nature of these
firms or where they are in the development stage.  For example,
while a complex performance measurement system can reward
employees based on service quality, this is not really necessary
for VS&SFs, An owner/manager can easily empower his/her employees
to deliver quality service and clearly communicate to employees
as to what is expected of them and how they will be rewarded. 
This is possible because of the close contact with both employees
and customers as there are few, if any, layers of management to
obscure the message.  Only as a small firm grows in size and
financial strength do formal systems become necessary and
feasible.  Table 3 summarizes Gap 3's applicability

     Gap 4

Gap 4 emerges when the delivered service does not match what was
promised by the firm.  The Gaps authors identify two major causes
to this gap: "1) inadequate horizontal communication,
particularly among operations, marketing, and human resources, as
well as across branches; and, 2) propensity to overpromise in
communications" (Zeithaml et al., 1990, p. 116-117).

     VS&SF Applicability

Gap 4 is unlikely to be a major problem in VS&SFs because the
reasons for Gap 4 to exist in large corporations are not the same
in VS&SFs.  Lack of communication in a large corporation is
usually due to the size of the organization and the turf
protection instinct among various departments.  VS&SFs simply do
not have this size problem, and usually they do not even have
separate departments for marketing, advertising, operations,
etc.. While it is possible for a sizable small firm (e.g., 90
employees) to develop this bureaucracy, the real risk would
likely be only in the stabilization stage where a firm's
structure becomes more developed and permanent.  The second cause
of Gap 4, overpromising, is more likely to be a concern for
VS&SFs.  In general, increasing competitive pressures and
heightened customer expectations may lead service firms to
overpromise in their communications to customers.  This is
particularly evident in the conception and survival stages, as
firms are trying to build a customer base and deliver the basic
service in a consistent manner.  Firms might also overpromise
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simply because of inexperience.  Any overpromising may initially
lead to increased sales but will inevitably create many
disappointed customers.

              Table 3- Relevance of Gap 3 to Very Small
                           and Small Firms
_____________________________________________________________________

Gap 3: Service                      Very Small and Small        
       Performance                  Firm Fit
       Gap                 
_____________________________________________________________________
I) CAUSE: Role                      Applies to all firms:  A
   Ambiguity                        condition that most VS&SFs 
                                    are in due to their size
              
   Measure For Closing
   Cause I- Provide role
   clarity by:
_____________________________________________________________________  
 

   a. technical training            Generally useful for all
                                    firms.

   b. interpersonal skills          Not a viable alternative for
                                    training very small firms, more
                                    likely in small firms in
                                    stabilization stage.

   c. teaching employees            Not a viable alternative for
      about customers               very small firms, more likely 
                                    in small firms in stabilization 
                                    stage.
_____________________________________________________________________

II)CAUSE: Role Conflict             Applies to all firms; A
                                    natural condition that most
                                    very small and small firms
                                    are in due to their size.
  
   Measure For Closing
   Cause II: Define job in          Owner/manager is the key
   terms of customers'              due to lack of formal 
   expectations                     structure.
_____________________________________________________________________

III)CAUSE: Poor                     Applies to all firms: A
   Employee-job fit                 condition that most
                                    VS&SFs are in due to
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                                    their size.
   Measure For Closing
   Cause III: Improve               Not likely to occur in very
   employee-job fit                 small firms and small
                                    firms in the survival stage.
_____________________________________________________________________

IV)CAUSE: Poor                      Applies to all firms: A
   Technology-job fit               condition that most
                                    VS&SFs are in due to their
                                    size.

   Measure For Closing
   Cause IV: Improve                Not likely to occur in very
   technology-job fit               small firms and small firms
                                    in the survival stage.
_____________________________________________________________________

V)CAUSE: Inappropriate 
  Supervisory Control 
  Systems

  Measure For Closing               Not likely to occur in very
  Cause V: Use reward               small and small firms in
  system as behavior                the survival stage due to a
  control.                          lack of formal system.
_____________________________________________________________________

VI)CAUSE: Lack of                   Not relevant to VS&SFs
   Perceived Control
_____________________________________________________________________
     
VII) CAUSE: Lack of                Not relevant to VS&SFs
     Teamwork
_____________________________________________________________________
 
VII) CAUSE: Lack of                Not relevant to VS&SFs
     Teamwork                                             

    Closure Steps

In large service corporations, closing Gap 4 requires opening
channels of communication between advertising, operations, sales,
human resources, etc., and ensuring that what is depicted in
advertising can be delivered.  VS&SFs generally need to focus
only on what they are communicating to their customers and ensure
that the owner/manager is aware of any inaccuracies.  However,
since it is usually management who is responsible for any
inaccuracies, and once management realizes the incongruity of
what is promised and what can be delivered, it should not be too
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difficult to correct.

                             CONCLUSION

The Gaps model identified service quality gaps and suggested
strategies to close these gaps.  We have reviewed this model from
the VS&SF perspective and indicated that many of the causes that
lead to Gaps 1-4 in large corporations simply do not exist in
smaller firms.  Therefore, portions of the model become less
relevant.  Nevertheless, the model can be useful if a VS&SF is
cognizant of the two main differences between a large corporation
and itself:  resource availability and organizational structure.

Resource availability differences mean that VS&SFs do not possess
the funds, personnel, expertise, etc., that larger corporations
have and the closure measures suggested by the Gaps model that
require substantial resources may simply have to be dismissed. 
Even the small firm in the stabilization stage suffers from
resource constraints and, therefore, many of the measures may be
beyond the resources of these companies as well.  However, VS&SFs
can be creative regarding the resource problem and something like
inter-organizational cooperation may be a more feasible approach. 
For instance, several small firms (perhaps non-competing small
firms) can pool their resources and build a state-of-the art
computerized system for the service delivery and for monitoring
quality.  Small deli's and grocery stores have used similar
arrangements with purchasing co-ops.  Likewise, they can share
the cost of providing customer service training to the employees,
or jointly hire an outside expert to provide market information.

Organizational structure differences mean that VS&SFs are not
burdened with a formalized bureaucracy, or other structural
impediments that cause the owner/manager to lose contact with the
customer, to diffuse messages to contact personnel, etc..
Therefore, the agility of the VS&SF allows them to overcome
certain problems and more importantly, largely reduce if not
preclude some of the gaps.

In addition, two other key points emerge from our analysis. 
First, one point of similarity between large corporations and
VS&SFs is notable:  in all three kinds of organizations, service
quality gaps can occur due to deficiencies in the top
management's understanding of customer expectations, and their
insufficient commitment to service quality.  Second, one point of
difference would be the target of the solutions.  In VS&SFs, many
of the remedial measures need to be directed at the
owner/manager, whereas in large corporations, the target is often
middle management.  For example, to improve organizational
understanding of customer expectations, it is the owner/manager
of the very small firm who has to be retrained", since she/he
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embodies the firm's structure and resources.  Once this person is
convinced of the need to gauge customer expectations and meet
them, and is equipped with the requisite expertise, this
individual can readily redirect operations.

The aforementioned structure and resource differences allow
VS&SFs to focus their utilization of the Gaps model differently
than their larger cousins.  VS&SFs can deemphasize Gaps 1 and 4
because either the solutions involve substantial resources or
there is only a remote chance of a gap occurring.  Specifically,
of the three causes of Gap 1, only a lack of marketing research
is relevant to smaller firms.  Of the closures suggested, almost
all are beyond the ability of VS&SFs, leaving the possibility of
cooperative efforts as perhaps the most creative way around this
dilemma.  Gap 4 is a communication problem, either between
individuals/departments within the firm or between the firm and
the customer.  Since VS&SFs do not generally have internal
communication impediments (e.g., no departments or branches), the
main problem is overpromising to the customer.  However, since it
is usually the owner/manager who is responsible for any
inaccuracies, prevention involves only one person and should not
present a problem.  Therefore, most VS&SFs would likely find that
Gap 4 simply does not exist or is very small, allowing them to
focus their efforts on preventing or closing Gaps 2 and 3.

Our investigation has shown how a popular service quality model
can be utilized by VS&SFs interested in understanding and
improving service quality.  We suggest that the next stage of
development would be to utilize these findings and revise the
SERVQUAL questionnaire to make it more relevant to VS&SFs.  Given
the large number of VS&SFs, and their impact in the economy, this
would seem to be a worthwhile endeavor.
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            Accounting For Labor and Service Contracts
           Using Standard Inventory Accounting Concepts

                        J. Douglas Frazer
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                             ABSTRACT

Small businesses can have the same information needs as very
large businesses.  Clients who offer personal service to their
clients or customers and bill hours against contracts have a need
to monitor the performance of these contracts and need an
information system which provides realtime control over billings
and hours incurred.  Most project management software (MS-
Project) is not integrated with accounting software, and the
inexpensive off-the-shelf accounting packages, e.g. Peachtree
Accounting for Windows, does not claim to offer true project
control functionality.

The approach suggested here uses the inventory module of low
scale accounting packages such as Peachtree Accounting for
Windows and the concepts needed to control inventory items to
control labor hours charged on contracts.  An hour of labor is
treated exactly like a widget.  All of the concepts useful for
controlling inventory are then available to control hours,
including storing hours, a problem not unknown to small business
institute clients.  This solution works and is inexpensive.  Any
accounting software with an inventory module and the ability to
handle assembled items can also utilize this approach.

To the small business person, this approach gives a real solution
to a very real problem without incurring the high cost of more
expensive integrated project management accounting software.

                           INTRODUCTION

Accounting for consulting and service contracts is not well
addressed in standard, off-the-shelf accounting packages.  If the
SBI client would like their accounting software to monitor
contract performance, and when most often contract overruns are
out of the question, the low-end accounting software is usually
rules out as unacceptable.  Therefore the company is forced to
purchase a much more expensive system, an investment in what they
consider an overhead item.  Such suggestions are always met with
frustration and often financial hardship.

This paper proposes an elegant solution, using standard inventory
concepts to provide the management information without overly
burdensome bookkeeping procedures.  The solution suggested here
uses Peachtree Accounting for Windows and Mind Your Own Business
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software, but does not use the routine, labor or service
designation available in these software products, or others in
their category.  In fact, if the service option is chosen most of
the control elements discussed here are lost.  The solution
suggested in this paper treats and hour of work exactly like a
widget, but does require that the widget is manufactured, not
simply purchased.  It is the automatic assembly feature that
allows this solution to work.  Software that has an inventory
module without automatic assembly can use part of this approach,
but will require inventory transfer entries.

                           THE PROBLEM

Labor based contracting often has an agreed contract amount often
expressed both in a dollar amount and in a number of hours which
the contractor cannot exceed.  While most accounting software
allows the maintenance of job or tasks amounts it does nothing to
help the company monitor the progress on the contract.  It does
not warn management when some prescribes percentage of the
contract hours are exhausted.

Most managers in this situation would like to be able to receive
a report which summarizes hours and dollars billed on a job to
date, but also how many hours or dollars are left on the
contract.  In an environment with long lead times, such as
government contracting it may also be necessary to be given
sufficient notice to begin the next contract negotiation or
business grinds to a halt.

One might ask why these amounts cannot be maintained by hand, or
if not by hand, would not the manager know the amounts of these
contracts and so a simple report on total dollars incurred to
date satisfy the need?  How complex does the situation have to be
before one would appreciate a little help?  Four, five or ten
clients, with two, four or ten tasks for each.  It is not hard to
imagine a situation where the manager would look to the
accounting system and ask, "Why can't the system tell me what I
need to know?"

                   INADEQUACY OF SERVICE ITEMS

Many accounting packages include service items or labor items in
the inventory modules.  These items are considered "sold" and
sometimes "purchased" but not, "inventoried." This feature has
been added to these modules so a labor line can be added to
materials or item invoice.  If an inventory item is designed as a
service item then it will be available as a billing item, and it
can be assigned to a job or task number.  This produces a labor
line as on a repair bill where a customer is charged for
materials and labor.
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Using service items does not allow for setting the maximum number
of hours available for billing, and does not provide a way to
assess the status of contracts.

With job or task accounting the total dollars charged on a
project can be measured.  This reporting feature is helpful, but
still does not provide true budgetary control.

Figure 1
                        Budget/inventoryApproach

      Inv-Budget Item
500  @ 0.00   40 @ 0.00 = 0.00
              40 @ 0.00 = 0.00      \
              40 @ 0.00 = 0.00        \    Inv-Assembled Item
Balance = 340 units                        40 @ 15.00 = 0.00   40 @ 15.
00 = 0.00       
                                           40 @ 15.00 = 0.00   40 @ 15.
00 = 0.00       
                                       /   40 @ 15.00 = 0.00     
      Inv-Actual Item                /     Balance = 40 @ 15
Record Actuall Time   Record Assembly
40 @ 15.00 = 0.00     40 @ 15.00 = 0.00     
40 @ 15.00 = 0.00     40 @ 15.00 = 0.00     
40 @ 15.00 = 0.00     40 @ 15.00 = 0.00     
Balance = usually 0 units

                  THE BUDGET/INVENTORY APPROACH

The budget/inventory approach requires three inventory items
related to each budgeted item.  For example if a contractor, Jane
Doe is to be billed on a contract for 500 hours at a price of
$50/hour and the full cost of those hours are $15/hour then the
following items are established: 

1) Jane Doe - Budget - this account will contain the total
budgeted hours, but will be valued at $0.

2) Jane Doe - Actual - This account will be used to record the
purchase of hours as form any vendor (see below for employees). 
This account should be valued at the actual cost, but because
dollars simply flow through, it should also contain $0. 

3) Jane Doe - Assembled - this account is an assembled item which
requires one unit of Jane Doe - Budget and one unit of Jane Doe -
Actual

The assembly is available in Peachtree and MYOB and others.  It
is a novel way to provide some management information without
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buying higher end accounting systems.  The approach simply looks
at hours as if they are units purchased.  A service firm buys and
sells hours.  The standard inventory concepts can be used to
measure the total hours charged on a contract, to keep track of
unbilled but incurred costs and

This method requires three inventory instead of the one required
if the labor item category is used.  While there are three
accounts there are not three times as many entries associated
with the maintenance of the system.  The actual hours are
recorded in a way not unlike any other accepted method of
recording vendor payables or employee hours.  The billing process
differs only in that hours of inventory are sold rather than
simply hours.  The connection between the Inv-Budget and the 
Inv-Assembled is handled automatically through the invoice step
and the autoassembly feature.  Therefore, the routine processing
is no more involved than normal use of the labor item approach.

            DETAIL DESCRIPTION OF THE BUDGET APPROACH

The approach is explained in "T" account format in Figure 1. At the
point of signing the contract, or establishing the budget for a
project, the Inv-Budget Item is created and a $0 value purchase
of inventory is recorded, but note that it is recorded as 500 units
@ $0 = $0.  This establishes a 500 unit pool which will not affect
the balance sheet, or ultimately the income statement.

This account however can be monitored to give an ongoing status
of the contract.  In addition, if the inventory module has the
ability to establish inventory purchase points, then the manager
can be warned at any point chosen so that a new contract or
extension can be negotiated.

Labor hours are actually incurred and recorded as the purchase of
hours as the purchase of hours as the purchase of any item from
any vendor, see Figure 2(omitted).  The hours are recorded into
the Inv-Actual account.  The balance in this account is usually
$0 because this entry is followed by the assembly entry which
moves the actual hours purchased to the Inv-Assembled account
but, and importantly, the Inv-Budget account is relieved at the
same rate.  Thus, the Inv-Budget account contains a running
balance of the budget, and the Inv-Assembled account records the
total hours available for billing to the client.  If the actual
hours are not actually billed then the Inv-Assembled account
maintains the "unbilled receivables."

       CHARGING INDIVIDUALS OR GROUPS ON THE SAME CONTRACT

The simplest case is when one individual charges time on a single
contract on one Inv-Budget item.  Figure One assumes such a
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situation, but it is also to use more complex arrangements where
two, or more people are charging on the same contract, against
the same budget.  It is important to be able to design systems
that are able to have a single overall budget controlling the
incurrence of hours by more than one employee.  The control is
established in this approach by the Inv-Budget account and not
the Inv-Assembled account.  The solution is to establish an 
Inv-Budget account for the total contract and separate Inv-
Assembled for each person charging on the contract.

In cases where the total budget is divided into individual
budgets for the consultants than the system needs a separate 
Inv-Budget for each person (not shown in Figure One).

There must be an Inv-Actual and Inv-Assembled for each individual
charging on each contract.  In essence, if an individual is
charging time on five projects, then there needs to be ten
accounts to control the costs.  These are set up at the beginning
of each contract.

         EMPLOYEE LABOR IN THE BUDGET/ INVENTORY APPROACH

When employees are billed to clients, it is possible to record
the purchase of the Inv-Actual hours through the regular payroll
screens, see Figure 3.

In this case 15 hours are being charged to Job#0310 and account
#12905 the Inventory account will contain these fifteen hours. 
When the assembled inventory is sold through the invoice screen
the total Inv-Actual account will be relieved.

Charging to inventory in a payroll entry is unusual.  The
software warned that an entry should normally go to an expense
account, but allowed the setup as illustrated in Figure 3(omitted).

             SUMMARY OF THE BUDGET INVENTORY APPROACH

The Budget/inventory approach is a work-around solution for a
small business that cannot afford the $500/750 per module that is
normal for higher end, integrated accounting solutions.  It is
designed to make use of low-end, inexpensive accounting packages
such as Peachtree that are already in use by many of the SBI
clients.  As a client grows his/her ability to pay for a more
expensive, integrated solution will also grow, making this
solution unnecessary.

The budget/inventory approach can be summarized with the
following checklist:

( ) Set up one Inv-Budget account for every hour budget on which
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control is required.
          ( ) If there is more than one individual charging on a total
          contract, one Inv-Budget account may still be acceptable if
          the control is only required on the total.

( )Set up one Inv-Actual and one Inv-Assembled for each person
that is to charge time against the Inv-Budget.

( ) In addition to the inventory items, if employees are included
in the design, the linkage between the payroll system and the
inventory needs to be established.  This allows the routine
recording of payroll to accept the creation of Inv-Actual items.

The three accounts involved in the budget/inventory approach
measure the following concepts:

Inventory-Budget: The total hours budgeted on a contract less the
hours incurred.

Inventory-Actual: The actual hours incurred on the contract are
charged in this account, but the hours are relieved in the
assembly process.  I this account has a balance it is equal to
the incurred, but unbilled hours.

Inventory--Assembled: This account records the total hours
assembled, and billed.  Therefore this account should have a zero
value.

                            REFERENCES
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                            ABSTRACT

Data collected from 369 midwestern small business owners suggests
that there is a markedly different profile for those small
business owners whose initial start-up capital was low ($10000 or
less) versus those with higher start-up capital.  Those with high
start-up capital were more likely to be older, with both prior
managerial/ownership and marketing experience.  They were also
more likely to be high monitors of their relevant marketing
environments, prepared a business plan prior to starting their
business, and to have sought marketing assistance in the start-up
phase of their business.  They were more likely to have commenced
with one or more partners.  In terms of marketing strategy, they
were also more likely to have initially pursued a broader
geographic scope.

Given the large difference in the proportion of cases where a
business plan was prepared prior to starting the business, a
second analysis was performed comparing those business owners who
prepared a business plan prior to starting their business with
those who did not.  Besides the same profile of personal
background factors proving to be significantly different, those
preparing business plans were also more likely to have started
with an initial product line that was innovative rather than
traditional, dedicated a higher proportion of their current
workforce to marketing/sales duties, and have been more likely to
have expanded their geographic scope over time.

Moreover, our study was consistent with research from Baucus and
Human [1994] which studied the punctuated equilibrium process
(higher debt generally).  We found that as you take on more
start-up capital you are more likely to possess more managerial
experience, more likely to be monitors of your relevant marketing
environments, more likely to prepare a business plan prior to
beginning your business, and are more likely to pursue a broader
geographic scope.
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                           INTRODUCTION

The definition of an entrepreneur is as varied as the imagination
can take you.  Edgar H. Schein [1994] is correct to assess that
developing variables for more detailed empirical studies in
entrepreneurship is long overdue.  He differentiates between
self-employment and commencing a business in order to survive,
due to mid-life lay-offs as well as downsizings.  Schein is
adamant about distancing himself with researchers who link
together self-employment and entrepreneurship.  He stresses that
autonomous professionals" (teaches, consultants, people who run
companies) are not entrepreneurs, because they have not created
anything.  For the purposes of our study, we classify the
entrepreneur as an owner of a small business.  Our 369 respondents
were Midwestern small business owners. Our definition is consistent
with Webster's definition of an entrepreneur; 'the person who
organizes, manages, and assumes the risks of a business * a
successful business person."  Our definition of success is simply
that the entrepreneur creates a going concern.  Our participants
were in business eleven years on average.

Wilson Harrell [1994] believes that behind every entrepreneur
that there is a spirit to make something happen.  He speaks about
this kindling spirit that was created by his father, easing him
into the cotton grading business.  Although this spirit is real
and intriguing, the purpose of the paper is to analyze
differences between small business owner entrepreneurs, and not
to analyze the personality characteristics that help formulate
this so-call "spirit."

David Fogiano [1995], who is president and CEO of the American
Management Association, believes that small business owners
clearly possess the "entrepreneurial spirit." He believes that it
is not imperative to have the big money carrot dangling in front
of your face in order to create the entrepreneurial spirit.  The
vital ingredient is to formulate on environment where creativity
is encouraged, and where people are given autonomy, while they
are allowed to have fun.  It should be obvious that people in our
study who started with low start-up capital (less than $10,000)
did not all proceed because of a burning money desire.  Being
able to run your own show, is indeed a motivator.  E.S. Woolard,
Jr. [1995] who is chairman of E.I. duPont de Nemours and Company
believes that entrepreneurs can only be created by dismantling
traditional corporate organizations.  Eventually you must allow
employees to focus on delivering superior value to customers
without the bureaucracy around their neck.  Our 369 small
business owners did not want to be straddled with that
bureaucracy around their neck.

It is astounding to comprehend the number of new corporations
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that are beginning each year.  Jeffrey A Timmons [1994] coined
the term "the silent revolution" ins his book New Venture
Creation.  When Dr. Timmons began in 1970, he said you could have
had a conference of so-called "experts" in the new venture field
in a telephone booth.  In fact, twenty years ago these were only
50 to 75 schools that even offered courses in entrepreneurship,
but today that number is over 1,000.  Dr. Timmons states that
self-employed individuals expect the highest level of personal
satisfaction, challenge, pride, and reward.  Timmons claims that
most of the two million millionaires in the U.S.A. amassed their
wealth through entrepreneurship.  This clearly is part of the
drive necessary in order to convince people to -start firms with
such small capital reserves (less than $10,000).

Timmons [1994] loves to compare RJR Nabisco witn a small Kansas
City, Missouri company called Marion Labs.  He claims that the
spirit can only be created within companies when they allow their
employees total empowerment with unlimited rewards.  People were
shocked to learn that 20 millionaires came out of the RJR Nabisco
merger, but remember that RJR is a 18 billion dollar company with
30,000 employees.  When Marion Labs merged with Dow Merrell in 
1989, it was only doing about 2.5 billion in revenues, with only
5,000 employees.  300 plus millionaires came out of this merger. 
Timmons states that this is because Marion created the
entrepreneurial philosophy of long term value creation.  Timmons
sums up by listing five steps to "entrepreneurial greatness": 
1) vision, which is leadership, the big picture, and who will
think and act like owners; 2) perpetual learning culture which is
training and educating: 3) entrepreneurial mind set and values,
which encompasses taking responsibility and getting results; 4)
widespread responsibility/accountability which is understanding
and interpreting the numbers as well as creating fair reward
systems; and 5) the results which include achievements of
personal and performance goals as well as shared pride and
leadership with mutual respect.  Sharing would be more important
to our small business owners with higher start-up capital, since
they were more likely to start with one or more partners and they
were more likely to pursue a broader geographic scope.

                     THE ANTECEDENT VARIABLES

David de Meza and Clive Southey [1996] state that entrants into
entrepreneurship are "naive optimists," and that the banks are
the "efficient processors of information."  Keep in mind that in
many of these cases the intermediaries may not even have to be
directly involved.  Nowadays you can borrow $5,000 to $10,000 on
a unsolicited credit card, and work an extra job to help pay it
off without ever getting involved in lengthy bank loan processes.

Many people argue that the lack of capital prohibits the growth
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of small business and call this the borrower's curse [Meza and
Southey - 1996].  Perhaps it is the small business owner who is
better able to determine the necessary borrowing level versus a
financial intermediary.  Meza and Southey [1996] claim that
borrowers have biased expectations and that banks more often than
not are doing the entrepreneurs a favor by not offering loan
money.  They even quote from the Wealth of Nations by Adam Smith
(1926) - "the chance of gain is by every man more or less
overvalued, and the chance of loss is by most men undervalued,
and scarce by any man, who is in tolerable health and spirits,
valued more than it is worth." (p. 107 - chapter X) Our study
certainly does not indicate a borrowers curse whatsoever.  In
fact 57% of the small business owners in our study began with
less than $10,000 start-up capital and are still a successful
going concern after an average of over 11 years in business. 
Their hope to succeed as apparently come to fruition.

Taylor and Brown (1988) claim that there is considerable evidence
which suggests that there are many characteristics of normal
human thought: overly positive self-evaluations, exaggerated
perceptions of control or mastery, and unrealistic optimism. 
Weinstein (1980); Zackay (1984), and McKenna (1993) show that the
degree of optimism seems to increase if subjects believe that
they are in control.  Matlin and Stang (1978) formulated the
"Pollyanna Principle," which states that when inferences are made
from less than reliable information that there i's a tendency to
choose the more favorable the possible interpretations - meaning
that people have a general tendency to favor pleasant over
unpleasant information end memories.  It is likely that the
entrepreneur is more optimistic than the general population.

Meza and Southey [1996] create a model based on the psychology of
optimism and which focuses on the main features constituting
lending practices to small businesses.  They state five
observations within their model: 1 ) drop out rates for new
entrepreneurs are extremely high; 2) bank loans are the main
external finance tool; 3) small business loans require a high
degree of collateral provisions; 4) most entrepreneurs complain
that they are either denied credit or that they can't receive
enough credit; and 5) companies that are financed by highly
secured loans are more likely to fail.  They found that the
economic consequences of banks rejecting more entrepreneurs is a
financial benefit to society.  Our study shows that success can
and does come to entrepreneurs who start with low start-up
capital (under $10,000), although we can it ascertain what the
failure rate was across all cases where start-up capital was this
low.  Obviously there is more to success than just obtaining
capital, although certainly David de Meza and Clive Southey
[1996] are correct in stating the importance of objectivity in
the finance arena.  It would be interesting to know how many of
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our millionaires in the U.S.A., would think that finance was
their number one variable in deciding to begin a new business. 
We believe that Meza and Southey may be shocked by the responses,
although we are simply hypothesizing that cost of capital is not
the most important factor in beginning a new enterprise
especially low start-up capital firms (less than $10,000).

David Baucus and Sherie Human [1994] used open ended interviews
and focus groups to create a model of entrepreneurial process for
seven retirees from a Fortune 100 corporation who began second -
career businesses.  They found that retirees with management
skills implemented punctuated equilibrium processes having a more
abrupt commencement and requiring more intervals in starting
unrelated growth/investment businesses.  On the other hand,
technology - oriented retirees followed more incremental
processes, by taking fewer steps in the process, with an
indeterminate inception in required skills development, while
beginning related - lifestyle businesses.  The Baucus, Human 
[1994] sample included seven retirees - turned entrepreneurs of
32 to 60 years of age, and the group possessed an average of 28
years of employment.  They all retired (either voluntary or
involuntary) within a fifteen month period between 1990-1991.
They either possessed strong managerial or strong technical
skills.  They all had excellent networking opportunities because
they lived in the community an average of 27 years.  The
managerial background group (3) had either an average or above
average risk attitude, where the technical group (engineer type)
(4) possessed either average or a below average risk attitude. 
Three of the four technical background people saw their departure
as involuntary and were bitter.

Baucus and Human [1994] made two propositions and they were as
follows: 1) "most retirees with technology career orientations
use an incremental entrepreneurial process;" (p. 54) where 2)
"most retirees working from management career orientations use a
punctuated equilibrium entrepreneurial process." (p. 54) The
incremental process uses fewer steps, develops products and
skills long before learning corporate employment, and moves in
small steps to begin related - lifestyle businesses ("operating
from home, with no employees, serving few customers, and not
taking on debt." (p. 50)

Dollinger, Shaw, and Hortenian (1988) believe that researchers
should analyze second career entrepreneurial processes more,
since the contemporary business trend is toward  mergers,
acquisition, mass reorganizations and downsizing for efficiency
and greed.  Human study [1994] certainly contributes to the
literature, which helps us individuals when undertaking second or
third careers.  Certainly strong career orientations helps in the
transition from corporate employment to entrepreneurship.
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Cooper (1971), Dyer (1992), Johannisson (1986), Katz (1992), and
Kemelgor (1987), conclude that certain experiences help in the
transition process, to this day however the real impact of career
orientations on second career entreprenerus remain unclear,
although the research of Baucus and Human (1994) is beginning to
uncloud the process. By identifying only early retirees from one
large corporation who began new businesses, they allowed control
for background variables(e.g., corporate culture, retirement
benefits, and outplacement programs); (see Przeworski and Teune, 1970).
  

                          METHODOLOGY

A written questionnaire was sent to a sample of small business
owners.  The sample frame was derived from lists provided by the
state governements of Missouri and Kansas.  Since a major foucus
of this research was on long term changes, only those respondents
who had operated their businesses for two or more years were used
in the analyses.

The questionnaire was mailed to 1,750 business addresses which 
met the abouve criteria for minimum length of operation.  No
follow-up mailing was made.  A total of 369 usable responses wer
received for a 21.1% response rate.  Males provided 230 of the
responses (62.3%); females 139 (37.7%).  The mean time of the 369
respondents for operating their businesses was 11.2 years.  The
operating time for 199 respondents (54.4%) was from two to nine
years; for 116 (31.7% from ten to nineteen years; and for 51
respondents (13.9%) for over twenty years.

The parts of the questionnaire applicable to this research are
developed below.  The response levels and statistical significance
levels of the relevant variables are presented in Tables 1, 2,
and 3. 

                  GROUPINGS FOR MAIN COMPARISONS

1) High versus low start-up capital.  The range of start-up
capital was from 0 to almost $1.2 million.  For this reason, the
median was considered rather than the mean.  The median was
$8,000.  Since $10,000 is near the median and is a symbolic
figure as well, respondents were classified as low if they were
from $0-10,000, and high if they were over $10,000 in capital. 
The result was 209 (61.3%) were classified as "low" start-up
capital and 132 (38.7%) were classified as "high."  To further
test for difference, the high group was divided into $11-50
thousand and $50,000 or higher categories; 87(25.5% of the
overall research population were in the $11-50 thousand category,
while 45 (13.1% of the overall population) were in the $50,000 or
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higher category.

2) Prepared a business plan prior to starting the business.  238
respondents (64.7%) indicated that they did not prepare a
business plan prior to starting the business, while 130 (35.3%)
responded that they had.

Background variable Items 3-9

3) Gender, shown as proportion of males

4) Had the owner previously owned or managed another business
prior to starting the current business:  If the owner answered
no, he or she was classified as haveing no expereince.  If the
owner answered yes, he or she was classified as experienced.

5)  How much marketing or sales experience did the owner have
prior to starting the current business?  This study focuses on
the ownership's choices in marketing strategy.  The owner's
previous marketing experiences should be considered. Respondents
were asked to indicate the number of years of prior experience in
marketing or sales.  They were classified as having no expereince
if they responded zero years experience and were classified as
having experience if they responded as having more than zero
years experience.

6) How much experience did the owner have in the industry prior
to starting the current business?  Knowledge of the industry is
which the new product is to be introduced would also be a factor
in consider in a study of marketing strategy.  Respondents were
asked to indicate the number of years of prior experience in the
industry.  They were classified as having no experience if they
responded zero years experience as were classified as having
experience if they responded as having more than zero years
experience.

7) Age when owner started business.

8) Attainment of a college degree.  Results are shown in terms of
proportion attaining this degree.

9) How often does the owner monitor the business's marketing
environment?  This variable was created from two quesitons from
the survey.  The respondents were seperately asked how often they
sought information from customers and how often they monitored
the activities of their competitiors.  In both cases the customer
and competitor information was to be a basis for making business
decisions.  For each question, the response "never" was assigned
a value "1".  The response "infrequently" was assigned a value
"2".  The response "regularly" was assigned a value "3".
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Factor analysis was performed and the two variables were found to
form a common factor.  The factor score was .84.  As a result,
the values from the two questions were added together for each
respondent.  A combined score of 5 or 6 was classified as a "high
monitor" respondent and a score of 4 or less was classified as a
"low monitor"  respondent.  The results shown in the tables
indicate the proportion of respondents who were classified as
high monitors.

Start-Up Activities Items 10-16

10) Did the owner initially have partners.  This was coded 0 = no
and 1 = yes.

11)  What percent of the first year sales forecast was budgeted
for marketing?  The percents were averaged and stated in the
tables.

12)  Was the initial product line offered innovative or well-
established?  Respondents were asked if their initial product
line was best described as a well established product or service,
a significant variation, a recently developed product, or a
totally new product.  Two hundred and seventy three respondents
(76.9%) indicated a traditional or "well-established" product. 
Eighty-two (23.1%) indicated one of the other possibilities.  In
order to have an adequate number of cases in each category for
the analysis, the last three categories were combined into a
single category titled "innovative."

13) Did the owner seek marketing assistance during the first year
of operation:  The owner was given six selections to check if
appropriate:  hire marketing or sales specialists at the start,
hire marketing or sales specialists prior to end of the first
year, hire a marketing consultant, hire a consultant for areas
other than marketing, or utilize programs sponsored by the Small
Business Administration to provide marketing assistance.  A "yes"
response to any of the six choices classified the respondent as
having sought assistance.  The tables indicate the proportion of
"yes" respondents to the overall assistance construct.

14) Number of initial customer segments marketed to.  
Respondents were given 8 possibilities: general public,
government, industrial/business, professional users,
lobbyist/recreation, ethnic identified users, gender identified
users and other.  Respondents were asked to indicate for each if
their marketing level was:  never, no longer, far less, same,
more or targeted now but not originally.  "Never" and "Targeted
now but not originally" were coded "0" and all the rest were "1".
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15) Number of initial geographic segments marketed to.
Respondents were asked to repeat the above with 5 possible
geographical segments:  local, extended local, regional, national,
international.  The same coding criteria were used.

16) Did the first year's sales meet projections.  Respondents
were asked to indicate if their sales were more than 20% below
projections (coded "-1 "), within 20% of projections (coded "0")
or more than 20% over projections (coded "1").

               CHANGES IN MARKETING STRATEGY ITEMS 17-25

17) Did the company add one or more distinctively
different products?  This question was asked without regard to
whether the company sill marketed the original product line.  One
hundred and thirty three respondents (36.4%) added new products,
while two hundred and thirty tow (63.6%) did not.

18) Did the company discontinue its original product or products?
Forty seven respondents (12.9%) discontinued the original line of
products, while three hundred and eighteen (87.1%) still marketed
the same basic products.  This question was asked without regard
to whether the company added new products to its line after the
original introduction.

19) Did the owners subsequently add new customer segments to the
target market?  Respondents were given a choice of eight customer
segments from which to choose:  general public, government,
industrial/business, professional users, hobbyists/recreation,
ethnic identified users, gender identified users, or other.  The
respondents were given six categories of response for each of the
eight possible segment selections:  never, no longer, far less,
same, more, targeted now but no originally.  Those respondents
who answered "targeted now but not originally" for any of the
eight segments were considered to have added a new customer
segment.  The tables show the proportion of respondents who were
considered to have added new customer segments subsequent to the
start-up of the firm. 

20) Did the ownership subsequently drop any of the
original customer segments from its target market?  Using
the same choice matrix as outlined in question 10, those
respondents who answered to the "no longer" option for any of the
eight customer segments were categorized as having dropped one or
more of the original customer segments subsequent to the start-up
of the firm.  The tables show the proportion of the respondents
who dropped one or more of the original customer segments.

21) Did the ownership subsequently add new geographic segments to
its target market?  Respondents were given a choice of five
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geographic segments from which to choose: local, extended local,
regional, national, international.  For each of these five
possible geographic selections, the respondents were given the
same six categories of response as in question 10.  Those
respondents who answered to the "targeted now but not originally"
for any of the five segments were considered to have added a new
geographic segment subsequent to the start-up of the firm.  The
tables show the proportion of respondents who were considered to
have added new geographic segments.

22) Did the ownership subsequently drop any of the original
customer segments from it target market?   Respondents were given
a choice of the same five geographic segments as in question 12.
Using the same choice matrix as outlined in question 10, those
respondents who answered to the "no longer" option for any of the
five geographic segments were categorized as having dropped one
or more of the original geographic segments subsequent to the
start-up of the firm.  The tables show the proportion of
respondents who were considered to have dropped one or more of
the original geographic segments.

23) Overall customer expansion.  Item 19 minus item 20.

24) Overall geographic expansion.  Item 21 minus item 22.

25) What percent of current work force with marketing
or sales as a primary duty?  The percents were averaged
and stated in the tables.

                             RESULTS

Respondents were classified as "low" start-up capital if they
indicated that their start-up capital was $10,000 or less or
"high" start-up capital if they indicated their start-up capital
was greater than $10,000.  209 respondents were classified as
"low", 132 were classified as high, and there were 28 cases where
this figure was not indicated.  Table 1 shows the results of 
T-test comparisons of the high and low groups.

TABLE 1
T-test comparisions of small business owners with low start-up
capital versus small business owners with high start-up capital.

Independent variables                Low start-up   High start-up 
                                     Capital        Capital

A) Personal Characteristics
   and Past Backgrounds              
     Proportion males                  .61            .67
     Prior managerial/ownership
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       experience                      .58            .78****
     Prior marketing/sales
       experience                      .50            .67***
     Prior experience in this    
       industry                        .75            .68
     Age when started business       35.7           39.3
     College education                 .61            .68
     High monitors of the 
       business marketing 
       environment                     .53            .66**
B) Activities and decisions made
   during the start-up phase       
     Prepared a business plan
      prior to start-up                .22            .56*****
     Initially had partners            .31            .42**
     Initial marketing budget as 
      % of first year's sales         6.7            7.4
     Started with innovative 
      product line                     .26            .21
     Sought marketing assistance 
      during first year of operation   .52            .73**
     Number of initial customer 
      segments marketed to            3.62           3.69
     Number of initial geographic
      segments marketed to            2.65           2.94*
     First year's sales versus
      projections                      .02           -.02
C) Subsequent change in marketing
   strategy         
     Subsequently added distinct-
      ively new product line           .35            .40
     Subsequently dropped original
      product line                     .12            .12
     Added new customer segments       .24            .19
     Added new geographic segments     .15            .18
     Dropped customer segments         .10            .11
     Dropped geographic segments       .03            .03
     Number of changes in customer
      segments                        1.94           1.89
     Number of changes in
      geographic segments             1.35           1.44
     Overall customer expansion        .97           1.01
     Overall geographic expansion      .86            .84
     Percentage of current 
      workforce with marketing/
      sales as primary duty          22.4           27.0

                                               *p<.10
                                              **P<.05
                                             ***p<.01
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                                            ****p<.001
                                           *****p<.0001

The results shown in Table 1 strongly suggest that those
respondents with high start-up capital were more likely to be
older when they started their business (39.3 versus 35.7 years
old, p<.01), more likely to have had prior managerial or business
ownership experience (.78 versus .58, p<.001), and possessed
prior marketing experience (.67 versus .50, p <.01 ). They were
far more likely to have prepared a business plan prior to
starting their business (.56 versus .22, p <.0001).  While it is
probable that this latter result was partly due to requirements
of lenders or financial backers, we should note that those
respondents who started with high start-up capital were
significantly more likely to be high monitors of their marketing
environment (.66 versus .53, p<.05) and to have sought marketing
assistance during the early stages of their business (.73 versus
.52, p<.05). This suggests that as a group, they were likely to
have a more realistic reading of their resource base and this may
have come from having partners (.42 had partners versus .31 of
the low start-up capital group, p<.05).

Comparisons of initial and subsequent marketing strategies and
activities between the low and high groups shows only one minor
significant difference, that being that the high start-up capital
groups had a marginally higher number of initial geographic
segments marketed to (2.94 versus 2.65, p<.10). Recognizing that
many of the high group members were still in very marginal
capital situations, it was decided to change the definition of
"high" start-up capital to the highest level that would still
allow sufficient cases in the high category for meaningful
statistical analysis.  Since 45 respondents indicated at least
$50,000 in start-up capital, this became the new high category. 
Since a number of significant differences in personal factors had
been found in the original comparison shown in Table 1, it was
decided to have 3 comparison groups: the original "low group of
$0-10,000, the $11-50,000 group that was part of the original
high group, and the new high group of $50,000 and over.  Analysis
of variance, with Tukey T pair-wise comparisons, was used to test
for differences between these three groups.

Table 2
ANOVA (with Turkey's Pariwise) comparisons of small business
owners on the basis of amount of start-up captial ($1000s)

Independent Variables            $0-10    $11-49    $50+     F Score
A)Personal Characteristics
  and Past Backgrounds
     Proportion Males              .61      .97      .71        .97
     Prior managerial/
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      ownership experience         .58      .74A***  .86A****  8.01****
     Prior marketing/
      sales experience             .50      .62A**   .75A****  5.83***
     Prior experience
      in this industry             .75C**   .75C**   .56       3.27**
     Age when started            35.7     37.8     42.1A****   8.33****
      business                                         B*
     College Education             .61      .71      .64       1.26
     High monitors of the 
      business marketing        
      environment                  .53      .62      .73A**    3.33**
B) Activities and decision
   made during the start-up
   phase
     Prepared a business plan     
      prior to start-up            .22      .58A**** .53A**** 22.81****
     Initially had partners        .31      .44A**   .39       2.39*
     Initial marketing budget as 
      % of first year's sales     6.7      6.9      8.3         .18
     Started with innovative
      product line                 .26      .22      .18        .74
     Sought marketing assist- 
      andce during first year
      of operation                 .52      .72A*    .75A*     2.85*
     Number of initial customer 
      segments marketed to        3.62     3.68     3.70        .04
     Number of initial geographic                      
      segments marketed to        2.62     2.82     3.18A**    2.96
     First year's sales versus
      projections                  .02     -.07      .06        .63
C) Subsequent change in marketing
   strategy         
     Subsequently added distinct-
      ively new product line       .35      .41      .37        .45 
     Subsequently dropped
      original product line        .12      .15      .08        .51
     Added new customer                   
      segments                     .24      .18      .20        .62
     Added new geographic
      segments                     .15      .21      .13        .87
     Dropped customer segments     .10      .12      .08        .21
     Dropped geographic segments   .02      .04     0          1.08
     Number of changes in                  
      customer segments           1.94     2.01     1.66        .62 
     Number of changes in 
      geographic segments         1.35     1.62     1.11       1.94
     Overall customer expansion    .97      .86     1.31       1.05
     Overall geographic
      expansion                    .86      .98      .56       1.22
     Percentage of current 
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      workforce with marketing/
      sales as primary duty      22.8     25.3     30.2        1.16

                                               *p<.10
                                              **p<.05
                                             ***p<.01
                                            ****p<.001

A = Significantly higher than $0-10,000 group
B = Significantly higher than $11-49,000 group
C = Significantly higher than $50,000 + group

Reviewing Table 2, it is apparent that those respondents with
$50,000 or more in start-up capital were not markedly different
from those in the $11-50,000 group. They tended to be somewhat
older (42.1 start-up age versus 37.8 for the $11-50,000 group,
p<.10) and interestingly, less likely to have had experience in
their industry prior to starting their business (.56 versus .75,
P<.05). Other wise, there was little to suggest that the $11-
50,000 and the $50,000 and over groups were appreciably
different.  Rather, it appears that the real differences are
between the extremely undercapitalized (less than $10,000) and
the rest.  Again, there was only a significant difference in the
starting geographic scope among all the various measures of
initial and subsequent marketing activity when we compared the
various start-up capital categories.  A cross-check of the
correlations of the actual amount of start-up capital with all
marketing variables that were continuous measures shows only one
significant relationship, and that was with the number of
starting geographic segments (r = .15, p <.01)

Table 3
Ttest comparisons of small business owners who prepared business
plans prior to starting their business with those who did not.

Independent variables                   Did not    Did have a
                                        have a     plan
                                        plan

A) Personal Characteristics and
   Past Background
     Proportion Males                     .61        .64
     Prior managerial/
      ownership experience                .56        .80*****
     Prior marketing/
      sales experience                    .48        .71*****
     Prior expereince 
      in this industry                    .70        .79*
     Age when started
      business                          35.7       39.2****
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     College Education                    .62        .66
     High monitors of the 
      business marketing               
      environment                         .52        .70****
B) Activities and decision
   made during the start-up
   phase
     Initially had partners               .33        .39
     High start-up capital                .26        .60*****
     Initial marketing budget as 
      % of first year's sales             .67        .71
     Started with innovative 
      product line                        .18        .30**
     Sought marketing assistance
      during first year of
      operation                           .40        .92*****
     Number of initial customer
      segments marketed to               3.53       3.79
     Number of initial geographic
      segments marketed to               2.68       2.82
     First year's sales versus
      projections                         .00        .02
C) Subsequest changes in marketing
   strategy
     Subsequently added dist-
      inctively new product line          .39        .31
     Subsequently dropped original
      produt line                         .11        .14
     Added new customer segements         .23        .21
     Added new geographic segments        .14        .18
     Dropped customer segemtents          .08        .12
     Dropped geographic segments          .02        .04
     Number of changes in
      customer segments                  1.77       2.05
     Number of changes in
      geographic segments                1.26       1.51
     Overall customer expansion           .92       1.07
     Overall geographic expansion         .69       1.13***
     Percentage of current              
      workforce with marketing/
      sales as primary duty             20.51      30.45***  

                                               *p<.10
                                              **p<.05
                                             ***p<.01
                                            ****p<.001
                                           *****p<.0001        

Table 3 shows comparisons between respondents who prepared
business plans and those who did not.  In terms of personal
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characteristics, those preparing business plans were
significantly older (39.2 vs. 35.7, p <.001) more likely to have
had across-the-board prior experience (significant differences
were found for all 3 experience measures) and were significantly
more likely to be high monitors of their business marketing
environment (.70 vs. .52, -<.001). they were more than twice as
likely to seek marketing assistance (.92vs. .40, p <.0001),and
continued a higher emphasis on marketing, as seen by their having
a larger percentage of their workforce focus on marketing duties
(30.45% versus 20.51%, p <.01).  They were also more likely to
have an overall net gain in geographic expansion (1.13 vs. .69, p <.01)
.

These data show a strong linkage between having a
business plan and high start-up capital (.60 vs. .26, p <.0001).
However, as we review the totality of results, we must conclude
that such factors as prior experience, inherent tendency towards
monitoring the relevant business environment, as well as pursuing
an initial innovative product fine (.30 vs. .18, p<.05) also play
major roles in the decision to prepare a business plan.

                      CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION

Our study found that the small business owners who started with a
higher capital base, were more likely to possess greater
managerial experience, more prior marketing experience, greater
age by approximately six years, higher monitors of their business
and more likely to start with a business plan.  In spite of all
this, our small business owners with low start-up capital were
still successful.  It is imperative to ultimately
compare/contrast successful small business enterprises with
unsuccessful enterprises, but obtaining information from non-
successful companies has proved to be difficult to procure.

We further found that those individuals who prepared a business
plan were more likely to start with an innovative rather than
traditional product line, more likely to dedicate a higher
proportion of their current workforce to marketing; and were more
likely to expand their geographic scope over time.  They also
tended to have more managerial experience.  This appears to be
consistent with Baucus and Human's findings [1994], that a
punctuated equilibrium process is more apt to be used from
managerial types.  You may remember that this punctuated style
uses more steps, has a greater propensity to break from corporate
life to an unrelated small business creates an investment/growth
start-up purpose, assumes mire debt, hires employees, and had
tendencies for renting property/buying property.  An incremental
process was defined by Baucus and Human [1994] as having fewer
steps, developing products and skills long before parting from
big corporate jobs, and those entrepreneurs tended to jump in
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small steps to begin related - lifestyle businesses such as
operations from home with no employees, while serving fewer
customers, and not obtaining much debt.  This seems to be
consistent with our small business owners who started with less
than $10,000 in capital.

These results suggest that marketing strategy, with the limited
exception of a slightly more aggressive initial geographic
penetration, is not a central issue in the small
business owner's decisions regarding acquisition of start-up
capital.  Rather, the decision to acquire larger levels of
start-up capital seems to have two possible roots.  On the
one side, those who acquired higher start-up capital were for
more likely to be high monitors of their marketing environment,
and they did have prior management and marketing experience. 
This may suggest that some of those with high start-up capital
may have been more exposed to and attuned to information that
would serve as a rational foundation for such a decision.  On the
other hand, those with $50,000 or more start-up capital were
almost twice as likely to not have had prior experience in the
industry in which their business competes than viare respondents
with low start-up capital (.44 versus .5).  This suggests that
their quest for higher levels of starl up capital may in many
respects be an attempt to provide a cushion to protect them from
their "'learning curves".  A T-test comparison showed that the
average start-up capim of those respondents with no prior
experience in their industry had a mean start-up capital of
$44,966 versus $23,533 for those with prior experience (p<.10).

These results causes these authors to go back and classify
respondents into four categories based on whether they (1)
had/did not have prior experience in their industry and (2)
whether they had start-up capital of greater than $10,000 or less
than $10,000 (the original high/low classification criteria were
used to ensure sufficient cell sizes for comparative purposes. 
There is no appreciable difference between the $11-50,000 and
50,000 and higher groups.  The low experience/high capital group
had absolutely no significant differences in terms of any of the
marketing strategy variables when compared to low experience/
capital respondents and to low capital/high experience
respondents and only one significant difference (more likely to
start with an innovative product line) when compared with the
high experience/high capital group.  Unless there is some sort of
lemming instinct not seen in these data that attracts
inexperienced individuals to enter capital intensive industries,
we can only conclude that for many business owners, higher start-
up capital is more of a security blanket than a resource for the
marketing of their product or service.
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       DEBT UTILIZATION AND A COMPANY'S SUSTAINABLE GROWTH

                         Joseph J. Geiger
                       University of Idaho
                          Mario G. Reyes
                       University of Idaho

                       ABSTRACT

In order to be successful in today's highly competitive
environment, small business owners must understand the
interrelationships between levels of debt, cost of borrowing, and
the appropriate rate of growth.  Banks and other traditional
lending institutions shy away from detailed discussions of appro-
priate rates of growth with business owners because of (1) the
complexity of the concept, and (2) the difficulty in presenting
the information in a clear and easily understandable manner. 
This article describes and promotes the tool of sustainable
growth, which any lender can use to assist a small business owner
in determining the appropriate rate of growth for the firm's
given costs and levels of debt.  A numerical example is used to
display tabular and graphical formats designed to facilitate
communication and analysis between the lender and the business
owner.  The notion is introduced that any small business owner
who understands and utilizes sustainable growth analysis can
potentially develop the technique into sustainable competitive
advantage.

                       INTRODUCTION

In order to be successful in today's highly competitive
environment, small business owners must become cognizant of the
interrelationships between levels of debt, cost of debt, and the
appropriate rate of growth for their firm.  As banks and other
traditional lending institutions begin to stress financial
services, owners should demand discussion and analysis from the
lender on alternative courses of action (with respect to these
three variables) to sustain company growth.  In order to assist
the small business owner in preparing for such a discussion, this
paper briefly reviews current loan evaluation practice.  The
paper then describes and promotes a tool called sustainable
growth analysis which any lender can use to assist the owner in
determining the appropriate rate of growth for the firm given
costs and levels of debt.

                       CURRENT PRACTICE

Loan processing for small businesses at the First Security Bank
in Moscow, Idaho is representative of current practice.  When
Vice President John McCabe makes a loan judgment, it is a very
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considered decision.  The bank's loan default rate is well below
one percent, and his evaluation technique is both analytical and
practical.  He begins with a qualitative analysis of indicators
of the five C's of credit, namely: Capacity, Capital, Collateral,
Character, and Conditions.  John then uses a commercial software
package called the "FAST" system to assist in determining the
liquidity, leverage, activity, and coverage information essential
for assessing financial health and making credible financial
forecasts.  He becomes an expert on the quality of the customer's
receivables, inventory, and the relationship between the firm's
assets and the resulting income stream.  Cash flows are
scrutinized in great detail, especially the ability of the
customer to weather a 'financial storm." The results are
converted to a seven-point scoring system, and loans are awarded
only for loans grading out in the top three positions.

In short, John uses all the classic approaches which are refined
quickly and efficiently with computer support and framed by
careful attention to the personal character of the customer. 
Discussions with representatives from other banks revealed
similar decision processes.  Although existing software is
amenable to the analysis of the relationship between debt
utilization and company growth potential, most loan officers do
not attempt to present a detailed explanation of debt-growth
relationships because, as McCabe observes, "It is difficult for
many small business owners to visualize."

The lack of understanding of the relationship between debt
utilization and growth potential can be easily overcome with the
use of tabular and graphical techniques which make the impact of
various debt level alternatives visual and understandable to both
the lender and the small business owner.  As will be
demonstrated, the power of the visual approach is enhanced by the
fact that the owner can determine the maximum level of growth at
any level of debt.  The business owner can relate his/her
specific loan request and work intelligently with the lender in
developing the most feasible sustainable growth financing
package.

                       THE SUSTAINABLE GROWTH MODEL

Before a small business owner embarks on an aggressive growth
strategy, the owner should examine the firm's sustainable growth
rate.  Sustainable growth is a company's rate of growth that is
consistent with its key financial and operating ratios. 
Sustainable growth analysis is important because a small business
whose actual sales growth exceeds its sustainable growth is an
excess user of funds.  Unsustainable growth, if not corrected,
could exert tremendous stress on the company's financial and
operating characteristics and may lead to financial distress.
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A simple formula to measure a firm's ability to
grow is:

SG = RR[EP + (EP-K)(D/E)] (1)

This formula shows that a company's percentage rate of
sustainable growth (SG) depends upon four factors, namely: (1)
retention rate (RR), which is the percentage of earnings retained
in the business; (2) after-tax earning power (EP), which is
calculated as the ratio of after-tax net income to total net
assets; (3) after-tax cost of borrowing (K); and (4) the level of
debt utilization, which is calculated as the ratio of total
interest-bearing debt to total owner's equity.  Items 1, 2, and 4
can be determined from the financial information typically
provided to the lender.  Item 3 is derived from the lender's loan
rate schedule (see example on the next page).

The formula also shows the two sources of sustainable growth: (1)
sustainable growth from retained earnings (RR times EP) and (2)
sustainable growth from borrowing RR times (EP-K)D/E. 
Therefore, sustainable growth can be improved by increasing the
retention rate, improving earning power, and/or increased debt
utilization.  However, increased debt utilization must be
approached very carefully because of the possibility that
increased borrowing may result in lower sustainable growth.

We will show, using both tabular and graphical approaches, that
sustainable growth increases with higher levels of financial
leverage as long as the benefit from increased debt utilization
exceeds the marginal cost of borrowing.  Since the cost of
borrowing is typically an increasing function of the amount of
debt owed by the firm (that is, the higher the debt-to-equity
ratio the higher will be the cost of borrowing), then there
exists a debt-to-equity ratio which, if exceeded, would adversely
impact the firm's sustainable growth because the marginal cost of
borrowing at this debt level exceeds the marginal earning power
of the firm.  That particular debt-to-equity ratio maximizes the
firm's sustainable growth declines because the benefit from
financial leverage is now outweighed by the increase in the cost
of borrowing.  The following example will illustrate the impact
of the debt utilization on sustainable growth.

                       AN EXAMPLE

Assume that Modern Tech Company earns an after-tax rates that the
debt-to-equity ratio that corresponds after-tax 20 percent on its
assets and retains 50 to the maximum sustainable growth is
significantly percent of its after-tax net income.  The company's
lower than that found using the linear adjustment. marginal tax
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rate is 30 percent.  Suppose Modern Tech's lender, East One Bank,
adjusts its loan rate depending upon the level of debt
utilization, more specifically by looking at Modern Tech's debt-to-equi
ty 
ratio. All lending institutions believe that the more debt a firm has, 
the 
riskier a loan becomes. As an example, assume that the East One Bank us
es 
the following linear approach to adjust its loan rate: 

K = 10% + 3% x (D/E)

Note that each lender will have or can easily create an
equivalent loan rate schedule.  The typical loan rate schedule
will show that the interest rate charged by lenders rises as the
total amount of debt owed by the borrower increases.  It could be
linear or curvilinear, but it will reflect higher loan rates at
higher levels of debt.  This is illustrated graphically in Figure
1 and numerically in column 2 in Table 1 below, which also shows
the relationships between debt utilization, loan rate, and
sustainable growth. 

The sustainable growth rates presented in column 3 are calculated
using the sustainable growth formula described in the text. 
Notice that, at low levels of debt-to-equity ratio, the
sustainable growth increases as debt financing is increased. 
However, sustainable growth reaches a maximum point at 20.05%,
which corresponds to a debt-to-equity ratio of 3 (i.e., 75% debt
and 25% equity).  Note carefully the decline in the sustainable
growth at debt-to-equity ratios greater than 3; beyond 3 the
marginal benefit from debt financing is outweighed by the
increase in marginal borrowing cost.  This phenomenon needs to be
understood by the small business owner.

Table 1
Financial Leverage, Cost of Borrowing, and Sustainable
Growth

Debt/Equity         Loan           Sustainable
Ratio               Rate           Growth

0.50                11.50%         12.99%
0.75                12.25%         14.28%
1.00                13.00%         15.45%
1.25                13.75%         16.48%
1.50                14.50%         17.39%
1.75                15.25%         18.16%
2.00                16.00%         18.80%
2.25                16.75%         19.31%
2.50                17.50%         19.69%
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2.75                18.25%         19.93%
3.00                19.00%         20.05%
3.25                19.75%         20.03%
3.50                20.50%         19.89%
3.75                21.25%         19.61%
4.00                22.00%         19.20%

The same conclusions are revealed from a graphical relationship
between debt utilization, loan cost, and sustainable growth (see
Figures 1 and 2).  Figure 1 illustrates these relationships
assuming the lender uses a linear adjustment when setting loan
rates.  Figure 2, on the other hand, provides a graphical
illustration assuming the lender adjusts loan rate using a
nonlinear methodology.  Figure 2 demonstrates that the debt-to-equity r
atio 
that corresponds to the maximum sustainable growth is significantly low
er 
than that found using the linear adjustment.  This is because the loan 
rate 
increases at an increasing rate as the level of debt financing increase
s.  
Note, also, the dramatic decline in the sustainable growth rate in the
case where the lender uses a nonlinear loan  the more rate
adjustment.  From Figures 1 and 2 the feasible range of growth is
easily observed, and this provides a basis for a high quality
discussion between a loan officer and client.

                       VALUE OF THE MODEL

The model described in this paper should be useful in educating
the small business owner in the relationship between debt levels,
cost of borrowing, and appropriate (i.e., sustainable) levels of
growth.  When displayed in tabular or graphical form, the lender
and the owner can engage in a sophisticated discussion of what
should be the appropriate loan amount while understanding how
rapidly the firm can grow without causing stress on the financial
and operating characteristics of the business.  Graphical
presentations such as shown in Figures 1 and 2, when coupled with
standard bank credit analysis, could enhance the client's
understanding of the potential business financing options.

The small business owner is thus placed in an excellent position
to receive a customized loan which provides for responsible
growth and acceptable risk.  The technique, therefore, serves to
enhance the ability of the small business owner to engage in
prudent corporate finance while developing a lasting relationship
with a valued lender.  The result may very well constitute a
sustainable competitive advantage for the owner over his/her
competition.
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                 NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL STATUS:

                       ISSUES AND RESOURCES

                          Louella Moore
                    Arkansas State University

                             ABSTRACT

The nonprofit sector is expanding at a faster rate than government or b
usiness
in terms of the number of jobs and the relative proportion of national 
income. 
This paper will provide SBI and SBDC directors background so that they 
can
better recognize the major issues related to nonprofit status, help cli
ents
understand the nature of their decisions on for-profit vs. nonprofit 
organizational status, and direct clients to additional resources.

                           INTRODUCTION

When the Small Business Institute (SBI) program received funding from t
he
Small Business Administration, SBI directors were prohibited from worki
ng with
nonprofits except in very limited situations.  Under new funding arrang
ements,
SBI directors have more freedom to address the needs of both for-profit
 and
nonprofit organizations.  Small Business Development Center (SBDC) dire
ctors
may also need to understand nonprofit issues so that they can make a 
determination whether to work with the organization or to refer the cli
ent
elsewhere.  Nonprofit entities are poorly understood by the general pub
lic. 
For example, many people mistakenly believe that nonprofit entities can
not
have profits.  In fact there is no restriction on nonprofit entities' a
bility
to earn profits.  However, there are certain limitations on the uses th
at can
be made of those profits, Given the general public's misunderstanding o
f
nonprofit organizations, the SBI or SBDC director may be an important l
ink in
helping clients better understand the meaning of nonprofit status so th
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at
their clients will be better equipped to determine whether being organi
zed as
a nonprofit would be consistent with their long-term organizational goa
ls.

As the United States becomes an increasingly service oriented economy, 
more
and more start-up organizations can be expected to fall in the gray are
a
between business and nonprofit status.  Psychological service providers
,
health clubs, and learning centers are three examples of organizations 
that
could be set up with either for profit or nonprofit status.  Providing 
quality
service to clients that fall into the gray area between for profit and
nonprofit status requires that SBDC and SBI directors have a clear
understanding of the strategic ramifications of claiming nonprofit stat
us.

                  SIGNIFICANCE OF NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

Often called the 'invisible' sector, the exact numbers of nonprofit
organizations are difficult to quantify because churches and those with
revenues under $5,000 do not have to file with the federal government, 
The
1996-97 Nonprofit Almanac estimated there were 1.8 million nonprofit
organizations in the United States, That figure is roughly 7.4% of the 
number
of business organizations.  The current operating expenditures of nonpr
ofits
were 20% of total service economy.  The number of civilians employed in
nonprofits exceeds the number employed by the federal government and st
ate
governments combined. (O'Neill 1989)

Not only is the nonprofit sector a significant part of the economy, the
private, nonprofit sector of the American economy is growing faster tha
n the
governmental and business sectors.  The number of workers in the nonpro
fit
sector increased from 8.8 million to 15.1 million in the period 1977-19
94, a
71.6% increase.  The number of workers during the same time period for 
the
overall economy increased only 37.7%. The independent sector increased 
its
share of total employment from 5.3% of the economy to 6.7% in 1994.  Th
e total
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earnings of employees in the nonprofit sector increased 338% from 1977 
to
1994.  This compared to a 198% increase in earnings for governmental en
tities
and 228% for businesses from 1977 to 1994.  The annual rate of change i
n
national income, excluding volunteer time, was 4.3% for the independent
 sector
over the time period 1977-1994.  In contrast, both the private and the
governmental sectors had only a 2.1% annual increase in national income
.
(1996-97 Nonprofit Almanac) Opportunities in the nonprofit sector are c
learly
expanding at a faster rate than in business or government.

A 1988 study by Wellford and Gallagher criticized the nonprofit sector 
for
unfair competition with tax-paying businesses.  On the other hand, nonp
rofits
provide significant spin-off work for business firms.  Rudney's 1981 st
udy
showed that sales of business products to nonprofit entities created 1.
5
million business jobs.  While businesses are often portrayed as white k
nights
of the philanthropic society, the opposite is often more accurate.  Rud
ney
(1981) noted that while businesses put $6.0 billion into the nonprofit 
sector
through donations and purchases of services, they received $42.6 billio
n
through sales of business goods and services.  Also, business and nonpr
ofit
organizations often team up for joint ventures such as affinity credit 
cards. 
Nonprofit organizations clearly have significant direct and indirect im
pact on
the economy.

                        MEANING OF NONPROFIT STATUS

Being a nonprofit organization does not mean that the entity cannot hav
e any
profits.  It means rather, that in exchange for favorable tax status, a
n
organization accepts certain restrictions as to what the organization w
ill be
allowed to do with its profits.  In brief, a nonprofit organization is 
a
nonstock corporation.  It can have the protection of limited liability,
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 but
cannot buy or sell stock or pay dividends.  All profits must be reinves
ted in
the organization.  If the organization decides to disband, any remainin
g
assets and profits must be donated to a similar charity.  

The United States tax code allows exemption from federal income taxes f
or
several classes of organization under Internal Revenue Section 501.  Be
cause
the tax status varies by subsection, organizations are known by their I
RS 
sub-section numbers.  Table 1 details some of the various forms of tax 
exempt
status.  For example, 501 (c)3 organizations are classic charitable
organizations.  Organizations with 501 (c)3 status are significant beca
use in
addition to the organization itself being exempt from income tax, donat
ions to
the organization may be written off the personal or business income tax
es of
the donor as a charitable deduction.  Other organizations such as 501 (
c)6's,
which include civic leagues and chambers of commerce, are generally exe
mpt
from income taxes on the excess of revenues over the expenses, but
contributors to the organization cannot call their donation a 'charitab
le
contribution'.  However, individuals and businesses may be able to writ
e off
dues as business expenses.  One of the requirements for achieving 501 (
c)3
status is that NO PART OF THE EARNINGS INURES TO THE BENEFIT OF ANY PRI
VATE
SHAREHOLDER OR INDIVIDUAL.  This technical phrase is interpreted to mea
n there
can be no dividends or return of property to individuals.  The phrase d
oes not
preclude persons from receiving reasonable wages from the organization.
 
                               Table 1
            Examples of Nonprofit Status Classifications

Code           Description of                   Contributions
Sect           Organization                     Allowable? 

501(c)         Corporations Organized           Yes, if made for
exclu-
1              Under the Act of Congress        sively public
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purposes.
               (including Federal Credit
               Unions)

501(c)         Title Holding Corporation        Generally, No
2              for Exempt Organizations

501(c)         Religious, Educational,          Generally, Yes
3              Charitable, Scientific,        
               Literary, Testing for Public
               Safety, to Foster National or 
               International Amateur Sports
               Competition, or Prevention of 
               Cruelty to Children or Animals

501(c)         Civic Leagues, Social Welfare    Generally, No
4              Organizations, and Local         
               Associations of Employees

501(c)         Labor, Agricultural, and         Generally, No
5              Horticultural Organizations-     
               Educational or Instructive 
               work to improve products
               and efficiency.

501(c)         Business Leagues, Chambers of    Generally, No
6              Commerce, Real Estate Boards

501(c)         Social and Recreation Clubs      Generally, No
7

501(e)         Cooperative Hospital Service     Yes
               Organizations

501(k)         Child Care Organization          Yes

521(a)         Farmer's Cooperative Assoc.      No
               for cooperative marketing
               and purchasing of agri-
               cultural producers
            
The primary advantage of nonprofit status is the exemption from federal
 income
tax on the excess of revenues over expenses.  This means that more mone
y will
be available for use in accomplishing the organizational mission.  In a
ddition
to exemption from federal income tax, states may also allow exemption f
rom
state income tax.  Local authorities may also provide for exemption fro
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m
property taxes and sales taxes.  The postal service may also allow lowe
r rates
on bulk mailings.  In addition, some radio and TV stations may allow no
nprofit
organizations free air time for public service announcements.  Small 
nonprofits may be able to get space for occasional meetings at reduced 
cost.

Exemption from income taxes, property taxes, and sales taxes is a consi
derable
benefit, but does not mean that the organization will not have any tax
headaches at all.  Organizations receiving more than $5,000 of revenue 
must
file a form 990 Information Return.  In addition, nonprofit organizatio
ns
still must pay payroll and social security taxes.  They may also still 
have to
file a 990-T to pay taxes on nonexempt activities.  When applying for t
ax
exempt status, an organization must state what their purpose is and
demonstrate that it will fulfill a public need.  Activities undertaken 
by the
organization which are outside the public mission are not exempt from i
ncome
tax.  Tax must be paid on unrelated business income at regular corporat
e rates
if the gross income exceeds $1000.

Although there are significant tax benefits to be gained from nonprofit
status, the organizers need to be aware that they are making a long ter
m
commitment.  Many small businesses do not succeed.  When this is the ca
se in a
business organization, the owner may liquidate the business, pay off de
bts,
and if there is any excess he can pocket the difference.  Thus, while h
e may
lose part of his initial investment, if he ends the business in time, h
e may
be able recoup the remainder.  In a nonprofit organization, the initial
 assets
committed to the nonprofit entity are a permanent contribution.  Whethe
r or
not the nonprofit organization continues on a long term basis, the init
ial
contribution cannot be returned to the organizers.  This is part of the
 IRS's
method of insuring that the organization is in fact started for the pur
pose of
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benefiting the public, rather than private individuals.  

In addition to realizing that starting a nonprofit organization is a lo
ng term
commitment, it is extremely important that the organizers have a very c
lear
idea of their long term mission.  The mission statement filed with the 
IRS
becomes the basis for determining which revenues are unrelated to the e
xempt
purpose, and therefore taxable as unrelated business income.  Business
organizations have more freedom to change their strategic goals to meet
changing conditions.  For example, a business firm established to provi
de
computer consulting may shift gears and begin to sell computer equipmen
t. 
Whereas, a 501 (cN)3 set up to provide computer training to the elderly
 could
risk loss of its exempt status if sales of computers and software becom
e the
main focus.  Loss of exempt status is a particularly serious threat bec
ause the
IRS has the power to not only prevent exemption from income tax on futu
re
years' earnings, but can demand payments and penalties from prior years
 as
well.

In addition to charging at least limited fees for services, some types 
of
nonprofit organizations have the ability to solicit charitable contribu
tions. 
If the organization is doing work related to an issue that the public
perceives as significant, this could be an important element of cash fl
ow.  
In small business organizations, the business owner ultimately is paid 
from
profits.  If there are no profits, the owner either is not paid or his
'salary' reduces his claim on the organizational capital.  On the other
 hand,
since the organizer of a nonprofit organization has no remaining claim 
on
assets contributed, his salary payments are a true return.  Thus the
organizer/manager of a nonprofit may have more initial salary security 
than
the owner of a sole proprietorship.  Conversely, the day to day cash sa
lary of
the manager will be his only monetary reward.  The organizer/manager ca
nnot
look forward to public stock placement or sale of shares in the company
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provide a 'bonus' after years of hard work.  Likewise, if the organizat
ion is
one that could be expected to expand rapidly to multiple locations with
complex operations, inability to issue stock will diminish the organiza
tion's
potential access to funding and will preclude the organization from att
racting
top executives through the lure of stock compensation plans.

                         SERVICES NEEDED BY NONPROFITS

Nearly three quarters of all charitable 501 W3 organizations, have been
founded since 1970, with 34% being founded between 1985 and 1992.  Most
charitable organizations are very small with only 33% being required to
 file a
990 information return.  Of those that filed in 1992, 72% had less than
$500,000 in total expenses. (Hodgkinson 1996).  Thus, many of the servi
ces
needed by potential nonprofit organizations will be similar to those of
 small
businesses.  For example, start-up nonprofit organizations may need
information on employment laws, employee training, employee motivation,
 how to
write a business plan, marketing, and the basics of accounting internal
controls.  Nonprofit organizations may also have special training needs
, for
example, the process of motivating and retaining good volunteers may we
ll be
different than working with employees.

In addition to counseling on the issues related to pursuing nonprofit s
tatus,
nonprofit organizers may need specific information on how to apply for
nonprofit status, SBI and SBDC directors will need to direct clients to
information on how to file in their state.  Generally, it will be neces
sary to
contact the Secretary of State to file incorporation papers and to regi
ster
with the Attorney General's office if they intend to solicit contributi
ons. 
Many organizers may not know that immediate registration with the state
 is a
more pressing issue than filing with the IRS.  Potential nonprofits hav
e 15
months after start-up to request an IRS ruling on their exempt-status. 
 Table
2 provides a list of resources that may be useful to nonprofit clients.

The potential nonprofit organization may also need counseling about spe
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cial
accounting needs of nonprofit organizations.  Because tax exempt organi
zations
are considered pseudo-public in nature, freedom of information laws may
require that the organization make its 990 tax return available to the 
public. 
Financial accounting standards require that the financial statements of
nonprofit entities distinguish between those assets and donations which
 are
unrestricted, temporarily restricted, and permanently restricted.  This
 will
require special care in documenting the donors intended use of contribu
tions. 
The organization's accounting system will also need to be able to separ
ately
track any unrelated business income and to distinguish between program,
management, and fundraising costs.  The IRS also requires that persons 
making
contributions of more than $250 receive receipts.

                                Table 2
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The increasing prevalence of joint ventures between for profit and nonp
rofit
entities means that even business cases handled by SBI classes or SBDC
directors may involve nonprofit issues.  The Sanders(1994) text is an
invaluable reference on joint ventures.  While joint ventures with busi
nesses
provide benefits to nonprofits in the form of additional revenue, care 
must be
taken to determine whether the joint venture will (a) result in taxable
unrelated business income, or (b) endanger the tax exempt status of the
nonprofit entity either through inurement of earnings to the business p
artner
or because the nonprofit entity earns excess unrelated income.

                            SUMMARY

This paper has presented an overview of some of the major issues involv
ed in
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being organized as a nonprofit.  Regardless of whether or not the SBI o
r SBDC
director chooses to serve nonprofit clients directly, this paper has at
tempted
to provide sufficient background that directors will be able to:  
(1) recognize major nonprofit issues, (2) help SBI students to understa
nd the
nature of the nonprofit organizational decision, and (3) direct nonprof
it
entities to additional resources.
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                SMALL BUSINESS STRATEGY: A COGNITIVE MODEL

                              Michael D. Ames
                  California State University, Fullerton

                                 ABSTRACT

One challenge faced in entrepreneurial education is conveying
small business strategy elements and their interrelationships. 
This paper presents a proven cognitive model that helps
entrepreneurs understand key small business strategy elements. 
Also, the model has process dynamic that shows how these elements
must interact over time for success to occur.  The advantages of
the model are simplicity and thoroughness.  Use of the model
enables the entrepreneur to plan well and move smoothly from
plan to plan execution.  The model applies equally well to
business proposals, or revisions to business plans for going
concerns.

                               INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurial education needs new models to help convey small
business strategy elements and their interrelationships. 
Traditional business planning models suffer from shortcomings. 
For example, in previous work the author argued they present "a
fragmented view of business operations and little guidance
concerning how to link the functional activities to plan a
pathway to success."  They also take a "limited view of the
processes required to speed investment turnover" and do not
consider, "other core elements required for efficient and
effective operations to be part of the infrastructure: people,
teams, work structures, mechanisms for improvement, and
leadership." (3, pp. 70-71).

What entrepreneurial education needs are cognitive models of
small business strategy that are:

          "flow-oriented, recognizes the total cycle of work, and
          acknowledges codependencies. [They must value] ...
          strategic alliances, partnering, teamwork, and       
          continuous improvement.  Further, [they must place]...
          high value on infrastructure elements which are
          undervalued by traditional paradigms: people, teams,
          work structures, mechanisms for improvement, and
          leadership. [Also, they must link] strategic and
          operational considerations... so that continuous
          improvement and rapid investment turnover become a way
          of life." (3, pp.71)

Recent works, by proponents of the total quality management
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school of thought, argue that any business that wishes to succeed
in a highly competitive world must use such a model. (6, 7, and 10)    
                               

            WHAT IS A COGNITIVE MODEL AND WHAT MAKES IT USEFUL?

A cognitive model in business makes one aware of how things work.
It models reality and describes "rules of the game' that allow
one to make business judgements.  According to Howard S. Barrows,
a useful cognitive model is one that prepares its users to make
problem solving progress with "ill-structured" real life
problems. (5, p. 28) In other words, in our case, the useful
cognitive model will suggest procedural steps that help the
entrepreneur deal with the kinds of problems small business
owners constantly face in planning their work and executing their
plans.  The useful model will cause its user to consider the
things a small business strategy expert might ask him or her self
while reflecting or deliberating about the direction of the
business.

Alfred R. Oxenfeldt et. al. argue that a useful model for
executive decision making must help the decision maker in three
ways. (9, 44-45) First, it must point out elements that we might
otherwise overlook.  Second, it must show relationships that we
might miss.  Third, as understanding grows, it must help the
person eliminate unimportant elements and discard mistaken
relationships.  To do all these things, the model must reflect
reality reasonably well, incorporate key elements and reflect the
key relationships operating.  Oxenfeldt et. al. offer five
questions one can use to assess a model's usefulness:

    -Can the model be understood and applied without lengthy
     preparation and practice?
    -Can it incorporate many additional elements, if desired?
    -Does it permit introduction of dynamic elements -- that is,
     elements that change over time?
    -Does it permit easy incorporation of interdependencies among
     some of the variables?  Does it permit visualization? (9, 45)

The best model gets the job done and does so better than other
models available.

Joel A. Barker describes cognitive models as paradigms.  Despite
the name difference, he agrees with Oxenfeldt et. al. and Barrows
in several regards.  Useful models give the practitioner "special
vision and understanding and specific problem solving methods.
... [models] are necessary.  We need rules to help us live in
this highly complex world.  Without rules for direction, we would
be constantly confused because the world is too rich with data.
...[cognitive models] are functional because they help us
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distinguish information which is important from that which is
not.  "The rules tell us how to look at the information and then
how to deal with it." (4, p. 68).  Barker goes on to caution that
in turbulent times, useful cognitive models must be pliant.  To
remain useful they must adapt to new realities.  To effectively
deal with change, the useful model must encourage people to be
flexible and search for alternatives to established ways of doing
things.  Otherwise, they will miss great new ideas and fall
behind the competition. (4, pp. 74-75)

To summarize, the useful cognitive model for formulation of small
business strategy must be a working model.  It must give the
entrepreneur a clear conceptual framework or "big picture" that
orchestrates the key elements and relationships in business.  It
must tie the big picture to proven procedural steps (i.e., how to
best market a product or service, how to make a high quality
product, and so on).  Also, it must be pliant.  The entrepreneur
must be able to adapt the model to his or her own situation and
to the changing needs of the marketplace.

               A COGNITIVE MODEL FOR SMALL BUSINESS STRATEGY

Figure 1 presents BUILD YOUR ENTERPRISE.   The graphic is a
visual metaphor that synthesizes key things required for building
a successful enterprise.  Table 1 gives the text of "The Moon
Walk," the accompanying story that conveys what the visual
metaphor means.  The two exhibits combined form a powerful
cognitive model for better small business strategic thinking. 
Together they help business students and entrepreneurs see all
the major aspects and relationships affecting business success in
our free enterprise system.

This model summarizes the thinking of successful CEOs around the
country. (1, 2) One, Steve Bostic, whose company was at the top
of the Inc. 500 in 1989, helped the author put this mindscape
together.  Since then, the author has tested it in the classroom
and refined it during business planning workshops.  Several small
business owners have used it to improve their strategic planning.

The cognitive model presented in Figure 1 and Table 1 is an
example of a proven model that helps entrepreneurs understand key
small business strategy elements.  Also, the model has a process
dynamic (i.e., the idea of a personal space program).  This
dynamic shows how these elements must interact over time for
success to occur.

The model measures up well against many usefulness criteria
introduced earlier.  The advantages of the model are simplicity
and thoroughness.  Use of the model, combined with training in
the underlying business procedures, guides planning.  It enables
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the entrepreneur and his or her staff to plan well and move
smoothly from plan to plan execution.  The model applies equally
well to business proposals, or revisions to business plans for
going concerns.

Besides meeting the usefulness criterion in the previous section,
the model helps the small business strategic planning process in
four other ways.  First, it helps with communication.  It
provides a simple, common planning language for key personnel.
They can point to the part of the graphic that they are concerned
about and others will understand what they mean.  Second, during
the planning process, the model acts as a "group memory." It
helps participants remember what is important.  Scanning the
graphic helps participants to discover elements and relationships
that need work.  Third, users can personalize the model to the
changing needs of each business.  Entrepreneurs can add to the
framework to create their own models to help them remember what
is important to them.  Finally, entrepreneurs can use the model
as a touchstone to urge staff members keep a pragmatic,
experimental attitude in the face of unforeseen circumstances.
Concerning this last point, the author uses the movie Apollo 13
to illustrate the need to "fix the problem, not the blame." (8).

Table 1
The Moon Walk
Copyright  1996 Michael D. Ames.  All rights reserved.

One of the most dramatic events of our time was man's first walk
on the moon.  This accomplishment is an excellent example of the
difference between a dream and a vision.  For hundreds, perhaps
thousands of years, people dreamed about reaching the moon.  The
dream remained a fantasy until the dream was clarified by
visionaries who could see what needed to be done and had the
ability to put together a plan to get it done.

The required vision, as is so often the case with important
enterprises, involved much more than the goal.  You couldn't
simply go out and walk on the moon.  The vision that worked was a
space program which built on prior inventions, included many
years of research and preparatory missions, all of which
culminated in the launch of a successful moon walk mission.

When you think about the events that led up to the moon walk, you
realize that nobody would have seriously considered doing it any
other way.  The moon was inaccessible.  It was in space. 
Accomplishing the moon walk was a major undertaking involving
great risk.  Everyone knew it was an enterprise of monumental
proportions.  Obviously vision was a necessity.  We had to figure
out what needed to be done and put together a plan to get it
done.
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The moon walk was a successful enterprise; and, as such, we can
learn a lesson from it that applies to our enterprises in the
business world.  There is no limit to what you can do if you
approach each new venture as if it were a moon walk.  You are
being foolhardy if you don't.  To take your dream and make it
happen with minimum risk you must first develop a clear vision of
what needs to be done and then put together a plan to get it
done.

All too often those starting new ventures in the business world
are misled by how easy it appears to be to reach their goal. 
After all they don't want to walk on the moon.  All they want to
do is serve a market.  They feel they have a viable business
concept and don't see the need to invest the time and money to
develop a 20/20 vision of their goal.  Some don't plan at all,
launch their ventures immediately and rely on instinct to guide
them to the goal.  Others plan the big moves, but don't invest
the time and resources necessary to plan all the necessary steps
that will culminate in the big result.  If they 'viewed their
goal as being a moon walk they would know they were being
foolhardy.  Unfortunately, they just think they are being
entrepreneurs.  Their vision is blurred and they don't know it. 
Sooner or later they stumble and fall.

                   What It Takes To Develop 20/20 Vision

A vision doesn't amount to much if you can't plan a strategy and
an organization to achieve it.  Lets see what it takes to plan
the moon walk you have in mind.

BUILD YOUR ENTERPRISE is a conceptual drawing of your personal
space program.  The entire drawing presupposes that you have the
proper perspective, that you understand the basic physics of
enterprise, and that you are not deluded by romantic notions
about the moon being made out of swiss cheese, entrepreneurial
spirit, or whatever.

If you begin by following the path of the space vehicle, it
should be clear that it will do you no good to plan a one way
trip.  The idea is to create opportunity.  In this regard,
getting control of your own destiny is important as it will allow
you to set your target and your trajectory as you see fit to
capitalize on opportunity.  But what is the value of ending up
stuck on the moon?  You have to plan the return trip, which, in
our parlance, means you should have an exit strategy which will
create wealth.  The purpose of an enterprise is to build equity
which you can cash in when you want and put in a bank to earn
interest, or perhaps reinvest to create future business
opportunities.
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Now that we have previewed the flight plan for your mission,
let's take a closer look at the launch pad and its foundations. 
Here we find the skills, experience and credibility necessary to
support any launch.  These are the basic ingredients that allow
you to develop commercially viable business concepts, The more
solid they are, the bigger the launch they will support.

Your ability to develop business concepts reflect your strengths
and weaknesses.  In addition strategic thinking and marketing
research are necessary to develop ideas into viable concepts. 
When we hear people talk about vision they usually are really
talking about this conceptualization skill.  This skill is indeed
an important part of vision, but only a part.  Let's pause for a
moment to consider why.

We have read many business plans that are really nothing more
than discussions of business concepts.  We have learned to look
beyond the concept to see what else is there.  If there isn't
anything else yet, what you have is not a vision of a business
opportunity.  Rather, what you have is a highly speculative
"concept stock."

People with concepts describe a possibility.  This is not enough. 
People with vision create opportunities, planning a strategy and
organization to turn concept into reality.  Our rule of thumb is
that there are unlimited possibilities but few business
opportunities.

It is easy to see why we feel this way.  BUILD YOUR ENTERPRISE
makes it clear that there is a lot more to enterprise success
than commercially viable business concepts.  Vision is an action
word.  To create opportunity a plan has to be put together to
make the concept a reality.

When the business concept is in place you have completed your
launch pad, but so far you haven't started a new mission.  You
need fuel.  You need to chart a precise course.  You need a space
craft which is capable of accomplishing the mission.  There is
much more to plan and do.  The business concept is only a
beginning.  Your vision has to encompass the whole space program.

Let's move on and look at fuel next.  Your fuel is the market
situation.  Your principal fuel source is present and future
customer needs.  This means not just the final consumer, but also
the distribution channel.  The competition and where they are
headed can also fuel your ship if they do not keep up with trends
in customer needs, consistently and exactly meeting these needs,
or if they do not meet these needs efficiently.  The technologies
which could be employed to serve the customers, is a great source
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of fuel if you can see ways to innovate that your competitors
can't.  Industry economics, good or bad, will also fuel your ship
if you design it right.  Finally, your alliances with your
partners will obviously fuel your growth.  You need to make many
kinds of alliances with many kinds of partners.  Vendors,
distribution channel members, financial backers, members of the
management team and other key employees are all on the list of
partners you need to fuel your enterprise; and, if you think
about it, your customers are too.  Once your partners see that
they have a big stake in your success, your fuel tanks will be
full.

The next thing to consider is the star chart.  You need to plot
your course, capitalizing on opportunity.  This involves mapping
out both personal objectives and a business plan.  You may have
expected us to mention developing a business plan at this point,
but you probably are surprised that we have brought up personal
objectives.  Let us explain.

We believe the successful leadership of enterprise is a very
personal activity.  In order for you to do well, you must include
yourself in your plans for the enterprise.  We are not advocating
selfishness, but we do believe you must consider your own
personal needs and balance them with the needs of the enterprise. 
What you have in mind may be a great enterprise, but it may not
be capable of meeting your needs.  We guarantee that, if it
cannot, you will not be the one that succeeds when the enterprise
succeeds.

You must be confident that you will win personally when your
enterprise and its people win, otherwise you will not provide the
leadership required when the going gets tough.  Here are some key
questions to ask yourself:  What is your personal definition of
success?  How will you know when you have made it?  Where do you
want to go?  How will this enterprise get you there?  Will it get
you there fast enough?  In short, you must design the enterprise
to be both purposeful and fun at a personal level.  Ask yourself
if what you plan will accomplish your mission.

In order to complete your star chart you need to map out your
business plan.  A business plan, as we define it, is a written
document which describes your vision.  It states the business
concept, assesses the market situation, and specifies how to
build the enterprise to capitalize on opportunity.  Implicit in
any good business plan is the consideration of how to satisfy
needs.  Not just the needs of consumers, but the needs of all key
participants.  Not just organizational needs, but personal needs
as well.  A hallmark of a good business plan is that everyone
sees an opportunity to win by supporting it.
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Once you have your star chart and your business plan, you have a
way to measure your progress.  You will need to set up ways to
track, monitor and report progress so you can make course
corrections if things do not go as planned.

You still need a spacecraft, What really puts you into orbit are
the booster rockets.  In BUILD YOUR ENTERPRISE, the craft is
powered by four boosters, You will note that the word quality is
used to describe each.  Let's talk about quality before we look
at each of the boosters.

We think quality is a very important contributor to success. 
Three observations will give you an idea of what we mean by
quality and why we view quality as an integral part of all four
booster rockets.

First, to be extraordinarily successful your enterprise must be
perceived as adding maximum value for minimum cost.  A quality
enterprise, defined this way, attracts resources.  People want to
invest their time and money in it.  Second, adding maximum value
for minimum cost can only be accomplished by assuring both the
quality of results and the quality of execution, Quality of
results refers to whether or not you are doing the right things. 
Are your customers, investors, and employees getting exactly what
they need precisely when and how they need them?  Quality of
execution refers to whether or not you are doing things right. 
Are your operations efficient enough to make you the low cost
producer?  Third, quality is dynamic.  Every day new, higher
levels of quality become the market standard.  Changes in
consumer demand and competition force enterprises to change, just
to stay in the race.  As a result, every enterprise activity must
be continuously studied with an eye to quality improvement.

The four booster rockets are quality planning systems, quality
financing, quality production, and quality selling.  You need all
four boosters to get you to your goal.  Quality planning systems
keep your enterprise on target.  They translate the business plan
into projects which have goals, objectives, timetables and
budgets.  They provide the data you need to keep you up to date
on changes in your markets and signal you when course adjustments
may be needed, This is the booster rocket that allows you to make
mid-flight changes in trajectory when tracking, monitoring and
reporting shows you are off course.

The next booster is quality financing.  A critical part of the
execution of any business plan is securing major funding. 
Getting what is required to finance rapid growth, without losing
control of the enterprise, is what we call quality financing. 
Getting funding on your terms is heavily dependent on your
understanding of all the key elements of your business plan, your
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credibility, and your ability to take a leadership role in the
funding process.

The third booster rocket is quality production.  Quality
production entails more than the routine of day to day activities
on the shop floor or in the office.  It employs quality assurance
planning systems to smooth the flow of work and support
accomplishment of the plan.  Central to quality production is the
establishment of appropriate accountability for performance
throughout the enterprise.  To achieve quality production you
must learn how to handle profit and loss responsibility and teach
your key people how to handle it also.

Quality selling is the last of your four booster rockets. 
Quality selling means that both you and your customers come out
of each sale understanding that everyone's best interests have
been met.  In other words, both you and your customers have won. 
These are the type of transactions on which rapid growth is
based.  They provide your enterprise with the long-term
relationships, repeat business and strong referrals necessary for
rapid growth.

The next thing you need to consider is your spacecraft's guidance
system.  You need to be able to control your craft to insure
success of the mission in the face of change.  Almost anything
can happen as you find your fuel, build your rocket, launch,
navigate, land on the moon, walk, and return to earth.  One thing
can lead to another.  For example, if your trajectory is a bit
off, you may lose financial fuel in mid-flight just when you need
it most.  Worse yet you may be jettisoned by your investors
before the ultimate success of the mission.

To avoid catastrophe, your business plan must be flexible and
your partners must be willing to go along when changes are
needed.  The best way we know to get the changes you need when
they count the most is to build a planning system culture into
your enterprise.

This means you must do two things.  First develop a complete
planning system for your enterprise.  Second make the planning
system part of your company culture.  You must train all your key
partners in how you plan, give them the data they need, show them
how to interpret it, and allow them to call their own shots as
they see them, You must design your organization and your reward
systems to support the plan.  Everything flows in the same
direction.  All activities are synchronized.  Everyone sings from
the same hymnal.  The better your partners get at singing from
the faster you can grow without your enterprise failing planning
system culture a surprising thing will happen partners will help
you monitor performance and take will discuss developing a
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planning system culture in the same hymnal, the more you can rely
on them, and apart.  If you have done a good job at developing
your when problems arise due to unforseen changes.  Your
corrective action rather than become adversaries.  We more detail
at the end of this chapter.

We have now reached the nose cone of your space craft.  The nose
cone of the space vehicle, that will carry you to your goal, is
business success which is a little hard to define in and of
itself, but certainly involves a number of interrelated elements. 
Reading down from the top of the nose cone in BUILD YOUR
ENTERPRISE, product and service innovations allow you to become
the high quality leader and low cost producer.  This establishes
your competitive edge, which in turn assures measurable increases
in market share and profit.

Well, that's it.  That's how you develop the 20/20 vision you
need to launch your own personal space program, control your own
destiny, and accomplish your mission.  Your vision will have to
encompass everything depicted in BUILD YOUR ENTERPRISE.  Plus you
will have to utilize your vision to seek out the opportunity in
every problem that confronts you along the way.

                                CONCLUSION

This paper argues that entrepreneurial education needs new models
to help convey small business strategy elements and their
interrelationships.  To illustrate, it presents a proven
cognitive model for small business strategic planning.  The model
measures up well to criterion proposed by experts in modeling. 
It has several advantages over traditional business planning
models.

Traditional models assume the entrepreneur will apply formal
business training to "flesh out" a table of contents.  The model
in this paper goes beyond recommending that the owner put down on
paper: a company description (background, mission, competitive
edge), market analysis and marketing plan, technology and
research and development, organization, and financial analysis. 
It provides a dynamic framework that makes entrepreneurs aware of
how things work.  It prepares owners and key personnel to make
problem solving progress with "ill-structured" real life
problems.

Of course, participants in small business strategic planning will
still need the important procedural skills taught in business
courses and workshops.  However, one major benefit of a cognitive
model like the one presented in this paper is that it shows how
these procedural skills fit together.  This helps the
entrepreneur deal with the kinds of problems small business
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owners constantly face in planning their work and executing their
plans. Using cognitive models like the one presented in this
paper helps meet an important challenge in entrepreneurial
education: conveying small business strategy elements and their
interrelationships.
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                                 ABSTRACT

Federal funding of the Small Business Institute program was
terminated in 1995.  Schools with SBI programs and the Small
Business Institute Directors Association are assessing the impact
of the loss of Federal funding.  This research analyzes the
impact of the termination of Federal funding on SBI programs and
the implications for SBIDA.

All SBI directors were surveyed by mail during the summer of
1996.  A total of 186 directors responded for a 39 percent
response rate.  Data were analyzed using SAS.  Cross-tabs were
run to compare 1995 survey data with 1996 survey data.

Sixty-two percent of the directors said their school plans to
continue the SBI program.  SBI ranked highly in terms of a
practical business education program.  Budgetarily, most schools
focused on expense reduction rather than of revenue generation
this past year.  School funding is the leading source of income. 
Comparison of the two surveys indicates that more schools are
continuing their SBI programs than they thought they would in
1995.

                                BACKGROUND

Federal funding of the Small Business Institute (SBI) program was
terminated in 1995.  Started in 1972, the program grew to
approximately 500 colleges and universities handling 6,000 cases
with a budget of $3 million before being a casualty of deficit
reduction efforts by the Clinton Administration and Congress.

The Small Business Institute Directors Association (SBIDA)
lobbied long and hard to win continuing funding for the SBI
program the past few years.  The Clinton Administration omitted
funding for SBI in fiscal years 1995 and 1996.  Congress restored
funding for fiscal year 1995, but was axed for 1996 when the
Republicans gained a majority in both houses of Congress.
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1996 is the first year that SBIs have operated without Federal
funding.  It marks a watershed for the SBI program as it goes
forward.  It seems appropriate to evaluate the impact of the
termination of Federal funding on the Small Business Institute
program.

                             PREVIOUS RESEARCH

There is relatively little research on the funding of SBI
programs.  Three studies have dealt indirectly with SBI funding:
one on SBI budgets (Timmins & Tallent, 1992); the use and control
of SBI case funds (Rose & Wong, 1991); and a spatial analysis of
the distribution of SBIs and SBDCs (Frazier, Krumske, Leinberger
& Geiger, 1995).

The only one study has dealt directly with the impact of the loss
of Federal funding (Brennan, Hoffman & Vishwanathan, 1996).  It
surveyed SBI directors in 1995 prior to the termination of
Federal funding.  This study's primary objective was to determine
what impact the elimination of Federal funding would have on
Small Business Institutes and by extension on the Small Business
Institute Directors Association.  It concluded that there was a
core of strong, committed SBI and SBIDA supporters, and that the
future of both will depend on this core.

                                OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this research was to determine the
impact of termination of Federal funding has had on Small
Business Institutes.  The secondary objective was to compare the
results of a 1995 survey of SBI directors on what they would do
if they lost Federal funding (Brennan, Hoffman & Vishwanathan, 
1996) with what actually occurred.  This research was done to
help understand where the SBI program and SBIDA are and shed
light on planning for the future.

                                METHODOLOGY

All SBI directors were surveyed by mail with the use of a May
1995 mailing list from the National Center for Small Business
Advancement.  Directors were surveyed in the areas of director
characteristics; school participation; director rating of the
value of practical business education programs; the impact of the
termination of Federal funding on their SBI program; actions
taken when Federal funding was eliminated; difficulty of fund
raising; income sources; estimated percentage of income by
source; and a comparison of what directors said they would do
without Federal funding and what they actually did.
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The survey was mailed to 476 directors as of May 1995.  A limited
attempt was made to follow-up with non-respondents.  Of the 476,
four were returned as undeliverable.  This seems low given the
normal changes let alone the likely elimination of SBI programs. 
Thus, 186 questionnaires from 472 good addresses were received. 
This is a good response rate of 39 percent.  It is even better
when the likelihood of former directors whose schools dropped SBI
is considered.  Frequencies and means were generated for each
question.

Survey data from the 1995 Brennan, Hoffman & Vishwanathan study
were obtained and merged with this 1996 survey.  This was only
done for respondents who participated in both surveys.  A cross-
tab was done for what SBI directors said the likelihood of their
school continuing the SBI program in 1995 and what they actually
did in 1996.

                                  RESULTS

The results are divided into the 1996 survey and a 1995-96 survey
comparison.

1996 Survey

Demographics

Most (159 of 182 or 87 percent) of the schools responding have an
SBI program.  When asked whether they plan to continue the SBI
program, 62 percent said yes, 15 percent said no, and 23 percent
were unsure.  For those who plan to discontinue the SBI program,
79 percent said lack of funding was the primary reason for
dropping the program.  Couldn't afford the salaries accounted for
an additional 8 percent with the college losing interest in SBI
without Federal funding for another 6 percent.

Over 90 percent of the respondents were currently SBI directors. 
The median years as a director and membership in SBIDA was 8.5
years.  Just over 69 percent are currently SBIDA members. 
Regional SBIDA membership drops to 45 percent.  Median membership
in regional SBIDAs was 8.5 years.  A third of the respondents
attended the 1996 SBIDA national conference with 8.5 years being
the median years of attendance.  Only 20 percent of the
respondents attended their regional conference with 8.5 years
being the median years of attendance.

Practical Educational Program

Respondents rated the educational value of all types of practical
business experience highly.  Only "other" business experience was
rated higher than SBI.  In fact, they rate SBI 4.6 on a five
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point scale with 1 low and 5 high.  This reflects the 71 percent
who rated SBI a five and only two who rate it a two.  The
following table compares practical courses offered and
respondent's rating of them.

                                  Table 1

            Schools With Practical Business Education Programs 
               And The Rating Of The Value Of Those Programs

                                   Have
                                   Program   Value

Internships                        90.2%     4.4
SBI                                87.4      4.6
Field Case projects                57.9      4.6
Actual business                    59.6      4.6
  projects
Co-operative                       33.5      4.0
  program
National competition               23.0      3.9
 (like ad campaign)
Semesters in                       16.6      4.4
  business
Other                               9.9      4.8
Direct marketing                    7.1      3.1
  experience

Internships and SBI are clearly the most widespread type of
practical business educational programs.  Field case projects and
actual business projects are also a part of business education of
nearly 60 percent of the schools.  "Other" business programs was
rated most highly followed by SBI, field case projects and actual
business projects.

Impact of the Loss of Federal Funding

The average number of SBI cases completed per school is dropping. 
It was stable in 1993 and 1994 (16.3 and 16.4 cases), then
dropped to 15.5 cases in 1995 and 12.1 cases in 1996.  The
following table shows what actions schools took when Federal
funding was terminated.

                                  Table 2

Actions Taken When Federal Funds Were Terminated

Action                     Percent Taking Action

Continued SBI Program            80.9%
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Reduced the number of            51.7
SBI cases
Eliminated student               31.4
 reimbursement
Eliminated director/inst.        28.7
 comp.
Reduced student                  25.7
 reimbursement
Sought corporate grants          21.3
Asked Clients for                17.4
 contributions
Reduced other/instr.             15.3
 comp.
Required client fees              8.0
Required student fees             1.1

Almost 81 percent of the schools continued the SBI program;
however, over half (52 percent) reduced the number of cases
handled.  Reduction (26 percent) or elimination (31 percent) of
student reimbursements were also major actions taken. 
Eliminating (29 percent) or reducing (15 percent) director and
instructor compensation and seeking corporate grants (21 percent)
were also important actions taken.

Fund Raising

Respondents indicated that fundraising will be moderately
difficult for them and their school.  Difficulty of raising funds
locally was rated the most difficult at 3.3 on a five point scale
with 1 very low difficulty and 5 very high difficulty.  Personal
difficulty in fundraising and the school's experiences were rated
a 3.1 in difficulty.  The school's experience in fundraising and
personal difficulty in grant writing were almost as difficult at 3.0.

Funding

Funding for SBI programs is changing drastically with the
termination of Federal funding.  Schools (61 percent) have become
the primary source of funding followed by client contributions
(31 percent), private corporations (28 percent), and grants (16
percent).  On an aggregate basis, SBI schools also estimate that
40 percent of their funding will come from their schools. 
"Other" with 17 percent and client contributions with 10 percent
are the next most important sources of revenue.  These three
sources account for two-thirds of the estimated income for SBI
programs.

                                  Table 3

       SBI Program Income Sources and Estimated Percentage By Source
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Source                      Income         SBI Funding
                            Source

Your school                 60.8%            40.0%
Client                      31.4             10.3
 contributions
Private                     28.1              9.8
 corporations
Grants                      23.5              8.0
Other                       16.3             16.6
Client fees                 15.7              4.7
State                       12.4              1.8
 government
Federal                      9.8              4.9
 government
Endowments                   8.5              3.0
Other                        5.2              0.9
 government

1995-96 Survey Comparison

What SBI directors said the likelihood of their school continuing
the SBI program in 1995 and whether they continued the program in
1996 was analyzed using cross tabs.  The table below summarizes
what respondents said they would do if Federal funding was
terminated and what they actually did.  Overall, it shows that
the majority of respondents who said they were unlikely or very
unlikely to continue the program have actually continued their
SBI program.  While the chi-square value was significant at the
0.029 confidence level, it is suspect because of the number of
cells with counts of less than five.

                                  Table 4

         Survey Comparisons for 1995 Likelihood of Continuing SBI
                              and 1996 Reality

1995 Likelihood of        1996 Continuing
 Continuing SBI                SBI

Very Likely                    93.1%
Likely                         93.1
Not Sure                       85.0
Unlikely                       63.6
Very Unlikely                  70.6

                          DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This study confirms the research by Brennan, Hoffman and
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Vishwanathan that the termination of Federal funding will not
eliminate the SBI program or SBIDA.  There is a sizable, strong
core of SBI directors that are continuing their SBI programs and
continue as members of SBIDA.  While it is difficult to determine
exactly how many SBI programs there will be, it seems likely that
there will be 150 to 200 next year.  The recent action by SBIDA
to trademark the Small Business Institute and SBI along with the
SBI program guidelines and requiring each institution to have at
least one SBIDA member will go far to continue the SBI program
and SBIDA.

Respondents value SBI programs very highly as a practical
educational program.  While there are a wide variety of other
programs, none connects teams of students with small business
clients, the opportunity to work in teams, work directly with a
client, see all aspects of a firm, and work directly with a small
business makes it a unique experience.  It may even encourage
entrepreneurism and small business ownership among students.

Schools are focusing more on expense reduction than income
generation.  This is not surprising since expense reduction is a
faster, more controllable, and more certain method of balancing
budgets.  While this is good for the short term, schools need to
shift to income generation if they are to continue their SBI
programs.  Without sufficient income, many programs may
increasingly struggle to maintain their programs or decrease the
quantity and/or quality of their program.

Funding SBI programs will be the major task for most directors
for the next several years.  Most SBI programs rely heavily on
their schools for funding.  Other financial support is relatively
small and fragmented.  Each program needs to develop an income
mix that fits its SBI program and is relatively stable.  Over
reliance on a single source may be risky, especially income from
grants, contributions, government and schools.  Endowments are an
ideal foundation for an SBI program.  If they are large enough,
they can provide sizable stable income that enable SBI directors
to focus less on income generation and more on the SBI program's
mission of helping students and small businesses.  Former SBI
students and clients might be one way to start building an SBI
endowment.

The research indicates there is much stronger support of national
SBIDA than regional SBIDA.  Efforts should focus on preserving
the SBI and SBIDA nationally even if it means not having regional
SBIDA organizations for the near term.  It is much more important
to devote limited human and financial resources to national
SBIDA.  National SBIDA must survive if there is to be an SBI
program.
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                                 ABSTRACT

Most SBI programs focus on the client as the primary customer. 
We often overlook our "forgotten client" the student consultant
who is participating in a course as part of their higher
education learning experience.  Starting a decade ago our SBI
(Small Business Institute) program initiated the use of videotape
at midterm and final presentations in an effort to improve
student presentation and communication skills.

This paper profiles the student reactions, perceptions and
experiences.  During the decade, 21 class sections were offered,
244 consulting projects were completed and 423 students
participated in the SBI program.  Overall reaction to the use of
videotape as a learning tool was most positive.  Students
indicated that after their initial apprehension, the use of their
personal video as a self improvement tool vastly outweighed their
first negative reactions.  Virtually all supported use of video
as an "additional SBI benefit."

                               INTRODUCTION

The SBI program has been available at our university since 1974. 
After being offered in a multitude of departments and in a
variety of formats (Anderson, Elbert, Floyd, 1984) it settled
into permanency in the Marketing Department in 1985.  Several
individual departmental courses were eliminated in 1989 and the
course was retitled Small Business Projects as part of a an AACSB
accreditation curriculum self-review.  The title encourages
undergraduate students from various disciplines within business
and MBA students to take the course.  The course is offered each
semester.  Once exception was a special MBA - SBI pilot project
in 1990, which accounts for the 21 sections noted.  Occasionally
nonbusiness graduate students with the appropriate business core
courses also participate.  Typical nonbusiness enrollees include
students with backgrounds in Industrial Technology, Engineering,
and Communications.

Traditionally the program has had strong linkages with
SCORE(Service Corps of Retired Executives), the local SBDC(Small
Business Development Center) and the University CIBD(Center for
Innovation and Business Development).  Representatives from these 
programs as well as the SBA(U.S. Small Business Administration),
university faculty, and project clients typically participated in
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the final formal project presentations.

During the time the program was funded by the SBA, the regional
director required all student client meetings and final project
presentations be given at a "neutral" business site, separated
from the university campus.  The rationale for the requirement
was that the clients would have easier parking, less
intimidation and allow for easier project participation.

A variety of settings were used in the early stages of this
requirement, including the Chamber of Commerce, off campus SBDC
offices, power company training rooms and banking and financial
organization meeting rooms.  After trying various options with
varying degrees of success, for the past 7 years the
presentations have been given in a very formal, professional
meeting room of a major regional financial center.  The upshot of
this has been that our SBI students have always been very
impressed with and excited about their final presentations and
the "awesome" setting in which they get to do the presentation. 
The downside was that in the initial presentations the student
consultants were very intimidated by the setting, participants,
and structure.

                                OBJECTIVES

In an attempt to help the students overcome their inhibitions,
the SCORE advisory panel in 1985 suggested videotaping midterm
and final presentations.  One objective was to insure that the
mid-term (held on campus and without client participation)
videotaping would allow the student consultants to get used to
the interaction, questioning techniques etc. without the concern
of a formal setting.  The video could be utilized for multiple
reviews in an effort to plan for, produce and execute a better
final presentation product.

The other objectives for videotaping the final presentation were
to provide students with an historical record, give them a
permanent product for their portfolio if desired, and lastly,
provide rural clients who were often unable to participate in the
final presentation with a record of the discussion and
questioning.  The record for the rural client was typically seen
as one of the most crucial elements of the final report.  An
additional, unanticipated benefit turned out to be the
availability of the "success story" videos for SBI teams who
followed in subsequent semesters.

                           REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The skills necessary for success in the Small Business Institute
and in business careers are the same.  Foremost of the skills
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needed are communication skills. (Gaedeke and Tootelian, 1989). 
On the job most managers, leaders, supervisors, and
administrators fail not due to technical skills, but...........
to ineffective communication skills more than any other reason."
(Freston, Lease, 1987).

Many approaches have been utilized to review leadership options,
styles and opportunities.  They vary from proposed application of
Situational Leadership(R) for the SBI student (Johnson, 1996) to
more general overview studies which reflect that key executives
differ from other managers in that they communicate more
effectively, both verbally and in writing (Kleiman, 1995).

Most of the SBI related student centered research has tended to
focus on course delivery (Watts, Jackson 1994), SBI program
issues related to students (Fontenot, Franklin, Hoffman, 1994)
entrepreneurial attitudes (Halten, Ruhland, 1994), counseling
techniques (Anderson, Elbert, 1987).

More recently, due to the change of funding support, student
issues have centered on programmatic and often survival centered
strategy issues.  State of the SBI program (Brennan Hutchens,
Begley, 1994) and integration of outside resources like SCORE to
enhance the student experience (Alpi, Decker, 1993) have moved to
center stage.

There appears to be little recently published work related to
side benefits" generated by specific SBI program, program
formats, or procedures.  The purpose of this paper is to share
anecdotal comment data gathered over a decade during the post SBI
presentation briefings conducted as part of one midwestern
program.  The paper reviews student reactions, initial
apprehensions and ultimate learning benefits from the use of
videotaping their mid-term and final SBI presentations.

                                METHODOLOGY

Each semester our SBI students participate in several
"debriefing" types of activities.  The final presentation of
their findings to the client is the last major component of their
SBI experience.  We have found that a debrief provides an
excellent opportunity to bring their projects to closure.  The
debrief for the past decade has included:

*        Videotape Feedback Information
*        Written/Oral After Action Reports
*        Completion of Expense Forms
*        Final SBI Project Checklist Review
*        Lessons Learned -
            - Small Group Discussion
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            - Individual/Team Review

Over the past decade (21 class sections, 244 projects, 423
student enrollees) an open opened ended, six item questionnaire
has been utilized to compile feedback each semester regarding the
use of video.  The "Videotape Feedback Information" form has
provided the students with an excellent opportunity to share
thoughts, feelings, and reactions regarding this requirement of
our program.

Each semester the comment data are compiled and reviewed by the
SBI Director as part of the on-going program self evaluation and
review.  Over the past decade close to 100 pages of anecdotal
comment data have been compiled.  This paper presents a
preliminary review of the data Q1 - 3. The intent was to conduct
a detailed content analysis of the videotape Qs4 - 6 and after
action data for future regional and national SBI meetings.  The
questions utilized as part of the videotape review are as
follows:

1.       What was your individual reaction when the announcement was
         made that SBI presentations would be videotaped?

2.       What was your individual reaction to the camera
         at the final presentation?

3.       Did the video emphasis help you, as an SBI team, develop a
         better presentation?  

After Reviewing your video:

4.       Would you make changes in your presentation?  If yes, what
         types of changes would you make?

5.       Was the video a worthwhile addition to the SBI project?
         Would you recommend that videotapes be made of future
         classes?  Why or why not?

6.       Other comments:

Each semester the comments are reviewed, and then compiled into
an ever increasing comment database.  As one might anticipate the
comment database continues to become ever more voluminous and
interesting.

There are close to 100 pages of single spaced anecdotal
information that have been compiled.  The students do not have to
provide their name on the form, however, many do.  As one might
anticipate the comments are honest, true to form regarding their
feelings and often humorous.
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                            VIDEOTAPE REACTIONS

The overall reaction to Ql.  Reaction to Videotape has bee most
positive over the years.  While some-what apprehensive at first,
most SBI students realize that the video is being produced as a
self improvement tool.  Typical of their comments are as follows:

*        Your best and hardest critic, it's more useful than peer
         evaluations.

*        At first I was petrified that a camera would be present.
         But it did turn out to be helpful because I got to evaluate
         my speaking skills.

*        I did not think it was a big deal.  The camera was more of a
         sense of anxiety during the midterm so don't quit using it
         at midterm so it is therefore no big deal at the final.

*        A gasp and a groan,.  As I thought about it, I realized that
         it is useful.

*        It really made me nervous at the midterm presentation.  For
         the final presentation I didn't care because I had already
         gone through it before.

*        I was intimidated at first, but thought it was an excellent
         idea.  I thought maybe I would be very nervous, but I had
         done presentations before on videotape and they had gone
         well.

*        Negative.  I always knew that people usually forget when you
         stutter and forget words but a videotape never lets the
         mistake "die..,

*        A little apprehensive, not too thrilled but then
         reconsidered, thought it wouldn't be that bad - and a good
         experience.

The reaction to Q2.  Camera at Final Presentation have also been
most positive.  Comments center primarily on the "didn't bother
me" theme.  Sample comments include the following:

*        I didn't even notice it at the presentation.  No problem -
         I just ignored it

*        It was distracting at first but then you forget it's even
         there.

*        At the presentation itself, I really didn't even have time
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         to think about the video camera.  It popped into my head a
         couple of times during the speech and I'd adjust my posture
         or watch my hand gestures a little more carefully.

*        I really didn't think about it.  Well, was there a camera?

*        The blinking red light should have been covered up.

*        The camera was a lot closer to us (the speakers) than I'm
         used to and that threw me off for awhile,

*        I had forgotten about it until _____  was getting it to
         focus.  Then my hands pumped out another pine of sweat. 
         Once the presentation got going and I was up there talking I
         had forgotten about it.  I was more concerned about the
         people at the meeting.

*        At first nervous, then forgotten.

*        I wouldn't have minded it, however, the red light grabbed my
         attention and drew my attention to the camera.

*        To be honest, I didn't even notice it.  The location was
         placed well and didn't interfere with our presenting.

The third question, Q3.  Did Video Emphasis - Help SBI Team with
Presentation - received overwhelmingly positive response. 
Selected sample comments are as follows:

*        Definitely!  I had never seen myself giving a presentation
         on video before.  It made me aware of what I do and how I
         speak.

*        Watching the mid-term presentation helped me better prepare
         for the final.

*        No. Knowing that my client and SCORE representatives might
         be there was more of an incentive to try and make it a good
         presentation.

*        Yes.  The idea of capturing the presentation for all to see
         has the effect of improving the way one goes about giving
         such a presentation, such as preparation, appearance,
         presence etc.......

*        I feel that the mid-term video review helped us to see our
         weaknesses and develop a better presentation for the final. 
         I also feel that when the SBI group knows they will be
         videotaped, this produces a pressure on the group to perform
         to their best.
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*        Yes, especially after the first presentation (mid-term).  It
         helped to perfect our final presentation.

*        It helped to see what I could do to be a better presenter,
         but knowing that it was there bothered me.

*        Yes, able to improve from midterm.

*        I think so.  We made several adjustments to the final
         presentation as a result of viewing the first videotape.  We
         also tried to preserve the good points for the final
         presentation.

*        The video helped me a lot.  However, I kept catching myself
         saying "UM".  Which I said way too many times on the midterm
         presentation.  My initial reaction was that it couldn't be
         me saying that because I know it bothers me when I listen to
         speakers and they say it.  Yes it helped ____ and I a lot
         Made us much more aware of our actions.

*        I think it was supposed to, but I had a better midterm
         presentation than the final.

                               IMPLICATIONS

SBI students for the past decade appear to be very appreciative
of the videotape component of the course.  While their initial
reaction might be somewhat negative (most often irritated) they
have been appreciative of the additional component to the course. 
The mid-term and building block effort leading to the second
chance final presentation is continuously cited as a positive.

Students have traditionally seen the SBI experience a positive. 
However, word of mouth also conveys a "work load message"
therefore, the class size is usually rather small.  The videotape
component appears to be another element which unites the SBI
teams in their efforts to do an effective job for their clients.

What does this mean for the SBI program?  While the videotape
requirement is merely a small element in the course format, it
appears to have a solid impact.  The role of the SBI "instructor,
coach, facilitator' is to continue to insure that the students
are not the forgotten client in the SBI process.  Videotaping has
given our program a means to provide an additional benefit to our
SBI students.  At a time of larger sections, consolidation, and
overworked schedules it has been easy for many colleagues who
have utilized videotape in the past to drop it from their
teaching format because of the time, coordination and logistics
involved.  We feel that the videotape component to our SBI
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program is important.  Additionally, while the program has been
tenuous, we look forward to utilizing videotape feedback with our
students well into the foreseeable future.

                                 EPILOGUE

The "little red light" - while an inherent design element of our
current camera caused much discussion.  For the past two
semesters we have covered the bulb, usually with tape or in one
instance chewing gum.  SBI instructors must be creative and
flexible.  Comments regarding this issue have not surfaced since!
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              THE NEW HIGHER EDUCATION LEARNING ENVIRONMENT:
               OPPORTUNITIES TO RAISE FUNDS FOR THE SBI[TM]

                              Wilson C. Grier
                            Michael R. Carrell
                               Autumn Grubb
                         Morehead State University

                             Robert E. Bernier
                      University of Nebraska at Omaha

                                 ABSTRACT

There has been much discussion on how the SBI[TM] program as we
have known it can continue to survive without federal funding. 
Some SBI[TM] affiliated institutions in Higher Education have
initiated state of the art technology programs which have
precipitated the opportunity to raise funds for the institution 
as well as the affiliated SBI[TM] program.  This participation is
a new resource for the SBI[TM] program in continuance,
development, and evolution.

                     OVERVIEW OF THE PANEL DISCUSSION

At the 1997 annual convention Wilson C. Grier, Assistant
Professor of Management and SBI[TM] Director, Michael R. Carrell,
Dean of the College of Business, and Autumn Grubb, Director of
Distance Learning, Morehead State University and Robert Bernier,
SBDC Director, University of Nebraska at Omaha, will utilize a
panel discussion group to review the opportunities  and
applications which are working for their institutions to
specifically provide financial support for the SBI[TM] program. 
This use of distance learning labs, existing computer lab
facilities, and the Internet environment will be presented.  

For two years, Morehead State University has been in the
implementation phase of bringing the MBA, BBA, and continuing
education curriculum to their service region via distance
learning, computer labs, and the Internet.  The 1996 fall
schedule was the first semester with all initiatives in place. 
The marketing of the programs have resulted in an increase of
223% in the number of applications for admission and
participation in the multiple educational initiatives, with an
overall increase of 33% in actual enrollment.  A direct outcome
of these initiatives is the access to new financial resources for
the continuation of the SBI[TM] program.  Robert Bernier, SBDC
Director at the University of Nebraska at Omaha, has developed
opportunities along a similar thread over a longer period of
time. 
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The panel will present and discuss the New Higher Education
Distance Learning Environment with specific application to
opportunities to raise funds for the evolution of the new SBI[TM]
without federal support.  The thread of the panel discussion will
be the utilization of distance learning, computer facilities, and
the Internet as a financial resource for SBI[TM] support with
detail information on marketing, specific programs offered and
resulting funds raised.
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              CONNECTING STUDENT LEARNING WITH BUSINESS NEEDS
               THROUGH THE SMALL BUSINESS INSTITUTE PROGRAM

                          Patricia Raber Hedberg
                             David P. Brennan
                         University of St. Thomas

                                 ABSTRACT

Students and clients benefit from collaborating on small business
consulting projects.  This paper explores the impact of student
consulting teams at one university.  Fifty-five clients and 122
students who participated in a SBI project within one to six
months responded to an impact survey.  Their results were
compared with 102 clients and 309 students who had a less recent
SBI experience, from one to four years previously.

Almost all students thought it was a valuable experience and over
two-thirds said they would work on an SBI project even if it were
not required.  Specific aspects of the SBI experience received
slightly higher ratings by students who had one year or more to
reflect on its benefits.

Likewise, most clients were satisfied with their SBI experience
and said they would recommend it.  The most cited business impact
was on the clients' increased awareness.  Implications for
business-student partnerships are discussed.

                               INTRODUCTION

Research suggests that students learn best when they are actively
involved in the learning process (Johnson & Johnson, 1989;
McKeachie, Pintrich, Lin, & Smith, 1966).  Educators offer many
models for enhancing student involvement, including cooperative
learning, collaborative learning, and active learning (Johnson,
Johnson, & Smith, 1991).

One model that has received support in business education is the
alliance between business schools and business organizations
(Porter & McKibbin, 1988).  Partnerships between business and
business education allow students to apply their knowledge and
learn from the process.  Businesses, in turn, gain a valuable
perspective on their business problems.

Ghoshal, Arnzen, & Brownfield (1992) describe a partnership
between a European business school and digital Equipment
Corporation (DEC) where students worked in teams to conduct
intensive, year-long research projects.  Educators conducted real
time research, students learned through a model of application,
induction, and reflection, and the organization was able to
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combine faculty/student expertise with the practical judgment of
DEC management.  Meeter & Smith (1994) discuss the merits of
students in a quality improvement class working on teams to
improve organizational processes.  One primary benefit was
showing students and instructors the practical limitations, such
as fear, resistance to change and resistance to teamwork,
inherent in statistical applications.

This paper describes the on-going use of student consulting teams
at one university through the Small Business Institute (SBI)
program.  It summarizes the results of four surveys designed to
assess the program's impact and offers suggestions on how to best
implement one example of a business-student learning partnership,

Small Business Institute (SBI) Program

The Small Business Institute program provides small businesses
with student consulting teams under the direction of an
instructor with considerable business experience.  The main
objectives of the program are: (1) to help small businesses
improve their performance and profitability, and (2) to give
students the opportunity to apply their knowledge and skills to
real-world business situations.

The SBI program is tied to capstone courses in business with the
SBI project accounting for approximately half of the student's
course grade.  It gives students the opportunity to work in teams
to apply their knowledge and skills to a real business situation. 
It also allows them to see and work with a total organization. 
The SBI program embodies experiential and cooperative learning as
well as a strong applications orientation.

From a small business client's perspective, it offers an
opportunity to get the consulting help they need but cannot
afford, It provides them with an objective, outside viewpoint as
well as the expertise, time, and resources they lack.

The SBI program was a joint venture between the U.S. Small
Business Administration and approximately 500 colleges and
universities nationwide until 1996.  The program began in 1972
and served more than 6,000 small businesses annually.  Federal
funding for the program ended in 1995.

The University of St. Thomas has one of the largest SBI programs
in the country.  Undergraduate and graduate teams typically
assist 80 small businesses and organizations each year.  Over
1,900 businesses and 5,600 students have participated in the
program since it began in 1974.  The program offers consulting
help in the areas of marketing, human resources, operations
management, public relations and computer applications.  UST
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initiated a sliding scale fee based on client revenues in the
Fall of 1996.

SBI Program Effectiveness

An important part of the SBI program is its impact on student
learning.  Did the students benefit, and, if so, how?

Dietert, Halatim, & Scow (1994) used feedback from former
students to improve SBI program quality.  They recommend that
surveys be used regularly to monitor how well the SBI program
accomplishes its educational mission.  Schindler & Stockstill
(1995) conducted an extensive review of the literature and
concluded that the SBI project's educational value has often been
overlooked or merely implied by client satisfaction, Recent
research on the student's perspective has been narrow in scope
focusing on unique aspects of course delivery (Watts & Jackson,
1994) or on how the SBI experience influenced attitudes toward
entrepreneurship (Hatten & Ruhland, 1994).

Client satisfaction remains an important measure of success of
any SBI project.  How did the client benefit?  What difference
did the project make?  Considerable research has been conducted
on client perceptions of the SBI experience.  Research has tended
to parallel the initial studies of Weaver & Solomon (1985) which
found that implementation of SBI recommendations may be the most
important indication of success and that increased sales was a
reliable measure of economic impact.  A large percentage of
clients reported they benefited from the SBI experience and would
recommend it to others (Stephenson, Konarski, & Phillips, 1991). 
Other research suggests that clients feel the SBI project has
made or will make a difference on their businesses' economic
performance or job creation (Fontenot, Franklin, & Hoffman, 1994;
Jackson, Vozikis, & Emin, 1992).

                                 OBJECTIVE

This study's main purpose was to explore the merits of the SBI
program experience at the University of St. Thomas from two
perspectives: the students' and the business clients'.

                                  METHOD

Four surveys were conducted during the summer of 1994.  Two
surveys gathered student perceptions: students within six months
of the SBI experience (Survey 1) and one to four years after the
SBI experience (Survey 2).  Similarly, two questionnaires
measured client satisfaction: clients within six months of the
SBI experience (Survey 3) and one to four years after the SBI
experience (Survey 4).  Different students were rating different
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experiences in the two student surveys.  Likewise, different
clients experiences were measured in Surveys 3 and 4.  Yet,
comparisons between the two student and two client survey sets
provide intriguing insights about how student and client
perceptions may change over time.

Each group was mailed a survey, with a single follow-up mailing
to non-respondents.  Table 1 outlines the respectable response
rates.  Data were tabulated and analyzed using the CRUNCH
statistical program.  Open-ended responses were content analzed.

The paired surveys used similar questions, with more detailed
versions sent to students and clients who had their SBI
experience within six months.  Students were asked to indicate
their likes and dislikes about their SBI experience, to evaluate
specific aspects of their experience, and to reflect on the
project's overall impact.  Clients were asked about their overall
satisfaction, their satisfaction with specific aspects of the SBI
project, and the project's impact on their business.

                                  RESULTS

Student Perceptions

Students' impressions of their SBI project experience were highly
favorable.  Table 2 shows student ratings of the SBI project's
overall impact.  Almost all students thought it was a valuable
experience and that it should be required.  Even a higher percent
of those students surveyed in the longer term (1-4 years after)
said they would work on the SBI project even if it was not
required (74% versus 61% 6 months after).  Given the strong
demands on students' time and interests, this seems a good
endorsement of the SBI experience.

Student respondents were consistent in their answers to what they
most and least liked about their SBI experience.  Over one-third
(36% in both surveys) cited the chance to work with real business
issues as what they liked most.  Teamwork received the second
highest responses (29% in the 6-month and 23% in the 1-4 year
survey).  Working with real clients, gaining practical
experience, and applying ideas from previous courses were all
mentioned but with much less frequency.

Interestingly, teamwork also was one of the most frequently
mentioned negative aspects (26% in the 6-month and 18% in the 1-4
year survey).  Additionally, the amount of time was frequently
cited as least liked (19% and 23% respectively).

Table 3 displays the students ratings for specific aspects of
their SBI experience.  Making the final presentation and the
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instructor's helpfulness received the most favorable ratings. 
Similar to their comments about what they least liked, students
were less favorable about the time required and the teamwork
aspects.  The client seemed to be an important variable, with
most rating client cooperation and choice as favorable, but a
notable number rating them negatively.  In general, evaluations
of specific aspects were slightly more positive in the long-term
student survey than in the survey only six months after the SBI
experience.

                                  Table 1
                      Response Rates for each Survey

          Type of    Time after   Number   Number Non-  Number of   Per
cent
Survey    Respondent Experience   Mailed   delivered    Responses  Resp
onding

1         student     1-6 mo.      210         7         122         60
.1
2         student     1-4 yrs.     731        32         309         44
.2
3         client      1-6 mo.       82         1          55         67
.9
4         client      1-4 yrs.     256        55         102         50
.7

                                  Table 2
                Student Ratings of the SBI Program's impact

                                                 Percent

                                    Definitely     Not     Definitely o
r
                                    or probably    sure    probably not
SBI should be required
    6 months after SBI                  87           8          5
    1-4 years after SBI                 88           6          6
SBI is valuable experience
    6 months after SBI                  91           5          4
    1-4 years after SBI                 94           3          2
SBI is useful in getting job
    6 months after SBI                  47           33        20
    1-4 years after SBI                 49           27        24
SBI is useful on the job
    6 months after SBI                  60           30        10
    1-4 years after SBI                 70           16        14
I would take SBI if not required
     6 months after SBI                 61           23        16
     1-4 years after SBI                76           13        11
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Client Satisfaction

Client satisfaction with the SBI project was high.  Over 94
percent of the respondents in the 6-month survey were either very
satisfied (59%) or somewhat satisfied (35%).  The same group
overwhelmingly (90%) would definitely or probably recommend SBI
to others.  Respondents of the longer-term survey (1-4 years
after) were almost as satisfied as the shorter-term group. 
Approximately 87 percent were very satisfied (40%) or somewhat
satisfied (47%) with the project done for their business. 
Similarly, the vast majority (87%) of the same group of clients
would recommend the SBI project to others.

The 6-month survey also measured client satisfaction with
specific aspects of the SBI experience.  Eighty-eight percent
were satisfied with the project team's understanding of the
project the client wanted.  Similarly, 80 percent were satisfied
that the students developed a workable project.  Clients gave
high marks to the students' general traits.  Almost all the
students were rated as excellent or good in respectfulness (96%),
trustworthiness (94%) and honesty (92%).  A large majority
characterized the students as excellent or good on being logical
(88%), helpful (86%), thorough (79%), and committed (78%).

Clients in the 6-month survey thought the students managed their
projects well.  Most judged the students as excellent or good at
communicating on a regular basis (78%). communicating changes in
their plans (87%), and meeting deadlines (86%).  Excellent or
good ratings were given by most clients for the students' seeking
the right data (78%), finding the right sources (82%), and
analyzing the data effectively (84%).

Student creation of the final SBI project deliverables also
received high ratings.  Eighty-seven percent rated the students
as excellent or good at providing a valuable final report. 
Likewise, 90 percent thought the students were excellent or good
at offering ideas in an effective manner at their final
presentation.

Perceived benefits of the SBI project.  Respondents of the 
6-month survey were given a list of possible benefits of working
with an SBI team and asked to mark all that applied.  Table 4
shows the percentages of respondents who cited each benefit. 
Gaining outsiders' insights was the most frequent response.

Respondents of the longer-term survey were asked the open-ended
question: What was the most important benefit to your business
from participating in the SBI project?  Defining the business
(22%) was seen as the most important benefit.  Next in importance
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was implementation (15%), followed by having a business plan
(14%), confirming ideas (9%), obtaining survey information (7%),
and defining the target market (7%).

Impact on the client's business.  Table 5 indicates that
respondents of both surveys saw a positive impact on their
business as the result of the SBI project.  Increased awareness
was perceived as having the greatest positive impact. 
Approximately seven of ten clients of both survey groups cited an
increase in awareness had occurred as a result of the SBI
project.  More modest impacts were attributed to increased sales,
decreased costs, increased profits, and increased product
quality.  Increased employment was the least likely positive
impact.

                        DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The SBI program offers a model of collaboration between business
students and the business community.  Research supports its
merits, both as a student learning experience and as a way for
clients to gain valuable expertise.  The results of the four
surveys presented in this paper correspond with that research. 
The students and clients surveyed were highly favorable about the
SBI project.

                                  Table 3
           Student Ratings of Specific Aspects of SBI Experience

                                                    Percent

                                    Very positive            Very Negat
ive
                                    or positive    Neutral   or negativ
e
Previous course prepare
    6 months after SBI                  74           18          8
    1-4 years after SBI                 73           19          8
SBI class preparation for project
    6 months after SBI                  62           24         14
    1-4 years after SBI                 75           14         11
Choice of clients
    6 months after S8I                  61           17         22
    1-4 years after SBI                 64           22         14
Client cooperation
    6 months after SBI                  68           11         21
    1-4 years after SBI                 74           18          8
Instructor helpfulness
    6 months after SBI                  74           18          8
    1-4 years after SBI                 82           11          7
Amount of time required
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    6 months after SBI                  50           27         23
    1-4 years after SBI                 63           21         16
Teamwork
    6 months after SBI                  59           18         23
    1-4 years after SBI                 70           13         17
Writing the report
    6 months after SBI                  65           24         11
    1-4 years after SBI                 75           18          7
Making final presentation
    6 months after SBI                  81           14          6
    1-4   years after SBI               75           18          7

                                  Table 4
          Perceived Benefits of Working with an SBI Team from the
                                Clients' Perspective

                                                           Percent[a]
Getting insights and perspectives of outsiders                81
Having access to low-cost consulting or research              77
Contributing to students' education                           64
Accomplishing project didn't have time to manage myself       62
Focusing on my business strategy instead of daily problems    58
Conducting anonymous research                                 53
Doing project I couldn't do myself (lack of knowledge)        40
Developing a relationship with University of St. Thomas       40
Developing a relationship with the students                   34
Getting fast turn-around on a project                         32
Learning about business and other resources available         30

[a]Respondents could mark more than one benefit

                                  Table 5
     Perceived Impact on the Business as the Result of the SBI Project

                                                   Percent
Impact                                  Clients           Clients
                                        6-months after    1-4 years aft
er

Increased sales                           22                 29
Decreased costs                           12                 10
Increased profits                         17                 23
Increased employment                      10                 11
Improved product quality                  17                 21
Increased awareness                       72                 67 

For students, a primary benefit seems to be the chance to learn
their subject matter in a real setting, with real people and real
issues.  In the SBI project, students have to deal with the
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complexities of a small business, where the disciplines are not
as neatly segmented as they may be in the classroom or textbook. 
A case study may present a good simulation of business
activities, but the SBI project gives students insights into the
confusion and sudden shifts of a small business.  The results
suggest that students value the opportunity to put their
knowledge and skills into practice.

Most students surveyed rated the chance to work in teams as
positive, but about one-fourth rated teamwork as a negative
aspect of the SBI project.  The results indicate that teamwork
issues seem more meaningful for students when they know their
team's recommendations will impact a real business.  Every team
member's contributions count.  Several dimensions of the SBI
project team make it a good example of cooperative learning
(Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 1991).  However, the impact of group
dynamics. like social loafing or conflict, may be magnified when
student teams work in a real setting.  Students working on team
projects in business organizations may need help in building
their group skills so they can best benefit from their
experience.

The SBI clients surveyed suggest they gain from their experience
in two ways.  First, clients benefit from the chance to see their
business problems in new ways.  Students offer a fresh
perspective on important issues that the clients were unable to
address on their own.  Many clients said they implemented their
SBI team's recommendations and some economic impact was noted. 
The SBI project's principal impact seems to be more on the way
clients view their business than on economic performance. 
Despite their positive impressions, most clients felt the SBI
project had little impact on quantitative measures of their
business performance.  The results are consistent with the
research on SBI program impact (Borstadt & Byron, 1993) that
suggests the SBI project leaves the client favorable about the
experience, but it may be difficult to measure any economic
effect.

A second benefit for clients is more subtle.  A majority of the
SBI clients surveyed six months after their experience cited the
chance to contribute to student education as a primary benefit. 
Many said they valued developing a relationship with the
University of St. Thomas or with the students.  These results
suggest an important implication for designing collaborative
learning projects with business.  Business participants like to
contribute to student learning and are happy to offer students
the chance to further their education One interesting finding is
the high ratings given to students Clients found the SBI students
well-prepared to address their business issues.  Over three-
fourths rated the students traits and behaviors as excellent or
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good.  This can be see as an endorsement of the quality of SBI
students, their willingness to listen to client needs and their
ability to deliver viable solutions.

Comparisons Between Two Time Periods

The four surveys provide an assessment at two points in time:
immediately after the project and from one to four years later. 
It is interesting to note that few differences were found in both
the clients' and the students' opinions between the two time
periods.  The surveys conducted immediately after the project
yielded consistently similar results as the surveys conducted one
to four years after the project.

There was a slight tendency, however, for students to be more
positive in the longer-term survey than in the 6-month survey,
notably on the specific aspects of SBI class preparation, the
amount of time required, teamwork, and writing the report. 
Students also were more likely in the 1-4 year survey to say they
would take the SBI project course even if it was not required. 
These results suggest there may be a recency effect influencing
student opinions.  Students just completing their SBI project may
remember a large, time-consuming project that required working
with diverse team members.  Or, the benefits of applying their
course knowledge may be more obvious as students have time to
reflect on their experience and to practice skills in their work
lives.  Future longitudinal research that measures the same
sample would better explore the learning value of the SBI
experience over time.

One difference in client satisfaction across the two time periods
is worth noting.  Clients in the 6-month survey were more extreme
in their approval.  Although clients in both surveys had similar
percentages of total satisfaction (very satisfied and somewhat
satisfied combined), more respondents in the 6-month survey said
they were very satisfied (59%) that did those in the longer-term
survey (40%).  A different type of recency effect may operate for
clients.  Clients who have just received their student
recommendations may be more favorable than those who have had
time to struggle with implementing the recommendations.  Both
client groups, however, felt favorable about the overall
experience.  There was little difference, for example, in the
percent who would recommend the experience (90% in the 6-month
and 87% in the 1-4 year survey).

Implications for Business-Student Partnerships

The SBI project provides one example of how students and
businesses can learn together.  The results of the four surveys
suggest important considerations for using the SBI project model.
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Student Considerations.  To best learn from their SBI experience,
students need to be prepared and coached.  First, they need
adequate knowledge and skills relevant to the consulting issues. 
The SBI project at the University of St. Thomas typically builds
on a foundation of courses that are both broad and discipline-
specific.  Clients responded favorably when students understood
their business and its specific demands.  Students also need help
in acting as consultants.  Clients who were favorable about their
SBI experience cited the importance of regular communication, for
example.  Instructors play an important role when they coach
students in the consulting process.  And finally, the results
indicate that working in teams is a problem for some students.  A
few team skills, taught as part of earlier coursework or with the
SBI class, may be a key learning component.

Client Considerations.  Clients benefit from an SBI experience
when they are prepared to participate.  Moreover, better clients
produce better learning experiences.  The results suggest that
clients who have been in business at least a year offer a richer
learning environment.  In addition, clients need to be willing to
cooperate with students, giving them access to important business
information.

                                CONCLUSIONS

The four surveys combined allow a unique comparison of two
perspectives at two different times.  Both clients and students
were highly favorable about their SBI experience and an
overwhelming majority would recommend it to others.  The results
suggest that the two objectives of the SBI program, to help small
businesses and to give students a chance to apply their business
knowledge, are being successfully accomplished.  Clients and
students benefit from their collaboration.

The recent decision to charge a sliding scale fee for SBI
projects may influence the relationship between students and
clients as well as change client expectations.  Additional
research will be necessary to determine if, and how, this new fee
arrangement may affect client reactions to the SBI experience.
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                                 ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine if individuals from
racially diverse populations leave employment to start new
business ventures because of a perceived lack of opportunities
and whether new business ventures become competitors in the
industry of the previous employer.  Surveys were distributed to
125 minority owned businesses in the Minneapolis St. Paul,
Minnesota.  Analysis was conducted on fifty-four returned
responses.  Results suggested that sufficient frustration exists
for individuals from racially diverse populations due to the lack
of opportunities in their employment situations that they start
their own businesses and enter the marketplace as competitors. 
The results of this research serves as a resource for addressing
diversity issues so that racially diverse employees have equal
opportunities.  This minimizes frustration caused by the
perceived loss of control, leads to the retention of a talented,
culturally diverse workforce and lessens the threat posed by
former employees leaving to form competing business ventures.

                               INTRODUCTION

Mainstream entrepreneurship research has focused considerable
attention on the traits of entrepreneurs and why they choose to
undertake new business ventures (McClelland, 1987; Hisrich &
Brush, C. 1986; Shaver & Scott, 1991).  Yet, despite the rapid
growth of minority businesses (Fischer, Reuber & Dyke, 1993;
Beggs & Garsombe, 1995), few studies have empirically examined
reasons why specific categories of entrepreneurs, such as
individuals from racially diverse populations, choose to
undertake new business ventures.

Researchers suggest that the growth of self-employed individuals
from racially diverse populations is due, in part, to advancement
barriers in previous employment.  Individuals who believe that
they face significant barriers in their chosen career path may
perceive entrepreneurship as a viable career alternative. 
Individuals from racially diverse populations face obstacles to
advancement and may view entrepreneurship as a viable income
replacement activity or survival technique (Greene, 1993; Beggs &
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Garsombe, 1995).

Given the limited research on this subject, empirical evidence to
support or refute the contention that barriers to advancement are
significantly and positively correlated with the inception of
minority new business ventures has significant implications.  In
particular, a determination of organizational behaviors perceived
by individuals from racially diverse populations as barriers to
advancement requires examination.  Identification of triggers
that cause individuals from racially diverse populations to leave
employment situations also has practical value because the
results will enable researchers to further understand and probe
new venture formulation theories and frameworks.  Understanding
situations that result in the loss of talented employees from
racially diverse populations will advance the cause of workforce
diversity and enable organizations to reap the rewards of having
a truly diverse workforce that can meet the multicultural needs
and requirements of its customers.

Organizations failing to address the needs of the racially
diverse workforce are likely to face significant problems as they
continue to lose talented, experienced employees.  Former
employees who leave under such dire circumstances are likely to
start firms in the same field, possibly becoming significant
competitors.

                             LITERATURE REVIEW

There has been significant and rapid growth in the number of
minority-owned enterprises.  Although the number of new minority
enterprises is increasing in relation to the number of non-
minority firms, few researchers have studied individuals from
racially diverse populations in entrepreneurial roles (Wortman &
Kleis, 1992; Beggs & Garsombe, 1995).  A few studies have focused
on the psychological difference between caucasians and
individuals from racially diverse populations.  Sexton and
Bowman-Upton (1990) examined several factors including tendency
to conform, energy level, interpersonal affect level, risk-taking
propensity, value placed on autonomy, value placed on change and
the tendency to avoid harm.  Sexton and Bowman-Upton concluded
that there are more similarities than differences between
entrepreneurs despite gender or racial background.  The common
focus of these studies has been on traits that distinguish
entrepreneurs from nonentrepreneurs.  Dubini (1988) examined
motivations and personality traits, determining the need for
achievement, locus of control, moderate risk propensity and
tolerance for ambiguity were poor entrepreneurial behavior
predictors because of their applicability to non-entrepreneurs. 
Several other studies supported the failure of psychological
characteristics and traits to explain why some individuals are
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more likely than others to pursue entrepreneurial endeavors
(Brockhaus & Horwitz, 1986; Gartner, 1988; Carland, Hoy &
Carland, 1988; J.C. Scherer, Adams & Weibe, 1988).

BARRIERS TO ADVANCEMENT IN ORGANIZATIONS

Organizations have made progress in recruiting individuals from
racially diverse populations to diversify management.  As more
individuals from racially diverse populations accumulate work
experience and participate in professional training programs, the
supply of qualified candidates will increase (Beller, 1984;
Johnston & Packer, 1987).  However, research shows that caucasian
men still dominate management positions (Blum, Fields & Goodman,
1994).  Individuals from racially diverse populations encounter
discrimination in promotions, authority and earnings even after
they enter management (Blum, Fields & Goodman, 1994).

Barriers to advancement and discriminatory practices, regardless
of intent, have significant negative consequences, Under
representation can be traced to increased performance pressures,
isolation from informal networks and stereotyped role assignments
(Ely, 1995).  The over representation of caucasian men in senior
positions reinforces the devaluation of non-white subordinates
(Konrad & Gutek, 1987; Ridgeway, 1988; Ely, 1995).  Corning Glass
reported that during a seven year period, professional turnover
was two and one-half times greater for African Americans than
caucasians (Cox & Blake, 1991).

There are several explanations why barriers are more formidable
for individuals from racially diverse populations than non-
minority men.  Resource dependency theory points to
organizational variables such as the nature of a firm's business
relationships, manager supply and demand, labor market conditions
and managerial pay as key factors in determining the composition
of individuals from racially diverse populations in management
(Baron, Jennings & Dobbin, 1988; Blum, Fields & Goodman, 1994).

The tournament model of career mobility (Cooper, Graham & Dyke,
1993; Forbes & Piercy, 1991; Galanter & Palay, 1991) provides a
more robust explanation of why individuals from racially diverse
populations occupy fewer managerial positions.  Career mobility
is characterized as a series of promotional competitions in which
early-round success predicates continued competition for
advancement.  Success signals a person's suitability for
continued promotions.  Such tournaments distinguish winners from
losers--the latter plateaued and disqualified from future
promotions.  Conceptually, this form of "survival of the fittest"
selects the best qualified candidates for a fixed number of slots
by eliminating less qualified candidates from the competition
(Malos & Campion, 1995).  Although the model explains advancement
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systems under ideal circumstances, it does not account for the
distortions faced by individuals from racially diverse
populations.  These distortions include lack of mentors, limited
access to informal networks, and other forms of overt or subtle
discrimination.  Decisions to plateau or disqualify individuals
from future promotions based on factors other than performance
can introduce dysfunctional symptoms such as frustration and
resentment, with corresponding adverse impact on rational
behavior and decision making.

ENTREPRENEURIAL MOTIVATION

Entrepreneurial studies have shown that some individuals have a
higher propensity to start business ventures than others. 
Results of these studies can be used to predict the combination
of motivational forces and circumstances that would result in
individuals from racially diverse populations leaving an
employment situation to start a new business venture. 
McClelland's (1987) investigations into entrepreneurial
psychology provided the foundation for entrepreneurial motivation
research.  He focused on the need for achievement and its
relationship to initiating the business venture.  High need for
achievement suggests a strong desire for success and implies
personal responsibility, risk taking and the need to derive
satisfaction by seeing the results of implemented decisions. 
McClelland concluded that a need for achievement drives people to
become entrepreneurs (Brockhaus & Horwitz, 1986).

Other scholars focused on similar trait-based research.  Previous
studies identified the following personal characteristics for
starting a business: need to control and direct; self-confidence;
sense of urgency; health; strategic focus; low need for status;
and attraction to challenge rather than risk (Welsh & White, 1986).

Cox and Blake (1991) were more direct in their assessment that
individuals from racially diverse populations may be motivated to
leave organizations because of lack of career advancement
opportunities.  They suggested that individuals from racially
diverse populations are less satisfied in the employment
relationship because of frustration and cultural conflict with 
the dominant, white male culture.  Dubini (1988) determined that
frustration over the lack of professional progress or perceived
barriers to a rewarding position lead to dissatisfaction and
caused some individuals to seek entrepreneurial alternatives as
the preferred solution for advancement.

LOSS OF PERSONAL CONTROL

Most individuals begin focusing on career selection early in
their formative years.  The process covers several decades and is
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influenced by significant personal and social factors (Scherer,
Adams, Carley & Weibe, 1989).  Blau et.al.,(1956) characterized
career selection as the result of numerous environmental,
sociopsychological and personality influences.  Individuals
typically embark upon careers in organizations with optimism and
an expectation that they will be successful.  This opportunity
context is defined by formal structure and human resource
processes intended to reward outstanding performance and to
identify talented employees.  Such processes serve as a formal
succession planning mechanism.

This optimistic reverie, contentment and a sense of loyalty and
commitment to the organization, continues as long as an
individual feels a sense of personal control.  Personal control
represents an individual's belief that he or she can effect a
change in the environment in a desired direction at any given
point in time (Greenberger & Strasser, 1986).  A sense of
personal control is present when individuals believe that their
actions will result in desired outcomes.  In the context of this
study, personal control is present as long as the individual
feels that he or she is given fair consideration and
opportunities for career advancement.

When behaviors no longer result in desired outcomes, individuals
feel a sense of helplessness (Seligman, 1975).  In the case of
individuals from racially diverse populations, the perception
that they are denied advancement opportunities because of their
race could produce a perceived loss of personal control. 
Reactancy theory demonstrates that loss of control leads to
actions intended to regain mastery (Brehm, 1966).  The amount of
reactance relates to how strongly individuals need freedom, the
size of the threat to personal control and the value of freedom
to the individual (Brehm, 1966; Greenberger & Strasser, 1986). 
Feelings associated with loss of personal control and reactance
might include rebellious actions, withdrawal or anger. 
Ultimately, according to Greenberger and Strasser (1986), loss of
personal control leads to a sense of helplessness.

Brockhaus and Horwitz(1986) concluded that the decision to become
an entrepreneur was influenced by events that preceded the
decision.  They suggested that dissatisfaction is the major
factor in the motivation to leave a position and that extreme
dissatisfaction in the employment situation not only causes the
entrepreneur to leave but convinces him or her that no other
employment situation will provide a satisfactory alternative. 
The research concluded that most entrepreneurs start out working
for someone else and leave when their needs are no longer
satisfied.  Organizations fail to understand the needs of the
entrepreneurial personality and, as a result, foster a work
environment filled with frustrations.  This deprives the
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organization of talented individuals and often creates new
competition.  In order to retain qualified individuals from
racially diverse populations, organizations must recognize the
need to encourage entrepreneurial workers and to provide them
with the freedom to make things happen.

                              RESEARCH DESIGN

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Although many studies have concentrated on identifying
entrepreneurial characteristics, few have focused on
understanding why individuals from racially diverse populations
choose to initiate new business ventures.  No research exists
determining whether barriers to advancement in employment
situations cause individuals from racially diverse populations to
leave and undertake new business ventures.  An important
secondary issue is to learn if individuals from racially diverse
populations start their entrepreneurial endeavors in the same
field as that of the organization they left, thereby creating
competition for their former employers.

VARIABLES

The dependent variables considered in this study were the
decision to leave the employment situation and the choice of
business upon leaving the employment situation.  Independent
variables included perception of the lack of opportunities,
opportunity for increased income, and the type of business
undertaken by the employing organization.

HYPOTHESES

The study considered the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis #1:

   Individuals from racially diverse populations leaving an
   employment situation will choose to initiate new ventures in
   the same business area (alpha = .05).

Hypothesis #1 considered the respondents' decision to enter the
same area of business as the organization that they left. 
Expectations were that, based on previous experience, this would
be the most likely strategy for developing the new business
venture.

Hypothesis #2:

    The lack of opportunities for individuals from racially diverse
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    populations in employment situations represent more significant
    reasons for the decision to initiate the creation of a new
    entrepreneurial business venture start-up than the opportunity
    for increased income (alpha= .05).

Hypothesis #2 speculated on the impact of the perceived lack of
opportunities on the decision of minority business owners to
leave the employing organization to initiate a new business
venture over the likelihood of increased income from the new
business venture.  Expectations were that the strength of the
perceived lack of opportunities would represent a more
significant reason for the decision to leave the employing
organization than the opportunity to realize increased income.

                                METHODOLOGY

To obtain data for use in the study, a survey methodology was
employed to obtain information from a sample of one-hundred and
twenty-five (125) minority business owners in the Minneapolis-
St. Paul Metropolitan Area.

Data for this study was collected utilizing a self administered
questionnaire.  The questionnaire was specifically designed for
the research.  The questionnaire was reviewed and revised by the
researchers based on previous experience in questionnaire
development and administration to establish acceptable levels of
reliability and validity for the instrument.

The questionnaire contained eleven questions regarding the
previous employment experience of business owners and
descriptions in their current business venture.  Questions
attempted to assess the reasons why these individuals left the
employing organization; to provide basic descriptions of the
activities and size of employing organizations; determine
respondent job types in the employing organization; to provide
information on tenure in the employing organization, as well as
the age of the current business venture; and to describe the
current business operations.  Demographic questions were limited
to identification of gender and cultural background.

Participants (N = 125) for the study were selected through simple
random selection from the membership list of minority owned
businesses from the Minnesota Minority Supplier Development
Council (MMSDC).  This list is recommended by the United Way of
the Minneapolis Area to promote the utilization of culturally
diverse organizations by participating United Way agencies in the
Twin Cities Metropolitan Area.  Fifty-four surveys were returned
for a response rate of 43.2%.

The questionnaire was distributed via mail.  Returned surveys
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were reviewed for completeness.  Background information was
reviewed to assure that the respondent was the owner of the
business venture.  Non-compliant respondents were excluded from
the sample prior to the data analysis.  A Pearson Coefficient of
Correlation was conducted on data relating to Hypothesis #1 to
assess the strength correlation between previous experience and
choice of the new business venture.  Chi-Square Analysis was
conducted for each hypothesis to determine if the association
between the independent and dependent variables was statistically
significant at the .05 level.

LIMITATIONS

The limitations of this study related generally to the
methodology chosen for data collection.  These limitations
include The fact that responses were self-reported and subject to
the limitations of bias including selectivity, halo effect and
selective recollection.  Second, the sample was small and limited
to businesses located in the State of Minnesota and were not
necessarily reflective of the experiences of minority
entrepreneurs in other parts of the United States.  Third, the
study did not seek to provide comparisons between minority
entrepreneurs and the typical white, male counterpart.  As it
stands, the study sought to provide initial data for future
comparisons with the experiences of white male business owners
who have also left organizations to establish their own ventures. 
Finally, the study did not attempt to evaluate the success or
effectiveness of the minority owned business against other types
of business operations, as defined.  Measurements of success were
outside the parameters of this study.

                                 FINDINGS

HYPOTHESES AND RESULTS

As stated previously, two hypotheses were formulated to
facilitate the accomplishment of the research objectives.  The
first hypothesis focused on the relationship between lack of
opportunities and the decision to leave the employing
organization to undertake an entrepreneurial venture.  The second
analyzed the relationship between type of business practiced by
the employing organization and the type of business undertaken in
the new entrepreneurial venture.

A Pearson Coefficient of Correlation calculation was calculated
for Hypothesis #1:

Hypothesis #1

    Individuals from racially diverse populations leaving an
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    employment situation will choose to initiate new ventures in
    the same business area (alpha = .05).

The calculated coefficient of correlation for Hypothesis #1 was
0.83 suggesting a strong correlation between the respondents'
previous experience and choice of new business venture.  Data
from respondents suggests that thirty-eight (38) of fifty-four
(54) respondents started new business ventures in the same field
as they had left in the employment situation.  Frequency
distributions indicate that the highest percentage of individuals
left and entered service fields (100%) followed by Sales (80%),
Manufacturing (64%) and Other (56%).

CHI SQUARE RESULTS

The chi-square test results for Hypothesis #2 are presented
below.  The degree of association between the designated
independent and dependent variables was determined at the .05
level of significance.

Hypothesis #2:

   The lack of opportunities for individuals from racially diverse
   populations in employment situations represent more significant
   reasons for the decision to initiate the creation of a new
   entrepreneurial business venture start-up than the opportunity
   for increased income (alpha .05).

The chi-square analysis suggests that there the lack of
opportunities in organizations have a greater impact on the
decision to start a new business venture than the opportunity for
increased income.

Given the calculated chi-square value of 10.452 is greater than
the minimum expected frequency of 9,488, the Null Hypothesis
should not be accepted, i.e., entrepreneurs from racially diverse
backgrounds leave employment situations to initiate new business
ventures citing lack of opportunities as a more significant
reason for the decision than the opportunity for increased
income.

                       ANALYSIS OF SURVEY QUESTIONS

Of the fifty-four respondents to the survey questionnaire, forty-
three (79.6%) were male and eleven (20.4%) female.  Individuals
surveyed were evenly spread across a variety of cultural
backgrounds including African-American (33.3%); Asian-American
(20.4%); Hispanic-American (27.8%); and Native American (18.5%).

In describing their employment before initiating the new business
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venture, respondents clearly demonstrated that their previous
experience was in larger organizations both in terms of number of
employees (51.9% = Over 100 employees) and estimated annual
revenue (75.9% = Revenue in excess of $1,000,000).  This would
indicate increased internal competition for promotional
opportunities, but also increased opportunities.  Respondents
also demonstrated significant tenure in the employing
organization with 61.1% reporting over five years experience in
the organization.  Of those reporting, 51.8% indicated that they
previously worked as managers.  Only one other area (Sales =
18.5%) exceeded 18%. The strength of the relationships described
for Hypothesis #1 are enhanced when the answers to the questions
regarding the business area of the employing organization are
compared with the chosen field for the new business venture.

Of those individuals leaving the employment situation, 70.4% went
into the same field of business when initiating the new business
venture.  Twenty-four percent went into consulting or service
businesses.  Those individuals who went into consulting fields
came from Sales (1); Government (1); Manufacturing (2); and
Technical (3) fields.  Those individuals who entered service
fields came from Education (1); Manufacturing (3); Sales (1); and
Technical (1) fields.  Although an exact determination of
business field is not possible via the surveys, the assumption
could be made that consultants were consulting in their field of
expertise since most had been with their employing firms for over
five years (61.1%).  A similar assumption could be made that
individuals who entered service businesses were dealing with
services related to products that they either had manufactured or
sold previously.

Key responses to a rating of factors in the decision by
entrepreneurs to leave the employing organization supported the
findings described for Hypothesis #2.  First, although only nine
respondents cited other reasons for leaving the organization to
undertake the new business venture, the median of 4.44 and mode
of 5 (on a scale of five) clearly indicate that these reasons
invoked strong feelings for respondents, Seven of the nine
respondents identified control or personal choice as a very
important factor in the decision to leave the employing
organization.

Two other factors received significant attention, as well as high
ratings.  Those responding to the survey identified the
opportunity for extraordinary monetary gain as a significant
factor in the decision.  The calculated mean of 3.09 and mode of
5.00 indicate the significance of this response.  More
importantly, respondents identified limited opportunities for
advancement as a factor in the decision to leave the
organization.  A mean of 3.81 and mode of 5.00 reflect the
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importance of this factor, especially when considered with the
previously described results regarding Hypothesis #2.

                          SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The research results provided strong evidence that individuals
from racially diverse populations leave employment situations and
undertake entrepreneurial endeavors due to frustration over
limited advancement opportunities.  The study also provides
strong support for the premise that individuals from racially
diverse populations begin new ventures in the same field of
business as the organization that they leave, creating new
competition for their former employers.

To establish the basis for a comprehensive theoretical framework
that adequately explains why entrepreneurs initiate new business
ventures, future research should focus on issues such as why
caucasian males leave employment situations to begin new business
ventures; on other reasons why individuals from racially diverse
populations do so, and on what differentiates individuals from
racially diverse populations that leave one organization and go
to another from those that initiate their own business ventures.

This study has significant implications.  The causal relationship
between factors that result in a loss of personal control and
employee conclusions that it is better to leave the organization
rather than tolerate existing conditions provides significant
incentive for organizations to use diagnostic techniques to
determine those factors and take corrective action.  Issues
involving individuals from racially diverse populations are even
more compelling.  Historic intolerance in the United States for
persons of differing racial background has created a diversity
imbalance in the upper echelons of employment situations.  To
ensure fair and equitable access to advancement opportunities for
individuals from racially diverse populations, caucasian males
are going to find it necessary to identify and remedy
institutional barriers that foster subtle and overt
discrimination such as, lack of mentors, limited access to
informal social networks, recognition of the value of other
cultural viewpoints and tendencies to select candidates based on
degree of relatedness rather than track record and abilities. 
Failure to adequately address issues of diversity and lack of
opportunities for individuals from racially diverse populations
creates frustrations sufficient to force talented employees to
leave and, in many cases, to start new business ventures in
direct competition with the previous employer.
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                                 ABSTRACT

K-12 entrepreneurship education is a growth market paralleling
the growth of small business in the United States and
entrepreneurship/small business programs at the collegiate level. 
The implications of the growth of the K-12 phenomenon are
explored, specifically the relationship of K-12 program content
to that at the university and how K-12 educators can work with
university entrepreneurship/small business educators.  Lastly,
what research opportunities are there for academics in K-12
entrepreneurship education?

                               INTRODUCTION

This symposium examines an emerging market, that of
entrepreneurship programs and courses at the K-12 educational
level.  The implications of this phenomenon to university
programs in entrepreneurship and small business are considered. 
Three nationally-known experts in K-12 entrepreneurship and a
teacher who instructs entrepreneurship at the high school level
make up our panel.

There is evidence that the United States is moving towards an
entrepreneurial society.  Ever increasing numbers of individuals
are accepting the challenge of self-employment.  The United
States' 22 million small businesses represent a growing part of
our economy.  According to the U.S. Small Business
Administration, small business provided virtually all of the net
new jobs from 1987-1992 (Ashmore, 1996).

The entrepreneurial fever has also spread to universities and
high schools in the 1990s and now shows promise of gaining the
attention of administrators and teachers at the university as
well as at the secondary school level.  As many as 800-1000 two
and four year colleges now offer credit courses in small
business, entrepreneurship and new venture startups compared to
as few as 50 in 1975 (Vesper, 1993).

Though teaching entrepreneurial skills to children in K-12 is
still in its infancy, the concept is quickly winning advocates
across the United States (Conference on youth.... 1994-95).  Five
states have passed or have pending legislation that mandates
entrepreneurship education in the K-12 education program.  In
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Louisiana, all public high school students are required to take a
course in free enterprise.

High school students' interest in entrepreneurship and their
desire for entrepreneurship were major findings in a Gallup poll
commissioned by the Center for Entrepreneurship Leadership, Inc.
at the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation.  Seven out of 10 high
school students want to start businesses of their own according
to the survey (Walstad 1994).  The survey further reports that
while student respondents expressed a strong interest in being
entrepreneurs, the results indicate that they do not have A
knowledge of entrepreneurship.  The results are not surprising
given that 8 out of 10 respondents indicated that they were
taught little or practically nothing in high school about how
business or how the economy works.  Eighty percent of the
students considered entrepreneurship and starting a business to
be important or very important to teach.

Similarly, a study of the attitudes of minority youth adults
towards business ownership (commissioned by the U.S. Department
of Commerce in 1993) also report youth's strong interest in
starting a business, mainly because of the desire for
independence (Entrepreneurship: The dream..., 1995).

Traditionally, young people have learned about entrepreneurship
from parents and other family members who own their own business. 
Unfortunately, not all students will have family members who
serve as role models or provide learning opportunities which will
prepare them to start and manage a business.  If students don't
learn about entrepreneurship at home, they will have to learn
from educational sources the information and skills needed for
self-employment.

A 1995 survey of vocational education state directors by the
International Consortium for Entrepreneurship Education at Ohio
State University found that 19 of the 39 responding states
recognized entrepreneurship as part of their vocational programs. 
Twenty-eight states indicated that entrepreneurship would become
more important as school-to-work systems are implemented
(Ashmore, 1996).

There are many vehicles for delivering K-12 entrepreneurship
education.  Table 1 shows some of the educational programs around
the country.  States, even individual high schools, have programs
unique to the situation of each.  Organizations such as the
Kauffman Foundation and the Coleman Foundation cater to various
youth markets while the National Foundation for Teaching
Entrepreneurship (NFTE) and the Entrepreneurial Development
Institute (TEDI) have developed programs which serve niche
markets such as inner city teenagers and elementary school
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students respectively.  The Coleman Foundation funds the Illinois
Institute for Entrepreneurship Education whose purpose is to
bring the message of entrepreneurship to high school teachers in
hopes that they will be motivated to incorporate entrepreneurship
into their teaching (Ashmore, 1996).

The K-12 entrepreneurship education market is not only growing,
but is made up of many different segments, e.g., rural, suburban,
urban, inner city, atrisk youth, teenage females, and elementary,
middle, and secondary school levels.  A wide variety of suppliers
of entrepreneurship education have developed from state-wide
initiatives to individualized school site programs to foundations
to other nonprofit organizations.  On the other hand, many issues
remain to be resolved such as program content, design, and
delivery, getting funding, training teachers, and developing
partnerships with the business community and university-based
entrepreneurship programs.  These issues will be among those
addressed by our panel as shown below.

                             DISCUSSION ISSUES
Our panelists will discuss the following issues as starters:

1.   What's the current status in K-12  entrepreneurship?  Future
     outlook? 

2.   What are the problems of the implementation of
     entrepreneurship programs at the elementary level?  Should
     university schools of business become involved?  If so, how?

3.   There are many entrepreneurship projects/models occurring at
     the high school level.  How can business school faculty, the
     local business community, and college students work with
     high school teachers and administrators, e.g., networking,
     and the sharing of teaching methods and entrepreneurship
     materials? 

4.   There is a need for the assessment of K-12 entrepreneurship
     education, the development of assessment instruments, and
     the identification of appropriate evaluation tools to
     measure the impact of entrepreneurship education programs
     over time, What opportunities are there for business faculty
     to conduct research on these topics, perhaps in cooperation
     with university education faculty? 

5.   There is a need for stronger linkages among academic
     researchers, K-12 entrepreneurship educators, and business
     practitioners.  The problems and challenges experienced in
     the practice of entrepreneurship education are fertile
     ground for the development of highly useful entrepreneurship
     research.  Some of this work is done presently, but the
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     linkages are not systematic. 

6.   What are the implications of the Tech Prep initiative to
     collegiate entrepreneurship programs?  What is your reaction
     to a 2+2+2 model?  That is two years of integrated academic
     and vocational programs in high school, plus 2 years of a
     continuing plan in a community college, plus 2 years (junior
     and senior) of entrepreneurship at the university level.

7.   How can the content of entrepreneurship programs at the K-12
     level be integrated with materials covered at the university
     level?  What skills and abilities should be emphasized at
     the K-12 level so they can he expanded upon at the
     university level?

Table and references available on request.
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                  LEARNING TO CREATE NEW BUSINESS IDEAS:

                  AN ENTREPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION WORKSHOP

          Richard D. Lorentz, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
           Todd J. Hostager, University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

                                 ABSTRACT

This workshop provides participants with a detailed overview of
the revised creativity exercises employed in the Entrepreneurship
Program at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire.  This program
is an interdisciplinary effort that includes the SBI and other
stakeholders in the university and the business community.

Part 1 of the session reviews the UWEC Entrepreneur Program and
its goals.  Part 2 introduces the revised creativity exercises
and presents the actual exercises in booklet form.  Outcomes of
the exercises are discussed.  Part 3 presents a newly developed
business plan outline that enables students to prepare a complete
report on their proposed manufacturing, service or retail
operation.  Part 3 also describes the methods used to translate
creative ideas into business plans.

The workshop will be of particular interest to SBIDA members
since it presents a progress report on a key component of an
entrepreneur program that was introduced to members at the 1995
SBIDA Conference

                              WORKSHOP FORMAT

Part 1:   Overview of the UWEC Entrepreneur Program

     A.   Program Overview
     B.   Program Goals

Part 2:   Creativity Exercises

     A.   Needs Served
     B.   Lessons Learned
     C.   Creativity Booklet
     D.   Outcomes

Part 3:   Creative Ideas into Business Plans

     A.   The Role of the Business Plan
     B.   The UWEC Business Plan
     C.   Translating ideas into Plans (Method Used)
     D.   Lessons Learned
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                STUDENT INTERNSHIPS IN SMALL BUSINESS AND 
                        ENTREPRENEURSHIP PROGRAMS:

                            ISSUES AND ANSWERS

                              Thaddeus McEwen
                    North Carolina A&T State University

                             Kenneth J. Lacho
                         University of New Orleans

                               John R. Kerr
                         Florida State University

                                Gene Teeple
                       University of Central Florida

                                 ABSTRACT

Internships given through the university as part of the student's
curriculum are expected to grow even more in the future. 
Correspondingly, the U.S. is moving toward an entrepreneurial
society.  Self-employment and employment in small to mid-sized
firms are the sources of career opportunities in the future. 
Panel members will address the issues and possible solutions in  
conducting an internship in a small business/entrepreneurship
program.

                               INTRODUCTION

This symposium is about student internships in university
entrepreneurship and small business programs as viewed by
professors who teach in these areas, a university director of
internships, and small business owners who have used student
interns.  The need for such an exchange of ideas on this topic
reflects the trend to experiential learning on universal campuses
and the growing importance of small business in the United
States.

Internships are defined as structured, out-of class experiences
that include a substantial work component (Kaston, 1984).  They
may be taken during the summer or regular academic semester, be
paid or unpaid, full or part-time employment, and taken for
credit or noncredit purposes.

Since the 1980's, internships have increased in popularity with
college students across the United States.  One-third of four-
year students have worked as an intern before graduation (Watson, 
1995) The total number of business student internships continues
to increase each year ("Business Internships," 1994).
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The interest in internships by both college students and
employers is due to several factors. The U.S. labor market is
congested.  There will be 18 million college graduates competing
for 14 million college entry jobs in the year 2005.  Eighty percent
of these jobs will require vocational training.  One-forth of
graduates entering the job market during the period 1992-2005 are
expected to settle for job's that do not require a college degree
(Bounds, 1995). 

On the other hand, the U.S. is moving toward an entrepreneurial
society.  The development of new jobs is coming from the small
business sector as 22 million small businesses represent a
significant and growing part of our economy (Ashmore, 1996).
The entrepreneurial fever has also spread to universities and
colleges in the 1900's.  As many as 800 to 1,000 two and four- 
year schools have courses in small business, entrepreneurship,
and new venture startups compared to as few as 50 in 1975
(Vesper, 1993).  The Small Business Institute Program itself
dates to the mid 1970's.

The academic and trade literature leave the impression that
internships are the domain of large  companies and the public
sector (Hite, 1986; Shively 1986; Gabris & Mitchell, 1989;
Farnham, 1993; Bounds, 1995).  This isn't necessarily so. 
Although we have no firm statistics on the number of internships
in startup, small, and middle-sized firms, internships may be
found in many types of small businesses including high-tech ones
Cronin, 1993; Gangerni, 1995).  Internships which are conducted
through various university departments such as management,
accounting, marketing, or communications, may well-be carried out
in a small business.

An entrepreneurship or SBI-related course is by nature hands-
on or project oriented. Students, usually in teams, work with
small business clients in writing business plans, solving
problems, etc.  Though experiential in nature, little attention
has been paid to the student internship as a learning technique
in small business or entrepreneurship programs.

Vesper's (1993) compendium of entrepreneurship education shows
only four schools having an internship in small business/
entrepreneurship.  These are Boise State, Fairleigh Dickinson,
University of Maryland, and Wichita State.  Although there are
numerous articles and papers in the literature about teaching
SBI-related courses, a review of the literature found none on the
topic of internships in small business.

Student internships given through the university are expected to
grow even more in the future as well as opportunities in the
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small business sector.  The effectiveness of an internship
program depends upon how well it is carried out by university
personnel, including the faculty advisor, and the company
sponsor. This symposium addresses the issues and possible
solutions in conducting an internship in a small
business/entrepreneurship program.  Our panelists will address
the following topics:

1.   What makes for a good internship experience for both the
     student and the company sponsor?

2.   Search for, screening, and selection of student interns and
     company sponsors.  What criteria are used in selection of
     each?

3.   Organization of the internship program.  Who does what? 
     What is the role of the faculty member in the internship
     process?

4.   How do we keep the company sponsor honest?  What means are
     used to ensure that the intern is provided with meaningful
     work assignments and adequate supervision?

5.   What should be the content of a small business/
     entrepreneurship internship?

6.   What are the ways or techniques used to integrate theory
     into the intern's work experience?

7.   The student's first week on the job is critical as it sets
     the tone for the total internship experience.  What should
     be done to acclimate the student to the work situation?

8.   When taken for credit, how is an intern graded?  Which is
     preferred, a pass/fail or the traditional A, B, C, etc. 
     Who does the grading, the faculty member, the company
     sponsor, or both?
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                    THE ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGY MATRIX

                  Matthew C. Sonfield, Hofstra University
                  Robert N. Lussier, Springfield College
                  Frederick D. Greene, Manhattan College
                      Joel Corman, Suffolk University
                J. Douglas Frazer, Millersville University

                                 ABSTRACT

Based on entrepreneurship research, this paper presents the
Entrepreneurial Strategy Matrix for entrepreneurs and their
advisors in strategic decision making.  Specifically, this
matrix-based contingency model suggests strategies for new and
ongoing entrepreneurial ventures leading to optimal performance,
in response to the identification of different combinations of
innovation and risk.

                               INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurship has become a major focus of business thought and
research.  Even the definition of entrepreneurship has expanded
greatly in the past two decades.  At one point, small business
and entrepreneurship were used interchangeable.  Today
entrepreneurship can refer to business activity of all sizes,
both new and independent, and ongoing within well-established
organizations.

The development and use of typologies has become a central aspect
of the theory in entrepreneurship.  Using a wide range of
variables involving individual, organizational and environmental
factors, various writers have presented models explaining how and
why entrepreneurs and their organizations behave or should behave
(Cooper & Dunkelberg, 1986; Coven & Sleven, 1988; Webster, 1977).

This paper focuses on one aspect of entrepreneurship:  that of
entrepreneurial ventures, both new and ongoing.  It answers the
questions: What are the strategic alternatives for a given
venture?  Which of these alternatives are more or less likely to
result in the best business performance?  In what ways can these
alternatives be implemented?

                         REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A review of the literature has indicated that five independent
variables have most frequently been related to the dependent
variable of entrepreneurial performance:

1)   Autonomy (Hart, 1992; Kanter, 1983; Peters & Waterman, 1982)
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2)   Innovativeness (Karagozoglu & Brown, 1988; Miller, 1988; Zahra
     & Covin, 1993)

3)   Risk Taking (Baird & Thomas, 1985; Brockhaus, 1980;
     Venkatraman, 1989) 

4)   Proactiveness (Lieberman & Montgomery, 1988; Miller & Camp,
     1985; Chen & Hambrick, 1995)

5)   Competitive Aggressiveness (Cooper, Willard & Woo, 1986;
     MacMillan, 1982; Porter, 1985).

With five different possible variables, most resulting models are
both very sophisticated and very complex.  For example, Lumpkin &
Dess (1996) proposed a typology of four "alternate contingency
models of the entrepreneurial orientation-performance
relationship" involving sixteen independent variables of
entrepreneurial orientation (5), environmental factors (4) and
organizational factors (7), used to explain five measures of
organizational performance.

Models such as this are highly impressive and valuable in terms
of the theory and research involved, but most aspiring
entrepreneurs contemplating their first business venture (or more
seasoned entrepreneurs evaluating their current ventures) would
find such complexity and sophistication intimidating.  It is very
unlikely that an entrepreneur, considering whether and how to
implement a new business venture (or whether an existing venture
has been implemented well) would be receptive to using such a
typology, even with the recommendation and assistance of a
consultant.

Yet the concept of a contingency model of entrepreneurial
venturing is of value to the inexperienced and unsophisticated
new businessperson and to the established entrepreneur as well. 
Therefore, it is the purpose of this paper to present a more
practical predictive model to which such entrepreneurs would be
receptive and which they could easily use.  While the primary
emphasis in presenting this model is with regard to its use in
analyzing and designing new ventures, this model is equally
valuable in evaluating (and modifying as needed) existing
ventures.  Furthermore, an advisor in this type of situation
(such as a Small Business Institute consultant) would be
appropriate in advising and assisting in the use of this matrix.

                    THE ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGY MATRIX

Of the five well established independent variables cited above,
two are easier for an entrepreneur to grasp and measure:
innovation and risk.  In comparison to autonomy, proactiveness
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and competitive aggressiveness, these two variables can be more
concretely defined and better fit the specific example of an
entrepreneurial venture (Baird & Thomas, 1985; Downs & Mohr, 1976).

Thus, for the purpose of this matrix, innovation, is defined as
the creation of something new and different (Kimberly, 1981).  In
terms of measurement, the more new and different the proposed
product or service is, the higher it would be scored on a
measurement scale.  By product or service, we refer to the total
entity, and any aspect of that entity, such as the design
technology, the manufacturing process, the distribution channel
or the promotional strategy, that might make a product or service
innovative.

Risk is defined as the probability of major financial loss
(Miller & Friesen, 1978).  What are the chances of the
entrepreneurial venture failing, and how serious would be the
resulting financial loss?  The same dollar amount of possible
loss might be more serious to one entrepreneur than to another. 
Thus, the scaling measurement of risk not only involves the
estimation of the probabilities of various levels of success and
failure outcomes, and the quantitative levels of those outcomes,
but also the impact of possible negative outcomes upon the
entrepreneur's specific financial condition.

Combining these two independent variables, a four-cell matrix can
be generated, as shown in Figure 1.  Similar to several well-known
matrix models, such as the Boston Consulting Group Matrix
(Hedley, 1977), this model allows even the most inexperienced
entrepreneurs to characterize their new or existing venture
situations and then identify appropriate strategies.

The model places innovation on the vertical axis and risk on the
horizontal axis, and denotes high and low-levels of these two
variables by upper case (high) and lower case (low) letters I and R.

                                 FIGURE 1

                    THE ENTREPRENEURIAL STRATEGY MATRIX
                           INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

          HIGH

Innovation          I-r                 I-R
(creating a         
unique and          High Innovation     High Innovation
different           Low Risk            High Risk
product/
service)
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                    i-r                 i-R 

                    Low Innovation      Low Innovation
                    Low Risk            High Risk

          LOW               Risk                   HIGH

                  (probability of major financial loss) 

I-r

Thus, the top left cell, I-r, indicates high-innovation/low risk
situations.  This would be the venture which involves a truly
innovative idea yet presents little risk.  Risk may be low
because the venture requires little investment.  For example, the
inventors of products such as Legos and Velcro developed ideas
from which inexpensive prototypes could be hand-built at little
expense.  After test-marketing for preliminary consumer
acceptance, the simple nature of the product and the low
technology required for manufacture allowed small-scale
production either directly or by subcontracting (Lego History,
1996; Story of Velcro, 1996).

Even more complicated or high-tech products can sometimes be
placed in the I-r cell.  Many of Silicon Valley's largest
electronics companies started in someone's basement or garage on
a shoestring investment.  David Packard's and William Hewlett's
initial in-garage venture in 1938 involved an investment of $538
and is today the area's largest employer (Fisher, 1996).

On rare occasions an innovation which requires a large financial
investment can still be considered to have a low risk.  Such a
situation would involve a highly innovative new product or
service that could initially be protected from competition, and a
company large enough that the financial investment does not pose
a significant risk.  Such a situation can rarely, if ever, occur
in a small business context.  A large business example would be
Proctor & Gamble's highly innovative new fat substitute olestra. 
While this product required a major R&D investment, this
investment posed little risk to a firm the size of Proctor &
Gamble (Burros, 1996).

I-R

On the other hand, the top right cell of the matrix, I-R,
indicates high innovation and high risk.  As in the top left
cell, these ventures involve innovative products or services, but
here the risk is high, either because initial financial
investment must be large (relative to the firm's financial size),
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or because competitive risks are greater.  For example, to
produce and market a new pharmaceutical or a new automobile
requires a major investment and also faces well-established
competition.  Such initiatives are today generally attempted only
by large well-established corporations.  When an individual, such
as a Malcolm Bricklin or a John DeLorean, dares to start a new
automobile company, the results are impressive but rarely
successful.

Similarly, the new anti-obesity drug Redux, developed by
Interneuron Pharmaceuticals, is an example of I-R.  While this
highly innovative new drug can be expected to have a very large
consumer demand (similarly to Proctor & Gamble's olestra), there
is much greater risk for this company because it is small only
eighty-five employees-and thus the research and development and
other start-up costs pose a major financial risk for Redux
(McCormack, 1996).

i-R

The lower right cell, i-R, is perhaps the most common situation
for small business ventures, and is the most familiar to small
business consultants.  The vast majority of new small business
start-ups involve non-innovative entries into well-established
fields (Rachman, 1996).  Whether retail, such as the new dry
cleaner or restaurant in town, or commercial, such as still
another printer or machine shop, most new small businesses
involve a fair amount of investment (comprising most of the
savings of the business owner) and are established in direct
competition with other similar businesses.  And yet, as most
experts know, the lure of owning one's own business is strong,
and the most common path to small business ownership is from
employment by others in the same type of business (Cooper &
Bruno, 1977; Rachman, 1996).

i-r

Some ventures fall into the lower left cell, i-r, where not only
innovation is low but risk is also low.  Risk can be low if
minimal investment is required or if market demand is strong and
competition is weak or non-existent.  Some service businesses,
such as home or office cleaning or piano instruction, require
minimal financial investment.  Small towns often lack certain
basic services, and a new venturist with modest goals may face
minimal risk of failure by providing one of those services. 
Thus, while these types of ventures may not offer huge potential
payoffs, the corresponding low risk makes these ventures
relatively safe.

                           STRATEGY IMPLICATIONS
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The value of the Entrepreneurial Strategy Matrix is that it
suggests appropriate strategies for entrepreneurs.  When the
entrepreneur (or advisor) identifies the cell which best
describes the new venture being contemplated, or the existing
venture being evaluated, then certain strategies are indicated as
more likely to be effective.

It should be obvious that certain cells are more advantageous
than others.  A high-innovation/low risk venture is certainly
preferable to a low-innovation/high-risk one.  Yet. for every
venture found in I-r, large numbers can be found in i-R.  Risk is
more common than innovation in the business world (Lumpkin &
Dess, 1996).

Thus, the strategic implications of the Matrix are two-fold. 
First, entrepreneurs will find certain cells preferable to
others, and one set of appropriate strategies involves moving
from one cell to another.  Secondly, movement from one cell to
another is not always possible for an entrepreneur.  When this is
the case, the appropriate strategies involve reducing risk and
increasing innovation within a cell.

The initial step in the strategic analysis is or entrepreneurs to
place their venture ideas into the best fitting cell.  While some
ideas may seem to fall on the dividing lines between the cells,
most entrepreneurial ideas should fit within one cell or another. 
Once the appropriate cell is identified, then certain discussion
and strategies are pertinent.

High Innovation/Low Risk

As mentioned above, High Innovation/Low Risk is obviously a
desirable cell in which to be.  If an objective analysis
indicates this to be truly the case, then the entrepreneur should
take strategic actions to fully take advantage of I-r.  Move
quickly to protect the innovation with patents, etc. and by
entering the marketplace before possible competition ("first
mover advantage" or pioneer advantage" [Cahill, 1995, 1996;
Carpenter & Nakamoto, 1994; Kerin, Varadarajan & Peterson,
1992].  Keep risk low by locking in manufacturing and
distribution costs.  In other words, the strategy is to stay in
I-r and keep competitors out.

High Innovation/High Risk

In High Innovation/High Risk  the high level of risk offsets
the advantage of high innovation, and entrepreneurial success
becomes unsure.  How could Malcolm Bricklin or John DeLorean have
reduced the risks inherent in their sports car ventures?  Not
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easily.  The very nature of the products required major capital
investment and thus presented high risk.  Both men did reduce
their financial risk by developing networks of franchised dealers
who were required to invest in the venture prior to production. 
Still, the break-even levels for automobile production and
distribution were simply too high for a new and independent
automobile manufacturing operation.  Yet some sort of joint
venture with an established auto maker would have allowed the use
of existing manufacturing and distribution facilities. 
Automotive entrepreneurs who followed this joint venture strategy
successfully include Donald Healey (with Austin) and Carroll
Shelby (with Ford) (Taylor, 1978).

Thus the strategy for I-R is to reduce risk without compromising
innovation.  The ideal action would be to move left into I-r, but
it will usually be more feasible to simply move left (reduce
risk) within I-R.

Low Innovation\High Risk

As discussed, Low Innovation/High Risk is the most common venture
situation, all too familiar to those involved in the study and/or
assistance of small businesses.  Most new businesses started are
not innovative, yet the new businessperson generally takes a
major financial risk.  As in the top half of the matrix, an
ideal move would be left into i-r (significantly reducing risk),
or even better left and upward into I-r, by also increasing
innovation.

Yet inherent in a specific business choice (dry cleaner,
restaurant, etc.) is a certain level of financial investment
required.  While some efforts can be made to lower the required
investment costs or to find better and less expensive sources of
financing, such a venture can not be started for less than a
certain amount.  Similarly, while an entrepreneur in this cell
should strive for innovation in the new business effort,
opportunities for significant innovation in such i-R ventures are
usually limited.

So again, the more feasible strategies involve improving the
situation within the cell by reducing risk or increasing
innovation enough to improve the chances of business success.
A well-established tool, the business plan, can best enable the
entrepreneur to follow such a strategy.  Bookstore shelves are
overflowing with guidebooks on business plans, so no explanation
is needed here.  The point is that a business plan forces the
entrepreneur to conduct the objective analysis that will identify
ways to reduce risk and increase innovation, and thus strengthen
a position within the i-R cell.  The business plan also may help
the entrepreneur come to the difficult conclusion that the
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venture's position within the matrix is just not defensible; that
the position can not be improved and that the venture should be
abandoned before further investment is made and lost.  Of course,
the use of a business plan would benefit the entrepreneur in any
of the four cells.

Another popular way to reduce risk in an i-R venture is to start
a franchise operation rather than an independent business
venture.  Although this route may increase costs because of the
various franchise fees and royalties required, the established
brand recognition and proven business practices obtained via
franchising can significantly reduce risk.

Low Innovation/Low Risk

In a Low innovation/Low Risk situation, we have the safe but
conservative venture, generally also low in potential pay-off. 
With minimal new investment required, the strategic focus is to
recognize the situation and be sure that it is understood and
acceptable.  Does the physician who chooses to open a practice in
a small town long searching for its only doctor understand the
limitations to that practice?  Is it very different than the
school custodian who goes out on his or her own in a one person
commercial maintenance business?  Autonomy, reasonable security,
but little likelihood of getting very rich.

Figure 2 summarizes appropriate strategies for each cell in the
Entrepreneurial Strategy Matrix.

                 COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS

As discussed earlier, one of the best known strategy models is
the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) Matrix, which is used
frequently for portfolio analysis by large, well established,
companies with a variety of strategic business units.  The
Entrepreneurial Strategy Matrix can be considered a similarly
useful matrix for use by entrepreneurs analyzing a single line of
business activity.

The Entrepreneurial Strategy Matrix can also be compared with
Michael Porter's "Generic Competitive Strategies" model (Porter,
1980).  While both models enable the strategic manager to use a
two-variable, four-cell matrix to identify the situation and the
appropriate strategies, the two models deal with different
aspects of strategy and thus may be considered complementary
rather than alternatives.  Both low and high innovation
situations may require differentiation strategies, and cost
strategy alternatives are also independent of risk and
innovation.
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                                 FIGURE 2

                    THE ENTREPRENERUIAL STRATEGY MATRIX
                          APPROPRIATE STRATEGIES

     HIGH

               I-r                      I-R

               Moves Quickly            Reduce Risk by 
               Protect Innovation         Lowering Investment
               Lock in Investment         Cost
                 Costs                  Maintain Innovation
                                        Joint Venture Options
Innovation
               i-r                      i-R
               
               Pay-back Acceptable?     Increase Innovation
               Limited Growth            and Lower Risk
                Potential               Use Business Plan and
                Acceptable?              Objective Analysis
                                        Minimize Investment
                                        Reduce Financial Costs
                                        Franchise Option
                                        Abandon Venture?

     LOW                                HIGH
                         Risk

Miles and Snow's (1978) well known Adaptive Strategy Typology can
be applied to the Entrepreneurial Strategy Matrix.  The
"Prospector" strategy of innovation and finding new market
opportunities can be applied to both the I-r and I-R strategies. 
The "Defending" strategy of staying with the present product and
service line and maintaining customers applies to existing
ventures but not new ventures.  The "Defending" components of
keeping costs low are important in i-r and i-R strategies.  The
"Analyzing" strategy of innovating with caution while watching
costs is characteristic of the I-R and i-R strategies.  And the
Entrepreneurial Strategy Matrix allows the entrepreneur to avoid
Miles and Snow's "Reactor" strategy of having no clear strategy
but rather reacting to conditions as they arise.

                                CONCLUSION

Similarly to models previously offered by the Boston Consulting
Group, Michael Porter, and Miles and Snow, yet more specifically
designed for the small, single-product or service venturist, the
Entrepreneurial Strategy Matrix is a matrix model which allows
the entrepreneur to identify the type of venture at hand and then
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choose the most appropriate strategies for that venture. 
Entrepreneurs and their advisors will find this model of value in
strategic decision-making.
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         "CAN THE SMALL BUSINESS BE FAMILY FRIENDLY?": A WORKSHOP
       TO EXPLORE ROLES FOR INDIVIDUALS, VOLUNTEER GROUPS,
                   CORPORATE VOLUNTEERS, AND GOVERNMENT

                            Kathleen C. Brannen
                           Creighton University

                            William H. Brannen
                           Creighton University

                             George W. McNary
                           Creighton University

                                 Abstract:

The Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993, which has the first
legislation signed into law by President Clinton, exempts the
small business with fewer than fifty employees.  However, whether
a small business has more or fewer than fifty employees,
accommodating the family and medical needs of employees is a
growing factor in competing for employees.  After all, ninety
percent of working women will be pregnant within their working
lives.  Cost-effective ways to be a family friendly small
business is the focus of this workshop.  This brain-storming
session invites you to share your ideas with the workshop group.

                    INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND TOPICS:

1.   Basic requirements to covered employer from The Family and
     Medical Leave Act of 1993.
2.   Labor force statistics dealing with fertility rates and
     incidence of medical absence.
3.   Labor force benefit statistics related to birth of a child,
     adoption, and medical leave.
4.   Benefits in the small firm from survey report data.
5.   Tracking the family-friendly employer innovation in the
     media, especially Working Mother and Business Week.
6.   Providing for children in the work/family arrangement.

          A CALL TO ACTION FOR NEIGHBORS OF THE RESOURCE-LIMITED
        SMALL BUSINESS SEEKING TO BECOME A FAMILY-FRIENDLY EMPLOYER

In various parts of our society there is a growing awareness of
the need to provide support for families to be responsible
parents.  Several propositions will be discussed in the
brainstorming portion of the workshop.

Proposition 1: A voluntary group such as 'SCORE' could adopt a
               mission to provide a person at the worksite to
               cover the duties of an employee on family medical
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               leave.

Proposition 2: A voluntary group such as 'Family Friends' could
               adopt a mission to provide care for newborns in
               the home until they were ready for a regular day
               care facility.

Proposition 3: When upcoming leave is known some time in advance,
               a student intern could be trained to cover at
               least some of the responsibilities when a person
               is on leave and for a time when they return.

Proposition 4: Fund Drives such as the United Way which rely on
               corporate volunteers to coordinate community fund-
               drive activities could extend their mission to seek
               contributions of service time from the larger
               businesses to the smaller business on the
               basis of similar industry or job description to
               cover for employees on family and/or medical
               leave.

Proposition 5: Organizations such as the local Chamber of
               Commerce could be a clearing house for 'Sister
               Companies' whereby a larger organization and a
               smaller organization in the same industry could
               interact for mutual benefit with one objective to
               be for the larger organization to provide the
               smaller organization with the loan of an employee
               during a family and/or medical leave absence.

Proposition 6: A nonprofit agency could be established to solicit
               funds from business (as part of the United Way
               family, for example) in order to provide workers
               from established temporary help businesses to
               qualifying small businesses in need of a person to
               cover for the employee on a family or medical
               leave.

Proposition 7: Tax credits could be established for the
               qualifying small business to offset the expense of
               providing a temporary help person when an employee 
               is on family or medical leave. 

Proposition 8: Sabbatical programs in both industry and academia
               could include providing service and expertise to a
               small business as a qualifying criterion. 

                  MODEL FOR BRAINSTORMING AND DISCUSSION:

ACHIEVING SMALL BUSINESS COMPETITIVENESS WITH A FAMILY-FRIENDLY
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CULTURE

1.   SET OBJECTIVES WITHIN THE SMALL BUSINESS TO BECOME FAMILY-
     FRIENDLY
2.   SEEK INCLUSION IN THE APPROPRIATE BUSINESS/INDUSTRY
     ENVIRONMENT TO BECOME A RECOGNIZED PLAYER IN THE FAMILY
     VALUES ENVIRONMENT.
3.   EVALUATE LOCAL SOURCES OF OUTSIDE HELP FOR THE SMALL
     BUSINESS.
4.   DETERMINE APPROPRIATE RELATIONSHIPS TO UTILIZE SOURCES OF
     HELP.
5.   SELECT ONE OR MORE SOURCES OF AVAILABLE SUPPORT FOR YOUR
     FAMILY FRIENDLY INITIATIVE.
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                 THE FAMILY AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN UGANDA

                             Edward D. Bewayo
                        Montclair State University

One of the most consistent research findings about entrepreneur-
ship is that the entrepreneur's family background is extremely
important.  This paper explores the relationship between the
family and entrepreneurship in Uganda.  The paper reports on a
study that involved 208 Ugandan small business owners who
responded to a survey questionnaire.  It was found that, as in
other countries, parents who own a business greatly influence a
person's interest in entrepreneurship.  Those parents recommended
entrepreneurship to their children significantly more than
parents who didn't own businesses.  Moreover, respondents whose
parents owned businesses tended to run their (respondents')
businesses as family businesses, by involving their spouses,
children, and other relatives in those businesses.  This practice
was less common in cases where the respondents' parents didn't
own businesses.

                               INTRODUCTION

One of the most consistent research findings about entrepreneur-
ship is that the entrepreneur's family background is extremely
important, influencing the choice to become an entrepreneur and
how entrepreneurial roles are played.  While there is not total
agreement as to what type of family relationships will encourage
the development of entrepreneurship (Kets de Vries, 1977; and
Mancuso, 1987), there is almost total agreement that the
existence of a family business does encourage the development of
entrepreneurship.  Entrepreneurs, in effect, beget entrepreneurs
(Cooper & Dunkelberg, 1986; and Shapero & Sokol, 1982).  Parents
who own a business can literally use the family business as a
laboratory where they develop and test the entrepreneurial skills
of the offspring by making them work in the family business. 
Most models of business succession planning incorporate a phase
where the next generation trains and learns the business before
they take over the business (Dyer, 1994; Handler, 1990; and
Hisrick & Peters, 1989).

This study explores the connections between the family and
entrepreneurship in Uganda, an African developing country.  Many
of these connections were inevitably influenced by the civil war
that raged in the country for nearly 20 years.  By studying the
connections between the family and entrepreneurship we can gain
some understanding of both the past and future of entrepreneurship
in Uganda, and probably other countries similar to Uganda.

                                  METHODS
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A survey questionnaire was distributed to about 700 small
business owners in and around two major towns, Kampala and
Masaka, in southern Uganda.  The author and his assistants had to
contact each potential respondent personally with a request to
complete the questionnaire.  The sample is, therefore, a
"convenience" sample.  By June 1992, 208 (30%) usable question-
naires had been The questionnaire, distributed in both English
and a vernacular in southern Uganda, contained several categories
of questions.  For this paper, responses to questions on
demographics, family background, and family involvement are
analyzed.  Except for the demographic area, all questions were
open ended.  Accordingly, most responses had to be content-
analyzed.

Two other papers based on the same data have previously been
presented at SBIDA conferences (1995 and 1995).

                                 FINDINGS

Business-Owning Parents

That nearly 50% of entrepreneurs come from families where parents
own and manage a business, which has been commonly found in many
places by researchers, was also found to be true in Uganda. 
Table 1 shows that 104 (50%) of the surveyed 208 business owners
had parents who were business owners themselves.  The table also
shows the categories of business operated by both the surveyed
business owners and their parents.

As would be expected, retailing was the single most important
type of business operated by the surveyed small business owners
and their parents.  The miscellaneous (others) category was also
large, and included a large assortment of business lines, such as
restaurants, shoe repairs, and car repairs.  As can be seen from
Table 1, the relative importance of this miscellaneous category
declines in the transition from parents' businesses respondents'
businesses.  On the other hand, with the exception of
transportation, all other types of businesses experience major
increases in their relative importance.  Most of these increases
appear to reflect new business opportunities that opened up 
for Ugandan indigenous entrepreneurs following the exodus of the
Asian community during Idi Amin's military rule.  A further
explanation of this situation, as we see later, is the great
possibility that in Uganda small businesses are rarely passed on 
to heirs as complete businesses.

                                  Table 1

                       Business owned by Respondents
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                             and Their Parents

                                            Same
                   Respond-                 Type of
Type of            ents        Parents      Bus.*
Business           No     %    No     %     No

Retail              64   31     27   26      9
Wholesale           20   10      4    4      2
Whsle/Retail        25   12      3    3      3
Construction        13    6      1    1      1
Manufacturing       40   19      9    9      5
Transport.           8    4      8    8      1
Others              38   18     52   50     12
                   208  100    104  101**   33

*        The respondents are still in the same line of business as
         their parents operated.
**       Percentages do not add up to 100% due to rounding.

         What Parents Wanted The Surveyed Business Owners To Be

The survey questionnaire contained the following question: What
did your parents wish you to be?  Table 2 shows the responses to
this question.

The responses are broken down by whether or not the parents owned
a business.  As can be seen from the table, the two most popular
careers that had been suggested by parents were entrepreneurship
and high-status professions, such as engineering, law, and
medicine.  Twenty-five percent (38) of the 150 business owners
who responded to this question, were entrepreneurs, just as their
parents had wished them to be.  On the other hand, 75% of the
respondents were entrepreneurs although their parents would have
wanted them to be other things.

                                  Table 2

             What Parents Wished Surveyed Entrepreneurs To Be

                   Parents
Occup./            owned          No Bus.
Careers            Business       in Family   TOTAL

Teacher            12   63%       73    7%     19
Civil Servant       1   30%        2   70%      3
Engineer           18   49%       19   51%     37
Technical Trade     9   60%        6   40%     15
Entrep.            25   66%       13   34%     38
Be Rich             1   17%        5   83%      6
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Other              15   48%       16   52%     31
No Answer          23   39%       36   61%     59

a:       Engineer, one example of high status professions; others are
         lawyer, and doctor of medicine.
b:       Skilled and licensed trades, e.g., carpenter, nurse, and
         electrician.
c:       Parents wished a child to take up any career to make the
         child rich.
d:       Included priest, manager, officer.  

Table 2 clearly shows that there are major differences between
parents who owned businesses and parents who didn't. 
Entrepreneurship was recommended by business-owning parents twice
as frequently as by parents who didn't own businesses.

Working In and Taking Over Family Business

When children work in their parents, business they make the
business a truly family business.  By doing so, they are also
taking their initial steps to becoming entrepreneurs in their own
right.  For children who will take over the family business, this
work experience in the family business is probably a necessity.

Table 3 shows that 59 of the respondents (57% of respondents
whose parents owned businesses) had worked in the family
business.  Twenty of these respondents took over the family business.
It would appear that in Uganda, as elsewhere, succession
plans incorporate a period of "training and development"
(Handler, 1990).  As can be seen in Table 3, only 4 respondents
took over family businesses without work experience in the
businesses.

                                  Table 3

                Working In and Taking Over Family Business 

        Survey entrepreneurs falling under the following categories

                                  Worked
                   Parents        in
Line of            owned          parents'       Took
Business           business       business       over**

Retail             27             17(63%)*        7(6)
Wholesale           9              4(44%)         1(1)
Whsle/Retail       14              7(50%)         2(2)
Const.              5              3(60%)         2(0) 
Manfg.             23             13(57%)         6(5)
Transport.          5              5(100%)        2(2)
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Others             19             10(53%)         4(4)
Not
  indicated         2              0              0(0)
TOTAL             104             59             24(20)

*        Percentage of figures in first column.
**       Took over business where they had worked.  The numbers in
         parenthesis refer to respondents who took over after working
         in family business.

That 24 (23%) of the 104 respondents whose parents owned
businesses too over the family businesses is significant in view
of the problems that surround business succession in general
(Dyer & Handler, 1994; and Ward, 1987), and in a country, such as
Uganda, in particular.  The presence of a large number of
children, many of whom are half brothers and sisters, often
growing up in multiple homes, usually results in strained
relationships within the family.  This makes it difficult to
single out one child and hand over the business to him or her. 
Smooth transfer of the family business to the next generation
requires a good amount of "sibling accommodation" (Dyer &
Handler, 1994), and yet what you have is excessive sibling
rivalry.  Consequently, businesses get broken up so that each
child gets something.  This problem has been recognized, although
not successfully dealt with, in peasant farming.  Farms become
smaller and smaller with each new generation (Olwoc, circa 1989). 
The presence of the extended family makes the situation even
worse, since additional family members are often considered to be
entitled to a share of the fortunes of one of their relatives.

Twelve of the 24 respondents who took over family businesses have
since moved into new business lines.  In general, an entrepreneur
maximizes the amount and benefits of cumulative entrepreneurial
experience by working in the family business, taking over the
family business, and staying in the same line of business.  The
respondents who switched to new lines of business after taking
over the family business might have compromised both the amount
and benefits of cumulative entrepreneurial experience.  But what
might have led them to the movement into new lines of business?

Earlier in this section we alluded to business succession
problems encountered in Uganda.  Because of excessive rivalries
within the family, a family business is often broken up instead
of passing it down to the next generation.  The same factors may
help explain why an entrepreneur moves into a new line of
business after taking over a family business.  Before a family
business is taken over, it is stripped of many of its parts to
satisfy the claims of other family members.  The remainder of the
family business may be no more than an empty shell.
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Family Involvement/Employment

There doesn't appear to be a commonly accepted definition of
"family business." However, most observers consider family
involvement, especially the employment of family members, as the
centerpiece of a family business.  Going by this definition of
family business, between 80% and 90% of businesses in the world
are family businesses (Ward, 1987).

Table 4 provides information about the volumes and types of
family employment in Uganda as given by the surveyed
entrepreneurs.  The bulk of family employment was children and
relatives (other than spouses and parents) . As can be seen from
Table 4, 97 respondents reported having children and relatives as
employees.  The average number of children/relatives employed was
three.  Sixty respondents had spouses working full-time in their
businesses.  Eighteen respondents had parents employed in some
capacity in the business.  As can be seen from Table 4, family
involvement/employment tended to be higher in businesses operated
by respondents whose parents owned businesses.  In other words,
family business tendencies appeared to be stronger when the
respondent grew up around a family business.

                                  Table 4

                       Family Involvement/Employment

                        Respondents Reporting
Term of                 Involving Family
Involvement             Members

Spouse worked           60(29%)** 30a  30b
Children/
  Relatives Worked      97*(47%)  56   41
Parent worked           18(9%)    14    4
No involvement          77(37%)   31   46

*        This is the total number of respondents that reported using
         children and relatives (other than spouses and parents) as
         employees.
**       These are %ages of the total sample of 208.

a.       Respondents whose parents owned businesses.
b.       Respondents whose parents didn't own a business.

                          SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

One can get a good idea about entrepreneurship, its past and
future, in a given country, by examining family business in that
country.  The volume of family businesses indicate how deep the
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roots of entrepreneurship are and how promising its future is. 
Family businesses tend to generate new family business.

Fifty percent (50%) of the surveyed Ugandan entrepreneurs came
from family business environment; their parents had family
businesses.  This rate of entrepreneurs' parents owning
businesses is the typical rate, having been found in many
entrepreneurial societies, including the United States.  Uganda,
a developing country, is, therefore, in a good position to grow
entrepreneurially.  As a former colonial territory (gained
independence in 1962), this situation is pleasantly surprising,
since colonialism does not encourage entrepreneurship
(Hjelmervik, 1988).  Part of the explanation for this favorable
situation, and probably a major part, has to do with the long
civil war that devastated Uganda.  Wars, like revolutions, are
known to spur entrepreneurship (Reynolds, 1991).  But, lest we
mislead policymakers, after the war peace must reign.  The
expansion of entrepreneurship in Uganda is going to depend on
maintaining political stability.  The country recently (May/June
1996) held parliamentary and presidential elections under the
newly formulated constitution.  In fact, if this political
stability lasts, family business is going to make it even
stronger.  One expert on Uganda's economic and political scene,
S. Y. Olwoc, argues that small business benefits the country
politically because it strengthens "the cultural traditions in
village communities by providing employment to family members so
that they keep as much as possible together in their traditional
setting" (Olwoc, circa 1989, p. 2).

Although the future of Uganda's family business looks promising,
there are some unsettling problems that are bound to reduce the
rate at which family business grows.  Business succession is
difficult almost everywhere.  It is especially difficult in
Uganda.  The "traditional setting" to which Olwoc refers (see
above) contains the extended family, along with informal,
multiple marriages (resulting in many half-brothers and sisters). 
These traditions constitute a major impediment to smooth
transfers of family businesses to the next generation.  As we
indicated earlier, orderly family business succession requires a
considerable amount of sibling/extended family accommodation. 
This is rarely the case in a family in its traditional setting in
Uganda.  Probably nuclear families and monogamous marriages fit
family business and its growth better.  The rising cost of
living, partly in the aftermath of the civil war, has ushered
trends towards monogamous marriages in many parts of Uganda, even
within the growing Muslim community.
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         RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL CONSULTING AND DEVELOPMENT
                    OF BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES IN RUSSIA

                             Jeffrey C. Dilts
                             Stephen F. Hallam
                          The University of Akron

                                 ABSTRACT

The nature of entrepreneurship and doing business in Russia is
examined.  Attention is given to the economic development of
small and medium-sized enterprises and the role that international
development programs and support organizations, such as the
Citizens Democracy Corps, plays in this process.  Based on the
authors' recent experiences in Russia, the paper concludes with
recommendations for those that would consult or do business in
the former Soviet Union.

                               INTRODUCTION

With the collapse of the Soviet command economy, Russia has
undergone sweeping changes--changes that represent both
opportunities and concerns for the budding entrepreneurial spirit
and those that would invest and do business there.  Many formally
state-run enterprises have been privatized and thousands of new
independent firms have been created.  As a result, a new breed of
Russian entrepreneurs have been laying the foundation for a
private, market-based economy.

This paper examines the nature of entrepreneurship and doing
business in Russia.  Particular attention is given to the
economic development of small and medium-sized enterprises
(SME's) and the role that international support organizations,
such as the Citizens Democracy Corps (CDC), plays in this
process.  The paper concludes with specific recommendations for
successful business consulting and doing business in Russia based
upon the concepts presented within the paper plus the authors'
recent experiences in Russia, involving a CDC consulting
assignment.

                         THE RUSSIAN ENTREPRENEUR

The private sector represents the engine of future growth in
Russia, as it has elsewhere.  In many countries, independent
small and medium-sized enterprises (SME's) have made significant
entrepreneurial contributions to their economies (Acs 1992). 
Recent debate has served to revise the conventional wisdom
surrounding small enterprises and focus attention on their
increasing critical economic role in the creation of new jobs,
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income, innovations and markets.  The formation of new
entrepreneurial enterprises represent the seed of future growth:
new jobs, income, innovations and markets (Merrifield 1987).

In Russia, the emerging entrepreneur has been profiled as a
middle-aged male (between the ages of 20 to 50) with an
engineering or technical background.  A large number have been
former managers of state-run institutions.  Relying on an
informal personal network, consisting of other managers, school
buddies and acquaintances in banks and governmental agencies,
they have been able to mobilize the resources to develop and grow
their business ventures (Radaev 1993).

Operational Characteristics

The Russian entrepreneur may consider a wide variety of
opportunities, not all of which are feasible or consistent with
their background or their primary line of business.  Many have
been criticized for being short sighted and focusing only on
those activities that are likely to generate good money now. 
Because of the high returns, banking, foreign trade and mediating
activities have been particularly attractive.  However, while the
Russian entrepreneur may have a high level of self-confidence,
believing that they can manage any area of business, they do lack
basic business skills (Radaev 1993; Hisrich and Grachev 1995).

As many Russian entrepreneurs attempt to establish their own
enterprises, they do so with little comprehension of what that
involves.  In the past, the state decided who would produce what,
how much and when.  Central planning from Moscow was much more
than a Washington D.C. style economic plan.  The Soviets detailed
their plans down to specific production schedules for specific
plants.  As a consequence, an understanding of basic business
practices is very limited and problem-solving capabilities are
not well developed (Hamilton 1993).  According to a study of
Russian entrepreneurs by Hisrich and Grachev (1995, p. 8):

     The country's new wave of entrepreneurs is not well versed
     in Western business techniques and the necessary information;
     neither are the country's present-day managers who are
     primarily from state-owned enterprises.  The result of the
     study indicates that few entrepreneurs can actually read a
     balance sheet, understand the usual sharing of financial
     results with shareholders or implement the process of 
     obtaining financing and controlling cash flow.  The entire
     area of marketing, the selection and monitoring of promotion
     and the company's sales and profits is also an enigma to most.

Fundamental market principles obvious to us are not so to
Russians.  The need for a customer orientation, where products
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are created to provide meaningful benefits for a defined market
need, is not well understood or accepted.  Because of a short-
sighted concern for the quick profits, some have expressed
reluctance to accept responsibility for defective products.  This
would appear to be a carry over from a Soviet mindset where the
state was responsible for disposing of whatever was produced and
where consumers had no alternatives (Hamilton 1993).

According to a Russian consultant in the service industry, the
idea that "a complaint is a gift" is not well understood.  By
listening and acting on customer complaints, businesses may be
able in the long-run to keep the customer and create a favorable
reputation.  Entrepreneurs would be more successful, according to
the consultant, if they could replace the cold, calculated manner
in which they do business with the warmth that so characterizes
Russian family life.

Strategically, many Russian businesses lack focus, attempting to
be many things.  It is not unusual to see an entrepreneur
pursuing opportunities that are unrelated to their primary line
of business.  For example, a chemical firm is also involved in
the marketing of automobile parts and the retailing of food and
clothing.  An application for a business license may list the
planned activities of the new business to be everything under the sun.

This broad diversification of activities may be due to a variety
of reasons.  Some entrepreneurs are focusing on highly
speculative opportunities that require little creativity or
commitment and promise quick cash returns (Radaev 1993).  And
while the primary business may promise long-term returns, the
need for more immediate cash flow often motivates some
entrepreneurs to pursue other activities as well.  Furthermore,
some new entrepreneurs, fueled by an initial success, now think
they have the expertise to run any business, regardless of the
field.  However, this lack of focus is likely to prove short-
sighted; it does not permit the entrepreneur to concentrate on
what the firm does best.

External Situation

Externally, Russian entrepreneurs face contradictory and unstable
political, economic and social circumstances.  Corruption,
bribery, gangland activities and stiff taxes all have had their
impact.  Taxes have been as high as ninety percent of profits
(Galuszka, Kranz and Reed 1994).

Due to the emergence of a strong criminal element and a
historically strong presence of an egalitarian philosophy, the
idea of private ownership and making a profit is viewed as
suspect.  Contrary to the "success ethic" in the West, many
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Russians believe it is morally wrong to exceed, particularly at
the expense of others (Richmond 1992, p. 34).  Consequently, many
Russian citizens equate a successful business with illegal
activities (Hamilton 1994).

Because of criminal activities and corruption, legitimate
businesses often seek out a kryshe (a roof) by making regular
payments to the Russian Mafia.  The roof provides a shelter or
protection from criminals even worse than the Mafia.  One
estimate suggests that up to eighty percent of the commercial
banks and private enterprises pay for this security (Nadler 1996).
These costs have been estimated at fifteen percent of sales.

During one consulting session where we presented some Western-
style business practices, one Russian businessman remarked, "Such
practices may work in America but you have to realize, business
in Russia today is like working inside a tornado. Everything is
changing wildly."

Despite the difficulties encountered, entrepreneurship is
gradually becoming a real economic force and a catalyst for
change in Russia.  As the pace of economic reform quickens, old
practices and norms may give way to the pressures of change
(Radaev 1994).  Russians, denied access to the West for so long,
now watch CNN and old American movies on TBS, read American news-
papers, magazines, and books and freely travel throughout Europe
and America.  The pent up demand for Western style products is so
strong, such change is inevitable.

                         DOING BUSINESS IN RUSSIA

As Russia makes the transition from a command to market-based
economy, the resulting changes represent both opportunities and
concerns for those that would invest and do business in the
former Soviet Union.  For those willing to take the risks,
exciting opportunities abound.  However, cultural differences may
require a go-between to explain one side to the other (Hamilton 1994).

Cultural Differences

Despite similarities with the West, Russians do place different
priorities on the same basic values.  While European on the
surface, Russia also has significant Asian cultural roots.  For
example, the "group ethic" has long been emphasized, even before
communism; with individual rights being subordinated to the
greater communal good (Richmond 1992, p. 14, 84).  Adding to this
cultural diversity is a growing national consciousness. 
Consequently, one must also keep in mind that Russia is a multi-
national community of different nations and ethnic groups.
(Richmond 1992, p. 25).  For instance, a Georgian or Ukrainian
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will likely take offense when referred to as a Russian.  For a
valuable perspective on Russian culture and habits, the reader
should refer to Yale Richmond's (1992) book, From Nyet to Da.

Americans generally regard compromise as desirable and
inevitable, a logical way of doing business--meet them halfway
and make a deal.  As a consequence we regard any inability to
reach agreement easily and quickly as failure.  Russians,
however, regard compromise as a sign of weakness.  To compromise
is to retreat from a correct and morally justified position.  The
Russian business executive is perfectly content to just sit and
wait out the impatient American.  Negotiations are often
lengthily, tedious and demanding (Richmond 1992, pp. 140-141).

Further, Russians have a different view of what a contract means. 
We view a contract as legally binding.  We have a litigation
approach.  If one party violates a contract we often settle the
matter in court.  According to Zbigniew Brzezinski (Richmond
1992, p. 149), Russians have a historical approach, i.e., a
contract is binding only as long as the conditions in place at
the time of signing continue in place during implementation.  A
contract needs to be self-enforcing or still mutually advantageous.
If the agreement ceases to be self-enforcing or still mutually
advantageous, it obviously has lapsed.  Russian courts are not
viewed as the place to settle such matters. 

This is all the more reason to know who you are dealing with in
Russia.  Trust must be developed over time.  Russians will want
to know all about you as a person and you must do likewise. 
There is no such thing as flying to Moscow on Monday and
returning on Friday with a contract that means anything. 
Further, any agreement must contain a provision for verification
of implementation at frequent intervals.  As Ronald Regan,
recalling an old Russian proverb, repeatedly reminded Mikhail
Gorbachev during their summit meetings, "Trust, but verify"
(Richmond 1992, p. 149).

Importance of Informal Relationship

When conducting business in Russia, be aware that Russians are
people-oriented, rather than deal oriented (Lewis 1995). 
Friendships and personal connections do play an important part in
getting things accomplished, both in private life and business
(Richmond 1992, p. 107).  This is particularly important given
the weak and underdeveloped legal infrastructure in Russia; where
many entrepreneurs depend upon the trust they place in their
partners to fulfill the terms of their contract.  As one Russian
businessman explained, "We can't depend on the laws and the
courts to enforce the terms of a business contract, but a Russian
will die to defend a friend."
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Consequently, one will find that the quality of the informal
relationship with trading partners will be much more important
than the formal business relationship (Hamilton 1994).  However,
this will take time, patience and repeated visits to accomplish.

Business Practices

In formal meetings, Russians tend to be very serious and highly
conscious of protocol.  Yet, in informal settings they can be
very warm (Richmond 1992, p. 123).  When agreements are made,
even in principle, there is much fanfare and celebration. 
However, the results have often been meager when budding
entrepreneurs have hastily entered a promising market without
totally considering the situation.

There is a story about two Russian businessmen that argue for
days over the sale of a truck load of oranges.  After several
near fist fights and much fiery debate, they finally agree to a
price.  A contract is signed amidst many toasts, a large meal,
and friendly chatter that lasts far into the night.  The next
morning the one Russian awakes and goes in search of a truckload
of oranges while the other goes to search for the cash.

This story illustrates the Russian tradition that a contract only
represents an initialization of a possible future business
transaction; whereas the Western culture assumes a contract
represents a solid commitment to actually deliver.  A lack of
understanding and appreciation of such cultural differences often
leads to disappointments and failed business deals.

Although many Russians may be relatively inexperienced in terms
of business skills, they are often very skilled at negotiating
agreements.  According to Lewis (1995, p. 92):  "They negotiate
as they play chess and plan several moves ahead-opponents are
advised to consider carefully the consequences of each move."
Often, Russians may enter negotiations with an outrageous initial
position or criticism to test the character of their opponent
(Richmond 1992, p. 143).  To the frustration of the latter,
issues may be approached in a round-about, rather than a direct
manner.

Despite the obstacles, healthy doses of friendship, networking,
plus doing your homework regarding Russian business practices are
ingredients for a successful American-Russian business venture. 
Such ventures are not for the timid.  But for those brave enough
to try, and patient enough to work years to build the needed
trust and friendship, the result can be very rewarding.

               ENTERPRISE AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
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Both Russian entrepreneurs and American businesses can benefit
from an economic assistance program that is designed to bridge
the cultural differences and build commercial bridges.  While
nurturing new and existing Russian enterprises, American
interests would profit from the increased trade and investment
opportunities that result from such a program.  Russians now have
the need and want, but lack the means to acquire our products. 
By helping free enterprise succeed in Russia, we would be
creating new buyers, suppliers and distributors for American
firms 

Accordingly, the U. S. Agency for International Development
(USAID) has placed a high priority on providing economic
assistance.  Of particular interest is the promotion of small and
medium-sized enterprises (SME's) in Russia, which have the 
potential to generate much of the economic growth and create new
jobs.  It is here, at the grass roots level, that management and
technical assistance may be more effective and have a more
immediate impact (Business Watch 1995).

Citizens Democracy Corps (CDC)

The CDC is one of a number of developmental programs that is
designed to aid Russian firms and facilitate trade and investment
opportunities for American interests.  CDC is an American, non-
profit organization, founded in 1990, whose purpose is to promote
the development of a free enterprise system in Russia and former
Eastern bloc countries.  Funding is provided by the American
business sector, in-kind donations of individual business
volunteers and expenses paid by participating client
organizations (Russia Business Watch 1995).

Volunteer American business people and specialists are matched
with Russian SME's and business support organizations (e.g.,
Russian business schools, government developmental agencies) that
have requested assistance.  Participating client organizations
are screened by an in-country staff regarding their needs,
openness of management, potential for success and willingness and
capability to make recommended changes.

Management and technical assistance is tailored to the needs of
each Russian enterprise.  This may involve assistance in
specialized areas, such as accounting, production or management. 
Given the newness of the concept of marketing, assistance in
developing domestic and international marketing strategies
represents one of the largest areas of activity (CDC Russia 1996).

Long after the assignment has been completed advisors may
continue to aid the Russian client organization by seeking out
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financial sources and potential customers and suppliers; thereby
creating new commercial links with firms in the U.S. (This is
what the authors are currently attempting to do.) By building on
the personal commitment of volunteers and the partnership with
other business development programs (e.g., Deloine Touche, Center
for Citizens Initiative, the Morozov Project, the Peace Corps),
CDC is able to leverage these resources and skills into tangible
results that benefits both the Russian client and the region, as
well as the interests of American firms (CDC Russia 1996).

                              RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations are offered for those that would consult or do
business with business enterprises in Russia.  The following
recommendations are based on the concepts discussed within this
paper plus our recent consulting experiences with the Citizens
Democracy Corps (CDC) in the former Soviet Union: 

1.   Be aware that many of the new Russian entrepreneurs are
     former Communists who have used their connections to obtain
     important licenses and other advantages.  Who you know
     is still very important in Russia.

2.   Many new Russian business ventures lack focus and seem to be
     doing a multitude of unrelated activities.  Our concept of
     'sticking to your netting' is not widely accepted in Russia. 
     Be prepared for -highly unusual combinations of business
     activities.

3.   The customer-orientation is a new concept in Russia and rubs
     against the grain of 70 years of the communist philosophy of
     the worker state.

4.   Be prepared to encounter Mafia-like activities.  In many
     areas the regular police are so short of funds, people, and
     know-how that they are overwhelmed.  Into this vacuum you
     will find a variety of legitimate and illegitimate groups
     receiving cash in return for protection.  Many elements of
     today's Russia resemble the U.S. in the 1930's.

5.   Contracts in Russia do not mean the same as contracts in
     America.  The courts are not an effective agency for
     enforcement of contracts or even the determination of
     ownership of property.  People have to develop trust and
     this takes time and much patience.
     
6.   Demand for American products is very strong.  Travel, CNN,
     TBS have taught Russians that Americans have many things
     Russians now desire.  Because this demand is so strong, many
     of the above mentioned obstacles are worth overcoming.
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7.   Thoroughly prepare in advance for any meeting with Russians. 
     Be prepared for tough negotiations and long periods of just
     sitting.  Russians are very patient and will take advantage
     of our willingness to compromise and our strong desire to
     reach agreement quickly.

8.   Try to get to know Russians in their homes.  Be prepared for
     elaborate meals, toasts and lavish gifts, especially given
     their dire financial straights.

9.   Find out how various U.S. government agencies and financial
     institutions can assist.  Often risks that seem too great
     can be mitigated by the U.S. government's desire to promote
     commerce with Russia.

10.  Develop good relationships with one or more Russian
     universities, especially those with new business schools or
     academies.  They can provide valuable contacts with 
     estabished Russian business firms and information on how to
     overcome many barriers to successful joint projects.

                                  SUMMARY

As Russia makes the transition from a command to a market-based
economy, the resulting changes represent both opportunities and
concerns for those that would invest and do business and provide
management assistance to enterprises in Russia.  If consulting is
to be effective and successful commercial bridges are to be
established, an understanding of the changing business situation
and cultural differences is a necessity.  This paper has
attempted to focus on a number of related issues and to provide
the reader with a set of recommendations.

For American business leaders brave enough to accept the
challenges, fortunes will be made.  American business professors
and volunteers from the business community are currently making a
profound impact in Russia; working with international assistance
programs, such as the Citizens Democracy Corps.  Russian people
need our expertise more than they need our charity.

While it is better to teach a man to fish than to give a man a
fish, it is even more nobel to teach a man or woman how to start
a fishing business.  If done well, the new business will feed
many families, provide tax revenue that will build schools,
roads, hospitals, and governmental agencies needed to support
other economic and social development in Russia.  And by helping
free enterprise succeed in Russia, we are also helping ourselves
by creating potential new buyers, distributors and suppliers for
our products and firms.
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            NEW BUSINESS STARTUPS:  ONE POSSIBLE GLOBAL SOLUTION

                      FOR AREAS OF HIGH UNEMPLOYMENT

                          Kenneth R. Van Voorhis
                        University of South Florida

                                 ABSTRACT

This paper describes a prototype new business startup program,
the implementation of which began in Sweden in September 1996. 
If the first venture is successful, assurance for funding of
other startups has already been secured from the Swedish
government.  Moreover, it appears that the model may be quite
appropriate for startups in other areas of high unemployment.  No
empirical data from the program, which will ultimately encompass
a number of implementation sites and entities, are available yet. 
However, because the process of launching the effort has been a
very intricate experience, it appears worthwhile to report on it
so others may benefit from learnings to date if they desire to
undertake similar projects.  The author also looks forward to
insights of other SBIDA members who may be engaged in supporting
new business projects as well as comments from other colleagues
regarding the approach for the pilot program.  Thus, the current
project is offered as the basis for conducting a workshop that
may assist in the development of other similar programs either in
the US or abroad.

                                BACKGROUND

In Sweden, as in other countries across Europe--indeed, around
the globe--unemployment has recently been and continues at levels
considered excessive by many.  The simple concept of paying
unemployed people to learn to be productive, rather than
continuing a "dole" because of unfortunate circumstances, is
almost universally appealing.  However, the practical matters of
accomplishing the desired result are considerably more complex
when the specific details of what competencies to build, how to
launch a new venture, how to assure successful growth, etc. are
considered.  The author and his Swedish colleagues have been
quite pleased with the initial learning progress of the startup
team members.  The company has a promising product idea  
(a stainless steel commercial trash compactor, designed and
currently being produced in small quantity by a U.S.
entrepreneur) which has been confirmed by market research before
the startup and through continuing marketing efforts of the team
since startup.

The idea, of course, is that once up and running, this and other
new enterprises not only will provide continuing employment for
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the participants of the program, but additionally, will
contribute to the growth of the economy including more employment
for others not initially involved in the funded educational
program.  The concept is even more appealing when part of the
focus includes equipping the team members of the new companies to
offer their products successfully to export markets, as well as
to domestic clients, in order to obtain a multiplier benefit from
the funds expended by a given country's government to get the
process going.

                      OVERVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

The participants in this program will primarily be ones who have
lost their prior employment with organizations because of
downsizings, closures, and other modifications of organizations
in the economy.  In a ratio of approximately twenty-to-one,
people with little or no experience at being "their own boss" or
having ownership of any enterprise, will be combined with a
candidate to be a new company president who indeed has
demonstrated previous success in business management.  In the
initial startup project, for example, the new president of the
prototype company has been a regional divisional manager, with
significant prior marketing and sales experience, in one of
Sweden's large well-known global firms.  During the educational
processes, the other twenty new business members are divided into
four teams of five each who then work together throughout the
training.

A cross-functional training strategy is employed, with the teams
being exposed to different areas of business during the startup
phase of the educational program.  This approach will give each
student a possibility of rotating through all working stations of
the company.  Moreover, theory and practical training will be
reinforced in parallel.  Depending on the nature of each specific
enterprise as future companies are started, different knowledge,
skill, and experience combinations are likely to be required for
specific functions.  It is proposed, however, that a number of
"core competencies" will contribute to success across various
types of businesses.  All participants will be exposed to key
aspects of management, marketing, sales, purchasing, product
assembly, and administrative aspects of beginning and growing a
new venture.

During the educational program, the four separate working teams
in each company will be simulated by "friendly competition."
Based on success in learning and applying theoretical knowledge
in real market settings, teams in the first company are now
earning points toward recognition rewards.  All positions and
functions will be valued, and it has already been reaffirmed that
the selling skills can be appreciated much differently with a
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revised emphasis on solving customer problems and helping clients
get the results they want through buying the startup company's
products and expertise.  The attitudes as well as the knowledge
and skills required to be successful in distant markets,
especially the U.S., are being reinforced, with the on-site and
telephone linkage of the consultants in this country.  Between
concentrated training sessions taught by the U.S. consultants, a
series of field LAGs (Learner Activity Guides) is helping
participants to use and increase their knowledge.

                        SOME EARLY CURRICULUM PLANS

In the specific environment in which the prototype project is
being implemented, it is perceived that many prospective
unemployed participants have experienced manufacturing processes. 
A few have enjoyed a limited combination of administrative
duties, or purchasing, or selling, or some other specific
functions.  Virtually none have been exposed to the more complete
array of business disciplines required to operate a successful
new enterprise.  Additionally, selected participants have had
either an academic or a practical experience with particular
aspects of business, but not both.  In fact, it is worth noting
that in Sweden, continuing eligibility for receipt of
unemployment compensation is contingent upon periodic training to
upgrade skills.  In that regard, this educational program is one
of many options that each participant has available to consider. 
However, more than 200 applications were reviewed in filling the
20 positions in this enterprise.  A waiting list already assures
a continuing good supply of candidates, assuming that this
venture is successful.

Accordingly, the curriculum emphasizes a balanced combination of
theoretical knowledge and practical skills training--plus real
world application experience.  The prototype group will receive a
total of six to seven months of education before the new business
is launched with a significant degree of independence from the
consultants, while the president naturally brings a much greater
prior education.  Because the Swedish situation selected for the
prototype program correctly anticipated a low prior exposure to
marketing and sales--areas which are crucial to the successful
startup--the education process has begun with the basics of
understanding how any enterprise exists to satisfy customer needs
and exploration of doing market research to assess potential
customers.  Classroom training in basic market research was
immediately followed by applied investigative efforts in the
field, with more follow up training in effective selling
processes scheduled as actual field sales calls progress.

At each stage of development, team members are expected to
achieve a satisfactory level of performance in demonstrating the
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application of their knowledge and skills.  For example,
following the early topics of marketing and sales training, such
results as numbers of sales meetings booked, customer
visitations, and actual closed deals are being evaluated.  As
might be expected, a high level of continuing interest and
motivation is also an important part of the appraisal and
coaching process.  So far, only one person of the original twenty
team members has dropped out and was immediately replaced with
one of the waiting-list alternates.

As noted earlier, "LAGS" or Learner's Activity Guides that
provide frameworks for practice are being used in field follow up
periods between introduction of selected skills and building upon
them in subsequent classroom sessions.  The role of the president
of the new company along with the consultants involves coaching
both one-on-one and teams to help achieve higher levels of
success.

                      PRELIMINARY CURRICULUM SCHEDULE

The initial plan and schedule may be changed as progress is
assessed, but the anticipated program of about 30 weeks will be
along the following lines:

1.   Startup Period (7 weeks)

     Participants are assembled into teams, learn rudimentary
     business aspects of management, marketing, and sales. 
     Applications are focused on doing market research and
     assessing potential customers as well as doing telemarketing
     and conducting field sales calls.  Early evaluation is based
     primarily on success in planning and carrying out customer
     contacts.  Clear understanding of what the new company has
     to offer and how it is able to benefit clients is crucial.

2.   Sales Training/Local Market (7 weeks)

     During this period team members learn theoretical basics of
     market territory development, telemarketing, and account
     management.  This knowledge is used to book sales meetings,
     make field visits, develop various stages of buying/selling
     relationships, and close some deals.  Within period 2, it
     not already evident from period 1, successful participants
     will be advanced to study other functions. (Note: since
     sales capability appears to be a critical factor for success
     in the pilot project setting, this is used as the main
     discriminating factor early in the program.)

3.   Assembling and Following Up (3 weeks)
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     During this period the team members will learn the theory
     and reinforce prior experience regarding how to create an
     effectively functioning assembly line for simple
     manufacturing.  They will also learn how to assemble the
     specific product(s) offered by their company and will
     experience the work of producing with a high level of
     quality.  Evaluation of success will be based on assembly of
     a satisfactory number of finished products as well as
     continuous improvement of quality.

4.   Sales Training/Distant Markets (10 weeks)

     Again noting that a primary distinguishing factor in
     entrepreneurial success (as well as the funding government
     agency's goal of creating more exports) is building and
     satisfying new markets, this period provides education
     regarding what is required to move from the familiar to
     unknown territory.  As in the local markets addressed in
     period 2, participants also book sales meetings and follow
     through, adapting the telemarketing and sales process skills
     used previously.  Also, it will become increasingly clear
     that creating customer satisfaction requires a unified
     systems effort from all parts of the organization,
     reinforcing skills and experience from period 3.
     
5.   Administration (3 weeks)

     Up to this point, the president and very limited support,
     mostly from temporary staff, have been providing
     administrative functions.  Now the team members themselves
     receive theoretical knowledge and practice in several
     fields, such as accounting, inventory management, etc. using
     computers.  Participants learn to design simple MIS
     functions and set up various systems to store needed
     information in computers.
     
                       LOGISTICS AND IMPLEMENTATION

In order to keep costs down while maintaining effective learning,
the responsibilities for facilitating the whole process will be
continually assessed and fine-tuned.  In the prototype model,
four levels of leaching and coaching are being used.  First,
since the primary "selling model" seen as being important to
success is taken from the U.S. image of entrepreneurship, the
consultants from that country have come over to teach crucial
weeks and will reinforce others by telephone coaching.  A second
consulting group, European based, is now supplementing with key
insights regarding more regional differences in market
expectations and organization culture development.  Much of the
actual contact time with participants in the classroom setting
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will be handled by a local Swedish educational/training company,
supported by leaching materials provided by the two above-noted
groups of consultants.

Blocks of learning time include carefully spaced classroom
learning and interspersed field experiences.  Aided by outside
coaches, team members are also encouraged and expected to support
each other.  As noted previously, rewards based on team and
individual performance levels in friendly competition will be
used to reinforce learning success.  This requires that clear
expectations be established regarding each new phase of training
and that constructive performance feedback is given throughout
the learning process.  Local coaches aided via telephone links
with the U. S. and European consultants will hopefully enable
participants to reach their highest potential on a rapidly
accelerating "learning curve," in order to accomplish the desired
outcome of having a successfully functioning new enterprise in
approximately six to seven months.

                         EVALUATION AND REFINEMENT

As each new company is established and the training is conducted,
successes and difficulties will be carefully monitored.  Based on
commonalities found in the processes, a set of competencies seen
to be most helpful in new company startups will be identified,
along with effective means of teaching and evaluating the
learning.  Measures of productivity and fulfillment of members of
the startup companies will provide guidelines for faster and more
effective future startups.

At a later time, analysis of empirical data on the indicated core
competencies will be forthcoming.  However, it is already
confirmed that helping to change socialized attitudes among new
team members who appear to have the right aptitudes and learning
capabilities is a large requirement for early success.  The
consultants look forward to tracking this prototype enterprise as
it progresses and to using knowledge gained in the initial model
to make improvements for future ventures.  The second startup is
currently envisioned just ahead of the date of the 21st Annual
SBIDA conference.  If this occurs, the workshop can benefit from
two examples of new business startups in this program.
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              THE 'WHY' OF SMALL BUSINESS BANKRUPTCY

                        Don B. Bradley III
                  University of Central Arkansas

                             ABSTRACT

The research conducted for this paper dealt with the many changing fact
ors
causing small business failure and bankruptcy.  The complexity of ownin
g
and managing a business in today's highly charged environment is litera
lly
overwhelming many small businesses.  After reviewing all the questions
asked in this research, it became evident that to be successful in toda
y's
business world you have to be multi-skilled, willing to accept change,
motivational, technologically adept, and adaptable to globalization.

Many of the respondents to this survey seemed to be overwhelmed with th
e
pace of today's business world.  There didn't seem to be any time to re
lax
and the business seemed to consume all aspects of their life.  It was v
ery
evident that the businesses that failed were unable to cope with foreig
n
competition or international trade.  The majority that answered this su
rvey
had not even engaged in international trade.  Failure to adapt to this 
fast
changing environment of globalization seemed to be a source of stress t
o
small business owners.

Inability to obtain skilled and unskilled help is a growing factor as a
cause for small business failure.  Finding and keeping qualified employ
ees
was listed as the second highest, most serious problem.  The most serio
us
problem listed was government regulations that have forced many small
businesses out-of-business.  Litigation and inability to respond to mar
ket
change were strong third and fourth responses.  As can be seen by this
list, the new small business owner is faced with multiple challenges fr
om a
number of different sources and is constantly being bombarded by not on
ly
the pace of change, but the change of society in general.  The key to
success seems to be the ability to adjust to this fast Paced environmen
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t
and still be able to relax and leave the small business problems with t
he
business.

                           INTRODUCTION

In today's world, even the small companies are becoming more and more
complex.  The old rules of running a business no longer seem to be as c
lear
cut and the new rules are more complex than any small business person c
ould
have imagined.  This paper tries to analyze some of this complexity and
take 8 look at some of the reasons for business failure in the mid-
nineties.  In the past, energy and resolve almost always led to success
,
but in today's world more brawn than brains will not lead to a very
successful ending in most businesses

A sign should be hung out on every new business today that reads, "ther
e
are no simple businesses anymore." (Welles) Not only are we dealing wit
h a
proliferation of hazards, but we also are dealing with an expanding
universe of detail.  Accompanying this is globalization and the problem
s
that it brings that heretofore did not have to be faced by most small
businesses.  There are a host of reasons for these changes, but probabl
y
one of the biggest is the ever increasing intensity of competition at a
ll
levels of business.  Small businesses have just not been singled out in
this new business environment.

Technology is also playing a major role in the winds of change.  The Wa
ll
Street Journal reported the following statement in one of its articles,
"Still, some older business owners continue to resist computerization,
fearing it will erode their companies' traditions." (Mehta 1994) Some s
mall
business owners are finding that even technology is playing a part in
getting a loan.  "The nation's banks have discovered a revolutionary ne
w
way to approve small business loans: Play down human judgment and let
computers make most of the decisions." Mansell) This new approach promi
ses
to cut the number of bad loans sharply, but more importantly to banks, 
it
will save time and make small business lending more profitable.  Anothe
r
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lagging problem is the area of exporting.  Where the U.S. Department of
Commerce states "the small business 'export gap" exists because small
businesses have developed common misconceptions about exporting which
prevent them from investigating the possibility of expanding overseas.'
(Adams-Smith)

                              SURVEY

Three hundred bankruptcy petitions were selected at random from federal
courts in Arkansas, Missouri and Texas.  From this list, 300 surveys we
re
mailed with a usable response of 147.  To achieve this response rate, s
ome
of the 300 possible respondents had to be contacted multiple times.  Th
e
respondents were selected from those businesses declaring bankruptcy in
 1995.  Each survey form was coded so that the researcher would know wh
o had
returned their survey.  This coding was done blindly, without the knowl
edge
of the recipient, but was not used to identify any questionnaire as to 
who
answered what question.

                         SURVEY ANALYSIS

Was the complexity of your business a major cause of failure?

                      Raw Score        Percentage

Very High               79                54
High                    35                24
No Cause                 8                 5
Low                     10                 7 
Very Low                 4                 3
Do not know             11                 7
                       147               100

Seventy-eight percent of the respondents indicated "very high" or "high
" as
a major cause of failure of their business.  Complexity of everyday
business is increasing.  A myriad of different types of problems has no
t
only confused the average business owner, but has increasingly led to t
heir
failure, Many small business owners have been unable to cope with the
complexity of today's business world.  "Most business failures result f
rom
poor management rather than economic conditions or other factors." (Har
ris)
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The questions that will follow will give an indication of some of these
problems facing today's small business owner and entrepreneur.

Did competition intensify as your business matured?

                          Raw Score           Percentage
Increased Greatly           92                    63
Increased                   20                    14
Level                       21                    14
Decreased                   14                     9
Decreased Greatly            0                     0
                           147                   100

Competition intensity was a ever increasing factor in the failure of th
e
responding small businesses.  Seventy-seven percent indicated that
"increased greatly" or "increased" was the level of intense competition
that their business received as it matured.  Competitive forces thus
becomes a factor in small business failure, especially in such industri
es
as restaurants and small specialty shops.  Service businesses did not s
eem
to be as affected.  A cause and effect problem became apparent that in 
many
of the fastest growing areas small businesses were affected by intense
competition because the area grew in population and attracted larger
businesses.

Was foreign competition a factor in your business failing?

                           Raw Score       Percentage

Very Large Factor             35              24
Large Factor                  70              47
No Factor                     32              22
Small Factor                  10               7
Very Small Factor              0               0
                             147             100

Foreign competition was rated as a "very large factor" or "large factor
" in
the majority of the responding small businesses.  Seventy-one percent o
f
those responding indicated that foreign competition was a major factor 
in
their business failure.  According to the respondents, the exact form o
f
foreign competition took on many meanings.  For some, it was direct
competition.  For others it was having to compete against foreign goods
 and
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services, foreign investment, or foreign labor.  The researcher got the
impression from some of the respondents that globalization was being us
ed
as a scapegoat to cover up poor management practices.

Was government rule changes a factor in your business failing?

                        Raw Score      Percentage

Very High Factor           52             35
High Factor                47             32
No Factor                  13              9
Low Factor                 30             20
Very Low Factor             5              4
                          147            100

Compared to the previously asked questions, there was a much lower
percentage of "very high" or "high" responses, with 67 percent of the
respondents indicating this factor.  Thirty-three percent of the
respondents indicated either "no problem" or "low" or "very low." The
researcher is confused about the overall answers to this question becau
se
for years it seems like the "battle cry" of small business has been to 
"get
the government off my back" and "let me run my own business." For many 
of
those that responded to this question, it seemed to be a major factor i
n
their failure.

Did litigation play a part in your business failure?

                        Raw Score      Percentage

Very High                  12              8
High                       61             41
None                       28             19
Low                        39             27
Very Low                    7              5
                          147            100

Litigation has become an ever increasing problem for small business,
whether that business be sound or in trouble.  Forty-nine percent of th
e
respondents to this question indicated "very high" or "high" as a litig
ious
factor.  This was an area of the survey that either the small business
seemed to have major problems in, or basically no or very little proble
m. 
The manufacturing sector seemed to have much more problems than the ret
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ail
or service sector.  It was not only customers and suppliers that the sm
all
businesses had to be leery of, but many who were having this problem
indicated that lawsuits by their employees caused their business failur
e.

Was fast growth of your business a factor in your company's failure?

                       Raw Score  Percentage

Very High Factor           1          1
High Factor               33         22
None                       4          3
Low Factor                77         52
Very Low Factor           32         22
                         147        100

Fast growth did not seem to be a major factor in a company's failure.  
Only
23 percent indicated that this factor was "very high" or "high." Sevent
y-
four percent indicated this factor to be "low" to "very low." Part of t
he
answer to this question was the fact that many of the businesses
experienced very little growth, if any.  In fact, many of the responden
ts
indicated that they had wished that they had to put up with this factor
 in
dealing with their business.  Some of the respondents indicated that if
they would have had fast growth they could have sold the business, thus
avoiding bankruptcy and business failure.  "Of all the misunderstanding
s
that persist about entrepreneurial companies, none is more widespread t
han
the belief that the failure rate among fast-growth companies is
astronomically high." (Gendron)

Was technology and it's cost a factor in your business failing?

                       Raw Score       Percentage

Very High Factor           91             62
High Factor                36             24
No Factor                  14             10
Low Factor                  6              4
Very Low Factor             0              0
                          147            100

Technology and it's cost loomed as a major factor for business failure 
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with
86 percent of the respondents indicating "very high" to "high" as a fac
tor
for their business failure.  Many of the respondents were simply unable
 to
keep up with the new technologies, but more importantly, many stressed 
that
it wasn't the case of keeping up, but a case that they could not afford
 the
new technologies.  A number of the respondents indicated that they were
unable to persuade financial institutions to invest in the technology t
hat
they needed, thus the cost of technology helped force them out of busin
ess
because they could not afford to buy it.  Some even indicated that leas
ing
companies would not even consider them because they were too small.

Did  your company sell outside the United States?

                            Raw Score   Percentage

Very High Percentage            0           0
High Percentage                12           8
None                           83          56
Low Percentage                 32          22
Very Low Percentage            20          14
                              147         100

It became very evident that the large proportion of businesses that fai
l
either did "none" or a "very low" percentage of their business outside 
of
the United States.  The inability to adapt to the globalization of the
United States market became very pronounced as a reason for small busin
ess
failure.  When 56 percent of the responding businesses indicated that t
hey
did absolutely "no" business outside the United States, this represents
 a
strong indictment against many American small businesses' ability to ad
apt
to a world market.  The United States Export-import Bank is trying to
promote more global commerce by encouraging small businesses to partici
pate
in their program.  "This Washington-based agency, which finances and
promotes U.S. exports, said it is loosening collateral requirements for
 its
working-capital program.  Companies use this loan-guarantee program to
borrow money for building inventory and buying raw materials overseas. 
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To qualify, the exporters must put up collateral that meets the bank's
standards." (Mehta 1996)

Was there a decline in work ethics by your employees?

                          Raw Score   Percentage

Very High                    11            7
High                         74           50
None                         23           16
Low                          39           27
Very Low                      0            0
                            147          100

The majority of small business owners indicated that there was a declin
e in
work ethic by their employees.  This response was represented by 57 per
cent
of the respondents, indicating "very high" or "high." Sixteen percent
indicated that there was no decline in work ethic.  It is very evident 
that
work ethic is a problem and is becoming a bigger problem for small
businesses to deal with.  Part of the problem is the inability to find
adequate skilled workers, as well as properly motivated workers.  Many
small businesses indicated that their best workers were continually bei
ng
lured away by better paying medium to larger companies.

Were your employees loyal to the business?

                        Raw Score   Percentage

Very High                   4           3
High                       20          14
None                       57          38
Low                        40          27
Very Low                   62          18

It is very interesting that 38 percent of the respondents indicated tha
t
their employees had absolutely no loyalty to the small business.  This 
is
indicative of a major reason why the business failed.  Eighty-three per
cent
of the respondents indicated that their employees either had "no" loyal
ty
or "low" to "very low" loyalty.  Only 17 percent of the small businesse
s
indicated that their employees had a "very high" or "high" loyalty rati
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ng. 
Could it be that loyalty to an employer has ceased to be a strong point
 in
the success of small business?  The researcher must keep in mind that t
he
businesses being dealt with were businesses that went bankrupt and fail
ed.

As your business matured, did the pace of change accelerate

                        Raw Score   Percentage

Very Fast Pace            83            56
Fast Pace                 39            27
No Change                 12             8
Low Pace                  13             9
Very Low Pace              0             0
                         147           100

The winds of change definitely had an effect on the small businesses in
this survey.  Eighty-three percent indicated that the pace of accelerat
ed
change was a factor in the business failure.  Many owners indicated tha
t
the fast pace of small business today was much greater that they ever
anticipated when they started the business.  A number indicated that th
ey
just simply could not cope with this accelerated environment.  Inabilit
y to
adjust to change is becoming a bigger and bigger factor in the failure 
of
American small business.  The question thus becomes, "How do we train
owners and managers to adjust and cope with this fast paced environment
 in
which they must work?'

Did you feel that the business never leaves you when you go home at nig
ht?

                       Raw Score    Percentage

Very High Feeling         96            65
High Feeling              45            31
No feeling                 6             4
Low Feeling                0             0
Very Low Feeling           0             0
                         147           100

The inability of the small business owners to leave their business prob
lems
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at work was very evident in the response to this question.  Ninety-six
percent indicated that the business never left them when they went home
. 
This situation caused not only financial problems, but family and other
physical problems.  It is becoming increasingly evident that many Ameri
can
small business owners are unable to relax or to detach themselves from
their business problems after leaving the business to go home at night.
 
Many of the respondents indicated that the business and the problems wi
th
that business became their whole life, thus not only losing the busines
s,
but many times their friends and family as well.  Some even indicated t
hat
their whole life was destroyed by their inability to adjust to business
related problems.

Which of the following was your company's most serious problem?

                             Raw Score     Percentage

Government Regulations          49             33
Cash Flow                       12              8
Finding & Keeping
    Qualified Employees         31             21
Litigation                      27             18
Difficulty Obtaining
     Financing                   4              3
Foreign Competition              7              5
Inability To Respond
     To Market Changes          17              12
                               147             100

The top three responses to this question were 1) government relations, 
2)
finding and keeping qualified employees, and 3) litigation.  A distant
fourth was the inability to respond to market change.  The importance o
f
this question is magnified by the term "most serious" problem.  It is
evident that there is no one, most serious problem, but a myriad of
problems that face American small business today.  The complexity of do
ing
business today is truly represented, not only in this question, but in 
all
the questions in the survey.  Ability to adjust to this fast paced
environment and the ability to keep well-trained, motivated employees h
as
become more of a major problem than the financial end of small business
failure.  It was astonishing to the researcher that only 8 percent
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indicated that "cash flow" was the most serious problem facing their sm
all
business.

                            CONCLUSION

The nineties has brought a whole new set of challenges for the small
business owner.  This paper analyzed some of the factors and attitudes 
that
could cause small business failure.  Complexity of today's business wor
ld
caused a myriad of problems for the survey's respondents.  Seventy-eigh
t
percent of the respondents said that complexity was a "very high" or "h
igh"
factor in their business failure.  Competition intensity was another
factor.  Three-fourths of the businesses indicated that this was a prob
lem
that helped lead to their failure.  Some of the respondents even indica
ted
that this was a great surprise to them.

Foreign competition and the small businesses' lack of international sal
es
also was a factor.  Globalization definitely is becoming a bigger facto
r in
small business failure.  It became very evident during this survey that
 the
large proportion of businesses that failed either did "none" or a "very
low" percentage of their business outside of the United States.  Accord
ing
to the respondents, the exact form of foreign competition took on many
meanings.  For some, it was direct competition.  For others, it was hav
ing
to compete against foreign goods and services, foreign investment, or
foreign labor.

Fast growth did not seem to be a major factor, as only 23 percent indic
ated
that this factor was "very high" or "high." Technology and it's cost lo
omed
as a major factor for business failure, as eighty-six percent of the
respondents indicated "very high" to "high." Many of the respondents we
re
simply unable to keep up with the new technologies, but more importantl
y
many stressed that it wasn't the case of keeping up, but a case that th
ey
could not afford the new technologies.
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The majority of small business owners indicated that there was a declin
e in
work ethic by their employees.  This response was represented by 57 per
cent
of the respondents, indicated either "very high" or "high." It was also
very interesting that 38 percent of the respondents indicated that thei
r
employees had absolutely no loyalty to the small business.  Eighty-thre
e
percent of the respondents indicated that their employees either had "n
o"
loyalty or "low' to "very low" loyalty.

Eighty-three percent of the respondents indicated that the pace of
accelerated change was a factor in the business failure.  Many owners
indicated that the fast pace of small business today was much greater t
han
they ever anticipated when they started the business.  The inability of
small business owners to leave their business problems at work was very
evident because ninety-six percent of the respondents indicated this as
 a
"very high" or "high" cause of failure.

The top three responses which were indicated as a company's most seriou
s
problem were government relations, finding and keeping qualified employ
ees
and litigation.  A distant fourth was the inability to respond to marke
t
change.  The importance of this fact is magnified by the term "most
serious' problem.  It is evident that there is no one, most serious
problem, but a myriad of problems that face American small business tod
ay.
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          A COMPARISON OF SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED FIRMS'

              PUBLIC POLICY ACTIVITIES: WHAT HELPS?

                 Ronald G. Cook, Rider University
                  Dale R. Fox, Rider University

                             ABSTRACT

This study examined the public policy interactions over time
between small and medium-sized firms and government.  Hypotheses
related to firm size, frequency of activity, and influence
methods used were developed and tested.  Small and medium-sized
firms had different patterns of public policy involvement.
Medium-sized firms reported more success than small firms in
influencing the public policy process.  Frequency was also
important as less active firms had more success than the more
active ones.  The stance of the firm and the specific methods
utilized did not influence outcome.

                           INTRODUCTION

Government's ability to enhance or inhibit business has long 
been established (Marcus, Kaufman, & Beam, 1987; Buchholtz, 1988;
Preston, 1990). leading many businesses to try to influence the
public policy process (Wood, 1986).  This was not always the case
as initially, government's role in the economy was relatively
small (compared to business's  and indeed, some argued that "the
business of America was business" (Darman & Lynn, 1980:  39). 
Government was not generally involved with issues perceived by
business as clearly belonging in the realm of managerial autonomy
(Marcus, Kaufman and Beam, 1987).  The political agenda was so
much smaller that "two of the most important studies of business
and the political process written prior to 1965 ... dealt with
the same issue, namely, trade policy" (Vogel, 1996: 149).  As a
result, the business community was fairly complacent in terms of
political activity (Yoffie, 1987; Cook & Barry, 1993).

However, with the subsequent growth of government's role in many
issues (Vogel, 1996), the business community has expanded its
influence in the legislative process (Levitan & Cooper, 1984;
Yoffie,1987).  Nevertheless, this influence has not spread
equally throughout all business sectors, as firms need both "the
will and the ability to engage in political strategies"
(Rehbein & Schuler, 1995:  407).

Despite a mistrust of government and an unfamiliarity with the
public policy process (Cook & Barry, 1993), smaller firms began
making political involvement more of a priority, in part because
many laws and regulations. apply equally to all companies. 
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Further, whereas government's influence over business has grown,
the political arena has also become increasingly more complex,
as other groups have mobilized (Vogel, 1996). This proliferation
of players affects the influence strategies of businesses and,
therefore, makes the dynamics even more interesting
(Yoffie, 1987; Vogel, 1991).

Researchers have noted that while government's overall affect on
an individual small firm may be relatively small, collectively,
it is not (Thompson, Wartick, & Smith, 1991); particularly most
prevalent form of business organization in society today (Cook &
Barry, 1995). For example, over 95 percent of firms in the US
employ fewer than 100 people and collectively, this group employs
almost 54 percent of the workforce (Executive Office of the
President 1995).

Notwithstanding the fact that smaller firms represent a large
segment of the economy and are affected by government, the 
political activities of these companies are relatively unknown
(Thompson, et al., 1991) in part due to the relative recent
salience of the small firm political environment (Yoffie, 1987),
a lack of information about smaller firms, and a more traditional
research focus on larger corporations (Cook & Barry, 1995). 
However, this is changing.  For example, researchers have focused
on the willingness of firms to become involved in public policy
(Rehbein & Schuler, 1995; Cook & Barry, 1993), what factors are
necessary for successful influence attempts (Cook & Barry, 1995,
Lenway & Rehbein, 1991), and what tactics smaller firms commonly
use (Cook, 1996).  Given these and other efforts, we formulated
hypotheses based on small firms' success in the public policy
process based on size, experience, frequency, and the choice of
involvement methods.

Until now, we have used the term "smaller firm" as if it were a
commonly accepted phrase.  It is not (Cook & Barry, 1995), thus
requiring a more detailed explanation of the size distinctions. 
Smaller firms are companies with less than 500 employees and are
further segmented into medium-sized firms, which employ from
100-499 people and small firms, which have up to 100 employees
(Longenecker, Moore, & Petty, 1997).  In this study, we used number
of employees as the criterion and included both small and medium-
sized firms (hereafter called SMFs).  In the subsequent sections,
we discuss the hypotheses, methodology, and findings using these
two classifications.

                            HYPOTHESES

Firm Size

Regardless of whether a firm can benefit from public policy
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(Wood, 1986; Keim & Zeithaml, 1986; Keim & Baysinger, 1988), or
whether public policy is more costly to a competitor than
themselves (Mitnick, 1981; Weidenbaum, 1979; Wood, 1986), firms
have strived to influence an important external environmental
force that can substantially help or hurt them.  Small and
medium-sized firms are not exempt from this effort (Cook & Barry,
1993), but there are distinct differences between SMFs and large
corporations in the ability to impact the public policy process. 
For example, large corporations have gained experience in
government affairs and elevated the status of corporate lobbyists
in the organization (Marcus, Kaufman, & Beam, 1987).  Many of
them invested in a Washington office and engaged a law or public
relations firm to pursue company interests with relevant
bureaucrats (Levitan & Cooper, 1984).

Influencing the public policy process requires resources, and
that is one way that SMFs differ from larger corporations. 
Resource-intensive political strategies/tactics are generally not
within the realm of smaller firms (Cook, 1996, Lenway & Rehbein,
1991), as the needed slack resources (Yoffie, 1987; Keirri &
Baysinger, 1988) are not present.  Accordingly, Harris (1995)
noted that size was an important attribute when attempting to
influence government.  Specifically, he found that there was a
threshold size where solo political action becomes feasible. 
Obviously, this size can vary depending on the level of
government, the complexity of the issue, etc..  For many issues,
(especially federal ones) SMFs have to join forces and utilize
associations/chambers to pursue political activity (Knoke, 1990;
Lad, 1991).

Understandably, there is a difference in resources between a 20
employee firm and a 5000 employee corporation.  However, a fairly
substantial medium sized enterprise (e.g., 250 employees) can
also marshal substantially more resources than a 20 employee
firm.  If large corporations have a resource advantage in 
political activity, might that resource advantage also be present
when comparing small and medium-sized firms?  Specifically, we
were interested if firm size (and associate resource
availability) influenced how successful firms were, how active
firms were, and the methods that were chosen in public policy
interactions.

     H1a: Small firms (<100 employees) are less successful in the
          public policy process than medium-sized firms (100-499
          employees)

     H1b: Small firms (<100 employees) are less active in the public
          policy process than medium-sized firms (100-499 employees)

     H1c. Small firms (<100 employees) choose different methods of
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          public policy involvement than medium-sized firms (100-499
          employees)

Because of the size of small firms, the CEO is usually the only
person who conducts political activities for the company (Cook, 1996).
This can be a benefit as CEO involvement is often viewed
as a measure of a firm's seriousness and commitment issue
(Weinberg, 1988).  However, because political involvement is
time-intensive, SMF CEOs tend to be very mindful of an issue's
potential impact (Cook & Barry, 1993; Yoffie, 1987) before
committing to involvement.  Therefore, once a small firm becomes
politically involved, does the time commitment required overwhelm
it, resulting in diminished motivation for future public policy
involvement, when compared to medium-sized firms?

     H1d: Small firms'(<100 employees) motivation to become involved
          in the public policy process decreases more after their
          first interaction than does medium-sized firms' motivation
          (100-499 employees)

Activity Level

Activity level refers to the experience of the SMF's CEO in the
public policy process.  Rehbein and Schuler (1995) suggest that
political experience should increase the willingness and the
ability to pursue political strategies.  Similarly Cook and Barry
(1993) found that when SMF CEOs are experienced in the public
process, they gain more confidence in their abilities. 
Therefore, we postulate that active SMF firms will be more
successful:

     H2a: The more active SMFs are in the public policy process, the
          more successful they are.

We were also interested in the firm's stance (i.e. support or
opposition) regarding public policy issues and if that stance
might differ depending on the experience level of the CEO.  Based
on earlier research data and the lobbying experience of one of
the authors, SMF CEOs often spoke about opposing "tougher" issues
once they "got their feet wet." Accordingly, we tested the
following hypothesis:

     H2b: The more active SMFs are in the public policy process, the
          more likely they are to oppose issues.

Methods Chosen

Welsh and White (1981) noted that SMFs are not simply lesser
versions of larger corporations.  One of the public policy
differences between larger corporations and SMFs relates to the
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methods chosen.  Researchers have identifies influence methods
that larger corporations typically pursue as constituency
building, creating political action committees (PACs), advocacy
advertising, and coalition building (Keim & Zeithaml, 1986).
In contrast, while coalitions were mentioned by SMFs, often other
methods were sought by these companies, in part because they
could not commit the resources required to pursue large
corporations' choices (Cook, 1996).  Further, consistent with
theses resource limitations, SMFs generally believed it necessary
to join with other firms in order to influence government, as
increased size was equated with increased political clout.
In contrast, larger corporations often have the resources to operate
alone if they choose (Epstein, 1969). 

The aforementioned directly addresses efficacy.  If SMFs are to
become more capable in the public policy process, they would need
to know what methods, if any, are most effective.  Therefore, we
tested the efficacy of the methods utilized by SMFs:

     H3:  Methods chosen by SMFs influence if public policy
          interactions are successful.

However, a limitation to this query is the CEOs' difficulty in
identifying which methods worked, as they often tried multiple
methods simultaneously (Cool, 1996).  Further discussion of this
and other limitations is in the conclusion.

                             METHODS

Given the complexity of public policy involvement and the scant
work in this area, we developed a public policy questionnaire
that examined the public policy choices of small and medium-sized
firms, the outcomes of their interactions, and the frequency of
their involvement.  We then surveyed SMF CEOs.

Questionnaire Design

We interviewed SMF CEOs that were active in the public policy
process in order to understand their responses to government. 
Based on this data, we developed a questionnaire to explore SMFs'
initial and subsequent public policy interactions.  The
questionnaire was pretested with those same CEOs to ensure that
the questions were comprehensible and that response categories
were not inadvertently omitted.

The questionnaire was sent to two groups of SMF CEOs one from
Central New York (CNY) and one from New Jersey (NJ).  The CNY
group was a chamber of commerce's government relations committee,
and the NJ group consisted of firms that were active in public
policy through a statewide trade association.
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Response Rates and Non-Response Bias

The aforementioned participating organizations (the chamber of
commerce and trade association) were approached to solicit their
cooperation for this study, as SMFs often utilize trade
associations for their political activities (Knoke, 1990; Lad, 1991).
The firms received a cover letter, the survey, and a
statement of support from the president of the respective
sponsoring organizations.  One month later, a follow-up letter
another survey was sent to all but the known respondents (firms
had the option to identify and receive a copy of the results;
hence, those who chose to do so were not sent a second survey).

Overall, 375 firms received a questionnaire, resulting in 75
responses, for a response rate of 20 percent.  Thirteen
respondents were removed from the sample because they either had
over 500 employees or were no longer active in public policy,
leaving 62 usable responses.  When checking for response bias
(see below), a similar percentage of non-respondents were either
too large or no longer active in the public policy process. 
Given the population, this response rate was anticipated based on
earlier survey efforts and on the sponsoring organizations'
response rates for their internal surveys.  This response rate is
also consistent with other public policy surveys of smaller
firms, which ranged from less than 10 percent (Chrisman & Archer, 1984)
to just over 30 percent (Gomolka, 1978).

Non-response bias is a concern in survey research (Fowler, 1988),
particularly given the response rate.  We used two techniques to
check for non-response bias.  First, using wave analysis (Judge,
Griffiths, Hill, Lutkepol, & Lee, 1985), characteristics of the
initial respondents were compared against firms that responded
after follow-up activities.  Second, we contacted surveyed firms
by phone to identify if they were a non-respondent.  If they
were, we asked how long they had been involved in the public
policy process, how often they were involved, and the overall
outcomes of their interactions.  A random sample of 20 non-
respondent firms was obtained and t-tests were conducted to test
for dissimilarity between respondents and non-respondents.  No
differences were found between respondents and non-respondents
using either technique and, therefore, we concluded that the
respondents were representative of the sample.

                             FINDINGS

The mean size of the small firms in the sample, measured in
number of FTEs, was 32 employees (standard deviation of 26.6).
The mean size of the medium-sized firms was 191 employees
(standard deviation of 77.9).  Therefore, the medium-sized firms
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were approximately six times larger than the small firms.

Small vs. Medium-sized Hypotheses

H1a: Firms were asked the percentage of issues that were either
resolved satisfactorily to their position, unsatisfactorily to
their position, or were still unresolved.  Given these responses,
we tested whether there were differences in the reported success
or failure rates of small and medium-sized firms.

Hypothesis H1 a postulates that small firms are less successful
in the public policy process than medium-sized firms.  Using a 
t-test to compare the means of their success rates, we found that
medium-sized firms had a significantly better success rate than
small firms (p=.0075).  We then compared failure rates between
the two groups and also found significant differences (p=.0112). 
Because the percentages of unresolved issues for small firms and
medium-sized firms were similar (27% vs. 26%), the resolution of
these issues is not likely to after the success/failure mix. 
Further, since there was almost 20 percentage points difference
between both the two success means and the two failure means, the
resolution pattern would have to reverse for most unresolved
issues in order to alter these findings (and equalize the success
rate means).  Table 1 displays the findings of H1a.

Table 1 - Small and Medium-sized Firms' Success/Failure
Comparisons

          t-test- success:
          n       mean      std. dev   std. error
small     26      18.88     17.76      3.48
medium    30      36.30     27.35      4.99
          P=.0075

          t-test- failure:
          n       mean      std. dev  std. error
small     25      54.32     25.82     5.16
medium    29      35.48     26.59     4.93
          P=.0112

H1b: Firms were asked to list the frequency of their involvement
in the public policy process.  We grouped these answers into
three categories of low, medium and high involvement.  Low was
when a firm was involved three or fewer times a year.  Medium was
when a firm was involved 4-11 times/year, and high was 12 or more
times/year.  We were interested if a small firm would be less
likely than a medium-sized firm to be involved because political
activity is recognized as resource-intensive.  Hypothesis 1b
postulated that small firms would be less active in the public
policy process, when compared to medium-sized firms.  Using a
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Chi-square test, the level of frequency was compared to whether a
firm was a small or medium-sized company.  We found that size of
the company does matter when examining frequency of involvement
(p=.008 but not in the way we postulated.  It is the small, firms
that are more likely to a higher rate of involvement, not medium-
sized firms.  Table 2 displays the findings of H1b.

Table 2- Small and Medium-sized Firms' Frequency Comparisons

          chi-square- frequency:
         <4/yr     4-11/yr   >11/yr    total
small      3        13        11        27
medium    16         9         8        33

DF   Value     Prob.
2    9.592     .008

H1c: Firms were asked to choose the methods they used when
involved in the public policy process.  Choices were writing a
letter/fax, personal contact with government officials (meetings,
phone conversations testimony), participation with other firms
(associations, chambers, coalitions), publicity strategies (press
conferences, interviews, advocacy advertising), hiring a
specialist/consultant, or other (an open-ended response).  These
choices were refined from the SMF CEO responses during the
questionnaire development.  There were no open-ended responses
and, therefore, no testing on this option.  Firms could choose
multiple responses.

Hypothesis H1c postulated that there were differences in the
methods used by small and medium-sized firms.  Using a Chi-square
test, each of the aforementioned methods were compared against
whether the company was a small or medium-sized firm.  The only
method showing a significant usage difference between small and
medium-sized firms was participation with other firms (p=.02).
Small firms were significantly more likely than medium-sized
firms to join with other firms to influence the public policy
process.  With all other methods, the null hypothesis (size does
not influence method choice) was not rejected.  Specifically,
personal contact had a p=.172, publicity had a p=.893, whereas
hiring a consultant/specialist and writing a letter/fax had
insufficient cell counts.

H1d: We also asked executives to compare their current
involvement in the public policy process to their first public
policy interaction.  Specifically we were interested if they were
more motivated, less motivated, or equally motivated now compared
to their initial interaction.  We postulated that the resource-
intensive nature of political activity would impact a small firm
more, making it less motivated to pursue additional public policy
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activities.

Using a Chi-square test, we compared small firm responses to
medium-sized firm responses regarding the motivation question. 
The findings showed that size had no influence on motivational
level (the null hypothesis was not rejected- p=.88).

Activity Level Hypotheses

H2a:  One of the questions asked was the frequency of involvement
in the public policy process (see H1b).  We were interested in
learning if experience in the public policy process gave firms
more confidence/skill and, therefore, the firms would be more
successful.  For this hypothesis, we combined the frequency level
into two groups so the means could be tested. The two levels of
frequency were three or fewer times/year and four or more
times/year.  We then compared these two groups' success rates.

When comparing their success rate means, we found that firms with
a lower frequency of involvement had a significantly better
success rate than firms with a high frequency of involvement
(p=.0421).  We then compared failure rates between the two groups
and found similar results: (firms with a higher frequency of
involvement failed more often than firms with a low frequency of
involvement (p=.0288). As in H1a, the percentages of unresolved
issue for the two groups of firms were similar (29% vs. 26%),
although at a slightly higher level.  It is possible for the
resolution of these issues to after the success/failure mix, as
the differences in the success and failure means ranged from 14-
17 percent, respectively.  However, we would find that highly
unlikely because the resolution pattern would have to reverse
to overcome differences in the means.  Table 3 shows the
findings of H2a.

Table 3- Frequency vs.  Success/Failure Comparisons

        t-test- success:
frequency      n    mean      std.dev.  std.error
<4/yr.         18   37.94     31.73     7.48
>=4/yr         38   23.61     19.56     3.17
          P=.0421

        t-test- failure:
frequency      n    mean      std.dev.  std.error
<4/yr.         18   32.67     23.58     5.56
>=4/yr         36   49.97     28.04     4.67
          P=.0288

H2b: Continuing with the activity level, we were interested if
stance of the executive was influenced by experience.  Therefore,
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we compared the same frequency groups discussed in H2a with their
stance, i.e., support or opposition.  We postulated that more
active firms would be more likely to oppose issues (see earlier
discussion).  We found that frequency level had no influence on
stance (p=.884) and, therefore, we did not reject the null
hypothesis.

Methods Hypothesis

H3a: Under H1c, we examined if small firms chose different
methods than medium-sized firms.  Under H3a, we tested for
efficacy, i.e., what worked.  Specifically, we were interested if
the methods chosen by SMFs influence how successful these firms
might be.  As described under H1c, choices were writing a
letter/fax, personal contact with government officials,
participation with other firms, publicity strategies, hiring a
specialist/consultant, and/or other.  As mentioned no firms chose
other, and firms could select multiple responses.

We examined each method by comparing the success rates of firms
who used this choice versus firms who did not.  Writing a
letter/fax was the only method that had a significant  impact and
that impact was negative (p=.0012).  Firms who did not use this
method reported significantly higher success rates.  However,
this method was so prevalent that only four firms did not use it
and, therefore, the small number of non-users prevents confidence
in this finding.  All other measures failed to have an alpha of
.05 or less and, therefore did not reject the null hypothesis.
Responses ranged from personal contact  at p=.1890, joining a
coalition at p=.2924, and publicity at p=.8291.

                    DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The findings extend existing knowledge regarding SMFs public
policy interactions and provide further evidence of the
complexity of the public policy process.  First, size of firm
does matter in the reported success rate.  Previous research
consistently notes the resource-intensive nature of political
activities and that access to resources is important.  Size of
the firm is one measure of these resources and our findings
strongly indicate that this resource difference continues, even
when comparing small versus medium-sized firms (p<.01).

There could be numerous reasons for the above.  For example,
small firms could easily be distracted by more pressing internal
problems that would interfere with political activity, problems
that medium-sized firms could easily handle while maintaining
their focus on public policy.  Small firms might also choose
different issues with which to become involved, which could then
influence how successful they might be (specific issues were not
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listed on the questionnaire- some firms reported involvement in
over 100 issues).

Second, our next hypothesis examined public policy frequency
differences between small and medium-sized firms.  When one
considers the resources needed for political activity, then small
firms should not be as active in the public policy process as
medium-sized firms.  Our findings were just the opposite.  Size
does influence frequency, but it is the small firms that were
more active (p<.01).

Third, when comparing level of frequency with success rates, it
was found-that firms who were less active reported significantly
better success rates (see H2a).  This result, combined with the
aforementioned, suggests that fewer interactions and more
resources will produce greater success in the public policy
process.  Or, in other words, a targeted approach with a
substantial effort works.  Medium-sized firms were less likely to
be involved in the public process and were more successful
when they did decide to become involved, when compared to
small firms.

However, additional clarification is needed regarding frequency. 
Frequency could mean that firms were involved in many issues or
that firms had many interactions per issue.  Therefore, we
compared the average number of issues per year with which a firm
was involved to the frequency of involvement to determine if
frequency meant more issues or more activity on fewer issues.
We found that a high frequency rate meant that a firm was also
involved in more issues.  Hence, when medium-sized firms were
less active (see above), they were also dealing with fewer issues
and, therefore, apt to maintain their focus.

Whereas firm size does not impact the CEO's ongoing motivation to
become involved in the public policy process, it does make a
difference in the one of the methods used.  Small firms followed
a strength in numbers argument: they were more likely to
participate with other firms in the public policy process than
medium-sized companies (p<.05).  One possible explanation for this
could be the level of government.  In this research, firms did
not identify the specific level of government per interaction. 
Nevertheless, previous research suggested that state government
was the primary arena where many of these interactions transpired
(Cook & Barry, 105) and, in CEO interviews small firms indicated
that were the most capable of operating solo at a local
governmental level and would generally join with other firms at
the state or federal level.  In contrast, medium-sized firms
believed that their solo capability extended to some state issues.

However, even if one of the methods used is different, do methods
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influence firm success or failure in the public policy process? 
As the primary influence tool, the answer is no.  The only
significant finding regarding methods (writing a letter/fax) was
dismissed because too few firms did not use this method. 
Overall, we did not find any "silver bullet," a method that was
clearly a winner.  Even if we had, the type of issue and level of
government would have to be considered along with some measure of
how well each method was executed (e.g., personally contacting 
a legislator may actually hurt a firm if the legislator was insulted).

Another difficulty is that this study measured the perceptions of
the executives.  Not only are we relying on the executives'
memory, we are also measuring their opinion regarding
satisfaction with the outcome of an interaction.  Since public
policy interactions do not happen in a vacuum, a firm may have
had success without contributing in any meaningful way simply
because of other influence dynamics, dynamics the firm may not
even been aware of.

Therefore, within the limitations of this study, we have
demonstrated that firm size is an advantage, frequency of
activity matters, stance of the executive does not matter and,
over time, CEOs do not lose motivation to become involved. 
Clearly, this is a significant beginning.  However, the complex,
intertwined nature of public policy interactions suggests that
only by an in-depth analysis, issue by issue, can one truly
understand what occurs.  This poses a quandary is this type of
analysis does not lend itself to isolating specific variables
which could provide guidance to other SMFs wanting to become
involved in the public policy process.  Therefore, to begin to
address these concerns, we suggest research that:

     *    isolates the level of government in public policy
          interactions.
     *    isolates the type of issue in public policy interactions.
     *    examines other graphical areas.  Studies in states having a
          reputation for less government might generate different
          findings.
     *    assesses how well a SMF performs a particular method.

Study in these areas could facilitate a better understanding of
the complex public policy process and the influence dynamics of
SMFs.  Improving the ability of SMFs to influence government
should help strengthen these firms, which is a significant
consideration given the preponderance and importance of SMFs in
the US economy. 
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                             ABSTRACT

Discussions of the advantages and disadvantages of incorporation
and other legal forms are common in business school classes and
in textbooks.  These discussions are usually framed as if all
businesses are the same size.  Such discussions are misleading
for students who may become or who may advise small business
people.

The purpose of this article was to explore the thinking among
accountants and lawyers, important small business advisors,
regarding the advantages and disadvantages of incorporation from
the small business perspective.  The article clearly shows that
while most accountants and lawyers would give basically good
advice, some would give advice which could lead the small
business person to a wrong decision about incorporation as a
legal form of organization.

Colleges of business and those responsible for the continuing
education in these two professions should take steps to correct
this situation by including, in the discussion of legal forms of
organization, a discussion of the impact of size on decisions
regarding legal forms.

                           INTRODUCTION

Choosing the legal form of organization for small businesses is a
decision entrepreneurs and small business owners typically face
early in planning their enterprise.  The decision on legal form
of organization, involving as it does both legal/exposure and
accounting/taxation issues, is a decision which many
entrepreneurs are ill equipped to make. 

Accountants and lawyers are usually cited as two of the most
Important advisors entrepreneurs and small business owners have
to help them make the myriad of decisions they face when
developing their business.  According to Timmons (1994),
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"Accountants who are experienced as advisors to emerging
companies can provide, in addition to audits and taxation, other
valuable services." Timmons also emphasizes the importance of
lawyers in the "incorporation" decision.  A study completed by INC
showed that 45 percent of firms with sales under one million use an
attorney to get incorporated (Ketchum, 1982).

Bygrave (1994) emphasizes that, "Faced with all these choices,
the budding entrepreneur will want to compare these various forms
in terms of issues relevant to the needs of his business.  Both
the attorney and accountant for the business can be extremely
helpful at this juncture."

Similarly, Ibrahim (1993) Indicates that, "The legal form of
organization, be it sole proprietorship, partnership, or
corporation should be determined based on advice from your lawyer
and accountant." Stevenson(1994) says that "It is important to
have a full understanding of these differences before electing
the legal form.  The counsel of a competent attorney is usually
called for."  The effectiveness of advisory services of lawyers
and accountants depends on the competence of the deliverer.

Many of these same sources discuss the commonly accepted
advantages and disadvantages of various legal forms of
organization.  These discussions typically fail to include the
fact that the advantages and disadvantages discussed fall to
consider organization size.  Small businesses do not have the
same advantages and disadvantages as their larger counterparts.

Too, the discussion of small business advisors often assumes that
a legal or accounting degree and/or license conveys competence. 
Previous studies by the authors clearly indicates that competence
is not guaranteed by licensure.  There are good and bad
accountants and lawyers just as there are good and bad medical
doctors and college professors.  The issue of competence is an
important one.

Barcus and Wilkinson (1986) say, "Consulting competence is the
ability of a consultant (e.g., management advisory services
practitioner with an accounting background) to deliver specific
agreed upon consulting services.... The basic elements of
competence are: practice scope, consulting knowledge, and
deliverability of services to clients."

Clearly, the importance of competent advice, particularly legal
and accounting advice, in business startups and expansions
related to the legal form of the organization has been
recognized.  The purpose of this study, and the related series of
studies and papers, is to discover if and to what extent
entrepreneurs a small businesses can depend on accountants and
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lawyers for the advice they need.

                         WHY INCORPORATE?

When a business is incorporated the advantages cited by Weston
and Brigham (1993) include 

1)     Limited liability to original owners and new investors(owners)
 and
2)     Greater liquidity of investment in the form of stocks, bonds,
       and other negotiable instruments.

All stockholders became owners with limited liability since their
potential financial risk is limited to their investment in stock.
If a stockholder dies, the  corporation, as a separate entity,
continues to function due to unlimited life thus reducing risk of
dissolution to other owners.  All an owner has to do to liquidate
his/her investment is sell stock to other investors thereby
illustrating the benefit of ease of ownership transfer.

Growth potential of a corporation, according to Harti(1986), is
due to risk protection afforded new investors by these three
characteristics.  Consequently, the corporate form has the
reputation of providing greater access to money and capital
markets.

                 REALITIES OF SMALL CORPORATIONS

Many of the advantages listed for the corporate form in the
literature are actually a function of total asset size, a proven
performance history, and a history of investor recognition of the
firm as an acceptable risk investment opportunity.  The fact that
these firms tend to be corporations is not the reason for the
advantages.

Limited Liability

The assumption is that investors can lose no more than the amount
invested in stock.  However, in the case of small business
stockholders, this protection must frequently be sacrificed to
acquire external financing.  Financiers are looking for standby
assets for collateral as a secondary source of loan repayment
(Hempel, Coleman, & Simonson, 1994).  In the small corporation, 
business assets are typical inadequate and personal guarantees
are required (McNamara & Bromiley, October, 1993).

Lender concern over liquidation values of small business is well
Justified.  Only 40% of new firms survive more than six years
(Phillips & Kirchoff, May 1989).
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Unlimited Life

Legally, the characteristic of unlimited life applies to all size
corporate businesses but this does not provide a guarantee of
continuity for a business.  Typically, most stock in a very small
incorporated business is owned by the entrepreneur who chose this
form as an alternative to a proprietorship.  Successfully
preserving the assets and passing the business to heirs are more
functions of estate planning to deal with inheritance taxes than
choice of organization form.

Federal estate taxes force dissolution of many small businesses
because heirs cannot raise necessary cash without selling the
business or at least some of the assets (Ellentuck & Resnick,
January 1994).

Ease of Ownership Transfer

This claimed advantages of incorporation is based on the
assumption that stock certificates can be sold to other investors
at any time, thereby transferring ownership.  It is more
difficult to attract investors in small businesses which do not
offer the risk avoidance features of larger corporations and
where only 60% of firms even survive the first six years
(Phillips, Kirchoff, May 1989).

This study was designed to determine which of the two
professional groups -accountants or lawyers- are more
knowledgeable concerning these corporate limitations.  To provide
competent counseling as described by Baicus & Wilkinson,
consultants must be aware of unique differences applying only to
small corporations.

                            THE SAMPLE

A sequential probability sample of 210 accountants and 208
lawyers was drawn from the Louisiana Business Directory.  Each of
these groups was sent a cover letter, questionnaire, and return
envelope.  Responses were received from 76 accountants, 36
percent rate of return, and 50 from lawyers, 24 percent rate of
return.  No attempt to follow up was made.

Within the sample, 82 percent of the accountants and 48 percent
of the lawyers had owned or worked in management in an
incorporation.  All the accountants and 96 percent of the lawyers
had small business corporate clients.  Forty eight percent of the
lawyers and 24 percent of the accountants were in proprietorship
practices, 21 percent of the accountants and 16 percent of the
lawyers were in partnerships, 4 percent of the accountants and 10
percent of the lawyers were in limited liability partnerships or
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companies, and 51 percent of the accountants and 26 percent of
the lawyers were in corporations.  Among accountants, 87 percent,
and lawyers, 82 percent, had less than 100 corporate clients. 
Most accounting firms, 87 percent, and law firms, 82 percent had
fewer than 10 employees.

The education level in both groups, 92 percent of the accountants
and 98 percent of the lawyers with college degree, was high.
Business degrees were held by 91 percent of the accountants and
nonbusiness degrees were held by 90 percent of the lawyers (law
degrees).

Experience levels show that 45 percent of the accountants and 46
percent of the lawyers had 20 years experience and 55 percent and
44 percent respectively had more than 20 years experience. 
Twenty one percent of the accountants and 26 percent of the
lawyers were under 40 years old and 76+ percent of the
accountants and 72 percent of the lawyers were 41 or older.
The vast majority of accountants, 87 percent, lawyers, 92 percent
were males.  The remainder were female.

                          SURVEY RESULTS

Statistical Test

Since the data generated was ordinal, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two
sample test was used to determine if there was a significant
difference between the responses of accountants and lawyers.  The
test involves the calculation of a cumulative frequency
distribution for each set of proportions using the same intervals
for both sets.  For each interval the cumulative frequency for
the prior interval is subtracted from the last cumulative
frequency to get a value for comparison to the critical value for
this test.  The test focuses on the largest of the difference
between the observed deviations and the critical value for the
test.  If this largest deviation is greater than the critical
value, 0.247 is used to test for differences at the .05 level,
the null hypothesis is rejected.  The result of each comparison
is shown at the bottom of each table.

Statement A

Bankers often require owners and or operators borrowing money, to
operate a small business corporation to sign personal loan
guarantee agreements.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                 88.2           80.0
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Agree                           9.2           18.2
Disagree                         -             2.0
Strongly Disagree               2.6             -
Total Percent                 100.0          100.0
Total Respondents              76             50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

Accountants and lawyers basically agree on this assertion with
97.4 percent of the accountants and 98.2 percent of the lawyers
agreeing or strongly agreeing with this assertion.

Statement B

Since ownership of a corporation is transferred by selling stock,
it is easier to sell a small corporation than a proprietorship or
partnership.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                9.3             20.0
Agree                        32.0             42.0
Disagree                     44.0             34.0
Strongly Disagree            14.7              4.0
Total Percent               100.0            100.0
Total Respondents            76               50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

The majority of accountants, 58.7 percent correctly disagreed
with this assertion.  Only 38 percent of the lawyers disagreed. 
The majority of lawyer respondents, 62 percent, wrongly disagreed
with this assertion.  The transfer of ownership in a small
corporation is not that different from the transfer of sole
proprietorships or partnerships.  The sale of all three legal
forms depend on willing buyers for a small business.

Statement C

Increased efficiency of management is a benefit of incorporating
a small business.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                  1.3            4.0
Agree                          18.4           22.2
Disagree                       63.2           70.0
Strongly Disagree              17.1            4.0
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Total Percent                 100.0          100.0
Total Respondents              76             50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

Accountants, 80.3 percent, and lawyers, 74.0 percent, correctly
disagree with this assertion.  The assumption that management is
more efficient in corporations is a size assumption.  Management
efficiency between comparable situated proprietorships,
partnerships, and corporations is riot likely to be different. 
It is important to note that 19.7 percent of the accountants and
26.2 percent of the lawyers thought that efficiency would improve
with incorporation.

Statement D

It is usually easier to attract management personnel for an
incorporated small business than for either a proprietorship or
partnership.

The attraction of management personnel is not improved by the act
of incorporation.  Again, a size assumption is present. 
Accountants, 72.4 percent, and lawyers, 64.0 percent disagreed
with this assumption.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                 2.6             2.0
Agree                         25.0            34.0
Disagree                      67.1            60.0
Strongly Disagree              5.3             4.0
Total Percent                100.0           100.0
Total Respondents             76              50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

Statement E

Lack of personal interest by owners is a problem for small
corporations.
                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountant       Lawyers

Strongly Agree                 7.9             2.0
Agree                         11.8            16.0
Disagree                      53.9            66.6
Strongly Disagree             26.3            16.0
Total Percent                100.0           100.0
Total Respondents             76              50
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No significant difference at the .05 level.

Small business owners would be expected to have about the same
personal interest in their small business regardless of legal
forms.  The large majority of accountants, 80.2 percent, and
lawyers, 82.6 percent, correctly disagreed with this assertion. 
However, 19.7 percent of ihe accountants and 18 percent of the
lawyers incorrectly agreed with this assertion.

Statement F

Lack of credit is a disadvantage for small corporations compared
to proprietorships or partnerships.

                            Percent Distribution
Response                  Accountants       Lawyers
Strongly Agree                 2.6             6.0
Agree                         15.8            26.0
Disagree                      57.9            58.0
Strongly Disagree             23.7            10.0
Total Percent                100.0           100.0
Total Respondents             76              50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

This is a commonly stated textbook disadvantage of incorporation.
The owners of small businesses are expected to guarantee debt
regardless of legal form. Corporations are not likely to be
treated different from proprietorships or partnerships by lenders
and other other creditors.  In this survey, 81.6 percent of the
accountants and 82.6 percent of the lawyers correctly disagreed
with this assertion.  The availability of credit will depend on
the capacity of the business and the owners.

Statement G

Incorporating a small business protects the owners' other assets
and limits their liability to their investment in the firm.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                 33.3           42.0
Agree                          50.7           52.0
Disagree                        9.3            6.0
Strongly Disagree               6.7             -
Total Percent                 100.0          100.0
Total Respondents              76             50
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No significant difference at the .05 level.

This result is interesting since most respondents recognized that
creditors usually require personal guarantees on debt.  
A majority of the accountant respondents, 84 percent, and lawyer
respondents, 94 percent, incorrectly agreed with this assertion. 
The owners of small business, whether incorporated or not, are
exposed to financial risk.  Personal assets can be protected from
other exposure by incorporation.

Statement H

Small corporations find it easy to raise additional capital by
selling stock.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                  -              -
Agree                           6.6           14.0
Disagree                       55.3           62.0
Strongly Disagree              38.2           24.0
Total Percent                 100.0          100.0
Total Respondents              76             50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

A large proportion of accountant respondents, 93.5 percent, and
lawyers, 86 percent, recognize that raising capital through the
sale of new stock in small corporations will not necessarily be
easy.

Statement I

Many small corporations find they are not successful at raising
any additional funds by selling stocks and bonds.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                 45.3           24.0
Agree                          52.0           64.0
Disagree                        2.7           10.0
Strongly Disagree               -              2.0
Total Percent                 100.0          100.0
Total Respondents              75             50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

Most accountant respondents, 97.3 percent, and lawyer
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respondents, 88 percent, recognized that raising additional
capital through the sale of stocks and bonds will be difficult
for small corporations.  This result is similar to the previous
statement.

Statement J

Managerial problems are often greater for a small corporation
than for a proprietorship or partnership.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                  1.3            -
Agree                          13.2           26.0
Disagree                       67.1           72.0
Strongly Disagree              18.4            2.0
Total Percent                 100.0          100.0
Total Respondents              76             50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

Most accountant respondents, 85.5 percent, and lawyers, 74
percent, correctly disagree with this assertion.  Managerial
problems are no less a problem for small corporations than for
sole proprietorships.  One reason for choosing a partner or
addition of management

Statement K

Incorporating a small business insures that the business will
continue to exist after the death of the owner.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                  4.0           12.0
Agree                          30.7           38.0
Disagree                       49.3           42.0
Strongly Disagree              16.0            8.0
Total Percent                 100.0          100.0
Total Respondents              75             50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

Most accountants, 65.3 percent, disagreed with this assertion. 
The lawyers, however, were evenly split on this issue. 
Management succession is a problem for small firms whose owners
do not deal with succession for a variety of reasons.  Those
reasons do not change by the act of incorporation.
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Statement L

Incorporating a small business does reduce the risks associated
with employees actions such as wrecks of company owned
automobiles driven by employees.

The majority of accountants, 81.3 percent, and lawyers, 90
percent, correctly agreed with this assertion.  The exposure to
the risks associated with employee actions is reduced by
incorporation.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                 24.0           30.0
Agree                          57.3           60.0
Disagree                       13.3           10.0
Strongly Disagree               5.3            -
Total Percent                 100.0          100.0
Total Respondents              75             50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

Statement M

The owners of a small corporation are less interested in the
business compared to a proprietorship.

                             Percent Distribution
Response                   Accountants      Lawyers

Strongly Agree                  -              2.0
Agree                           1.3            8.0
Disagree                       46.1           68.0
Strongly Disagree              52.6           20.0
No Response                     -              2.0
Total Percent                 100.0          100.0
Total Respondents              76             50

Significant difference at the .05 level.

Most accountants, 96.7 percent, and lawyers, 88 percent,
correctly disagreed with this assertion.  The act of
incorporating a business does not reduce the owner's personal
interest in the business.  Lack of personal interest comes from a
variety of sources including professional management in larger
businesses.

Statement N
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The corporate form will require greater public disclosure of
information about the small business operation.

                              Percent Distribution
Response                    Accountants    Lawyers

Strongly Agree                  8.0            6.0
Agree                          34.7           40.0
Disagree                       38.7           44.0
Strongly  Disagree             18.7            6.0
No Response                     -              4.0
Total Percent                 100.0          100.0
Total Respondents              75             50

No significant difference at the .05 level.

Accountants, 57.4 percent, and fifty percent of the lawyers
disagreed with the assertion.  Small, closely held corporations
have some disclosure requirements not imposed on sole
proprietorships and partnerships depending upon jurisdiction. 
However, public disclosure of the type imposed on larger,
publicly held corporations is not the case.

                    SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND
                         RECOMMENDATIONS

Discussions of the advantages and disadvantages of Incorporation
and other legal forms are common In business school classes and
in textbooks.  These discussions are usually framed as if all
businesses are the same site.  Such discussions are misleading
for students who may become, or who may advise, small business
people.

The advantages and disadvantages of legal forms, particularly
incorporation, in the real world are usually related to size as
much as to legal form of organization.  Small business owners and
managers experience a different world in relation to the benefits
of incorporation than that experienced by the owners and managers
of larger businesses.

The purpose of this article was to explore the thinking among
accountants and lawyer, important small business advisors,
regarding the advantages and disadvantages of incorporation from
the small business perspective.  The article clearly shows that
while most accountants and lawyers would give basically good
advice, some would give advice which could lead the small
business person to make wrong decision about incorporation as a
legal form of organization.
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There are two important implications for these findings.  The
small business operator cannot be assured. of good advice just
because a consultant has a law degree or is a CPA.  Bygrave's
(1994) advice to "choose a lawyer who is experienced in small
business startup" and "choose a small, local accounting firm"
familiar with the same type of clients should be well needed. 
The second implication is that academicians teaching courses
required for law and accounting degrees at colleges and
universities need to better educate students as to the
limitations of incorporating small businesses.
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              SMALL BUSINESS AND SMALL CLAIMS COURT:
         AN ATTRACTIVE RESPONSE TO UNATTRACTIVE PROBLEMS

                          Phil Harmeson,
                   University  of North Dakota

                             ABSTRACT

Small businesses may confront situations where an action for a wrongful
 act by
a customer or business associate begs a remedy.  However, the damages a
re many
times not large enough to warrant the expenditure and headaches of reso
lution
through formal judicial mechanisms.

This paper serves as an update and a reminder to small businesses that 
with
increasing limits on small claims damage thresholds throughout the Unit
ed
States, small claims court is becoming a more useful alternative for da
mage
recovery.  The ease of filing, pleading one's case, expediency of outco
me, and
most importantly costs associated makes small claims court and attracti
ve
avenue to right a wrong done in the course of doing business as a small
business.

                           INTRODUCTION

All small business people have one common worry.  What happens if a cus
tomer
or supplier does not pay a bill or delivers inferior goods or services?
  In
either case the small business must recover from the shortfall.  Many o
ptions
present themselves to the small business to remedy the situation.  One 
is for
the wronged small business to do nothing and chalk the transaction up t
o
experience.  Another is request the wrongdoer to remedy the problem thr
ough
their own actions.  Short of expensive formal litigation are other mean
s of
alternative dispute resolution including but not limited to conciliatio
n,
mediation, and arbitration.

One example short of formalized litigation where the rules of evidence 
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and
civil procedure are presided over in a court of general jurisdiction by
 a
judge is small claims court.  The informal yet judicial like proceeding
s may
be every useful where amounts in controversy are relatively small yet v
ery
important for small businesses to recover.

The recent raising of qualifying limits in small claims courts around t
he
country presents an attractive option for small business to collect dam
ages
and remedy unfulfilled service contracts.

                     REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A review of the literature reveals that small claims court is becoming 
a more
accessible weapon in the arsenal of small business.  Small claims court
s are
quietly transforming the way justice is dispensed.  At a time when the
nation's  courts are overloaded with tightening budgets states are funn
eling
more and more cases to small claims courts.  Small claims courts are be
coming
more in vogue due to the lowness of the stakes and political influence.
 
However, the literature points to the fact that low stakes may be just 
what
makes the right marriage of small businesses and small claims.

Much information was available about the various states' limits on smal
l
claims issues and the attendant availability of alternative dispute res
olution
mechanisms and how they relate to small claims actions.  Mediation and
arbitration were mentioned as compromise options blended in some cases 
with
small claims courts.  Some literature articulated the use of mediators 
and
arbitrators as small claims "judges" or referees.  In one instance smal
l
claims referees were third year law students at a local ABA approved la
w
school.

Liberally sprinkled among articles in non-law related periodicals was t
he
theme of "be your own lawyer."  The attractiveness of that approach was
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 the
nonexistence of legal fees and the informalities allowed in the small c
laims
arena.

What is small claims court?

A small claims court generally has been given jurisdiction in cases for
recovery of money, or the cancellation of any agreement involving mater
ial
fraud, deception, misrepresentation, or false promise where the value o
f the
agreement or the amount claimed by the plaintiff or the defendant does 
not
exceed a statutorily established amount.  Small claims court arose as a
 result
of the recognition that many disputes could and should be resolved in a
 legal
atmosphere absent the real or perceived daunting arena of a courtroom. 
 Many
would be litigants avoided lawyers and judges for many reasons.

The small claims procedure has been progressively refined over the year
s since
it was first formally introduced in the late 1960's and early 1970's in
 the
United States.  Its introduction reflected concerns at that time, still
relevant today, that access to justice was being hindered by the cost o
f
pursuing small claims within the ordinary civil litigation system.  The
 first
small claims scheme built on existing statutory power which allowed a c
ounty
court judge to hear cases for any amount in controversy.  The attendant
 number
of cases for what could be called almost inconsequential amounts gave r
ise to
the desire to rid county court judges of cases of little or no conseque
nce.

Reasons for small claims cases

One of the major reasons for avoiding a formalized lawsuit is the expen
se
associated with trial preparation.  Costs associated with hiring an att
orney
coupled with the attendant costs of pretrial discovery and court costs 
often
made the attorney assisted lawsuit option financially imprudent.  Anoth
er
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reason cited for avoiding a full blown lawsuit was the attendant public
relations problems which sometimes became associated with legal actions
.

Litigants often find that there are no "winners" in a lawsuit.  Litigan
ts
rarely, if ever, come out ahead when the judicial machinery is engaged 
to
resolve a dispute.  The potential losses, both economically and in the
public/customer relations realms, oftentimes far outweighed the recover
y which
could be obtained in a courtroom.  Thus, small claims court became an
attractive alternative to remedy some claims.

Actions resolved in small claims

Every small business hopes to have a large customer base which relies o
n a
small business for a given good or service.  Inherent in that reliance 
for
products are the normal business transactions.  A customer orders a goo
d, the
small business delivers on the order, and the small business then reque
sts
payment.  Usually the transaction occurs without a hitch.  However, occ
asions
arise when a customer is delinquent and/or in default of a timely payme
nt.

Collecting on bills is a necessary evil of all business.  Small busines
ses are
especially exposed to bill collection problems.  By default few small
businesses are in a position to have an effective recovery system for
nonpayment of bills owed them.  Few small businesses have the accounts
receivable patrol up and running keeping an ever vigilant eye on nonpay
ment of
bills.  Even if the small business does have an up to the minute idea o
f
accounts receivable there are no assurances that those accounts receiva
ble
will ripen into an account which is fully paid.

Another problem sometimes associated with doing business is when a smal
l
business is the recipient of nonconforming or diminished quality of a g
ood or
service.  Simply put, the small business may find itself in a position 
where
the business did not get what was promised by a vendor.
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Small businesses are especially susceptible to be a victim of suppliers
 who
have multiple clients, maybe many of them quite large, where the small 
client
may be somewhat of an afterthought in a larger market.  The small busin
ess,
however, is no less reliant on the expected good faith in dealing with
suppliers as is a larger entity.  The small business usually does not h
ave the
diversity or the available capital to carry on business for long due to
 a
failure by a supplier.  Therefore, even what might be considered a mino
r
inconvenience in some situations may become an insurmountable obstacle 
to
further continuation of a small business.

It may be a criticism that small claims courts, wherever they exist, ar
e
dominated by business litigants, especially those collecting debts.  Ho
wever,
research in other jurisdictions has generally concluded that there are 
no
significant disadvantages in allowing businesses to use the small claim
s
procedure and that this may in fact facilitate a defense by a lay perso
n
without the need to instruct a lawyer, provided that the possibility is
sufficiently advertised.

Although larger businesses may have professional representation, the ro
le of
the judge is designed to ensure fairness of treatment.  The growing num
ber of
small businesses and self-employed people makes it desirable to provide
 a low
cost accessible forum for the resolution of disputes arising from the
businesses in which they are engaged.

Damage limits

In the not too distant past small claims disputes were relegated to alm
ost
inconsequential amounts in controversy.  Caps on allowed amounts greatl
y
restricted the feasibility of instituting small claims actions.  Small 
claims
were the province of individuals who, for the most part, were not busin
esses
or individuals acting as merchants in a UCC definition.
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Early small claims courts limits were as little as $100.  Some limits r
emained
low for quite some time and only recently have limits been increased. 
However, as the amounts in controversy have been authorized by various 
state
legislatures to envelope larger disputes (usually in the range of $2,00
0 to
$5,000 in most states but up to $10,000 in Tennessee) a small business 
with
claims which in the past required formal litigation now have an avenue 
to
recover what are in many instances significant amounts to a given busin
ess.

It appears that state legislatures are making a concerted effort to mak
e
available the small claims option in a more realistic fashion.  The sma
ll
claims amount in controversy limit is increased virtually every time a 
state
legislature meets and considers Issues pertaining to small claims court
s.

Why appropriate to small business?

Many individuals use small claims procedures on a do-it-yourself basis.
Others will consult an attorney and a few will ask an attorney to repre
sent
them at the hearing.  While representation of individuals and small bus
inesses
varies considerably, larger businesses and insurance companies are usua
lly
legally represented or have members of staff who are experienced in lit
igation
to present their case.

While the small claims process was primarily intended for individuals a
nd for
the resolution of consumer matters, there is little evidence available 
on the
demographic and economic profile of those who actually use it.  In many
 cases
both parties were small litigants (including small businesses and local
professional firms as well as private citizens) with many litigants act
ing in
a private capacity.

Procedures in small claims
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The small business is advised to be aware of the statutes of the jurisd
iction
in which they do business for direction in a small claims case.  Due to
 the
informal nature of the action a contact with the local clerk of court i
s
usually all that is necessary to obtain the needed information to proce
ed.
A small claims case is usually heard in the jurisdiction (usually count
y) of
the defendant's residence.  However, if the defendant is a corporation 
or
partnership the hearing will be held in which the defendant has a place
 of
business or in any county in which the subject matter of the claim aros
e.

The actual commencement of an action is really quite simple.  Thus, the
attractiveness to a small business to recover a claim.  The wronged par
ty need
only file a simple document with the small claim court and supply a cop
y of
the claim Ned to the defendant.  Most states then require a hearing wit
hin a
fairly short time period, usually not less than five days nor more than
thirty.

The hearing format is also quite informal.  No formal pleadings associa
ted
with litigation where rules of evidence and procedure are in effect are
required or allowed.  There are usually no requirements for a court rep
orter
to be present unless one party arranges for and pays the reporter at th
e
requesting party's own expense.

The defendant may answer the complaint and file a counterclaim prior to
 the
hearing.  Again, the rules of service apply to the answer and countercl
aim by
the defendant.  One should realize, however, that the costs of and requ
irement
of any formal discovery (depositions, interrogatories, requests for pro
duction
of documents etc.) are foregone thus greatly simplifying the process as
 well
as greatly reducing the costs associated with formal litigation.

At the hearing the parties may appear without counsel.  An officer of t
he
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court presides over the hearing.  That presiding officer may be called 
a
judge, a referee, or any name which a state sees as appropriate.  The c
ourt
will conduct the Proceeding and may inquire of the parties for informat
ion the
referee deems appropriate and relevant.

Role of the referee/judge

Presiding over a small claims hearing should be a highly skilled task. 
Arguably, it is more demanding than the traditional judicial role, beca
use
controlling fluid procedures is more difficult and because the referee 
usually
has to assist both parties in presenting their cases before adjudicatin
g it.

The role of the referee in small claims is not only that of an adjudica
tor, it
is a key safeguard of the rights of both parties.  In most cases, the
referee/judge is effectively a substitute for a legal representative.  
His
duty is to ascertain the main matters at issue, to elicit the evidence,
 to
reach a view on the facts of the matter and to give a decision.

In some cases he may encourage the parties to settle.  In doing so he s
hould
ensure that both parties have presented the evidence and called the wit
nesses
germane to their case and that he has identified and considered any iss
ue of
law which is pertinent to the case in hand.  He must also ensure that e
ach
party has a fair chance to present his own case and to challenge that o
f his
opponent.  And, since in some jurisdictions there is only a limited rig
ht of
appeal, the judge's decision sometimes is effectively final.

                           IMPLICATIONS

Small businesses should become more aware of the possibility of resolvi
ng a
dispute in small claims courts.  Increasing statutory damage limits thr
oughout
the United States offer a small business an informal, low cost, and gre
atly
simplified path to justice.
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Long term implications may be that small businesses will assume a great
er role
as litigants in controversies which heretofore went without action and
resulted in economic distress and personal anxiety for the small
businessperson.

                             SUMMARY

Most states and some local governments have small claims courts.  These
 courts
were established to promote inexpensive, prompt, and convenience in a j
udicial
resolution of small claims.  These courts assist individuals and busine
sses
recover small sums of money without having to hire an attorney.  A judg
e
listens to all sides of a dispute and usually a decision is rendered
Immediately or within a very short period of time.

Small businesses seem uniquely situated to receive the full benefits of
 such a
scheme of justice.  Low cost filing, no cost representation, immediacy 
of
judgment, and informal proceedings offer an attractive mechanism to add
ress
unattractive problems for a small business.
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     STRATEGIC RESPONSES TO THE DECLINE AND/OR ELIMINATION OF
                GOVERNMENT SET-ASIDE PROGRAMS FOR
               MINORITY AND WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESSES

             Matthew C. Sonfield, Hofstra University

                             ABSTRACT

For many years, Federal, state and local government set-aside contracts
 have
provided opportunities for minority-owned (and more recently women-
owned) small businesses to attain the sales volume needed to achieve br
eak-
even and subsequent profitability on an uneven playing field.  Yet in r
ecent
years court rulings and legislative actions, in combination with a more
conservative public attitude, have resulted in reductions or cessations
 of
such programs, with the threat of more severe program cuts in the futur
e.

This paper suggests a variety of strategies available to minority and w
omen
small business owners who feel threatened by these political and legisl
ative
changes, and provides a comprehensive and current list of practitioner-
oriented references to allow the small business owner or advisor to pur
sue 
in-depth information about these changes and suggested strategies.

                           INTRODUCTION

For more than half a century, Federal, state and local government agenc
ies
have "set aside" certain purchasing contracts on a non-competitive bid 
basis
for favored businesses.  During World War II, some defense contracts we
re set
aside for small businesses; in the 1960's the Federal government direct
ed
some contracts to distressed urban areas with the objective of creating
 jobs. 
And since the late 1960's section 8(a) of the Small Business Act of 195
3 has
been used to steer a small percentage of - Federal procurement contract
s to
minority-owned small businesses.  Similarly, other Federal agencies and
 many
state and local governments have developed comparable legislation or ex
ecutive
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orders to direct a percentage of their procurement to minority business
es. 
More recently, these Federal and other government programs have been ex
panded
to assist women-owned small businesses as well.  Also, Federal laws req
uire
prime defense contractors to set aside certain percentages of large con
tracts
for minority firms (Klimley, 1996).

In Fiscal Year 1994, more than 5100 minority-owned small businesses wer
e in
the Federal 8(a) program, the recipients of almost $4.4 billion in set-
aside
contracts (Senate, U.S., 1995).  Other Federal, state and local program
s
provided billions of dollars of procurement contracts for thousands of
additional minority and women-owned firms.

In recent years, these programs have come under both criticism and prai
se. 
Ideologically, conservatives have argued that such programs are forms o
f
"reverse-discrimination" and thus deprive non-minority and men-owned sm
all
firms of contract opportunities.  Other criticism includes charges that
 a
small number of politically connected minority businesses receive a
disproportionately large portion of 8(a) and similar contracts, that th
e
eligibility requirements are so loose that very wealthy business owners
 have
qualified as "economically disadvantaged," that whites or men have enga
ged
minorities or women to "front" for them in firm ownership, and that the
se
programs do not prepare contract recipients to stand on their own after
leaving the programs (Anderson, 1995; "Arkansas Politics," 1995; Berman
, 1995;
Mehta, 1995; "Minority Set-Asides," 1995; Senate, U.S., 1995; Yang, 199
5).

In support of these programs, legislators and program beneficiaries arg
ue that
the small business playing field is not level, and that a large number 
of
minority and women-owned firms have reached success today only via thei
r past
participation in such programs.  Furthermore, these programs have a mul
tiplier
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effect, creating jobs in, and boosting the economies of, the inner citi
es
where many set aside recipients are located.  Also, the vast majority o
f
governmental contracts are still awarded to big and mainstream firms.  
Most
supporters of these programs admit that problems do exist, but that the
correct response to the criticism is to correct these problems rather t
han
eliminate the programs (Freeman, 1994; Gottlieb, 1995;  Magnusson, 1995
;
Theodore, 1995; Whigham-Desire, 1995).

Yet the criticism seems to be having a greater impact than the praise. 
 Recent
Supreme Court rulings have set tough new legal standards for Federal, s
tate
and local set aside programs ("Many Minority," 1995), and both Presiden
t
Clinton and many state and local politicians have issued executive orde
rs to
constrain or halt such programs for minority and women-owned businesses
 (Behr,
1995; Holmes, 1995; Holmes, 1996; Wexler, 1995).  Most public opinion p
olls
seem to indicate support for such constraints (Becker, 1995).

Obviously the decline and/or elimination of Federal 8(a) and other simi
lar
set-aside programs present a major challenge to those minority and wome
n-owned
firms that are currently beneficiaries of such programs or that are pot
ential
beneficiaries.  Many of these companies depend upon set-aside contracts
 in
order to attain break-even levels of sales volume; without such contrac
ts
these businesses could not survive.

The objective of this paper is to suggest to such companies, owners (an
d their
advisors) that there are strategic responses to the decline and/or elim
ination
of these set-aside programs; and that with careful strategic analysis a
nd
planning, business viability and potential success can be achieved with
 or
without the benefit of set-aside contracts.

And to more specifically assist these business owners and their advisor
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s, this
paper provides a comprehensive listing of current practitioner-oriented
references so that more in-depth information about these programs and w
ith
regard to these strategies can be obtained by the interested reader.

                       STRATEGIC RESPONSES

There are a number of strategic responses that can be recommended to sm
all
businesses faced with this threat, and they fall into two categories: t
hose
that relate to set-aside programs and those that go beyond such program
s.

Make the Most of Existing Programs

In spite of all the current criticism and threats to the 8(a) and simil
ar
programs, such programs are not about to disappear overnight.  Even if 
some
Federal or other programs are eliminated, others will continue to exist
.
A complete eradication would take many years.

It thus makes good business sense to understand the nuances of such pro
grams,
and that the current criticism not only points out the problems in thes
e
programs, but also the opportunities.  If in fact the use of political
connections allows 20% of the 8(a) recipients to obtain 80% of the cont
ract
dollars (Senate, U.S., 1995), then the lesson is that political connect
ions
pay off and that minority and women small business owners looking for s
et-
aside contracts should cultivate the political garden.

Most Federal, state and local elected officials' offices are quite rece
ptive
to letters and subsequent meetings with constituent business owners, as
 these
owners are potential supporters, both with their votes (and those of th
eir 
employees, etc.) and with possible political contributions (Cook, 1996)
.

Similarly, if the current requirements to qualify as "economically
disadvantaged" are too high (for 8(a) the applicant's net worth may not
exceed $250,000, excluding ownership interest in the firm and equity in
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 one's
primary residence), then many small business owners may not realize tha
t they
would be eligible for set-aside assistance and should re-assess their
eligibility.

Thus, while it is not suggested that a business owner engage in illegal
 acts
(such as having someone front for their ineligible ownership status),
minority and women small business owners are urged to learn and underst
and the
complexities of existing set-aside eligibility requirements and the awa
rds
processes, and to take full advantage of such assistance opportunities 
as long
as they are available.

Identify Less-Threatened Programs

Certain set-aside programs are currently more in the spotlight of criti
cism
than are others.  Thus, while the Federal 8(a) program is under fire, a
 wide
variety of other Federal, state and local set-aside and other assistanc
e
programs continue to operate with less or no criticism and threats (Bec
ker,
1995; Goodman, 1995; "Court decreases," 1995).  Minority and women smal
l
business owners should therefore work to identify the less-threatened o
r non-
threatened assistance programs available in their areas, and determine 
their
eligibility for these-programs.

Work force  of Set-Aside Programs

It is important for minority and women small business owners to recogni
ze that
the jury is still out on the fate of most set-aside programs.  In spite
 of the
most recent Supreme Court rulings and Presidential directives, the 8(a)
 and
similar programs still exist.  In conjunction with the above strategies
,
business owners (especially those currently benefitting from these prog
rams)
should be proactively lobbying for the improvement of these programs as
 the
alternative to their elimination.  This can be done individually via
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correspondence to their various legislative representatives, and as mem
bers of
various minority and women business organizations, of which there are a
 number
currently lobbying in this direction (Cleland, 1995; Cook, 1996; "Group
formed," 1996; Hayes, 1994; Jones, 1996; Riley, 1995; Senate, U.S., 199
5). 
The most effective lobbying messages are the success stories of firms w
hich
got their starts through set-asides and then graduated from such progra
ms and
continued to further success on their own.

Work for the Implementation of Alternative Programs with Similar Impact

In response to the criticism of Federal minority set-aside programs, ra
ce- and
gender-neutral set-aside programs have been introduced in Congress.  Fo
r
example, the proposed "HUBZone Act" would make available set aside cont
racts
to all small businesses in historically impoverished areas.  Lobbying f
or
programs such as this may be a complementary and/or an alternative stra
tegy to
that of lobbying for the continuance of existing set-aside programs, si
nce
many current program participants or potential participants would conti
nue to
be eligible under such alternative programs.

Improve the-Firm's Chances for Post-Graduation Success

In light of the current criticism of set-aside programs, an appropriate
strategy for both firms in such programs and for firms wishing to enter
 such
programs would be to take actions to convince program administrators of
 the
firm's strong likelihood of post-graduation success.  In particular, lo
ng
before the termination date of a set-aside contract, a recipient compan
y must
place a primary emphasis on developing non-set-aside business with suff
icient
gross margin to totally support the firm's break-even and profit requir
ements. 
Most of the set-aside recipients that subsequently fail do so because t
heir
other sales volume may seem to be sufficient for continued profitabilit
y but
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in fact does not create sufficient gross prof it, and this is not reali
zed by
the business owner until it is too late (Saddler, 1992; Thompson, 1993)
. 
Understanding this issue early enough, the business owner can seek assi
stance
and training to develop the needed amount and type of sales.  A variety
 of
sources of assistance and training exist, from such sources as the U.S.
 Small
Business Administration, the Small Business Development Centers, the Se
rvice
Corps of Retired Executives and the Small Business Institute.  However,
 it is
important for the business owner to take an active role in seeking
assistance, by specifically spelling out his or her needs and focusing 
the
assistance in this direction.

Mainstream Government Contract Opportunities

As previously discussed, setasides constitute only a small percentage o
f
government contracts available to American businesses.  For example, th
e
highly publicized 8(a) program constitutes only 2.4% of all Federal con
tracts
over $25,000 (Senate, U.S., 1995).  Thus, whether set-aside programs co
ntinue
to exist in the future or do not, these mainstream government contracts
present a huge sales opportunity to most businesses.  While Federal, st
ate and
local contract awarding processes are often quite complex, small busine
sses
that have learned to understand and work within these Complexities have
obtained major sales volume Opportunities and resulting Profits.  Here,
 too,
much has been written to assist business owners ("Court decreases, 1995
;
Grace, 1995a; Grace, 1995b; Shoop, 1995; Wall, 1995; West, 1995), and t
he
previously noted sources of small business assistance can aid business 
owners
in this direction.

Corporate Minority Procurement Programs

In recent years, many large American corporations have introduced progr
ams to
increase the amount of goods and services which they purchase from mino
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rity
and women-owned suppliers.  Some corporate efforts are unstructured and
informal, but others are more formal.  Many Fortune 500 firms now have
specific offices to solicit and assist minority and women firms in writ
ing
contract proposals, and these and other corporations also work through 
the
National Minority Supplier Development Council, a trade group that link
s
minority-owned firms to big businesses.  Some of America's largest comp
anies
have created the Business Consortium Fund, which provides financing to 
enable
minority firms to fulfill their contracts with these companies.  While 
such
programs constitute less than 5% of Corporate America's total procureme
nt
budget, and many large corporations make no efforts in this direction a
t all,
those programs that do exist can provide significant opportunities for
minority and women-owned small businesses.  The appropriate strategy fo
r
interested business owners would be to contact and join one or more of 
the
several organizations that exist to foster these minority procurement
programs, and to read some of the many articles that suggest. specific
strategies to gain access to these programs (Edmond, 1994; Fitzgerald, 
1995;
Gupta, 1992; Kirrane, 1995; Klimley, 1996; Krapf, 1995; "Minority suppl
ier,"
1995; Morgan, 1995; Thompson, 1992). 

Mainstream Small Business Strategies

Finally, as most minority and women small business owners recognize, th
e vast
majority of business strategies that offer potential benefit are the sa
me ones
available to non-minority small business owners.  The number and variet
y of
creative small business strategies are immense, and a paper such as thi
s can
but mention a few of such strategies which are currently in the limelig
ht.

For example, many small businesses are presently taking advantage of th
e
current corporate downsizing trend, by supplying services and products 
which
big corporations have chosen to out-source, and by filling market niche
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s which
downsizing companies have chosen to abandon.  Often, to achieve the siz
e
needed to carry out these strategies, small firms are engaging in strat
egic
alliances with other small firms (Dent, 1990; Kaufman, 1993; Lorange, 1
992;
McCune, 1993; Sonfield, 1996).

Another area of current small business strategic opportunity is globali
zation. 
There has been much recent focus on the international opportunities now
available to even small firms, with strategies such as exporting, licen
sing,
and full multinational business activity now often viable (Alhadeff, 19
95;
Banerjee, 1994; Bertrand, 1995; Coviello, 1995; "Going global, 1996; Ka
rpen,
1995; McCoy, 1996; Saiki, 1992; "Small company uses, 1995; Zodl, 1995).
 
Furthermore, to assist small firms in their efforts toward internationa
l
activity, a number of government agencies have established assistance p
rograms
for these firms (Funkhauser, 1995; Kleeger, 1995; "The U.S. Dept. of
Commerce," 1995; Worsham, 1995).

A trip to one's local library or bookstore should provide the small bus
iness
owner with many small business books and magazines listing and elaborat
ing on
the strategic options for small firm owners seeking greater and more
profitable sales volume.  The options are broad (Anderson, 1991; Falk, 
1994;
Mancuso, 1996; Rice, 1990; Rye, 1994; Stone, 1995; Taylor, 1996).

                           CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that the current range and availability of government contr
acts
set aside for minority and women-owned small businesses will not remain
unchanged.  Many local, state and Federal set-aside programs will be cu
t back
or eliminated.  For programs that continue, acceptance and continuation
standards will become more strict.  Yet there are a variety of strategi
c
options open to minority and women small business owners, for whom the 
playing
field may not be level.
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Whether the business owner is currently in a set-aside program, or wish
es to
obtain set-aside government contracts, or whether the owner is looking 
for
other avenues to increased sales and business success, this paper provi
des an
outline of possible strategies and suggested readings for more in-depth
information.
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                  CAN THEY SUCCESSFULLY COEXIST?

                           J.N. Bradley
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                             ABSTRACT

Total Quality Management (TQM) has been defined as a system designed to
satisfy customer's requirements, a philosophy that stresses a team appr
oach
to achieving quality and continuous improvement and a total change in
organizational culture.  Unfortunately, most Human Resource Management 
(HRM)
systems/activities generate, or at least allow for, inconsistencies in 
the
quality of outcomes.  Consequently, an important question that should b
e
considered is whether using a systems engineering approach would be
beneficial in the integration of the two activities?

                           INTRODUCTION

Total Quality Management (TQM) has been defined as a system designed to
satisfy customer's requirements (Sashkin & Kiser, 1991), a philosophy t
hat
stresses a team approach to achieving quality and continuous improvemen
t
(Lawler, 1994b), and a total change in organizational culture (Ross, 19
93).
If management accepts these definitions and attempts to implement TQM w
ithin
an organization, the success of the program relies heavily on the strat
egic
application of human resources in the organization's quality transforma
tion
process while attending to its own transformation of quality.
(Hart & Schlesinger, 1991).

Unfortunately, most Human Resource Management (HRM) systems/activities
generate, or at least allow for, inconsistencies in the quality of outc
omes.
Consider the following selection of personnel is typically based on ind
ividual
job requirements and not organizational values (Barrett, 1995; Blackbur
n &
Rosen, 1993); job analysis is a static (or consistent) process that tak
es
place within a dynamic environment (Cardy & Dobbins, 1992; Hamstead, 19
95);
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performance appraisals usually compare individuals to one another inste
ad of
the system;  and the typical pay system rewards individual performances
 not
organizational goals (Dobbins, Cardy, & Carson, 1991).  Furthermore, De
ming
(1986) claims that performance appraisals (P/A's) are one of management
's
deadliest sins and that their use should be totally eliminated.

Given the above perspectives, important questions that should be analyz
ed and
answered are whether TQM and HRM can combine in a synergistic manner th
at
results in a positive contribution to organizational improvement and
achievement of objectives?  And, whether using a Systems engineering ap
proach
would be beneficial in the integration of the two activities?

                   Problems with HRM Processes 

Selection

Cascio (1991) states that the typical objective in traditional personne
l
selection processes is that of capitalizing on individual differences i
n
order to select those persons who possess the greatest number of key
attributes judged necessary for job success.  Dobbins, Cardy, & Carson 
(1991)
further state that the objective of the traditional selection process i
s the
differentiation of applicants on one or more dimensions such as knowled
ge,
skill, ability, or motivation.  However, they state that a problem aris
es,
from a system perspective, when employees are selected based on
individualistic or differentiated characteristics, but are evaluated on
system-related criteria and measures.  Thus, HRM departments may be
reinforcing counterproductive processes when they select (or recommend 
for
selection) personnel based on individualized job analyses and then atte
mpt to
evaluate them under a TQM or system-wide performance structure or crite
ria.

According to Blackburn and Rosen (1993), some past winners of the Baldr
ige
quality award are still engaging in traditional selection practices.  T
hese
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companies admit to hiring the best candidates for a position based on
individual job specifications, and that they hope these individuals can
 be
socialized into the TQM environment at some later point in their tenure
.
However Blackburn and Rosen feel that, because of the changing culture 
within
organizations towards continuous quality, the selection process must al
low
for the candidate to show skills in customer satisfaction, self-directi
on,
self-development and team-development.  Accordingly, the selection proc
ess
must enable management to assess (or predict) the aptitudes and abiliti
es
that will allow an employee to adapt to an environment of constantly ch
anging
customer requirements, and to look for a successful assimilation within
 the
existing organizational culture.

According to Bowen, Ledford, and Nathan (1991), the use of selection ba
sed on
organizational fit Rill increase due to a new selection model that is
emerging.  This model is based on considering the "whole person" in rel
ation
to the specific organization culture.  The benefits of employing this p
rocess
are greater job satisfaction, organizational commitment, team spirit, b
etter
job performance, reduced absenteeism, and greater support for the
organization as a system and culture.  The issue of organization-person
 fit
does raise some interesting questions.  For instance, what types of peo
ple fit
within what types of organizational culture, and is there any truly
measurable benefit to the organization or employee?  Research conducted
 by
O'Reilly, Chaiman, and Caldwell (1991) attempted to answer these questi
ons.
Although they acknowledge that quantifying cultural attributes is extre
mely
difficult, they did find that individuals with high achievement needs p
refer
more aggressive, outcome oriented culture.  Individuals with high needs
 for
autonomy show distinct preferences for innovative cultures and negativi
ty
towards organizational support and teamwork.  Additionally, while they 
were
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not able to generate specific measurement criteria, they were able to i
dentify
that when a strong organization/person fit is achieved, there was a
significant improvement in commitment, job satisfaction, and retention.

Job Analysis

According to prominent authors in the HR field (Cascio, 1991;  Schneide
r &
Schmidt, 1992: Heneman & Heneman, 1994, and Mathis & Jackson, 1994) job
analysis is the process of studying jobs in order to gather and analyze
information about the content of a job, the human requirement, and the
conditions within which the job is performed.  Furthermore, by breaking
 the
job down into task and sub-task components the knowledge, skills, and
abilities required to successfully perform the tasks can be identified.
Job analysis also links to performance appraisal and compensation by de
fining
the performance standards and outcomes measured in the evaluation proce
ss
(Cascio, 1991).  However, as stated by Dobbins et al. (1991), the prima
ry
focus of traditional job analyses is on an individual employee level an
d,
therefore, individuals are viewed as isolated units within the organiza
tion,
each with individually defined responsibilities.  By extending this
perspective, one can see that selection and evaluation of employees is 
based
on individual criteria.  This, then, would tend to pit one employee aga
inst
another in an attempt to highlight individual performance during the
competition for raises and promotions.  It is this process that Deming 
argues
is counterproductive to a team and system approach to quality output.

Deming suggests that job descriptions should establish limits on perfor
mance
variations instead of detailing specific tasks and duties.  If an
organization is dissatisfied with the level of an employee's performanc
e,
management should then change the system to allow for increased perform
ance.
Waldman (1994) suggests that organizations consider organizational
citizenship behaviors (OCBs) as flexible job content for evaluation.  I
n this
context, OCBs are pro-social role behavior that enhance the group and
organizational processes.  Blackburn and Rosen (1993) continue this
recommendation by citing how some Baldrige Award winning organizations 
have
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elements of job descriptions which include innovation, creativity probl
em
solving, customer service competencies, and cross-functional work teams
striving for quality, not quantity.  Finally, Cardy and Dobbins (1992)
suggest that a job analysis should focus on a person's ability to match
 (or
fit within) the organization's overall need for flexibility, change,
innovation, and job cross-functionalism. 

Key questions concerning generic and flexible job descriptions need to 
be
addressed.  For instance, what types of industries, organizations, and 
jobs
lend themselves to generic job descriptions?  Would descriptions for ro
utine,
lower-level, line and staff positions need to very broad?  And finally,
 can
generic job descriptions work in a unionized environment?  Although no
specific answers currently exist, there have been some encouraging sign
s
recently.  For example, Blackburn and Rosen (1993) report that union-
management teams work together at Cadillac Motor Division, a Baldrige A
ward
winning company, to determine efficient areas of cross-training for the
ir
employees.

Performance Appraisal

The traditional process of reviewing individual performance differences
 is
conducted via the performance appraisal, with the usual assumption that
 a
large percentage of variance in actual performance is due to person var
iables
instead of system variables (Dobbins, Cardy, & Carson, 1991).  This app
roach
assumes that employees differ in contributions to the organization and 
that
these differences are due to the individuality of employees (Dobbins et
 al.,
1991).

Most of Deming's (1986) arguments against performance appraisals are di
rected
at the assessment of performance variance based on individual criteria/
characteristics and not on those of the system.  According to Deming (1
986),
approximately 90% of an individual's performance variation is due to sy
stem
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defects, not employee variables.  System defects would include such ite
ms as
defective machinery, management planning, lack of adequate resources,
inconsistent working conditions, and faulty or inconsistent measuring
criteria (Bannister & Balkin, 1990).  Since these factors fluctuate ran
domly
over time, Deming (1986) stated that measuring an individual's performa
nce
at any moment in time is akin to a lottery based on random events.  Dem
ing
further states that raters are typically incapable or unwilling to
distinguish between person-caused versus system-caused performance vari
ances.
Waldman (1994) states that current research in quality theory does atte
mpt to
show how system variables such as leadership, processes, job design,
person/system fit, and situational constraints can affect an individual
's
performance rating.  Dobbins, Cardy, & PlatzVieno's (1990) found that
organizational variables moderate the relationship between appraisal
characteristics and satisfaction.  Additionally, Judge and Ferris (1993
)
found that subjective social factors such as the demographic similarity
 and
the relationship between the supervisor and subordinate effect the
performance rating.  These studies appear to lend support for Deming's
assertions that, not only are system factors involved in the performanc
e
appraisal process, but raters are either incapable or unwilling to
acknowledge the influence of system factors, opting instead to manage b
y
their feelings instead of by the facts (Blackburn & Rosen, 1991).

Due to the lack of recognition of system factors, Bowen and Lawler (199
2)
state that performance appraisal represents the most significant area o
f
conflict between current traditional HRM practices and the recommended
practices of TQM proponents.  The conflicts between the two areas arise
 when
HR practitioners attempt to merge TQM elements with traditional perform
ance 
appraisal practices.  For although quality measures can be a part of
performance appraisal factors, the assignment of system defects as indi
vidual
areas of correction violate TQM principles.  Dobbins et al. (1991) poin
t to
Deming's assertion that this false assignment of variance responsibilit
y
causes damage by encouraging managers to focus on correcting individual
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behavior instead of isolating and correcting problems within the system
.
Dobbins et al. (1991) maintain that both the feedback and goal setting
elements of typical performance appraisals focus on the worker as the s
ource
of performance variance.  Although they note that higher degrees of fee
dback
specificity and goal difficulty can produce higher demonstrated perform
ance,
the degree of measured performance increase relative to an individual w
ould
be nominal when compared to the possible increase in system performance
,
given an equal amount of management attention and energy.

Lawler (1994a) agrees with Deming's assertions regarding the flaws of
traditional performance appraisal, but is reluctant to discard them
altogether.  Instead he suggests that current practices can be modified
 to:
1) separate job performance appraisal from skill development and tie
compensation to skill based pay, 2) eliminate merit, incentive, or
pay-for-performance plans, and focus performance appraisals on performa
nce
only and 3) create fully or semi-autonomous teams responsible for selec
tion,
skill development, discipline and pay administration with supervisory
oversight. 

Compensation and Reward Systems

Organizations typically design and implement compensation and reward pr
ograms
as a means of focusing employee attention on specific behaviors that th
e
Organization considers necessary to achieve its desired outcome or obje
ctive
(Henderson, 1994).  Accordingly, employees then receive compensation ba
sed on
their individual Performance in comparison to some Preestablished objec
tive.
As previously discussed the assessment of individual performance to obj
ectives
is usually flawed.

In response to this problem, Deming (1986) states that work standards,
management by objectives, and numerical goals should be eliminated.  Si
nce
most individualized objective/incentive programs are based on expectanc
e
and/or reward theory, the assumption is that motivation to achieve the
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objectives increases when rewards and incentives are associated or link
ed
with their achievement (Henderson, 1994).  However, if the objective is
 the
reduction of errors and the increase of quality, the consideration of s
ystem
variance factors becomes an essential consideration in order to correct
ly
reward individual performance.  For according to Deming (1986), no amou
nt of
employee motivation, hard work, or objective setting can change the var
iance
of system performance.  Given this reality, rewards are then distribute
d
through a generally random process in which employees who just happened
 to
function near a system component that function positively received a po
sitive
reward.

Group gain-sharing is an attempt to create a compensation and reward sy
stem
which can overcome some of the problems cited above and encourage teamw
ork
(Osterman, 1994).  In gain-sharing, group incentives encourage employee
s to
be concerned about the group's performance and to search for means of
reducing cost while improving productivity.  For many organizations,
gain-sharing can be coupled with a profit-sharing plan to create a sens
e of
unity throughout the entire organization (Lawler, 1987).  Pay-for-knowl
edge
is also an attempt to recognize the limitations of pay-for-performance
programs that review performance strictly within traditional job descri
ptions
(Osterman, 1994).  The pay-for-knowledge approach tends to encourage
employees to gain a broader range of knowledge, skills, and abilities b
y the
utilization of formal/informal training and cross-training.  By so doin
g, the
employees typically gain a better undemanding of the overall organizati
onal
objectives.  However, Bowen and Lawler (1992) warn that any compensatio
n or
reward system must encourage both team and group work in addition to qu
ality
improvements. 

                 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING APPROACH TO HRM
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Most HR professionals have no prior education or experience in systems
analysis or engineering.  Consequently, the concept of using a systems
engineering approach in the implementation of TQM within HRM processes 
is,
based on an information survey of over fifty HR professionals, generall
y
considered to be foreign. 

In a traditional systems design or analysis process, the recognition of
 three
key areas is essential:  a set of elements; a set of interactions; and 
a set
of boundary conditions.  In an HRM/TQM setting, the elements that would
 need
to be recognized would be those activities, functions or people that we
re
involved with both TQM and HRM programs.  The interactions can be of an
y type
and should not be considered as being restricted to a physical interact
ion
(e.g. sharing information telephonically/electronically, project or
department meeting minutes shared by mail).  The boundary conditions ar
e the
interactions between the elements and all other objects (internal or ex
ternal
to the organization) that produce some effect on the elements (singly o
r in
combination).  The boundary conditions can also be divided into subsets
 in
order to recognize a specific influence or contribution (e.g. input/out
put,
environmental conditions, etc.) (Aslaksen & Belcher, 1994).

The utilization of a systems engineering process drives the overt recog
nition
and consideration of these three areas (Reilly, 1993).  The ultimate be
nefit
of this process would be where HRM and TQM professionals are better equ
ipped
to address differing demands on their combined systems, policies, and
processes and where efforts to improve the integration of TQM and HRM l
ead to
greater efficiency, productivity, and employee satisfaction (Sage, 1992
).

The most significant drawback to utilizing a systems engineering approa
ch to
process improvement and management is the additional education and trai
ning
necessary to equip participants and decision makers with sufficient kno
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wledge,
skill, and ability to utilize and manage a systems engineering process.
However, the downstream benefits of utilizing a systems approach should
certainly outweigh the initial training costs. 

                            CONCLUSION

The information reviewed for this paper strongly suggests that a broade
r
approach be used when attempting to integrate TQM into HRM processes.  
And in
order to achieve any reasonable degree of success. a systems perspectiv
e
should be utilized.  HR Managers are usually well aware of the importan
ce of
accurate job analysis. employee selection, performance assessment, and
compensation management.  However, the relationship of these processes 
to
achieving TQM objectives quickly becomes discordant when individualized
 job
analyzes and evaluations are integrated with TQM measures and processes
.  The
strength of current HRM process lies in their potential for modificatio
n and
adaptation within a TQM framework.

With the adoption and utilization of a systems perspective, performance
criteria can be developed that will accurately reflect both individual 
and
system performance variances.  Then, the distribution of financial (or 
non-
financial) rewards will be more reflective of actual individual employe
e
performance and less representative of a company lottery system.  Addit
ional
research is needed in order to determine the if HRM/TQM program can
demonstrate real benefits (e.g. reduction in activity cost, system or
implementation errors, &/or time; and improved cooperation & understand
ing)
by the use of a systems engineering approach.
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                           INTRODUCTION

Many practitioners make suggestions as to what small business
owners should do in reference to performance appraisals.  Svatko
(1989) discussed the benefits of simplifying the performance
appraisal.  Alexander (1989) discussed the importance of using
the performance appraisal to focus the employee's attention of
long-term objectives rather than day-to-day output, and as
protection from wrongful discharge lawsuits.  Jacobs (1993)
suggests that performance evaluations can be used to help
employees improve both their performance and productivity,
resulting in greater success for the firm.  However, there has
been very little empirical research done on how small business
owners actually handle performance appraisals.

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of an
exploratory study performed in the South Florida small business
community.  It examines how small business persons handle the
performance appraisals of employees.

                           METHODOLOGY

A survey questionnaire was developed specifically for this study. 
The survey was mailed to a randomly selected sample of 200 small
business owners in the South Florida area.  Of those surveyed 98
(49%) responded.  Eighty of the respondents had five or more
employees, while eighteen had less than five employees. 
Organizations with less than five employees were eliminated from
the study because they generally lacked any evaluation process. 

The questions centered on who performed the evaluation, how
information was gathered on performance, which dimensions were
used, and the evaluation outcomes.  The respondents were asked to
rate 11 dimensions chosen from an overview of the performance
appraisal literature.  The efficacy of most of these dimensions
was confirmed in a study on effective performance dimension
carried out on 1,725 employees at ARCO Transportation Co., a
division of Atlantic Richfield Co. (Rollins & Fruge, 1992).  The
present study also investigated some outcomes of the evaluation
process.

                             FINDINGS

Information Gathering Systems
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Many employees in small business never have a formal evaluation. 
Their compensation and length of employment are at the whim of
their employer.  In response to the question on whether the
performance of employees was formally evaluated, 17 (21%) of the
owners did evaluate their employees formally, while 63 (79%)
evaluated the employees informally.

Table 1: Who Does the Evaluation?

                  Evaluator

               No.       %    
Owner          62        77.5
Manager        10        12.5
Agency          8        10

We were also interested in determining who in the organization
actually did the evaluation.  As shown in Table 1, most of the
evaluations were done by the owners of the company, approximately
12% were done by a manager that worked for the owner, and 10%
were outsourced to an agency specializing in human resource
functions.

We also were interested in the frequency with which the
appraisals were performed.  Table 2 shows that the majority of
the evaluations were done once a year, but 36% were done more
frequently.

Table 2. How often are performance appraisals done?

               Frequency of Evaluations
                    No.       %
Yearly              51        63.8
Six Months          18        22.5
More Often          11        13.7

The authors wanted to know not just how often the evaluation was
done with the employee, but also whether the accumulation of
appraisal information was an ongoing process throughout the
evaluation period.  To investigate this question we asked the
following question, "Do you keep regular notes and documents on
employee's Performance?" 49 (61%) responded positively, while 31
(39%) responded negatively.

Source of information is often as important as the frequency. 
Most information for appraisals is gathered through direct
information and impressions from the direct supervisor.  However,
there are other accurate sources of information.  Kane and Lawler
(1978) did a review of peer assessment literature and found that
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peer rating tend to be reliable and accurate due to their access
to unique information on the job performance.  Self information
is often inflated, but can provide a good starting point in a
feedback session (Bassett And Meyer, 1968).  To this end, we
asked where the owner gathered most of his or her information. 
Table 3 shows the three most prevalent sources of performance
information.  As can be seen from this table, the majority of
owners (60%) relied on their personal observations.  However, 40%
relied on other sources of information.

Table 3. The major source of employee information. 

                Source of Information
                        No.       %
Observation             48        60
Peers                   11        13.7
Employee                21        26.3

Performance Dimensions

There are many different types of performance appraisals systems;
i.e., graphic rating scales, alternation ranking, paired
comparisons, etc.  For the purpose of this study we decided that
the type of evaluation was relatively unimportant for two
reasons.  First, graphic rating scales are the most commonly used
system in performance appraisal.  The majority of organizations
use this type of evaluation.  Because of the simplicity of this
method this usually holds true for small businesses.  Second,
since many small business persons have not had a course in human
resource management, we believed that the jargon might be to
confusing and too hard to explain.  Therefore, rather than
dwelling on the structure of the evaluations we decided to
investigate which dimensions small business persons believed were
the most important when they did an evaluation.  They were asked
to use the following four point scale: 4 = most important,
3 = important, 2 = somewhat important, and 1 = not important.
The results are presented in table 4.

As shown in table 4, all of the dimensions were fairly important
parts of the evaluation process.  It is interesting to note that
the questions regarding actual work output, such as
accountability, quantity and quality of work, dependability and
attendance were of the utmost importance.  While still important,
other dimensions such as creativity, personality, and
cooperativeness were not quite as important.  The most surprising
results was that the level of skills received the lowest overall
rating.

Table 4. Perceived Importance of Rating Dimensions.
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               Importance of Dimensions*
                         4    3    2    1

Quality of Work          100   0    0    0
Positive Attitude        100   0    0    0
Required Skills           74  14   12    0
Creativity                85  11    4    0
Accountability           100   0    0    0
Nice Personality          94   5    1    0 
Quantity of Work          95   2.5  2.5  0
Good Communication       100   0    0    0  
Dependability            100   0    0    0
Cooperativeness           89  11    0    0
Regular Attendance       100   0    0    0 

* Scores given by percentage giving each response.

As was expected, the owners rated all the dimensions as fairly
important.  To attempt to investigate relative importance two
questions were asked involving the interactions of the
dimensions.  We attempted to determine importance of personality
if the employee exhibited low productivity.  Under this scenario,
personality became less important dropping from a 94% rating on 4
(most important) on the rating scale, to 84% on most important. 
The second question asked respondents to rate the importance of
attitude in the face of poor performance.  Here the difference
was most dramatic.  As is evident in table 4 when asked whether
attitude is important as a free-standing measure, 100% of the
respondents replied that attitude was very important.  However,
when asked to rate attitude in the face of poor performance no
respondent said that attitude was important or very important. 
See table 5.

Table 5. Importance of Interaction of Performance Dimensions

                              Interaction of Dimensions*
                              4    3    2    1
Personality/productivity      84   10    5    1
Attitude/performance           0    0   14   86

*  Scores given by percentage giving each response. 

Outcomes of Performance Evaluations

The importance of performance evaluations does not lie in the
evaluation itself, but rather the outcome of that evaluation. 
For an employee to meet expectations it is very important that he
or she be aware of the expectations of the owner/manager.  To
help determine this, employers were asked whether employees have
well-defined jobs on which they can be evaluated.  Sixty-one
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(76.3%) believed that they did, and 19 (23.7%) said that they did
not.  We also asked whether the respondents explained to their
employees the basis on which the evaluations were made.  Of those
who replied, 71 (89%) said 'Yes' and 9 (11%) said 'No'.

Finally, we attempted to investigate the consequences of the
performance appraisal.  We asked "When an employee receives a low
rating, what action do you take?" None of the respondents replied
that they would fire the employee.  Forty-two (52%) indicated
that the employee would be given one more chance, while 38
(47.5%) indicated that the employee would be encouraged, and the
owner would discuss methods of performance improvement with the
employee.

                    DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This study has given us some insight into the use of the
performance appraisal in the small business environment.  We have
found that most of the evaluations are done by the owner, and
that they evaluate the employees annually and sometimes more
often.  While there are not any hard guidelines on how often
these evaluations should be conducted, Saal and Knight (1988)
suggest that formal evaluations should be conducted at least
every six months to prevent the cognitive overload on the raters. 
However, they also suggest that informal feedback should be given
on a frequent basis.

The results on the importance of the rating dimensions has shown
that the small business owner's prescribe to a more present
orientation than a future orientation.  The responses showed that
getting the job done, was much more important that how it got
done.  Overall, Productivity, dependability, attendance, and
accountability were more important than creativity, personality
and attitude.  This is logical considering that many small
business survive on a day to day basis, and with a very small
workforce dependability and attendance become crucial.  However,
if these organizations are to grow and prosper, creativity and
cooperation become very important dimensions.  It would be
interesting to investigate whether a company's profitability,
size and maturity have an impact on the owner's perceived
importance of the dimensions.

As mentioned in the introduction this study is only a preliminary
investigation.  Many other questions need to be answered.  Some
of these questions may be related to demographics.  It would be
interesting to investigate the effects of the gender and the
ethnic background of the rater and the ratee on the evaluation
process in the small business environment.

Landy and Farr (1983) looked at the uses of resultant evaluation
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information, and suggested that three uses were made of the
information.  They stated that the information was used to make
administrative decisions regarding compensation, promotions, and
dismissals, to help in employee development by providing feedback
on an employee's strengths and weaknesses, and providing support
information that might be useful in strategic planning and
compliance with EEOC regulations.  It would be interesting to
discover what the small business owner is actually doing with the
information that he or she is gathering in the performance
appraisal process.

Finally, our study showed that 10% of those responding to the
survey outsourced the performance appraisal function. 
Outsourcing is a growing trend in the area of human resource
management (Stewart, 1996).  Therefore, it would be interesting
to study the small businesses that are currently using outside
agencies to perform their human resource functions and to analyze
how the cost effectiveness and usefulness.
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                            ABSTRACT:

The objectives of this study are to investigate cancer risk of
African-American small farmers and its impact on farm
productivity, to compare cancer risk between farmers and non-
farmers and between African-American and whites in the same
occupation.  Statistical results indicate that there were
significant difference of cancer risk between farmers and
teachers, health personnel, and executive managers.  There was
significant difference between African-American small farmers and
white farmers with respect to the cancer risk.  This is due to
the fact that African-American small farmers have smaller acreage
of farm where they tended to have frequent direct contact with
harmful chemicals than white farmers.  African-American small
farmers tended to have not only low productivity from small
acreage, but also high cancer risk from working directly with
farm chemicals.

                          INTRODUCTION:

Good health of small business managers and small farmers is
essential in generating a high productivity in their business
management.  There is certainly a high correlation between health
of small business managers and their productivity.  For instance,
good entrepreneurs and managers demonstrate strong motivation,
innovation, and leadership in new ventures by vigorous mental and
physical exercises [Scarborough, 1996].

Several studies indicate there is greater risk of cancer among
African-Americans than Whites in the U.S. [NIH, 1993].  These
studies attribute this to dietary and life style differences. 
However, cancer may be caused by factors other than dietary and
life style.  Members of several occupations, for example,
experience elevated cancer risk due to exposure to chemical and
environmental factors specific to the environments in which these
individuals work.  Mental stress lends to weaken human health as
well [Higginson, 1993, NIOHS, 1990, Swanson, 1988].  Occupations
characterized by relatively higher levels of stress may,
therefore, also be associated with greater cancer risk among
members of those occupations compared with individuals who work
less stressful Jobs [Landrigan and Baker, 1991].  Few studies
have been conducted to ascertain if there are significant
differences in cancer risk for different occupations in this
country.
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An important and urgent need exists for a comprehensive
investigation of whether there are significant differences in
cancer risk among African-American small farmers.  The findings
of such a study should interest members of the general public,
African-Americans, medical professionals and national health
planners who wish to develop effective prevention programs for
the reduction of occupational cancer risk among small farmers in
the United States.

Farm workers are in general shown to have a greater incidence of
several types of cancers, particularly cancers of the blood and
the immune system including leukemia, non-Hodgkins's lymphoma,
and multiple myeloma, than non-farm workers, due to more frequent
exposure to pesticides such as fungicides, insecticides, and
rodenticide, chemical solvents, fuels and oils, animal-borne
viruses, and other cancer-causing micro-organisms [Landrigan and
Baker, 1991, and Zeijda, McDuffie, and Dosma, 1993].

The three aims of this study are (1) to investigate cancer risk
among African-American small farmers and its impact on
productivity, (2) to compare the relative degree of cancer risk
between farmers and non-farm occupations, and (3) to ascertain
cancer risk between African-American and whites in the same
occupation.  Special consideration will be given to health and
management issues of African-American small farmers.

                   RESEARCH DESIGN AND RESULTS:

The first phase of this study begins with comparative studies on
cancer risk of farmers versus non-farm workers such as engineer,
teachers, health personnel, and executive managers.  Following
this, statistical comparisons of differences in cancer risk
between African American and White in a few selected occupations
such as engineers, teachers, health personnel, and executive
managers.  Final phase of this study considers the health and
managerial issues of African-American small farmers.

Members of high human contact occupations include nurses and
physicians and dentists.  Members of low human contact occupation
include engineers and researchers.  Members of high stress
occupations include teachers and executive managers and
administrators, and owners of small business firms.  Members of
low stress occupations include over-the-counter sales people,
carpenters, and office workers.  Non-farm workers include urban
dwellers and white collar workers.  Farm workers include farm
managers and farm labors.

This study employs pooled sample proportion and significance test
for comparing two proportions of cancer cases in various groups
of occupation.  Longitudinal data on cancer patients and cancer
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cases are obtained from the Cancer Registry in Virginia
Department of Health, Richmond, Virginia, 1982-1992.  There were
187,000 cases reported during this period.  Some cases showed
occupation as 'retired.' In these cases, it was not possible to
trace the retired to a particular occupation [NIOHS, 1990].

The hypothesis to be tested in this study is that there are no
differences of cancer risk between small farmers and members of
selected non-farm occupations such as engineer, teachers, health
personnel, and executive managers.  There are also no differences
between African American and Whites in the same selected
occupations.  Primary hypothesis of this study is that there is
no difference of cancer risk between African American farmers and
White farmers.

Let the pooled sample proportion of success, Ps = (x1 + x2)/ (N1 + N2)
where X is the count of successes in samples in each occupation, and
N is the sample size in each occupation. Significance test for
comparing two proportions uses the statistics for large and independent
samples [Moore, 1995].  The null hypothesis is Ho: pl p2. The z
statistic is computed as follows:
z((x1/N1) - (x2/N2))square root of(Ps(1-Ps)((1/N1) + (1/N2)).

Cancer risk ratios for selected occupations calculated from data
provided by the Virginia Cancer Registry are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Cancer Risk Ratios for Selected Occupations in Virginia,
1982-1992.

Occupation         Cancer cases   Observations   Ratio

Farmers              603           50,385        .0120
Engineers            618           50,533        .0122
Teachers           1,195          143,913        .0083
Health personnel     698           74,622        .0094
Managers           2,561          426,470        .0060

*   Cancer data were obtained from the Cancer Registry of Virginia
    Department of Public Health, Richmond, Virginia.

Population in each occupation was obtained from the 1990 Census
of Population, Virginia.

Based on the above statistical model, comparative studies on
cancer risk of farmers and members of selected occupations are
computed, and the corresponding z statistics appear in Table 2.

Table 2. Z Statistics for Selected Occupations.

Comparisons                       z statistics
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Farmers versus Engineers          -0.380
Farmers versus Teachers            7.393
Farmers versus Health personnel    4.467
Farmers versus Managers           15.591

Based on z values in Table 2, there was no significant difference
between cancer risk between farmers and engineers.  This may be
due to similarities in the work environments of both groups of
occupation.  Farm workers are exposed to harmful chemicals on
farm, and engineers are frequently exposed to harmful chemicals
in the field.  There was significant difference between farmers
and teachers.  Farmers are more exposed to harmful environment
and chemicals than teachers.  Teachers work in clean environment. 
There was also significant difference between farmers and health
personnel.  Health personnel work in clean environment and have
easy access to medical treatment in case of illness.  There was
significant difference between farmers and executive managers and
administrators.  This significant difference is attributed to the
fact that managers and administrators work in less hazardous
environments the farmers.  Managers and administrators have
stressful and high human contact job.  But, cancer risk in each
occupation appears to be closely related to environment in which
people work rather than mental and physical stress associated
with each occupation.  Highly stressful occupation may cause
heart failure and other circulatory complications, but this study
shows that cancer risk is not likely to be associated with stress
and high human contact.

Comparative studies were undertaken to ascertain whether there
were significant difference between African American and Whites
in the same occupations, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3.  Various ratios and z statistics for racial comparison.

Occupation    Race      Cancer    Population     Ratio   z Statistics 
                        Cases                            

Farmers       Black      110        7,501        .0147     2.347
              Whites     492       42,884        .0115
Engineers     Black       27        2,526        .0107    -0.723
              Whites     591       48,007        .0123  
Teachers      Black      167       20,775        .0080    -0.422
              Whites    1028      143,913        .0083  
Health Pers   Black       71        7,499        .0095     0.108
              Whites     627       67,123        .0093  
Managers      Black      179       35,974        .0050    -2.641
              Whites    2382      390,496        .0061 

Z statistics of cancer cases between African American farmers and
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White farmers shows significant differences.  The z statistic,
2.347, was greater than 1.96 at 95 percent probability level..
This can be explained by the fact that African American farmers
tend to operate smaller farms and employ more manual labor on
farm operation than white farmers [Moak, 1994].  They have
frequent contact with chemicals used on farm.  White farmers tend
to use more mechanized farming on a larger acreage, and thus make
less direct contact with harmful chemicals and harmful substances
in the field.  We reject the null hypothesis that there is no
difference between African American farmers and White farmers. 
Based on the examination in this study, we also reject the null
hypothesis that there are no differences between farm workers and
members of selected non-farm occupations.

Managerial skill and productivity depend largely on mental and
physical fitness of small farmers.  Physical weakness limits the
scope of farming activities.  Especially, when the small farm
requires more labor intensive work than the large farm, physical
illness dampens farm productivity severely.  African-American
small farmers tended to have not only low productivity due to
small acreage of farm, but also the health hazard from handling
farm chemicals.  Limited market potential Of small farm further
limits their possibility of farm consolidation [Moak, 1994].

In view of the fact that Black farmers have significantly higher
cancer risk than White farmers, one could argue that the causes
for higher cancer risk among African American farmers may not be
due to difference in farming method or technology, but
differences in life styles, dietary and other factors. 
Carcinogens associated with farming may not be the only direct
cause of this significant difference between these two groups of
farmers in Virginia.  Identification of specific carcinogens
other than exposure to harmful chemicals in farming among African
American farmers needs further investigation [Zejda, McDuffie,
and Dosma, 1993].

There were no significant differences between Black engineers and
White engineers in terms of cancer cases.  There were no
significant differences between Black teachers and Whites
teachers, and between Black health personnel and White health
personnel.  However, there were significant difference between
Black managers and White managers.  There were more cancer-cases
among the White managers than Black managers.  This may be due to
life styles of White managers, executives, and administrators.

                           SUMMING UP:

Few studies have been conducted to ascertain if there are
significant differences in cancer risk for different occupations. 
An explanation for this lack of extensive study was due to the
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difficulty of collecting accurate data on cancer cases in various
occupations.

Three purposes of this study were to investigate cancer risk
among African-American small farmers and its impact on
productivity, and to compare the cancer risk between farmers and
non-farm occupations and between African-American and whites in
the same occupation.  The hypothesis to be tested was that there
is no difference between Black farmers and White farmers.

Statistical results indicated that there were significant
differences of cancer risk between farmers and teachers, health
personnel, and executive managers.  These differences could be
explained by different environment in which each member of the
group works.  Compared to farming environment, teachers, health
personnel and executive managers work in clean and safe
surroundings.  Farmers and engineers work in a similar
environment, and thus their cancer risk tend to be about the same.

There was a significant difference between African-American
farmers and White farmers with respect to cancer risk.  Black
farmers have smaller acreage farms where they tend to have
frequent direct contact with harmful chemicals than white farmers
who have larger acreage where mechanization of farming is
possible.  Because of this health considerations, farm
productivity tend to be lower in small farms than large acreage
farms.

Managerial skill and productivity depend largely on mental and
physical fitness of small farmers.  Physical deterioration
decreases the scope of farming activities.  Especially, when the
small farm requires more labor intensive work than the large
farm, physical illness dampens farm productivity significantly. 
African-American small farmers tended to have both low
productivity problem and health hazard from handling farm
chemicals.

There was, however, a significant cancer difference between
African-American managers and White managers.  White managers
have higher rate of cancer risk than African-American managers. 
White managers may have a different life style.

Occupational influences on carcinogenesis need further
investigation.  The quality of cancer data need significant
improvement.  The specific kinds of cancer and its location
should be further identified in order to understand what kinds of
carcinogens are real and the specific causes of cancer in each
occupation.
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                             ABSTRACT

One of the basic principles of management is getting things done
through people.  Accomplishing this requires sensitivity to
employee skill, and the environmental setting in which they are
in.  Developing effective employees is very important to the
success of any small business and its managers.  If the
organization can develop its employees it can be the determining
factor of remaining in business or going out of the business.[1]

The purpose of this paper is to explore the coaching approach for
managing employees in a small business organization and achieving
goals.  Managerial theory is cyclical in nature.  Therefore,
managers in the 21st century will require up-dated skills. 
Effective coaching requires patience, good communication skills,
sensitivity, and courage.  Their objective is to mold employees
into being more productive by shaping.  Coaching provides an
understanding of what needs to be done, why it will be done, and
a commitment to do it. The following presentation has several
illustrative steps about accomplishing these goals as a coach. 
Success can be achieved by working with employees, not replacing
them or limiting the scope of their activities.

                           INTRODUCTION

Business literature of the 90's has provided insights into the
21 st century.  Academics and practitioners alike predicted that
small businesses would play a major role in the marketplace,
technologies that suggested alternatives to work methods, and
managers would lead rather than rule by dictating.[2] These
predictions initiated a trend for small businesses to rethink
their methods of operating and accept creative alternatives.  One
of the suggestions was for managers to take on a role as leader. 
Even as far back as 1987 a Harvard professor advocated a need for
individuals to be both managers and leaders.  He contended, if
considered separately, managers tend to be driven by their narrow
purposes.  That being the case, a manager perpetrates group
conflicts rather than reforming them into broader desires and
goals.  In comparison, leaders are concerned with people's ideas
and what events and decisions mean to participants, according to
Zaleznik.[3]
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There seems to be some basis for Zaleznik's theory, because
Drucker made some predictions alluding to the manager's changing
role.  Drucker has written that traditional organizational
structures would not be adequate for future complex businesses in
terms of size, how small businesses would compete, and how
managers would deal with human resources.  He went on to predict
that employees would insist on greater Opportunities to
contribute meaningfully to the organization, Drucker's theory was
that employees would rather take on a participative role rather
than a directed one.  He felt that organizations of all sizes
would have to capitalize on this motivation and structure future
jobs to allow a greater sense of job enrichment and
participation.  In addition, he indicated that the age of "Bigger
is Better" was over, and that the size of organizations would
have to coincide with strategic plans for the future.[4] In
addition, small businesses would employ a significant portion of
the workforce.

Managerial theory is cyclical in nature.  Organizations have come
full circle when it pertains to attitudes toward employees. 
Companies have grown by being sensitive to employee needs, then
employee needs were forgotten.  Small businesses have
rediscovered the forgotten employees and the importance of being
sensitive to their needs.  Managers of the 21st century small
business will have to incorporate the importance of employee
human needs into their managerial styles.  The requirements for
managers of small businesses in the 21 st century will be to
prepare for participative employees, higher consumer demands, and
employees wanting increased job security.[5] Have any of these
predictions happened?

If these changes are ahead or in the making, are current managers
ready for tomorrow's job?  James Champy says that management has
to radically change.  He predicts that managers must engage in
Emersonian thinking, which is to question everything.  A
colleague of Champy, Michael Hammer, advocates that the future
manager will play the role of a coach - teacher, and play an
active part in the development of employees.[6]  Small business
leaders must retain and develop employees to remain flexible and
competitive.  Coaching concepts can keep small business managers
abreast of needed employee development and skill building to meet
market demand.

The Organizational Environment Changes: A Need For A New
Management Role:

Industrial decline and organizational downsizing have been taking
place since the 1970's through the 1980's and 90's.  Decline and
downsizing are causing changes that can not take place without
restructuring the organization, and developing managers to
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fulfill their new roles.  At this point of this discussion the
question might be: "What is management development?" According to
Mumford managerial development is an attempt to improve
managerial effectiveness, that can be influenced through a
planned learning process.[7] The planned process must ensure
employee development programs that will facilitate competence for
managerial and employee effactiveness.  As a result of a
management training program, an employee should be able to
perform on the job more effectively.[8] Small businesses can not
afford training programs, therefore, coaching an ongoing process
can be the key element.  Restructuring is not restricted to large
organizations.  Small businesses have fewer employees and job
responsibilities can change rapidly calling for immediate
employee development whereby the coaching methods can assist as well.

The idea that management styles must change is not new.  It was
discovered by Limerick and Cunnington that much of the management
development technology had to be discarded then.  Their theory
was to discard not because it was wrong, but obsolete for that
time.  They also found that the systems theory was acceptable in
the 60's through the arrival of information technology.[9] The
manager in small business of the future will have to assist with
the development of employees.  In the future employees will have
to be able to adjust for behavioral, procedural, and structural
changes within the organization.  This may be accomplished
through the use of coaching concepts.

Coaching A Method Of Employee Development:

Small business managers can create satisfied, productive, and
knowledgeable work teams, by engaging in development activities. 
Why?  Employees actually learn to perform better in the work
place and then want to assume positions of greater
responsibility.  As a result of self motivation the individual
employees and the organization benefit.  However, it must be
realized that employee development is an ongoing process of job
competence, while managers foster the employees' career growth. 
It has been found that employee development programs can strongly
influence career growth and on the job performance.  The proposal
here is to use coaching as a development strategy.[10] Small
businesses do not have the resources to maintain employee
development programs.  Coaching as opposed to managing could be
the wave of the future.  According to Kiechel,[11] the term
"Boss" is a part of the past.  He claims the term drags with
Neanderthal baggage, brutish images of people ordered around,
chewed out, or employees being labeled as subordinates.  He
points out that in the eighties the term "Leader" had it biggest
impact.  The term implied a manager to have "Visionary" and
"Transformational abilities." However, when the term leader is
analyzed one could perceive it to imply that employees are
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followers.  As one Washington University professor William Bottom
termed it:  "We need to function more as coaches and less as
dictators.  The managers' jobs are changing and their skill
requirements are changing as well." Cites, Professor J. DuBrin at
Rochester Institute of Technology stated:  "People have more
aspect for a coach than they do for any other authority
figure, perhaps it's because athletics are so deified in our
culture."

Large organizations and small businesses have been through
downsizing, restructuring, and other structural changes, leaving
them with less help and more work.  The coach of the future will
need to be better at team building and the empowerment of
employees who want to be part of the action.  Currently some
strategies say that there is a hot new trend that will shape
businesses for the years to come, says Betsy Wiesendanger.  
Her theory is: first came time-motion.  Then the answer was
reengineering, quality management, and now it's 'Business
Psychology".[12]  It seems that with all of these management
theories the manager of the future might well learn a thing or
two from a good coach in order to develop efficient teams of
employees.  Therefore, small business leaders must consider
viewing these issues from a human resource perspective, and help
managers to council and coach employees.  According to
Lukaszewski, the human resource perspective is for the
organization to develop managers who are complete thinkers.[13]
The complete thinker is the counselor (coach), who never
identifies a problem without offering options and solutions.
A complete thinker must be trained to exhibit five attributes. 
These attributes include the ability to identify, describe and
interpret, forecast outcomes, recommend, and then test specific
ideas, regardless of the problem or situation.  Effective
coaching entails more than merely providing data and facts, it
requires volunteering information, stepping aside and being
available for assistance.  In today's market place successful
organizations incorporate cooperation among all of their disciplines.
When one thinks about an approach such as coaching it requires a
great deal of employee development and counseling.  To that end, the
coaching approach could prove to be successful for the small business
manager.

The How Of Effective Coaching:

From a business point of view, coaching encompasses counseling
and includes on the job training.  This approach allows the coach
to work with employees directly on how to improve job related
skills.  The coach explains details of the employee's tasks and
why the job must be done, as he or she provides supporting
explanations.  During this explanatory stage the coach provides
the employee with supplementary exemplification on how to achieve
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successful completion of a task.  Then that allows the employee
practice time along with counseling.  It's during this practice
stage that the coach provides periodic feedback on the employee's
progress until competence is achieved.  When the coach is
satisfied with the employee's job competence, he or she steps
back and observes.  The coach's objective is the employee's
effectiveness.  To that end, results of effective coaching will
lead to the development of sound job skills and good work
habits.[14]

Would it be a good practice for a professional basketball team to
engage in pre-season training with a coach, then play throughout
the season without any practice or the coach present?  Not
likely.  However, how many organizations invest in training
employees when they are first hired, but without any
reinforcement or counseling after that initial training to
protect their investment?  Employees are the same as professional
athletes, each having strength's and weaknesses.  The coach's
role is to provide guidance, counseling, advice, strategy, and
opportunities for improvement.  In order for managers to be
successful they must understand what a coach is and what a
coach is not.  The role of the coach is not to be the cheerleader.
It must be pointed out here that motivation is a vital part of
coaching, but only in context to recognize an employee's
strengths or weakness.  This is not a one time event, it's an
ongoing process of observing and attaining feedback.  Coaching is
a repetitive process of observing, providing feedback,
counseling, taking corrective actions, and making specific plans. 
All professional athletes need a coach, and so do employees. 
Coaching assures that the individual's skills are applied, it
refines development, it helps employees to focus on challenges,
and encourages beyond the average performance, one of the most
important steps in effective coaching is creating a need to know
on the part of the employee.  Once the employee understands the
need to know, he or she must realize the specific learning
objectives.  The coach states the specific learning goal at this
stage.

This is accomplished by describing the simple, step-by-step
process of how the job is performed.  At this time the coach may
tell how the task is performed, the next step is to actually
demonstrate the process.  What is important here is that the
employee actually should see the task being performed properly. 
Coaches do not play the game they step aside to observe, counsel,
and guide.[15]  Figure 1 is an illustration of the steps to
coaching: 

Figure 1
A MODEL OF THE COACHING STEPS
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                                            LONG TERM GROWTH
                                    ASSESSMENT
                              FEEDBACK
                    REINFORCEMENT
          PROVIDE GUIDANCE
COACH AS DEVELOPER

Coach As Developer:

Figure 1: is an indication that coaching is beneficial for
employee development and eventually leads to long term growth. 
The question that arises from his observance is how does the
coach motivate employees to grow?  A successful coach can develop
productive and knowledgeable work teams.  Employees who perform
well on the job will most likely want to assume more
responsibilities as they become confident in their job skills. 
The employees job performance, acquisition of job knowledge, and
improved skills, will lead to growth.  Figure 2: is an
illustration of the basic coaching components:

Figure 2
THE COACHING COMPONENTS

            CLARIFYING                              EVALUATING
             EXPECTED                                  JOB
            PERFORMANCE                             PERFORMANCE

              Feedback                               Feedback
                               COACHING

              Feedback

PLANNING
FOR JOB
PERFORMANCE

Defining The Coaching Components:

The role of the coach is one who assists employees to grow and
improve their job competence.  This can be accomplished if the
coach is engaged on a day-to-day basis.  Coaches are the ones who
set the goals and here are the components for coaching to the
goals:

CLARIFYING EXPECTED PERFORMANCE = This component is part of the
job competence cycle and begins with the identification of
important aspects relating to the employees job.  At this stage
it becomes critical to clarify the expected performance levels
for Important jobs and related tasks.  Use of a written job
description at this point becomes helpful for job analysis and
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clarification of standards.  The job description not only
describes important aspects of the job, but includes what needs
to be done.  A good coach would use standards that have been
established and accepted by both coach and employee.  All of the
mentioned processes are part of a good evaluation of job
performance.

EVALUATING JOB PERFORMANCE = this is to measure the adequacy of
an employee's competence.  This is accomplished by comparing
actual performance to previously, established agreed upon
standards.  Note that the coach and the employee establish
standards, then reach an agreement as to how the task is to be
accomplished.  Unlike traditional methods whereby subjective
impressions were used for the evaluation as with annual
performance appraisals.  As a result, the employees are less
defensive during the evaluation process because their own ratings
are included with the coaches.

A good coach would minimize the authoritarian character of the
evaluation interview by allowing for participation as equals. 
Both parties need to be prepared for the interview by determining
concerns and issues before hand.  This encourages employees to
engage in the conversation and minimizes threats to their esteem. 
In addition, the coach would focus only on important performance
changes that increases success.  In the long term this approach
of coaching employees rather than directing them will lead to
better working relationships.

According to Forray, employees in high quality, trusting
relationships with their managers received higher performance
evaluations.[16] These employees seem to perform better.  Those
employees without quality relationships may not be evaluated as
high because the manager may feel they do not have influence on
them.  The performance of those employees seems to be at a lower
scale.

PLANNING FOR JOB PERFORMANCE = is the explaining of specific
actions that the employees will take based on the results of the
appraisal's chosen areas.  In other words this should be a
counseling session.  Here to the coach and employee mutually
design the plan.  Good coaches usually assist with a practicable
plan to develop specific skills and knowledge.  The plan should
include a reasonable deadline, and describe what needs to be
done.  Being that collaboration helps to build commitment, it's
important for both the coach and employee to discuss what the
commitment is, how will it be accomplished, and when.

THE COACHES' ROLE = is to coach his or her employees to reach
desired performance levels.  The coach helps the employee
implement performance plans by providing praise, constant
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counseling, and constructive criticism when applicable.  In order
to keep employees in the direction of better performance,
coaching becomes frequent, and apply the following: They are
always gather information on employee's competence, willing to
discuss areas of improvement, help with corrective actions to be
taken, and constantly reviewing the employee's plant's for
implementation.[17]  The coaches main objective is to always be
there when needed, spot weaknesses, encourage, and motivate.

Coaching As A Management Tool:

Coaching is a collaborative process that is far broader than
performance appraisals with more effectiveness.  Let us go back
to a management basic: Getting things done through other people
is an elementary management principle.  This is an indication
that organizations need people, and people need managers.
What will make the manager of a small business successful?
Managers are evaluated on how well their employees perform.
Therefore a good manager would then want to focus on helping
employees succeed.  In the long term the most significant
contribution a manager can make to a small business is to develop
employees and his or herself to perform effectively and
efficiently.  Employee development will require an understanding
of motivation. Behavioral scientists have found that three
determinants that motivate employee job satisfaction.
These determinants are illustrated in Figure 3:
The Experience Motivators:

Figure 3
The Experience Motivators

    MEANINGFULNESS                          RESPONSIBILITIES

                          RESULTS

Defining The Motivators

According to Allenbaugh, employees have a need to experience
three core job motivators.  These three factors rate higher than
wages and benefits as job satisfiers.  The coach needs to
understand each employee's values and integrate them into the job
design.[18] He defines the motivators as follows:

MEANINGFULNESS = employees must feel that their work is worth
while and important as perceived by their standards.

RESPONSIBILITY = employees must feel a sense of accountability
for job outcome.

RESULTS = employees must be able to determine what is performed
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well, what needs improvement, and what is the targeted goal.

Why is continuous coaching better than performance appraisals? 
Often times it's company practice to conduct employee performance
appraisals at least once annually.  Research has revealed that
performance appraisals conducted annually are a poor measure of
an employee's competence.  The reason for these conclusions is
that appraisals tend to focus on weaknesses.  The appraiser seems
to focus on faults that helps to erode the relationship with the
employee.  While an appraisal is being conducted that focuses on
faults, the employee has a tendency not to listen, leading to
deterioration of performance.  Because coaching is an ongoing
process of feedback, it tends to influence behavior to increase
job knowledge and improved productivity.  Ongoing feedback
emphasizes the employee's strengths and weaknesses that creates a
balance whereby the individual views this interaction as positive
counseling.  The reason for this positive perception on the part
of the employee is because coaching emphasizes the job and not
the individual.

Coaching provides a sense of personal dignity for it begins with
an employee's initial level of performance, and is not viewed as
an annual means to discuss what is wrong.

Coaching becomes a valuable tool for it allows the employee to
identify outcomes valued by their employer.  This in itself
serves as a positive motivator, leading to increased job
competence and performance.  Coaching leads to increased
knowledge of employees, more understanding of their jobs, and a
more positive relationship.  When employees take part in how
goals are to be reached and agree on how the goals will be
reached, the results are likely to be positive.  When combining
the coaching components with the motivators and if used properly
these tools can assist the coach in achieving employee growth. 
The following is an illustration of how to use coaching as a
management tool.  Figure 4: Elements of Coaching FOR Job Growth:

Figure 4

The Elements Of Coaching for Job Growth

     *    State what you observed
     *    Describe your feelings about performance
     *    Explain the impact
     *    Solicit agreement
     *    Make suggestions
     *    Reinforce

Figure 4: is an illustration of the coach communicating with
employees.  According to Lucas,[19] coaches must hone their
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ability to receive and provide feedback.  The following are
Lucas's six elements for coaching employees to job growth:

STATING WHAT YOU OBSERVED = avoid argumentation and provide
specific examples of observed performance, this will be
considered as a fair observation by the employee.

DESCRIBE YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE = reduce
defensiveness by providing personal feedback on how the employee
can focus attention on incorrect performance.

EXPLAIN THE IMPACT OF THE PERFORMANCE remind employees of the
impact their actions have on the organization and their own
performance.

SOLICIT UNDERSTANDING AND AGREEMENT OF THEIR COMMITMENT = discuss
the employee's understanding of why successful completion is
important and what you and the employee can do together to attain
improvement.

MAKE SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT, IF NECESSARY = provide
suggestions or demonstrate the task so the employee understands
procedures.  The role of the coach is not to give the answers,
but to offer tools and counseling.

REINFORCE = reassure the employee that you are available at all
times for support and counseling.

Effective Coaching

Gary Bielous, indicated that no amount of leadership can replace
the need for supervisors to develop employees.  This can be
interpreted to mean that effective coaching can lead to improving
managerial performance.  Employee development gives individuals a
sense of accomplishing what they never thought was possible. 
When employees perform well it can lead to a promotion for the
manager.  Successful organizations are beginning to realize that
the traditional role of leader supremacy is outdated.  In its
place, leader-employee partnerships are being formed.  Leaders
are taking on the role of coaches and less like bosses.  These
partnerships are beginning to produce enthusiasm and commitment
on the part of employees, resulting in productivity gains.  This
concept allows the coach an opportunity to know employees, their
strengths, and weaknesses.  The coach can match employees to the
job and both know exactly what has to be done.  When employees
know what they have to do, know they have support, can discuss
their problems, they will perform better.  This works for
employees who are not performing well.  Coaching can provide
support and counseling to get them back on track, especially when
the employee is experiencing difficulty.  When an employee is
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considered as marginal in performance, the coach must determine
what skills are lacking that prevent the employee from doing the
job effectively.  For example, does the employee miss deadlines,
quality of work needs improvement, the quantity of work is not up
to standards, and signs indicating a lack of commitment. 
Coaching for effectiveness can be accomplished by employing the
following: Know the subject to be discussed, be sure the message
intended is clearly understood, instill trust in the employee by
displaying patience, and be sure to follow-up.[20]

Coaching And Leadership: The Difference

James McGregor Burns describes leadership as one of the most
observed and least understood phenomena on earth." Leadership
research remains ambiguous because it has been narrowly focused
and does not usually integrate the findings from various
approaches.  One of the major exceptions to this criticism is the
current research on transformational and transactional
leadership.  The reason for this criticism is that a majority of
the research on transformational and transactional leadership
focuses primarily on the overall process of leadership.[21]

Transactional leadership on the one hand considers initialing and
organizing a task and concentrates on accomplishing work.  On the
other hand the transactional approach shows consideration for
employees and focuses on satisfying the self interest of those
who do work.  According to Bass, transactional leadership is a
prescription for mediocrity.  Bass identifies transformational
leadership as occurring when leaders broaden and elevate the
interests of their employees.  The leader needs to generate
awareness and acceptance of the employees missions while
instilling upon them to look beyond their own self-interests for
the good of the group.  This form of leadership seems to be
charismatic that could lead to employees becoming followers.[22]

The bottom line for managers is to attain a competitive
advantage.  This competitive advantage can be achieved through
employees and how the manager can alter their perception about
the work force and the employment relationship.  According to
Pfeffer this means that success can be achieved by working with
employees, not replacing them or limiting the scope of their
activities.  He implies that the work force should be viewed as
the source of strategic advantage and not a cost to be
avoided.[23] 

It is suggested here that coaching be a part of being a good
manager and one style of leadership.  There is no single approach
that could be successful in all situations, but combining
approaches would provide flexibility to fit needs as they arise.
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Conclusion

Improving performance is not an easy task.  However, the coaching
concept leads to training, retraining, and assuring that all take
an active part in achieving the small business's organizational
goals.  As stated before, the coaching concept is not new.  It
first appeared in the management literature back in the 1950's.

If this concept were to be used, it is likely that employees
would feel open about improvement, and want to learn from their
mistakes.  On the one hand coaching would set the stage for an
environment to "try again." In contrast, employees generally try
to hide their mistakes, justify their mistakes, attempt to give a
good impression, and become defensive when questioned about their
work.  Small businesses can not afford mistakes and poor quality
of service and products.  On the other hand, when employees have
a coach, they commit to producing results.  Employees seem to
demand whatever the coach can provide.  A basic principle of
coaching is that no one can be coached in the absence of a demand
for it.  Coaching is a two way process, the results are through
communication.  It is driven by commitment on both parties and
can not be separated from the action.  Coaches initiate new
possibilities because it demands rethinking, and requires a more
interrelated work setting.[24][25]  These simple interactions help
the employee to alleviate frustrations while helping them to
develop.  A coach does not require a formal session with the
employee, nor does it have to be a lengthy exchange.  All it
requires is listening to the employee's cues and a quick
response.[26]
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                             ABSTRACT

This study examined the use and effectiveness of a broad variety
of small business employee screening techniques including: 
(1) graphology (handwriting analysis), (2) interviews, (3) work
samples/job tryouts, (4) intuition, (5) application form data,
(6) references, and (7) tests.  A mail survey questionnaire sent
to 350 U.S. Retail Natural Food Stores asked managers which
techniques they used how important each technique was in the
overall selection process, and how well each technique worked. 
We compared these perceptions to the dependent variables,
evaluations of the typical staff member and firm growth
performance.  Open-ended questions probed for details on how the
techniques were conducted and used.  Surprisingly, intuition and
graphology ranked only below interviews in use, importance, and
perceived effectiveness.  Application form data and tests
appeared to be more effective than indicated by respondents'
perceptions.  Conversely, we found that respondents may have
overrated the effectiveness of graphology and intuition. 
Respondents' qualitative feedback provided insights into
selection failures and sucesses
                                                       
                           INTRODUCTION

"With every person you hire, you determine how great your
potential success may be -- or how awful your failures"
(Spragins, 1992).  Numerous examples illustrate the link between
selection and performance; for instance, hiring of sales staff
able to serve customers may help increase firm sales volume.

Small businesses nevertheless often overlook the human resource
function and the critical impact of selection.  Firms with fewer
than 50 employees rarely have a separate Human Resource Manager
(Little, 1986).  Owners or general managers typically make
personnel decisions, but may be too busy "putting out brush
fires" to devote sufficient attention to selection.  The result
may be expensive hiring errors that lead to lost productivity and
diminished morale.

Small business is an important aspect of the American economy. 
From 1987 to 1992, small firms added all of the 5.8 million net
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new U.S. jobs, while large firms eliminated 2.3 million jobs
("Enterprise: How entrepreneurs are shaping the economy", 1993). 
However, the failure rate for new ventures is about 50 percent by
the fifth year and 67 percent by the tenth year (Dennis, 1993). 
Findings on the determinants of small business performance,
including employee selection, may enhance the ability to predict
success and, thus, reduce small business failure rates.

Much of the empirical research on selection consists of
validation studies for individual selection methods such as
interviews, application-form items, or specific tests.  These
studies have found some screening techniques consistently more
effective than others in matching worker and task.  However, such
studies have limitations due to their focus on: (1) a single
predictor such as a situational interview, and (2) micro-
criteria, such as ability to perform a task.  Validation of an
effective selection function likely will include a broad array of
predictors constituting a selection program.  An effective
selection function will also likely include important macro-
criteria such as: (1) overall satisfaction with staff, or (2)
organizational performance.

Research has examined the array of selection methods used by: 
(1) U.S. manufacturing firms (Deshpande & Golhar, 1994); (2) U.S.
firms in a variety of industries (Hornsby & Kuratko, 1990);
(3) British and French companies (Shackleton & Newell, 1991);
(4) British firms (Robertson & Makin, 1986); and (5) New Zealand
organizations (Taylor, Mills, & O'Driscoll, 1993).  These studies
emphasized the extent of use of various selection practices and
typically examined differences in selection programs among:
(1) smaller versus larger firms, or (2) firms in different sectors or
industries.

Schmitt and Schneider (1983) commented on the absence of research
on the contribution of personnel selection to organizational
effectiveness.  Hypothesizing that companies using formal
selection methods should perform better than other companies,
they called for research on the use of overlooked variables such
as productivity, attendance, market share, and sales growth as
effectiveness criteria.

Hornsby & Kuratko (1990) asked small businesses to rate on single
five-point Likert scales the extent of use and effectiveness of
six selection methods.  For firms of one to fifty employees, the
selection methods ranked in descending order of use and perceived
effectiveness were: (1) application blanks, (2) reference checks,
(3) interviews, (4) drug tests, (5) psychological tests, and
(6) aptitude tests.

Terpstra and Rozell (1993) conducted the only recorded study to
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examine the relationship between selection practices and
organizational performance.  They focused on five infrequently
used selection techniques prior research showed related to
employee performance: (1) effectiveness studies of recruiting
sources, (2) validation studies of selection predictors,
(3) structured interviews, (4) aptitude and ability tests, and
(5) weighted application blanks.  In firms with 200 or more
employees, they found a significant positive relationship across
all industries between organizations' use of the techniques and
both profit and profit growth.  Measures of profit and profit
growth were self-reported in broad categories, and the measure of
use was a simple yes/no answer.

The purpose of the present study was to examine the use and
effectiveness of a broad variety of selection techniques
available to small businesses.  The study included selection
methods researched by Hornsby & Kuratko (1990): (1) application
blanks, (2) reference checks, (3) interviews, and (4) tests.
We also examined three predictors reportedly used in small business
selection: (1) work samples/job tryouts, (2) graphology
(handwriting analysis), and (3) intuition.  Graphology and
intuition are controversial; no recorded research has documented
their use and effectiveness in small business employee selection. 
Yet, more than 77 percent of French firms use graphology, more
often in small firms (Shackleton & Newell, 1991), and authors
recommend the use of intuition in selection (Munchus, 1989;
Pinsker, 1992; Wood, 1986).

We asked respondents how well each technique worked and compared
these perceptions to other outcome measures: (1) staff
evaluation, and (2) firm growth.  No other recorded study of
selection techniques has used this complete array of criteria to
evaluate effectiveness.  Our hypotheses were:

1)       using an effective selection technique leads to higher staff
         evaluations and better firm performance than not using the
         technique, and

2)       increased importance of an effective selection technique in a
         firm's selection program leads to higher staff evaluations
         and better firm performance, compared to low importance of
         the technique.

                        METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Our study sampled natural food stores: (1) to avoid confounding
of results due to industry differences, (2) to choose an industry
where employees must work closely with customers and where
employee selection may strongly influence firm effectiveness, and
(3) to use an available database provided by the National
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Nutritional Foods Association (NNFA), a trade association for the
U.S. Natural Foods Industry.  We randomly selected three hundred
fifty natural food stores from the NNFA database and asked the
owner or manager in charge of selection to complete the
questionnaire.

We mailed surveys in mid-December 1994 and mid-January 1995. 
Respondents returned forty-five questionnaires, a response rate
of 12.9 percent.  Two considerations partially explained the
response rate: (1) small businesses are notorious for their
inability and unwillingness to reveal financial information
(Fiorito & La Forge, 1986), and (2) several non-respondents
reported (in telephone follow-ups) that the large number of open-
ended questions undermined their motivation to complete the
questionnaire.  Respondents' firms had an average of 19 employees
(range: from 2 to 110) and an average age of 13 years (range:
from 2 to 39).  There is scant literature on selection in firms
of this size.

The survey queried respondents regarding their use of seven
selection techniques: (1) application form items, (2) interviews,
(3) references, (4) tests, (5) work samples/job tryouts,
(6) handwriting analysis, and (7) intuition.  Sub-questions asked for
details on these methods -- for example, whether interviews were
unstructured, structured, or situational.  Open-ended questions
asked respondents how they conducted and used the techniques. 
The questionnaire asked for importance and perceived
effectiveness of each technique, and for the firm age and number
of employees.

Predictor variables were: (1) whether the respondent used the
technique (yes/no), and (2) reported importance of each selection
technique, measured on a Likert scale from "1" (very unimportant)
to "5" (very important).

We assessed selection technique effectiveness using three
criteria: (1) perceived effectiveness, (2) evaluation of typical
staff member, and (3) firm performance.  To assess perceived
effectiveness we asked: "How well does the technique work for
your business?"  For staff evaluation, we used five criteria
(Myers, 1992): (1) productivity, (2) work quality,
(3) attendance, (4) safety, and (5) conduct, as well as an overall
evaluation.  Scale values ranged from "1" (substantially below
expectations) to "5" (substantially exceeds expectations).

Growth performance constructs validated by Chandler and Hanks 
(1993) measured firm performance.  Growth was the average of
percentage increases in market share, cash flow, and sales
volume.  Following Chandler and Hanks, we offered broad
categories of performance to enhance response rates.
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Analysis revealed correlations between variables.  We then used
two stepwise linear regressions to determine the contribution of
the selection methods found correlated to effectiveness criteria. 
The first assessed the impact of use versus non-use of each
technique, and the second assessed the effect of reported
importance (i.e., emphasis) of each technique.  In addition, we
assessed qualitative data to complete the picture of selection.

                             RESULTS

We present findings for the selection techniques in order of
their perceived effectiveness.  Table 1 ranks the seven selection
techniques according to perceived effectiveness and reports
usage, and importance.  Only three respondents used graphology,
but they ranked it first in perceived effectiveness and
importance.  At the other extreme, the four respondents using
tests ranked them last in perceived effectiveness and importance.

Interviews ranked first in reported use, but second in perceived
effectiveness and importance.  Surprisingly, respondents ranked
intuition higher in use, perceived effectiveness, and importance
than application form data, references, or tests.

Correlational analysis is provided in Tables 2 and 3.  Table 2
lists variables found correlated to use of each technique, while
Table 3 lists variables found correlated to importance of each
technique in the firms' selection process.  We found use and
importance of selection techniques correlated with staff
evaluations but not with firm growth performance.

The results of stepwise regression analysis, using overall staff
evaluation as dependent variable, are provided in Table 4.  Table
4A lists variables found related to use of each technique, while
Table 4B lists variables found related to importance of each
technique in the firms' selection process.  A discussion of the
results found for each selection technique follows.

                             Table 1
                 Ranking of Selection Techniques

                        Mean           Number         Mean
Technique               Perceived      of Firms       Reported
                        Effectiveness  Using          Importance
                        (rank)         (rank)         (rank)

Graphology               4.3 (1)         3 (7)          4.7 (1)

Interviews               4.2 (2)        45 (1)          4.7 (2)
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Work sample/             3.9 (4)        14 (5)          4.1 (5)
 job tryout

Intuition                4.0 (3)        40 (2)          4.5 (3)

Application              3.7 (5)        38 (3)          4.2 (4)
  form data

References               3.7 (6)        32 (4)          3.7 (6)

Tests                    2.7 (7)         4 (6)         12.7 (7)

                             Table 2
          Significant correlations with use of technique:

Selection          Correlations (Pearson
Technique          coefficients in parentheses)

Graphology 

Structured         Attendance evaluation (0.263)
  interviews

Situational        Attendance evaluation (0.285)
  interviews       Overall evaluation (0.388)*

Work samples/ 
  job tryouts

Intuition          Productivity evaluation (-0.339)
                   Number of employees (-0.506)**
                   Firm sales volume (-0.561)**

Application form
  data

References         Productivity evaluation (0.246)

Tests              Overall evaluation (0-285)

Correlations are significant at the p<0.05 level except:
*=p<0.01
**=p<0.005

Graphology

The three respondents who used graphology rated it highest in
effectiveness.  We found no correlation between use or importance
of graphology and effectiveness criteria, but this may be due to
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inadequate sample size.  Interestingly, both use (p<0.001) and
importance (p<0.001) of graphology were negatively correlated
with firm size, as measured by employee count or sales volume. 
Larger firms in our study were less likely to use graphology than
smaller firms.

Two respondents were enthusiastic about graphology.  One reported
that handwriting analysis had shown that "gut reaction would have
resulted in inappropriate choices." The other claimed that
screening with graphology had substantially eliminated personnel
problems.

An apparent problem with graphology was the lack of standards or
certification for practitioners.  Analyst credentials included:
(1) 17 years of study, (2) certification by the International
Graphoanalysis Society, and (3) unknown.  Because anyone may call
himself or herself a graphologist, data interpretation is
difficult.

                             Table 3
    Significant correlations with importance of technique in
                  overall screening process:

Technique          Correlations (Pearson coefficients in parentheses)

Graphology

Interviews         Attendance evaluations (0.411)
                   Safety evaluations (0.338)
                   Conduct evaluations (0.365)
                   Overall  evaluations (0.310)

Work samples/ 
  job tryouts

Intuition          Number of employees (-0.403)**
                   Firm sales volume (-0.519)**

Application        Attendance evaluations (0.497)
  form data        Safety evaluations (0.296)
                   Conduct evaluations (0.266) 
                   Overall evaluations (0.473) **

References         Productivity evaluations (0.343)

Tests              Overall evaluations (0-271)

Correlations are significant at the p<0.05 level except:

*=p<0.01
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**=p<0.005

Interviews

All respondents used interviews, on average ranking them second
in perceived effectiveness.  Supporting this perception were our
findings that: (1) use of structured interviews correlated
significantly with higher attendance evaluations (p<0.05) and use
of situational interviews correlated with higher attendance
(p<0.05) and overall (p<0.01) evaluations and (2) increased
emphasis on interviews was correlated with higher evaluations of
staff attendance (p<0.01 ), safety (p<0.05), conduct (p<0.01),
and overall performance (p<0.05).  In the stepwise regression, use
of situational interviews explained 11.1 percent of overall
evaluations (p<0.01) while importance of interviews explained
4.6 percent of overall evaluations (p<0.05).

Forty percent of the respondents used structure interviews in
which they asked all applicants to affirm the same set of
questions.  Often this process included questions about
applicants' product knowledge.  Twenty-nine percent of the
respondents used situational interviews that asked applicants
what they would do in hypothetical job situations.  Typical
situational questions included: (1) How would you handle an angry
customer? and (2) How would you handle a customer's question
about a product you're not familiar with?

Respondents considered interviews an opportunity to clarify
questions arising from application form data.  They conducted
interviews in a wide variety of environments.  Some respondents
held interviews formally in a quiet office.  Others conducted
interviews informally, on the run, or while touring the store
with applicants.  Responding on the survey, one retailer
recommended conducting interviews on the sales floor, with
interruptions from customers, to see how applicant react to
customers.

It was normal to ask applicants how long they expect to remain at
the job, if hired.  This practice was sometimes subtle, asking
about applicants' future plans and interest in the industry. 
Some respondents reported that this procedure was working poorly,
as turnover remained high.

                             Table 4
             Results of Step-Wise Regression Analysis

A.  Significant relationships with use of technique:

Technique          Relationship with overall staff evaluation
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Situational        Partial R^2 = 0.111, p<0.01
  Interview

Tests              Partial R^2 = 0.054, p<0.05

Model R^2 = 0.164, Significance = 0.033

B.  Significant relationships with importance of technique:

Technique          Relationship with overall staff evaluation

Application        Partial R^2 = 0.210, p<0.005
 form data

Tests              Partial R^2 = 0.062, p<0.05

Interviews         Partial R^2 = 0.046, p<0.05

Model R^2 = 0.318, Significance = 0.003

Intuition

Intuition ranked third in perceived effectiveness and second in
extent of use.  Use of intuition correlated with lower staff
productivity evaluations (p<0.05).  Use of intuition correlated
with lower sales (p<0.005) and fewer employees (p<0.005).
Importance of intuition correlated with lower sales (p<0.005) and
fewer employees (p<0.005).  Thus, smaller firms were more likely
than larger firms to use and emphasize intuition.

Respondents considered intuition an important screening
criterion.  One store owner called intuition a powerful tool he
always uses: "I observe, I sense, I ponder, I comment, in that
order".  Many respondents made it clear that they would not
hesitate to hire less-qualified applicants about whom they had a
positive feeling: "I try to listen to my gut reaction.  If I
don't feel comfortable with someone, that means a lot, often more
than their qualifications or education".  Another said: "I always
rely on intuition -- after all, the most important hiring test is
if this person feels right for my store".

Others were more cautious in their reliance on intuition.  One
retailer implied a reciprocal process, whereby intuition is
subject to verification: "I comment and the employee comments
also.  I both impact and am impacted".  One respondent related an
experience of having been "intuitively" impressed by some
applicants only to find their references fraudulent.  The
retailer recommended combining the personal approach with
practical analysis for successful decision making.
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Work samples/job tryouts

The use or importance of work samples/ job tryouts did not
correlate with staff evaluations or firm performance.  Yet, many
stores reported using job tryouts in the form of probationary
periods from one week to ninety days.  Most agreed it was clear
by the end of the probation who would work out.  One respondent
humorously asserted that many people interview like Superman and
work like Clark Kent.  Another commented that the only effective
selection technique is analysis of performance in the job setting.

Application Form Data

Application form data ranked forth in perceived effectiveness. 
Increased emphasis on application form data correlated with
higher attendance (p<0.005), safety (p<0.05), conduct (p<0.05),
and overall (p<0.005) evaluations.  In the stepwise regression,
importance of interviews explained 21.0 percent of overall
evaluations (p<0.005).

Most respondents used application forms as the first step of the
hiring process, to decide whom to interview in the first place. 
Application form data such as experience, education, and
proximity of home to the firm served to narrow the list of
potential new hires.  Respondents generally agreed that retail
experience, or working in other capacities with people, was the
most important criterion.

Retailers reported using application forms to provide a general
feel of an individual's applicable experience and consistency of
work history.  Respondents also reported using application forms
to assess how applicants write and think on paper, as an
indication of the applicants' intelligence and communication skill.

References

Reference checking ranked fifth in perceived effectiveness.
Use and importance of reference checks both correlated with
productivity evaluations at the p<0.05 level of significance. 
Some respondents reported difficulty in getting any information
from past employers.  Some retailers reported they merely verify
the applicants' employment date and eligibility to be re-hired.

Other respondents reported success with reference checking.
One retailer even reported that it was an eye-opening process as
"applicants often lie." Although reference checking included a
wide variety of questions, perhaps the most clever was:  "Is there
anything you would appreciate knowing if you were in my
position?"
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Tests

The four respondents using tests ranked them in last place in
perceived effectiveness.  They used proprietary tests that
primarily focused on applicants' product knowledge.  Using tests
correlated with higher overall staff evaluations (p<0.05), while
importance of tests correlated with higher overall staff
evaluations (p<0.05).  In the stepwise regression, use of tests
explained 5.4 percent of overall evaluations while importance of
tests explained 6.2 percent of overall evaluations.

One respondent devised a situational test that asked applicants
to respond to hypothetical critical incidents.  For example, a
question required applicants to establish priorities in a
situation where the store becomes very busy while seriously
understaffed.

                     SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We offer eight comments/conclusions:

1.       Small firms should emphasize interviews, application form
         data, and tests in their selection process.  These three
         techniques together explained 31.8 percent (combined R[2]) of
         overall staff evaluations.

2.       Application forms contain much of the information needed to
         select well.  Use of application form data showed the
         strongest correlations with evaluations of staff overall.
         performance.  Respondents seemed to underrate this powerful
         selection technique.

3.       We concluded that respondents overrated graphology.  Although
         rated highest in perceived effectiveness, use and importance
         of graphology were not correlated with staff evaluations. 
         Because sample size of graphology users was only three, we
         suggest further research using larger sample size.

4.       Application form data demonstrated far greater effectiveness
         than intuition, yet respondents rated intuition higher in
         perceived effectiveness.  Responses to open-ended questions
         provided additional evidence that respondents overrated
         intuition; many said that intuition could override other
         forms of analysis.  We advise using caution and including
         other techniques with intuition.

5.       Both use and importance of tests, ranked lowest in perceived
         effectiveness, were related to higher overall evaluations of
         staff.  It appears that tests were underrated in our small
         sample of four test users.
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6.       Strong predictive ability for staff evaluations did not
         translate into power to explain firm performance.  This
         finding is not surprising.  Many firm variables other than
         employee quality -- strategic planning, competition, resource
         availability, and the environment -- affect organizational
         performance.

7.       Our survey may have sampled lifestyle rather than growth-
         oriented entrepreneurs (Dunkleberg, Cooper, Woo, & Dennis, 198
7).
         We got the impression that many natural food stores
         are founded and operated by individuals placing greater
         priority on evangelical promotion of natural products than on
         profitability.  These individuals may select employees based
         on compatibility and comradeship, rather than work quantity
         and quality.  Firm growth and business volume may have been
         less appropriate criteria than staff evaluation.

8.       My data revealed that reported technique importance had more
         and stronger relationships with evaluations than did
         technique use.  It may be that use of a technique does not
         lead to better staff evaluations unless users consider the
         technique an important component of the selection program. 
         Use of a technique may not result in better selection if the
         use is improper, whereas firms that report that a technique
         is important may have confidence in their proper use of the
         technique.

We recommend that small businesses exercise caution in their use
of, and emphasis upon, graphology, work samples/job tryouts, and
intuition.  These selection techniques did not seem to lead to a
better staff.

Small firms should pay more attention to the data they are
collecting on their application forms.  As this was the single
strongest predictor, firms should determine how application form
data differ between their best and worst employees.  Perhaps the
critical factor relates to the applicants' work experience,
education, or even how far away they live from the workplace. 
Our findings suggest that small firms that emphasize application
form data are uncovering important predictors of staff
performance.  Our findings support Asher and Sciarrino's (1974)
research reporting higher validity coefficients for application
form data than for any other predictor.

Small firms should continue to emphasize interviews, which led to
better attendance, safety, conduct, and overall evaluations.  The
smaller firms in our study were more likely to use unstructured
interviews; whereas, the larger firms were more likely to use
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situational interviews.  We recommend that small firms replace
unstructured interviews with situational interviews to improve
selection effectiveness.  This recommendation is consistent with
Hunter and Hunter's (1984) 0.14 validity for all interviews
compared to .Robertson, Gratton, and Rout's (1990), validity of
0.28 for situational interviews.

Small firms should increase their use and emphasis of tests in
their selection process.  Munchus (1989) reported that a trend of
increased use of tests in the selection process already exists. 
We recommend situational tests that are based on job-related
critical incidents.  Such tests may help select employees with
the ability to make good decisions affecting their work
performance.

We recommend the replication of this study with another mailing
list of growth-oriented rather than lifestyle-oriented firms, for
example small manufacturing firms.  A longer mailing list would
furnish more data on techniques seldom used by small firms, such
as graphology and tests.
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                             ABSTRACT

This paper reports preliminary results of a national study
examining the impact of demographic changes in the American
workforce on small business management practices.  National
interviews were conducted over a two year period to determine:
1) if small business owners were aware of changing workforce
demographics and 2) if they are proactively responding to these
changes by modifying their management practices.  Preliminary
findings indicate that while small business managers are aware of
changing demographics, only a relatively small minority have
changed their management practices as a response.  Final results
will be completed in early 1997.

                           INTRODUCTION

Only one other study (Clark, Shfiberg, & Wester, 1995) reports
empirical research on the effect of the predictions made in
Workforce 2000 on the practices and policies of small businesses,
defined here as companies with fewer than 100 employees.  The
current research expands the data base from the Greater
Cincinnati population to a national population.

                               BODY

The National Study

From 1991-1994 empirical studies examined the responses of
Greater Cincinnati small business managers to the changing
workforce.  An expansion of the Greater Cincinnati research into
a national study of small businesses asked the following types of
questions:

1) Do small business managers perceive that demographic changes
are occurring in the workforce?  

2) Are the management practices implied by demographic
projections being implemented by small business managers? 

3)Are small business experiences and practices in addressing the
changing workforce consistent with those of larger companies?
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Procedures

A national telephone survey was based on the Greater Cincinnati
results of quantitative data from extensive telephone surveys and
qualitative data gathered through in-depth personal interviews
with business owners.

National Telephone Survey

A succinct version of the Greater Cincinnati telephone and face-
to-face interviews was adapted into a telephone survey.  The
small businesses questioned in the survey were drawn randomly
from Ward's Business Directory.

Respondents were asked to evaluate five statements about the
nature of the American workforce and two statements about their
awareness of and response to the changing demographics of the
workforce.  The statements each tested a major assumption of the
Workforce 2000 report (Tower-Perrin 1990).  To compare to the
Greater Cincinnati Study, small business owners/managers were
asked to choose from the following responses: "strongly agree,
agree, neutral, disagree, strongly disagree" for the same
following statements:

1)There are fewer entry level workers today.

2)The U.S. is in a national labor shortage.

3)The workforce has more older workers today.

4)There are more women in the workforce today.

5)We have a more culturally diverse workforce today.

6)Most business owners I know are aware of and
concerned about the changing demographics of the workforce.

7)Many business owners I know are formulating new approaches to
recruiting ethnic minorities, women, and older workers.

Based on data from the pilot study, several questions were added. 
Specifically, respondents were not only asked if they observed
demographic changes in their own hiring practices, they were also
asked if they had changed their management practices in response
to these changes.

Sample

The sample population for this research was dram from Ward's
Business Directory, a compilation of businesses with fewer than
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100 employees.  Attempts were made to contact each business from
every tenth page of the directory.  A total of 190 companies
completed the survey.

Limitations

These results are preliminary, based on the answers of 190
respondents.  Surveys are still being conducted to produce a
final study in early 1997.

                 RESULTS FROM THE NATIONAL STUDY

Survey Data

Question: Are there fewer entry workers in the workforce today?

Finding:  Small business owners have not experienced increased
          difficulty in locating young workers.

As shown in Table 1, 51.7% of small business managers interviewed
by telephone do not believe there are fewer entry level workers
in the workforce today.  While this finding supports a similar
conclusion in the Greater Cincinnati study that most small
business owners are having no difficulty finding qualified young
applicants for positions in their companies, it is contrary to a
demographic prediction of Workforce 2000 that competition for
hiring young workers would intensify because the number of people
retiring from jobs will outnumber the number of new entrants
(Johnston and Packer 1987; Naisbitt 1982).

TABLE 1. "THERE ARE FEWER ENTRY LEVEL WORKERS TODAY."

Strongly Agree         3.8%
Agree Somewhat        34.9%
Neutral                9.6%
Disagree Somewhat     45.21%
Strongly Disagree      6.5%
N=190                100.0%

The survey participants were almost evenly divided when
commenting on the number of today's entry level workers.
Those respondents who still found adequate numbers of employees
attribute this to the large scale layoffs of high qualified
employees by large companies (Jost 1993).  One manager of a
printing company with forty employees felt differently.  "It
seems to be getting harder to find qualified people and people
who want to work for a living-seems too easy to get unemployment
benefits or welfare."

Question: Is there a national Labor shortage today?
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Finding:  Small business owners have not yet experienced a labor
          shortage.

TABLE 2.  "THERE IS A NATIONAL LABOR SHORTAGE TODAY."

Strongly Agree         4.3%
Agree Somewhat        20.3%
Neutral                8.6%
Disagree Somewhat     62.0%
Strongly Disagree      4.81%
N=190                100.0%

As seen in Table 2, only 24.6% of the respondents agreed that
there was a national shortage.  In fact, only 4.3% strongly
agreed with this statement, while 66.8% disagreed.  These
results, in accordance with Greater Cincinnati results, showed
that these owners/managers have not yet experienced a labor
shortage.  Research indicates that shortages encourage owners to
create more welcoming environments for the increasingly
multicultural workforce (Jamieson and O'Mara 1991; Cox 1993).

Some businesses, however, reported labor shortages.  One
respondent noted difficulty finding motivated "self-starters."
Another said that "What is lacking are qualified individuals of
all types.  More education is my panacea for the ethnic, sex, age
and 'preference' discrimination."

Question: Are there more older workers in the workforce today?

Finding:  Virtually all small business owners have recognized the
          aging of their workforce.

As shown in the Table 3, 57.7% of the telephone respondents
agreed with this statement.  In conservative midwestern Cincinnati,
this notion was even more strongly affirmed by 71.8% of those
telephone respondents.  When asked about their own companies, as
shown in Table 4, the respondents also concurred, with 43.9%
agreeing that there is a change in the average age of their
employees.

TABLE 3. "THERE ARE MORE OLDER WORKERS TODAY."

Strongly Agree         4.8%
Agree Somewhat        52.9%
Neutral               11.3%
Disagree Somewhat     30.5%
Strongly Disagree       .5%
N=190                100.0%
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TABLE 4. "HAVE YOU NOTICED A CHANGE IN THE AVERAGE AGE OF THE
EMPLOYEES IN YOUR COMPANY?"

                    Yes                 43.9%
                    No                  56.1%

If yes, in what direction?
                    Increase            64.5%
                    Decrease            35.5%

Data raises the question whether current employees are merely
getting older and businesses aren't hiring anyone new, or whether
businesses are actually hiring more older workers than before.  A
number of participants indicated they were, in fact, hiring an
older workforce, confirming a trend identified in the Workforce
2000 report.  Other companies were concerned with the typical
stereotypes that face older workers entering the job force.  One
manager believed that "finding older workers who are computer
literate" was his difficult task when trying to recruit and hire
new employees.  A manager of a service organization referred to
an unstated rule not to hire managers under forty--this to assure
maturity both appearance and in action.  These two statements
reflect the range of positive and negative stereotypes facing
older members of the workforce today.

Question: Are there more women in the workforce today?
Finding:  Many small business owners have recognized the
          feminization of the workforce.

An overwhelming 91.0% of the national telephone survey
respondents agreed that there are more women in the workforce
today.  Approximately 29.3% of respondents "strongly agreed' and
over half (61.7%) "somewhat agreed" with this statement.  This
could be seen to confirm that small businesses in America have
directly experienced the growing "feminization of the workforce,"
a major assumption of the Hudson Report (Tower-Perrin 1990).

TABLE 5.  "THERE ARE MORE WOMEN IN THE WORKFORCE TODAY."

Strongly Agree         29.3%
Agree Somewhat         61.7%
Neutral                l2.1%
Disagree Somewhat       5.3%
Strongly Disagree       1.6%
N=190                 100.0%

However, when asked about their companies (Table 6), only 43.2%
of owners/managers reported a change in the number of women in
their company, with 12.2% noting a decrease.
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TABLE 6. "HAVE YOU NOTICED A CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF WOMEN IN
YOUR COMPANY?"

               Yes            43.2%
               No             56.8%

If yes, in what direction?
               Increase       87.8%
               Decrease       12.2%

These findings suggest that while employers recognize the
presence of more women in the overall workforce, they don't see
any changes in their own companies.  Comments revealed the
existence of stereotypical views about women.  A construction
company with approximately 25 employees, for example, told the
interviewer that women would only be assigned to specific tasks
like weding because they don't have the strength to do other jobs. 
Many other companies responded, however, as the manager of a ten-
employee computer company: "Black, white, woman, Jew, Catholic,
handicapped, aged, or gay are not relevant.  The ability to make a
computer do useful tasks is the great discriminator."

Question: Do we have a more culturally diverse workforce today?

Finding:  Small business owners have reacted in a variety of ways
          to the growth of the workforce population of African
          American, Hispanic, and Asian employees.

TABLE 7. "WE HAVE A MORE CULTURALLY DIVERSE WORKFORCE TODAY."

Strongly Agree        17.6%
Agree Somewhat        72.9%
Neutral                3.7%
Disagree Somewhat      5.3%
Strongly Disagree       .5%
N=190                100.0%

As shown in Table 7, 90.5% agreed that the workforce is more
culturally diverse today, while only .5% strongly disagreed and
only 5.3% disagreed somewhat with this assertion.  Only 17.6% of
the respondents strongly agreed with this changing demographic. 
The Tower-Perrin report (1990) indicated that businesses that
demonstrated a strong awareness of, and interest in, the changing
ethnic mix of the workforce were likely to actively respond to
this workforce trend.  Table 8 reveals a different story.  While
90.5% agreed that we have a more culturally diverse workforce
today, only 35.8% have noticed a change in their company.  Thus,
while owners/managers recognize the changes in the workforce,
they are not reacting to these changes in their own companies.
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TABLE 8. "HAVE YOU NOTICED A CHANGE IN THE NUMBER OF MINORITIES
IN YOUR COMPANY?"

          Yes       35.8%
          No        64.2%

If yes, in what direction?
          Increase  96.8%
          Decrease  3.2%

Many managers and CEOs in our survey reported difficulties,
dealing with this projection of a more diverse workforce.  A six-
person printing operation manager said "My experience is that the
black employees are not trustworthy.  Over the history of my
company I have hired 20% minority.  They all have left me without
notice or after being confronted for their dishonesty!  On the
other hand, other companies stated they must represent the
diverse demographics of consumers by hiring similarly culturally
diverse people.

Question: Are most of the business owners with whom you are
          familiar aware of, and concerned about the changing
          demographics of the workforce?  Finding: Small business
          managers are aware of, and concerned about, the
          changing workforce demographics.

Seventy six point five percent (76.5%) of the respondents in the
national survey agreed that small businesses are aware of the
changing demographics.  The Greater Cincinnati Study found an
almost identical response of 73.0% agree to the statement.  We
must, therefore, ask, if 76.5% agreed that most are aware and
concerned about the changing faces of the labor force, why are
only 26.2% (Table 10) concerned about hiring and proactively
recruiting minorities?

TABLE 9. "MOST BUSINESS OWNERS I KNOW ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THE
CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE WORKFORCE?"

Strongly Agree        10.2%
Agree Somewhat        66.3%
Neutral                7.0%
Disagree Somewhat     16.0%
Strongly Disagree       .5%
N=190                100.0%

TABLE 10. "ARE YOU CONCERNED ABOUT THE PRESSURE TO HIRE AND
PROACTIVELY RECRUIT MINORITIES?"

Strongly Agree         4.8%
Agree                 21.4%
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Neutral                8.6%
Disagree              55.6%
Strongly Disagree      9.6%
N=190                100.0%

The answer we found was that while companies are aware of the
changing demographics, some small businesses reported little
concern about it in their own companies.  A manager of a human
resources consulting firm said "I wish my company was more
culturally and racially diverse; however, the major emphasis on
profitability at this time overrides cultural diversity." A
finance company with 28 employees responded similarly:  "With a
small company you want to get the job done and forget to feel
compassionate."

Question: Are many business owners you know formulating new
          approaches to recruiting ethnic minorities, women,
          older employees, and handicapped workers?

Finding:  Small businesses are just beginning to adapt to the
          changing demographics of the workforce by formulating
          new approaches to recruiting.

As shown in Table 11, 47.4% of the telephone respondents agreed
they were beginning to adapt to the changing demographics of the
workforce by developing new recruiting methods.  Only 4.8%
strongly agreed, however, while 35.1 % disagreed somewhat.

TABLE 11. "MANY BUSINESS OWNERS I KNOW ARE FORMULATING APPROACHES
TO RECRUITING--

Ethnic Minorities, Women, Older Employees, and Handicapped
Workers"

Strongly Agree         4.8%
Agree Somewhat        42.6%
Neutral               16.0%
Disagree Somewhat     35.1%
Strongly Disagree      1.6%
N=190                100.0%

As shown previously in Tables 9 and 10, even though business
owners are aware of changes taking place, their own companies are
not reacting as strongly.  While 47.4% recognized across the
country that businesses are formulating new approaches to face
changing demographics, their own companies are not.  Only 19.3%
of the respondents told us that they are executing strategies for
recruiting minorities and only 33.9% are training their managers
to deal with diversity.
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TABLE 12.  "IS YOUR COMPANY IMPLEMENTING STRATEGIES--

For recruiting minorities?

          Yes       19.3%
          No        80.7%

For training managers in diversity?

          Yes       33.9%
          No        66.1%

                             SUMMARY

Significantly, few small business owners indicated they had
changed their recruiting, hiring, training, and promotion
practices--including most of those who were aware that the new
talent pool of applicants has a significantly different 
demographic profile than that which previously existed.  This
suggests that changes in future small business management
practices may be "reactive," driven by the demands made by new
employees, rather than "proactive"--implemented to attract
multicultural talent by making small business workplaces more
welcoming for ethnic minorities, females, older employees, and
other members of the increasingly multi cultural workforce.
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   TELECOMMUTING IN THE WORKPLACE: AN OPTION FOR SMALL BUSINESS

         Marilyn Young, The University of Texas at Tyler
        A. S. McCampbell, Florida Institute of Technology

                             Abstract

Advantages, disadvantages, and successful implementation were
examined.  An employee survey supported the literature in
confirming both positive and negative consequences of
telecommuting.  Employees were willing to telecommute from their
offices.  However, potential factors, such as employee isolation,
building espirit de corps, communication, and supervision should
be reviewed by management before implementing a program.  These
findings are important in light of growing computer technology
and the increased need for small business efficiency.

                           INTRODUCTION

Numerous companies are utilizing virtual offices in an effort to
increase effectiveness and overall efficiency.  Benefits and
advantages are cited regarding telecommuting and the use of
virtual offices in today's climate of global competition
(Bricknell, 1995).  The number of corporate employees who
telecommute has grown from 2.4 million in 1990 to 7.6 million in
1995, and 11 million is projected in 2000 as technology becomes
more advanced (McNerney, 1995).  Further, telecommuting
represents the fastest growing segment of the 36 million
households who work at home--8.8 million in 1993 (Romei, 1995). 
By the year 2000, some 57% of the U.S. workforce will telecommute
(Smith, 1994).  In addition, as rental costs increase
exponentially, businesses have turned to telecommuting to reduce
space requirements and to become more competitive in the
marketplace (Hoewing, 1994; Romei, 1995; Walker, 1995).  It seems
appropriate that small business owners should investigate this
option as a method to increase efficiency.

                     REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Previous studies were reviewed in terms of advantages and
disadvantages of telecommuting.  In addition, trends and
effective methods of implementation were examined.  This section
includes case studies, projections, and employee/employer surveys.

Advantages of Telecommuting

Three major factors which caused an increased interest in
telecommuting were: Clean Air Act, technological advances, and
high rental costs (Romei & Femberg, 1995).  As part of
organizational restructuring and corporate downsizing, numerous
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companies are utilizing ..virtual offices" in an effort to
increase effectiveness and overall efficiencies.  These offices
are staffed by employees who frequently telecommute, use Internet
information resources, and share office space and equipment for
brief periods of time.  Such offices offer companies flexibility
in size and composition of the workforce and showed productivity
gains of between 15% and 20%, while saving rental costs.  In
addition, workers who previously found it difficult to work
outside the home now use telecommuting to participate in the
workforce.  Corporate executives and managers accessing the
Internet may utilize both people and information to improve
operations and to market products (Snizek, 1995).  Romei and
Femberg (1995) found employees who have home offices routinely
put in a few hours over the weekend "just because it's there."
Working at home allows employees to keep their own hours and work
in casual clothes.  Also, employees reported having greater
flexibility in workflow and in managing home life, as well as a
sense of shared commitment (Romei & Femberg, 1995).

Matthes (1992) stated that many employees favored telecommuting,
since it allowed them to spend less time commuting to work. 
However, only 15% of employers had offered telecommuting to
employees.  It was important that employers consider reasons for
implementing the program, such as enabling employees to balance
family schedules and reduce air and traffic congestion.  Caudron
(1992) noted that Travelers' telecommuting policy was decided by
both employees and supervisors to determine if their jobs were
applicable to telecommuting.  They perceived that training and
employee support were vital to its success and reinforced its
management by objective philosophy.  Further, they noted that
employees who desired the program should be self-motivated, have
both good time management and organizational skills, and maintain
a high level of productivity.

McNerney (1995) found advantages to be: (1) high productivity;
(2) reduced absenteeism; (3) lower facilities cost; (4) access to
a larger domestic market; and (5) access to a global labor force. 
Bricknell (1995) reported reduction in cost and a significant
improvement in production to be major benefits for organizations
using telecommuting.

Despite assets and liabilities of telecommuting programs, human
resource managers were much more positive about the advantages
than they were negative about the disadvantages.  Telecommuters
were perceived to be more productive, to produce better work, and
to be more satisfied as a result of their participation. 
Telecommuting yielded the expected savings in office space and
seemed to cost marginally less than traditional employees in
terms of human resource services (Ford & McLaughlin, 1995). 
According to Technologies international Corp, the benefits of
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virtual offices included: (1) an ability to reduce real estate
costs by 20% and (2) improvements in employee morale (Smith, 1994). 

Greengard (1994) stated that the virtual office uses leading edge
technology and new concepts which redefine work and job functions
by enabling employees to work from virtually anywhere. 
Businesses that successfully incorporate virtual arrangements are
able to reduce real estate costs and adhere to air quality
regulations by curtailing traffic.  Employees are better able to
manage their work, personal life, and are often happier,
creative, and productive.  Hence, the human resource department
must lay the infrastructure to support a mobile work force and
provide guidance for workers and managers (Greengard, 1994).

Disadvantages of Telecommuting

Despite its many advantages, lack of adequate hardware, software,
or experience in computer applications, and high initial costs
may be evident (Theisen, 1995).  Also, costs include providing
communication equipment, such as fax and answering machines,
computer, and software.  However, normally, this equipment is
already provided for employees (Bricknell, 1995).  Other
disadvantages included employee isolation; lack of input and
feedback and dealing with distractions at home (McNerney, 1995).

Potential disadvantages to both employee and employer included
ernployees' feelings of isolation and the alienation resulting
from the sharing of company-owned property and equipment (Szinek,
1995).  Also, Romei and Fernberg (1995) indicated a drawback to
be the lack of interaction with other employees.  Hence, not only
may employees be overlooked at the main office when informal
announcements or plans are made and discussed, but they may fear
being invisible when promotions and performance evaluations are
made.  Further, concentration may be more difficult for a home
office worker due to interruptions (Romei & Femberg, 1995). 
Rittershaus (1994) found problems in performance reviews and
remaining a team member "in absentia."

In most instances, wages of telecommuters were lower than others. 
Another difficulty was marital and family tensions stemming from
the merging of home and office.  Also, telecommuting may result
in companies no longer needing to have staff meetings in the
traditional sense.  Similarly, a company need not employ
personnel on a continuous, full-time basis, but rather selected
experts on a situational basis as circumstances demand. 
Therefore, long-term consequences may result in the lack of face-
to-face interactions at meetings and a sense of organizational
community (Szinek, 1995).

Some see telecommuting as a source of added stress at home,
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alienation from coworkers, or a barrier to promotion (Cooper,
1995).  Telecommuters should not become disenfranchised from a
relationship with the organization through separation from the
traditional work site and the camaraderie of coworkers (Ford &
McLaughlin, 1995).

Effective Implementation

Sorohan (1994) found that training made the difference in
successful implementation of a telecommuting program. 
Organizations should not overlook training and development needs
and include both the employees and managers in training sessions. 
They should use mentors, keep workers current on in-office
procedures, and encourage them to attend conferences and stay
abreast of developments in their fields (Sorohan, 1994).

Since telecommuters do not work in an office, they must focus
almost exclusively on the bottom line which should make their
present known (Rittershaus, 1994).  One key to telecommuting
success lies in creating a work area at home that is used
strictly for work.  Since working in isolation will not generally
help the cause of telecommuting, employees should spend
approximately half of their time interacting and networking with
people with similar skills to stay visible and keep abreast of
the latest developments in the industry.  Also, drawbacks fell in
the area of performance reviews and difficulties of employees
remaining team players "in absentia." Rittershaus (1994) found
two keys to success were: (1) Create a work area used strictly
for work and (2) Create a 50/50 rule-work in isolation 50% and
the rest with personal networks.

Cooper (1995) found guidelines for starting a telecommuting
program to be: (1) Review employee positions to determine those
best for telecommuting; (2) Lay a solid foundation by training
telecommuters; (3) Provide the telecommuters with the proper
equipment and the support (Cooper, 1995).  Matthes (1992)
outlined five steps to implement a program: (1) Counsel senior
management (2) Create a prototype group; (3) Establish a formal
selection process; (4) Train the telecommuter team; and
(5) Monitor and fine tune the program.

Rittershaus (1994) stated that companies are not yet comfortable
with their teleworkers.  Research suggests that middle managers
perceived teleworkers as a problem for the company and difficult
to manage.  Further, potential or existing teleworkers were
concerned over career prospects and contractual employment
details.  For teleworking to be implemented, these managerial
difficulties must be resolved (Pancucci, 1995).  Also,
implementation problems included attitudes toward telecommuting
and lack of expertise in telecommuting (Rittershaus, 1994).
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Trends in Telecommuting

The telecommuting movement in the U.S. has stalled, at least
temporarily (Bjerklie, 1995).  According to Becker of Cornell
University, the underlying problem is that most companies offered
telecommuting as a special accommodation for a few select
employees, typically young persons.  Ultimately, such a policy
was not in the best interests of the employees, manager, or
company, since it is, by definition, unfair (Bjerklie, 1995). 
Companies should devise jobs such as rotating offices, open
workstation modules, or "telework centers" (Small groups of
employees who live in the same suburb can report to work near
home).  Some estimate that 20% of the workers desire to
telecommute.  However, many who try it may return to the regular
routine (Bjerklie, 1995).

Teleworking is increasing in the UK and is growing throughout
Europe.  The European Union believes that the concept could
counter the decline in permanent jobs within companies and
rejuvenate rural economies through professional teleworkers and
telecenters (Pancucci, 1995).  However, despite the overwhelming
positive impacts, many mangers may not try it.  The primary reason
reported by managers was fear of losing control and distrust of
employees they can not see.  This fear might be attributed, in
part, to risk aversion, given lack of information.  Companies
with little work autonomy who use time-based methods of work
supervision and whose decision-making processes are centralized
and hierarchical my find it difficult to implement.  Humble 
(1995) found that currently most telecommuters work for companies
with fewer than 100 employees.  These programs are growing
fastest among organizations that are very small (fewer than ten
employees) or those having more than 100 employees (Humble, 1995).

Hence, successful programs should be well planned with
appropriate technology and feasible tasks necessary for
telecommuting.  Important factors were:  (1) training given to
employees and supervisors; (2) providing necessary technical
support; and (3) providing reasonable wages and benefits. 
Further, successful telecommuters should be technically skilled
and have substantial professional experience.  Telecommuters
tended to look for different kinds of satisfaction from their
work; were generally self directed; and preferred to work with
less social interaction.  For example, telecommuting engineers
would be more interested in the challenge and intrinsic interest
of problem solving while those engineers in the office would
derive most of their satisfaction from interactions with teams,
managing others, or status.  Recent surveys of telecommuters
reported their major reason for working at home was the ability
to get more work completed.  Some managers feared or predicted
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that employees would become isolated from the organization and be
overlooked for promotions.  Some satellite telecenters provide
social interaction among the telecommuters to help prevent
feelings of isolation.  State and national government have
supported telecommuting for its positive effects on the
environment, the organization, and employees.  These programs
resulted in flexibility, reduced stress, increased work control,
time, and living spaces, and a greater sense of loyalty (Humble, 1995).

As both communication devices and the growing need for flexible
working hours increase, telecommuting will increase within the
accounting profession and provide improvements to quality of life
at the workplace.  However, unless management believes and
supports the program, it may fail (Theisen, 1995).

Due to technological advances, the number of corporations with
employees who work at least part of the time from a home office
had increased.  Companies have saved $3,000 to $8,000 per
telecommuter per year by the reduction in office real estate and
increase in productivity (Romei & Fernberg, 1995).  Emerging
technologies will involve new workplace opportunities.  This view
is supported by such considerations as employee morale, economic
disadvantages, environmental considerations, disabled employees,
and legal requirements.  The workplace is undergoing changes due
to rapid advances in technology and government mandated shifts in
employee transportation (Walker, 1995).

Solomon (1993) found that telecommuting has become more
widespread in Canada.  A survey of practices revealed 27% have
already introduced telecommuting compared to 21% in Solomon and
Templer's 1989 study.  The most important reasons for
implementing telecommuting were efficiency concerns, reducing
costs, and increasing productivity.  The success of development
and training for telecommuting will rest on the vision and
commitment of senior executives (Solomon & Templer, 1993).

Humble (1995) found telecommuting offered attractive benefits for
engineers and other high-tech professionals.  Telecommuting
benefits which were emerging were: (1) less air pollution; (2)
less crowding in cites; (3) lower demand for fossil fuels; and
(4) less wear on the transportation systems.  Creating jobs in
off-site rural areas has become the policy of several innovative
companies.  Before telecommuting may be undertaken successfully,
the organization must possess the needed technology; must
identify appropriate tasks and employees; and must possess
structural support for telecommuters and their supervisors
(Humble, 1995).

                           METHODOLOGY
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The objective of the survey was to determine employee perceptions
regarding the possibility of changing their work environment to
telecommuting.  The literature provided many potential
consequences of telecommuting; therefore, it seemed appropriate
and necessary to ascertain confirmation from employees. 
Perceptions were obtained from a survey of 87 clerical employees. 
The three-page questionnaire was designed, for the most part,
using a 7-point Likert scale to obtain responses to 23
statements.  The scale represents the following: 1 = strongly
disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = slightly disagree; 4 = neither disagree or
agree; 5 = slightly agree; 6 = agree; and 7 = strongly agree.

These statements pertained to both potential positive and
negative consequences of telecommuting and were interspersed
within the survey instrument.  After examining previous studies,
the major consequences were:

Potential Positive                     Potential Negative

Environmental                          Lack of social interaction
Flexibility                            Communication problems
Decreased cost                         Communication problems 
Increase motivation                    Supervisory problems
Improved environment                   Lack of espirit de corps
Improved quality of work life          Disruptions at home 

Means and standard deviations of the 24 statements were computed. 
These statistics were ranked according to the potential negative
and positive consequences of telecommuting.

                             FINDINGS

A wide majority of the employees, 90%, reported they presently
did not have the option of telecommuting.  However, approximately
three-fourths of the employees stated they would be interested if
the opportunity were available.  Approximately 32% indicated they
knew someone who telecommuted.  Table 1 shows the means and
standard deviations of the 24 statements which were potental
consequences of telecommuting and segmented according to both
positive and negative attitudes.

Positive Perceptions of Telecommuting

The employee perceptions of the survey results supported the
literature regarding advantages of telecommuting.  Table 1 shows
all 12 positive factors had mean scores ranging from 5.71 to 4.0.
The highest mean scores of employee perceptions were:
(1) Advantageous to set own hours; (2) Reduces pollution;
(3) Advantageous if one has a family, and (4) Flexibility for part-
time workers; and (5) Savings for the individual and the company.
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Employees having mean scores of 4.5 to 5.0 indicated that they
slightly agreed with the following: They were highly motivated to
give the best effort; allowed company to operate without
overhead; and they were able to keep up with the latest
technology.  Employees were somewhat neutral in regarding the
variety in their jobs, still "putting forth a great deal of
effort," and the company saving money by installing equipment at
home.

Negative Perceptions of Telecommuting

Potential negative factors of telecommuting were measured and
mean scores from 4.95 to 3.61 were computed.  Employees tended to
agree that they would miss the interaction and have difficulty in
communicating with other employees.  However, they agreed that
they would still make a visible impact for the company.

Employees were uncertain and somewhat neutral regarding effective
supervision with mean scores of 4.33-4.10 in that category. 
Also, employees were neutral as to whether upper management would
be aware of their contributions, as well as the supervisors'
concern and guidance.  Additionally, they were neutral as to the
difficulty of communication and networking with other employees. 
Further, respondents were uncertain regarding distractions at
home and building espirit de corps, both yielding mean scores of 3.61.

                            DISCUSSION

These findings are important in light of growing computer
technology and the increased need for efficiency among small
business.  Generally, these findings also support the literature
in confirming both positive and negative consequences of
telecommuting.  The results of this research identified employee
perceptions which should be addressed by small businesses.  The
survey indicated that employees were willing to telecommute from
their offices to the workplace.  Although many employee
perceptions of telecommuting were positive, potential problems
with this new work design must be overcome.  Such factors are:
employee isolation, building espirit de corps, lack of
communication with other employees, and supervision.  Employees
were uncertain as to whether their contribution would be known by
management.  In light of changing work environment, the growing
computer technology, increasing need for efficiency, and
environmental concerns, these findings are important for small
businesses.  Before recommending or starting a program, pros and
cons of telecommuting should be identified.  A review of employee
positions, training, and providing necessary equipment and
support are important.  Also, planning and monitoring of such
programs is necessary.  Employees should be given necessary
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support, such as hardware, software, and clerical.  Supervisory
method should be examined and geared to make certain employee
contributions are known.  Methods to increase communication and
develop espirit de corps should be reviewed and assessed.  Also,
self-supervision should be considered as a major management tool.

A high-tech workplace alternative is an important issue that
small businesses should not ignore.  If properly implemented
through planning, training, and monitoring, telecommuting may be
advantageous to small business owners.

Table 1 Employee Perceptions of Telecommuting
Employee Perceptions of Telecommuting
_______________________________________________________________________
______
Potential Positive Consequences                           Mean      Std
. Dev.

Advantageous to set your own work hours                    5.71      1.
42
Reduces pollution                                          5.71      1.
11
Advantageous if one has a family                           5.51      1.
41
Flexibility for part-time workers                          5.41      1.
45
Provides a safer work environment                          5.41      1.
31
Saves money for company and individual                     5.10      1.
24
Highly motivated to give my best effort                    4.80      1.
61
Allows company to operate without overhead.                4.61      1.
61
Able to keep up with latest technology                     4.52      1.
63
Still have variety in job.                                 4.51      1.
53
Put a great deal of effort above what was required         4.34      1.
53
Company would save money by installing equipment in home   4.00      1.
43

Potential Negative Consequences

Miss interaction with other people                         4.95      1.
41
Difficult to communicate with other employees              4.82      1.
61
Make a visible impact for my company                       4.74      1.
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71
Supervisor still be concerned about me                     4.33      1.
60
Hard for supervisor to give employee guidance              4.23      1.
60
Upper management would be aware of my contribution         4.12      1.
43
A great expense to the company                             4.10      1.
50
Difficult to communicate/network with other employees      3.90      1.
71
Able to have help and access to coworkers                  3.84      1.
60
Too many distractions at home                              3.61      1.
72
Does not build "espirt de corps"                           3.61      1.
63
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         MARKETING YOUR SMALL BUSINESS OVER THE INTERNET

                    Don B. Bradley III, Ph.D.
                  University of Central Arkansas

                     George T. Solomon, Ph.D.
                 The George Washington University

More and more, small businesses are mining the Internet for
business information and intelligence.  What they are gathering
is data and customer feedback, which will set them apart from
their fellow small business owners.  The Internet has become a
global commercial network for channeling the distribution of
products and services.  Each person who attends this symposium
will gain knowledge of not only how to use the Internet as a tool
for commerce, but also regarding the various types of businesses
that can be successful over the Internet.

For capital-starved areas of the United States and third world
countries, this means the creation of startup businesses is very
efficient and feasible because of low startup costs.  If a co-op
situation is utilized it is even more cost efficient.  There are
even shopping malls being created over the Internet to house
would-be small business owners in their cyberspace stores.

This symposium will give the small business consultant a new tool
to use in his or her arsenal which will enhance small business
development, as well as provide a very inexpensive way of
advertising and promoting worldwide.  With the availability of
graphics, color, sound, and real-time video, the opportunities
for advertising and promotion are unlimited.

Information will broaden the horizons and quicken the pace of
small business.  Global use of the Internet has increased at an
astronomical rate.  This technological revolution has spread to
the field of small business and entrepreneurship.  Counselors and 
trainers now provide one-on-one counseling via the Internet and
other small business related bulletin boards.

Market research is being conducted by many small firms at a very
low cost via the Internet by using "Chat groups;" E-mail
programming; and surfing competitor's web sites.  Looking for new
products and services, as well as "what's hot" and "what's not,"
leads these small firms into new product development.  It also can
be used for site location and demographic use.  The Internet has
truly become a low cost information powersource.

This symposium will touch on the basics of the Internet system,
as well as how the Small Business Advancement Electronic Resource
fits into the Internet.  The Small Business Advancement National
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Center specializes in providing small business and
entrepreneurship information.  The Resource can be reached by
FTP, Gopher, and World Wide Web (www.sbaer.uca.edu). BICs
(Business Information Centers) will also be discussed, as to how
they can be used both in counseling and in the classroom.

Emphasis will be given on how to utilize the Internet in the
classroom, as well as in Small Business Institute cases. 
Information will be provided on the various software packages and
hardware requirements needed to connect to the Internet.  Also
explored will be the approximate costs of connecting to the
Internet system.

The change of the Internet from a public to private network will
be discussed, along with implications that this may bring about. 
The speakers will also touch on the ethical use of the Internet. 
Each speaker will address what he feels is the future use of the
Internet in education and small business.
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        MARKETING RESEARCH: THE SMALL BUSINESS PERSPECTIVE

                           Mark C. Hall
                     Mankato State University

                            Ken Anglin
                     Mankato State-University

                         Kevin M. Elliott
                     Mankato State University

                             ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to investigate the use of marketing
research in small businesses.  Specifically, questions were
asked dealing with: 1) the extent to Which marketing research had
been previously employed, 2) the reasons why marketing research
had not been employed, 3) the nature of studies previously
conducted, 4) information deficits within the organization, and
5) assistance desired from the local university, One hundred and
forty-six small businesses were surveyed via phone.  The results
showed limited use of formal marketing research among small
businesses.  Interestingly, among those that bid engaged in
marketing research, the majority had found it quite useful. 
Market information was as an area in which a number of responding
organizations had insufficient knowledge and in area in which
university assistance was desired.

                           INTRODUCTION

It is well known that in terms of sheer numbers and job creation,
"small businesses" play an important role in the economy. 
Surprisingly though, relative to major corporations, little
attention is paid in the literature to this significant group of
businesses (Oumlil, 1988; Keats and Bracker, 1988).  This study
attempts to rectify this oversight to some degree by exploring
the role of marketing research in small business operations.

                            BACKGROUND

The term small business", by it's nature, is quite nebulous. 
According to Keats and Bricker (1988), the term has been used to
describe organizations that range anywhere from 1 to 2,000
employees and from under $150,000 in sales to under $100 million
in sales.  For the purpose of this paper, the term is used to
describe a firm that is independently owned and operated and
which is not dominant in its field of operation.

Small businesses are often examined independently of "large"
businesses.  The rationale for this stems from the fact that
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along certain fundamental dimensions, they are dissimilar. 
Taylor (1978) argues that in small businesses, relative to large
businesses:

1.   the records are not as elaborate and consequently decisions
     are made on the basis of opinion and intuition,
2.   the planning function is for shorter time periods as the
     small firm cannot abide by the inflexibility imposed by long
     range plans, and
3.   the strategies employed reflect, to a greater degree,
     competitive and distinctive advantage approaches.

Another area in which small and large businesses seem to differ
is in the employment of marketing research.  At least one author
(Oumlil, 1989) has suggested that formal market research is the
most misunderstood and underutilized small business management
tool.  Andreason (1983) has also focused on this issue and
maintains that small businesses avoid marketing research due to
misconceptions concerning it's nature.  Specifically, be
maintains that managers of small businesses often operate under:

          1. the "big decision" myth,
          2. the "survey myopia" myth, 
          3. the "big bucks" myth
          4. the "sophisticated researcher" myth, and
          5. the "most research is not read" myth.

Finally, McDaniel and Parasuraman (1986) found that only 40%
small businesses surveyed had conducted a formal research study
in the past three years.  From the 40% conducting research, 70%
had conduted the research internally.

                           METHODOLOGY

The data for this study was collected during the Fall of 1995
using a phone survey.  The sample was selected randomly from two
small midwestern cities (total population of 42,177).  A 15 item
instrument was designed to structure the data collection process. 
The questions dealt with: 1) the extent to which marketing
research had been previously employed, 2) the reasons why
marketing research had not been employed, 3) the nature of the
studies previously conducted, 4) information deficits within the
organization, and  5) assistance desired from the local
university.

A total of 159 small businesses were contacted.  Of these, 146 a
reed to participate for a response rate of 91.8%. The
characteristics of the responding organizations can be found in
Table 1.
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                             TABLE 1
           CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDING ORGANIZATIONS

Issue          Response                 Number    Percent
Years in
existance  
               Less than 1               3         2.1
               1 to   3 years           10         6.8
               4 to   7 years           15        10.3
               8 to  12 years           25        17.1
               More  than 12 years      93        63.7

Number of 
employees
               Less  than 5             29        20.0      
                 5 to 14                61        42.1
                15 to 29                42        29.0
                30 to 99                12         8.3
               100 or more               1         .7
Approximate
sales
                20,000 to $ 49,999       6         5.1
                50,000 to $ 99,999       7         5.9
               100,000 to $499,999      47        39.8 
               500,000 to $999,999      21        17.8
               1 mil. to < $5 mil.      29        24.6
               5 million or greater      3         2.5
               Unknown                   5         4.2
Age of
manager
               Less than 25              4         2.9
               25 to 35                 34        24.3
               36 to 45                 60        42.9
               46 to 55                 29        20.7
               56 to 65                 10         7.1
               More than 65              3         2.1
Education of
manager
               High school graduate     20        14.4
               Some college             48        34.5
               Two-year degree          13         9.4
               Four-year degree         51        36.7
               Graduate degree           7         5.0

                            RESULTS

Initially respondents were asked whether their organization 
had conducted or made use of any marketing research studies
within the past three years.  The results are found in Table 2.
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                             TABLE 2
              MADE USE OF MARKETING RESEARCH STUDIES

RESPONSE       NUMBER         PERCENT
No              110            75.3
Yes              36            24.7

As can be seen, a relatively small percentage (24.7%) of
organizations had been involved with marketing research
activities.  This value is somewhat lower than McDaniel and 
Parasuraman's (1986) earlier findings.

At this point, respondents whose organizations had not engaged in
marketing research activities were asked why this was the case. 
These results are found in Table 3.

                             TABLE 3
                REASONS FOR NO MARKETING RESEARCH

RESPONSE                                          NUMBER

See no need for it                                30
Don't know/never considered it                    19
Get information from factory/mall/distributors    15
Hasn't been offered/made available/no access      10
Already know business well enough                  7
Don't need any more business                       6 
No resources/no money/too expensive                6
We're too small                                    5
Don't know where or how to find information        5
No time                                            4
Operate by gut feeling/intuition                   2
Other                                             11

Whether it be arrogance or naivete, a very significant number of
respondents saw no need for marketing research never considered
it, or felt they presently understood their business well enough
without it.

Next, respondents that indicated that their organization had
engaged in marketing research activities were asked a series of
questions dealing with the nature of re-research.  Table 4
presents the purposes of the studies that had been conducted.  

                             TABLE 4
              PURPOSES OF MARKETING RESEARCH STUDIES

RESPONSE                                          NUMBER

Store/employee performance analysis               4
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Customer desires/benefits sought analysis         3
New store feasibility analysis                    3
Present customer analysis                         3
Competitor analysis                               3
General market analysis                           3
Media analysis                                    3
Sales performance analysis                        3
Customer satisfaction analysis                    2
Few location analysis                             2
Customer awareness analysis                       2
Promotional effectiveness analysis                2
Market share analysis                             1
Product assortment analysis                       1
Readership analysis                               1
Industry analysis                                 1

Quite a variety of purposes were identified, but the most popular
seemed to revolve around the examination of store and/or employee
performance.  Respondents were then asked whether the
aforementioned studies had been conducted in-house or by an
outside organization.  The results are presented in Table 5.

                             TABLE 5
              WHO CONDUCTED THE MARKETING RESEARCH?

RESPONSE                                          NUMBER

Management and employees (in-house)               21
Outside research organization                      8
University students                                3
Parent organization/supplier                       2

Far and away, the greatest number of respondents indicated that
the studies had been conducted in-house.  This result is
consistent with the McDaniel and Parasuraman (1986) findings
concerning marketing research in small businesses.

Following this, respondents whose organizations had been involved
with marketing research studies were asked how the data for the
study had been collected.  These responses are found in Table 6.

                             TABLE 6
                HOW WAS THE INFORMATION COLLECTED?

RESPONSE                                          NUMBER

Personal interview                                12
Phone survey                                      10
Mail survey                                        5
Observation                                        4
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In-store response cards                            3
Secondary data                                     3
Internal records (database)                        2
Focus groups                                       1
Survey                                             1
No idea                                            1

Although a variety of approaches were identified, the survey
approaches, whether via personal interview, phone, or mail,
clearly dominated the responses to this question.  Finally, those
respondents whose organizations bad been involved with marketing
research were asked how useful they found the information.  Table 7
relates these responses.

                             TABLE 7
             HOW USEFUL DID YOU FIND THE INFORMATION?

RESPONSE                 NUMBER

Very useful              15
Useful                   14
Not useful               l3
Don't know                2

Interestingly, the vast majority had found the information
attained in the marketing research to be either very useful or
useful.  The questioning then turned from past research activity
to the future.  In this regard, respondents were asked whether
there were marketing-related areas in their businesses in which
they had information deficits.  These results are found in Table 8.

                             TABLE 8
           ANY MARKETING-RELATED AREAS IN YOUR BUSINESS
        IN WHICH YOU WOULD LIKE TO HAVE MORE INFORMATION?

RESPONSE            NUMBER    PERCENT

No                    88        60.7
Yes                   57        39.3

Surprisingly, only 39.3% indicated a desire for additional
marketing-related information.  As a follow-up to this question,
respondents were then asked to identify the areas in which these
deficits existed.  Table 9 presents these findings.
                    
                             TABLE 9
          IN WHAT AREAS WOULD YOU LIKE THIS INFORMATION?

RESPONSE                                          NUMBER
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Market information (shopping patterns,
     benefits sought demographics)                20
Competitor information                            11
Advertising information                           10
Customer promotions                                6
Industry information/trends                        6
Present customer profiles                          3
Anything                                           2
Customer relations                                 1

Information dealing with the nature of the market they were
attempting to serve clearly dominated these responses.  As a
final question, respondents were asked what types of workshops or
seminar's the local university could Conduct to assist them. 
Table 10 conveys the results.

                             TABLE 10
               TOPICS OF WORKSHOPS/SEMINARS DESIRED

RESPONSE                                          NUMBER

Market information                                12
Marketing ideas/strategies/trends                  8
Industry-data/information                          6
Marketing research basics                          5
Customer service/relations/satisfaction            4
Selling/motivational seminars                      4
Employee relations/management/retention            4
Advertising information                            4
Computers or small business                        3
Small business basics                              2
Anything                                           1
Time management                                    1
Telemarketing                                      1
Internet applications                              1
Tax seminars                                       1

Consistent with the previous information deficit question, market
information topped the list.

           IMPLICATIONS FOR SMALL BUSINESS CONSULTANTS

Although not  surprising, few of the participants in this study
had conducted formal marketing research.  Also, of the
respondents who had not conducted any marketing research, the
overwhelming response for not doing so is the respondent did not
see a need for it.  In addition, the majority of the respondents
indicated they had adequate marketing information.  Clearly, the
result's of this study are rich with implications for the small
business consultant.
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First, client education is critical.  Clients must be made aware
of the fact that marketing research is not reserved for the
large, heavily-funded, organization.  Marketing information can
be collected and used by any organization, and surprisingly, this
includes the small business on a budget.

Second, the importance of marketing research as an intelligence
tool has to be stressed.  Not seeing a need for marketing research
is an indication that the role of marketing research in business
success is clearly not understood by our clients.

Finally, there should never be a time is the life of a small
business when they have adequate market information.  Although
many small businesses understand the importance of marketing
information we must continue to educate those who unfortunately
don't see a need for additional information.
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           SMALL BUSINESS ADVERTISING: IS TV OVERRATED?

                 Phil Harmeson and Dennis Elbert
                    University of North Dakota

                             ABSTRACT

Small businesses must get their message to local ultimate consumers.  A
 major
medium used to accomplish local and regional "messaging" is television.
 
Television as an industry has billed itself as one of the best if not t
he best
medium in which advertisers can make an impact on the consuming public.
  This
paper examines the penetration of television in an upper Midwest market
 of
approximately 100,000.

The results of a benchmark survey reveals that television might be over
rated
as an advertising media.  Or, at best, the effectiveness of television 
must
be considered in light of an overall advertising campaign using a varie
ty
of media.

                           INTRODUCTION

This article is a companion to a similar article presented at the natio
nal
SBIDA Conference in San Diego (February, 1995).  The initial research f
or this
paper was conducted including radio and television information.  The in
itial
research indicated that radio listenership was not only quite segmented
 but
also not as widespread as one might be led to believe by the industry. 
 A hint
of similar findings for television viewership was indicated but was onl
y
tangentially explored in the "Radio Gets Results--Or does It?" article
presented in at the 1995 SBIDA National Conference.  Based on the
recommendations of the reviewers and attendees at the 1995 SBIDA Confer
ence,
this article is presented as the recommended vehicle for a discussion o
f
television (much like radio) advertising marketing decisions for the sm
all
businessperson.
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The television data was somewhat discussed in that previous paper but n
ot to
the extent warranted due to the information generated about radio
listenership.  It seemed only appropriate to expand the information gat
hered
about television viewership to accompany the radio data.  Thus, much of
 the
introductory information, research design, and in some instances the re
view of
the literature is identical to the seminal paper on radio consumption. 
Coincidentally, the importance of broadcast media purchases based on em
pirical
data gathered in a specific market is obviously applicable to not only 
radio
listenership data but also television viewership data.

A small businessperson must inform potential consumers of the availabil
ity of
the product the small business is placing on the market.  An ongoing de
cision
which constantly vexes the small businessperson is how and where should
advertising campaigns be implemented.  A common medium is television.

Most astute observers of advertising recognize the potential influence 
of
television as a mechanism for reaching the public with messages.  Gener
al
agreement exists that television continues to be a medium of choice for
 many
businesses, especially small businesses.  Rates for television advertis
ing
traditionally have been much more expensive than rates for radio in bro
adcast
media.  This phenomenon, however, is changing with the influence of cab
le and
satellite TV operations offering a multitude of channels (Eisenhart, 19
90).

One of the more interesting and compelling findings from the research i
s data
which points to the impact of market segmentation. In fact, it appears 
it
would take a lot of television on many different stations to get result
s in
a broad segment of the population.

                            OBJECTIVES

This paper represents part of a larger project which was a preliminary
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investigation of the effectiveness of television as a component of the 
media
industry.  Secondly the project analyzed the extent of individual telev
ision
station penetration in a representative market.

As was the case in the radio component, the project was undertaken in p
art to
equip small businesses with data upon which to base media purchasing
decisions.  The ultimate intent was to ascertain the extent of various 
media
penetration and effectiveness of various media.  The project was design
ed to
not only determine penetration and effectiveness but also to establish
benchmarks by which media consumers preferred to have various advertisi
ng
messages presented to them.

The investigators reasoned that small businessowners needed access to r
eliable
data which presented them with various media purchasing options.  Thus,
advertising purchasing decisions could be made through reasoned analysi
s of
empirical data rather than by instinct.

The investigators, working on the premise that media research data woul
d be of
great interest to small business owners, wished to equip even the small
est of
businesses with limited funds for media research with data which would
generally address the basic issue of where a small business owner will 
get the
best value for their advertising dollar.

                     REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The review of the literature reveals that advertising is obviously cons
idered
an integral portion of any successful small business.  The importance o
f
advertising may even be more magnified due to the prorata share of mone
y
invested in advertising in the total expenditures for small business
(Eckert, 1993).

Much information was available about the multitude of media available t
o
advertisers.  Inherent in the many and varied media was the difficulty 
of
deciding which would be the media of choice for advertisers.  Also, muc
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h
information was available about the two-fold problem of segmentation no
t only
in the choice of media but also within a medium once chosen (Bovee, Thi
ll,
Dovel, & Wood, 1995).

Among the information available about advertising relating to small bus
iness
was the ease in which advertising messages can be lost in the clutter o
f
media.  However, little information is directly on point about the dile
mma of
television advertising for small business.

General information about the pros and cons of television advertising a
re well
documented in various sources.  References to television formats, targe
t
audiences, and the ease of last minute changes to advertisements arise
throughout relevant articles.  Down sides to television advertising gen
erally
include expense, difficulty of actually targeting the audience, and the
widespread use of television as "background" leave many unfocused viewe
rs
(Eisenhart, 1990).

The importance of media mix is articulated throughout the literature us
ually
dealing with balance among media advertising outlets and tailoring the 
media
mix.  Experts have developed lists of tailoring the mix by including su
ch
factors as cost per thousand, total cost, length of message, completene
ss of
message, life of message, degree of follow-up needed, targetability,
dispersion, penetration, demographic match, psychographic match, and th
e like
(Lander, Konrad, Schiller, & Therrien, 1991).

                         RESEARCH DESIGN

As in the radio project a telephone survey instrument was designed to p
robe
respondents' media consumption habits.  The instrument was designed to 
track,
among other information, broadcast media consumption in fifteen minute
intervals throughout the day.

A systematic random sample by eligible zip code of the population of tw
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o
counties in which two adjacent Midwestern cities are located was drawn.
The sample was confined to residential telephones in operation at the t
ime
of the sampling.

The interviews were conducted in seven blocks of two hundred interviews
 (one
block for each day of the week).  Two hundred interviews were deemed th
e
minimum number of interviews for each day to give a rough estimate with
in
error tolerances which would not exceed double digit percentages.

The interviews were completed during a typical day of broadcasting care
fully
avoiding special telecasts or events during the programming day.  There
fore,
the fourteen hundred interviews (two hundred for each day of the week) 
were
not conducted in one calendar week.  The intent was to avoid any sort o
f
heightened interest program or time slot which would improperly reflect
listening/viewing choices.

Interviewers probed respondents with questions concerning immediate bro
adcast
consumption during the day in which the respondent was contacted.  Ques
tions
such as, "What television station or stations did you watch this mornin
g?"
were asked.  Upon receipt of a response from the respondent, the interv
iewer
then probed for specificity concerning station and time the medium was
consumed.  The same process was completed for afternoon and evening med
ia
consumption.

The overriding desire for implementing a telephone survey rather than a
mailout "diary" format is the oft mentioned concern about respondent re
call. 
It has been posited that as one completes a diary asking for specific
information about events which may be a week past or in many cases even
 longer
the accuracy of the recall may be at best in question and at worst be t
otally
fabricated.

The research team ultimately interviewed fourteen hundred individuals.
An eligible respondent was anyone age twelve and older (coincidental wi
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th
Arbitron and Nielson reporting formats).  The format for demographics w
as
expanded beyond only age and gender considerations which are regularly 
used
and reported by national broadcast media researchers such as Arbitron.

Additional demographic data including employment, income, residential s
tatus
(own or rent), and education were gathered.  The reason for gathering d
ata
beyond age and gender information was simply to be able to supply the s
mall
business owner with a great deal more information about potential media
consumers who might ripen into a customer sometime in the future.

Respondents were asked a battery of questions concerning media consumpt
ion
issues such as:

          * TV viewership frequency
          * radio listenership frequency 
          * TV viewership choice throughout the day 
          * radio listenership choice throughout the day

                         SURVEY FINDINGS

The most interesting results centered on broadcast penetration.  As exp
ected
TV generally commanded the vast plurality of the population in the earl
y
evening and beyond until after the time usually set aside for the late 
local
news (10:00-10:30pm) (Table A).  Radio was the medium of choice (by a s
mall
plurality) in the morning and the time generally referred to as "drive 
time."
(Table B)

However, the most revealing result was the aggregate of the population
consuming television throughout the day.  When asked "What television
station(s) did you watch to today?" the television listenership varied 
from a
maximum of 41% of the population at 7:30 pm to a minimum of .5% after m
idnight
through 6:00 am.

The importance of these findings must be considered in light of the fac
t that
the results are the sum of all viewers on all available stations for th
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e
respective time intervals.  Therefore, one may conclude from the sample
 that
the greatest number of listeners, or potential customers, one could rea
ch
through purchasing advertising time on all TV stations would be 41%.  I
n
short, only two in five people could be reached through the medium of
television during the time of its greatest penetration on all stations.

Evidence of television viewership is shown in the following table.  The
 table
shows the average (all seven days of a representative week) percent of 
all
population watching any television station at intervals throughout the 
day.

Average total television viewership of all television stations by half-
hour
interval:
                             Table A

Television

               AM   12:-6:00  0.5%
                     6:00     2.5%       6:30      2.0%
                     7:00     8.5%       7:30      7.5%
                     8:00     7.0%       8:30      5.5%
                     9:00     4.5%       9:30      4.5%
                    10:00     6.5%      10:30      7.5%
                    11:00     7.5%      11:30      7.0%
              PM
                    12:00    10.0%      12:30      9.5%
                     1:00     6.0%       1:30      6.0%
                     2:00     7.0%       2:30      7.0%
                     3:00    11.0%       3:30     12.0%
                     4:00     9.0%       4:30     12.0%
                     5:00    17.0%       5:30     22.5%
                     6:00    31.0%       6:30     30.0%
                     7:00    40.5%       7:30     41.0%
                     8:00    36.0%       8:30     32.5%
                     9:00    24.5%       9:30     23.0%
                    10:00    21.0%      10:30      8.5%
                    11:00     4.0%      11:30      2.5%

The TV viewership penetration should be compared with radio listenershi
p
penetration for a preliminary investigation of televisions' advertising
effectiveness assertions.  Average (all seven days of a representative 
week)
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percent of all population listening to any radio station at intervals
throughout the day :

Average total radio listenership to all radio stations by half-hour int
erval:

                             Table B
Radio

               AM   12:-6:00  1.7%
                     6:00     7.5%      6:30      11.7%
                     7:00    21.2%      7:30      25.3%
                     8:00    21.0%      8:30      16.7%
                     9:00    15.0%      9:30      14.3%
                    10:00    14.4%     10:30      14.1%
                    11:00    13.0%     11:30      13.0%
               
               PM   12:00    14.9%     12:30      13.3%
                     1:00    12.8%      1:30      12.4%
                     2:00    12.8%      2:30      12.3%
                     3:00    12.4%      3:30      13.3%     
                     4:00    11.9%      4:30      11.3%
                     5:00    10.2%      5:30       8.0%
                     6:00     5.5%      6:30       4.9%
                     7:00     4.9%      7:30       4.9%
                     8:00     6.2%      8:30       6.5%
                     9:00     5.8%      9:30       5.6%
                    10:00     4.4%     10:30       4.7%
                    11:00     3.6%     11:30       3.2%

The chart which indicates aggregate consumption of broadcast media for 
this
market does not reflect the number of channels and stations broadcastin
g. 
Fragmentation even in the smallest of markets is quite pervasive due to
 cable
and satellite technology for TV.  Television may be as, if not more,
fragmented than radio thus resulting in very small followings on a stat
ion-by-
station basis.

The tables above indicate the percentage of the total population which 
Is
tuned to television and radio respectively throughout the day.  The
comparative data show significantly more consumption of television than
 radio
in total.  However, one must take into account audience fragmentation w
hich in
many cases translates into a higher cost per thousand during the dimini
shed
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consumption hours before 3:30pm.

                  ADDITIONAL SURVEY INFORMATION

Other information obtained in the survey dealt with respondent selectio
n of
specific media outlets in the market universe.  Respondents were asked 
which
specific outlet they watched/listened.  That additional information was
 used
to give small businesses the opportunity to determine which outlet woul
d be
the best vehicle for their message(s).  The respondent information was 
then
coupled with demographic data for the entire population and matched wit
h the
appropriate media outlet with greatest penetration into the subpopulati
on(s)
served by respective media outlets.

Equipping a small business owner with data other than age and gender
information is very important to empower that small businessperson to m
ore
accurately craft a message targeted at his/her clientele.  Additionally
, the
demographic information beyond age and gender would enable that small b
usiness
owner to attract and grow a customer based on economic and/or education
al
background.

                           IMPLICATIONS

The major implication from this study is the now documented (at least i
n this
market) skepticism one should attach to the overall effectiveness of pl
acing a
general advertising campaign on television.  While one should understan
d any
advertising campaign should have multiple media components, this study 
should
give one pause as to the effectiveness of messages placed in this parti
cular
media.

A realistic view of the usefulness of television to a small business
advertiser should include an in-depth analysis of this medium in the lo
cal
market.  As a small business person allocates scarce resources in a bus
iness
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(especially an expenditure in the business as abstract as advertising c
an be)
the advertiser should be aware that television may be grossly overrated
. 
Thus, television can be an expensive alternative in a cost per unit con
text of
actually getting a desired message to potential customers.

                             SUMMARY

This preliminary investigation of the historical assertions by the tele
vision
media industry seems to indicate that while television may be a good me
dia
resource, the anticipated results should be tempered with realism.  The
 small
business should not be overly optimistic about using television as the 
only
medium.  Or, if as is done quite often, use of television as the primar
y
medium in an advertising campaign should be approached with reasonable
expectations.

The study determined penetration and effectiveness of television to be
somewhat less than what would be expected from only anecdotal sources.
The established benchmark from this study indicated that the extent of 
an
advertising message transmitted through the medium of television appear
s to be
overrated for small businesses or any business for that matter.

The upshot of this preliminary research reflects that advertising rates
 may
initially look attractive when compared to other media such as radio or
newspaper.  However, the results of this study cast doubt about the val
ue of
those rates when calculated on a cost per unit basis.  In short, the co
st per
thousand may be, in fact, much higher for television than for other med
ia. 
The small business should be prepared to look closely and carefully at 
overall
value when using television as an advertising source.

                             EPILOGUE

The data, although representative of a first effort and somewhat restri
cted in
inquiry, appear to demand further questioning of the public beyond the 
current
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ratings now available in the commercial market (Arbitron, Nielson, etc.
).
Additionally the rudimentary data also point to the need for additional
research in the actual penetration for all broadcast media.  Not until
purchasers of advertising, especially the small business, have an accur
ate and
realistic understanding of the ability or inability of media sources to
deliver their message will they have a mechanism to make an informed me
dia
purchasing decision.

(For a similar discussion of concerns in the radio industry see, "Radio
 Gets
Results--Or Does It?" Proceedings of the 1995 SBIDA National Conference
[Marketing Track])
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INCREASING SMALL BUSINESS CUSTOMER RETENTION USING
SEGMENTATION AND RELATIONSHIPS:  A CONCEPTUAL MODEL

Cengiz Haksever, Ronald Cook, and Radha Chaganti
Rider University

ABSTRACT

The ability to identify and satisfy customer needs and wants plays a ce
ntral
role in a firm's competitiveness.  Companies must continually look for 
ways to
improve their abilities of gaining and retaining customers in order to
survive.  By combining segmentation dimensions with constructs derived 
from
investigating long-term industrial relationships, the segmentation rela
tional
retention (SRR) model is proposed.  This model's objective is to enable
 small
companies to first use segmentation to define their relevant market; th
en use
relational bases to develop a long-term relationship; thus leading to
increased customer retention.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Heide & John, (1992) address the issue of norms in marketing relationsh
ips.
Specifically, Heide & John address relationships between two firms.  He
ide
& John attack the tenets asserted by transaction cost analysis.

To add to the transaction cost framework, Pilling, Crosby, & Jackson (1
994)
tested how relational bonds were affected by transaction cost economics
.
Pilling et al. determined three important antecedents to enduring diffe
ring
degrees of transaction costs.  Asset specificity, which measures the ex
tent of
specialization of the assets in the relationship; external uncertainty,
 which
affects the ability to plan for effectively for dynamic conditions; fre
quency,
which is simply the how often exchanges take place (Pilling et al.).

Expanding on the concept of satisfaction as a determinant of long-term
relationships, Ganesan (1994) explores business-to-business relationshi
ps from
an orientation point-of-view.  Ganesan asserts that buyer/seller relati
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onships
are a function of two factors:  mutual dependence and trust.

Again, in the business-to business relationship setting Anderson, Hakan
sson,
& Johanson (1994) investigate dyadic business relationships that are em
bedded
within a business network.  The two main factors Anderson et al. identi
fied as
contributing to successful relationships within a network of interrelat
ed
businesses are cooperation and commitment.  Cooperation is defined as t
he
coordination of activities aimed at producing desirable results over ti
me for
both firms (Anderson et al.). Commitment is concerned with the continuo
us
growth of the relationship (Anderson et al.).

Gilbert, Young, & O'Neal (1994) investigated additional buyer-seller
relationship variables within the setting of just-in-time purchasing
environments.  In addition to constructs already discussed-duration,
frequency, and diversity-symmetry and facilitation are explored.  Gilbe
rt et
al. concluded that, in addition to the other variables mentioned, symme
try and
facilitation also contributed to successful relational bonds.  Again, t
his
study points out the importance of equity as well as trust and cooperat
ion in
relationships.

Finally, Kalwani & Narayandas (1995) investigate the potential pay off 
for the
supplier in long-term manufacturer supplier relationships.  This is per
tinent
because of profitability issues involved in entering into a poor relati
onship.

MANAGERIAL FRAMEWORK

The literature review of industrial relationships and the variables tha
t
contribute to their longevity reveals interesting insights that can be 
applied
to consumer markets to capture qualities associated with long-term
relationships.  By integrating segmentation bases and the constructs ar
ising
from long-term industrial relationships the following model is proposed
:
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Segmentation Bases - Relational Bases - Customer Retention

First, an organization must segment its market(s) using the dimensions 
of
segmentation.  By segmenting, organizations can group customers based o
n
likenesses in demographic, geographic, pyschographic, or behavioral
characteristics (Weistein 1994).  Grouping customers in a more homogeno
us
target market inherently allows the company to determine wants and need
s in
the relevant segment more efficiently and effectively.  With this infor
mation
available, firms can then begin to address variables that constitute th
e
establishment of a long-term relationship.

After segmenting the relevant market(s), companies can then integrate
segmentation findings with relationship variables revealed in the liter
ature
review.  To integrate segmentation with the aspects of long-term
relationships, the following variables are proposed as bases for relati
onal
bonds, and are defined as follows:

*    Dependence- The degree that the firm can create consumer dependenc
y on
products or services based on the segmented market;
*    Trust- The degree that the firm can create consumer confidence in
products or services based on the segmented market;
*    Cooperation- The degree that the firm can create coordination in p
roduct
or service use by consumers in the segmented market;
*    Commitment- The degree that the firm can create continuous growth 
in
consumer relationships within the segmented market;
*    Information Exchange- The degree of information exchange needed to
support consumer relationships within the segmented market.

Upon designating the segmentation base and the relational base to be us
ed,
firms can then achieve the goal of customer retention.  Therefore, the
effectiveness which firms can accurately use segmentation to define its
markets, accurately apply appropriate relational variables, and appropr
iately
integrate the two in marketing strategies, the higher potential profita
bility,
even in mature markets.
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Essentially, the dimensions used to segment the target market will driv
e the
relational base to be used in the market.  To illustrate, consider the
following scenario.

Suppose a shoe company segments its markets based on lifestyle, for exa
mple,
athletic, leisure, etc.  The firm can then segment the athletic market 
into
various sports.  One potential group is the jogging segment.  Serious j
oggers
will require more than one pair of shoes, so the potential profitabilit
y of
this segment would greatly increase if a long-term relationship can be
created.

Using the commitment and trust relational bases would be ideal in this
situation to maximize potential returns from this segment.  The next st
ep in
the requires the firm to take initiatives to enhance the commitment of 
joggers
to use its products, and build the trust of joggers in its products.  T
o build
commitment (continuous growth) in its products, a firm may offer this s
egment
a discount on purchasing multiple pairs of shoes.  Or, give discounts o
n every
consecutive future purchase.  To build trust (confidence) in its produc
ts, a
firm could provide shoe repair or shoe maintenance services that help e
xtend
the life of shoes.  Or, a firm can use the celebrity endorser strategy 
by
using well-known joggers to endorse its products a al Nike or Reebok
(Labich, 1995).

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

This research has many implications for managers and scholars in the co
nsumer
market arena.  First of all, increased competitiveness is a strategic
objective for all businesses.  As the world grows smaller through
globalization efforts by multinational companies, markets will eventual
ly
become saturated with competition in the long run.  Establishing long-t
erm
relationships with customers, and hence, increasing retention, will be 
the
major source of continual growth for organizations.
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For this reason, it is imperative that smaller organizations become ade
pt at
forming and extending relationships with customers.  This research allo
ws the
manager to use segmentation in conjunction with relational aspects to b
etter
serve the needs and wants of the customers.  This is essentially what
increases customer retention rates.

Increasing the longevity of customer relationships also has an affect o
n other
parts of the organization.  For example, improved efficiency of new pro
duct
designs or redesigns will occur because of a closer connection with the
consumer.  Also, increased closeness to customers means increased close
ness to
market trends.  Accordingly, companies that master the concept of integ
rating
segmentation with relational bases to increase its long-term relationsh
ips
with customers will also prove to be the most operationally flexible.  
That
is, not only will the company have quicker response with products, but 
also
their entire cost structure will shift due to increased decision making
 speed
involving capital expenditures and the like.

Marketing scholars can also use this research as means of extending the
 realm
of long-term relationship building in consumer markets.  While the cons
tructs
presented as relational bases may hardly be adequate or measurable in t
heir
present form, this attempt in application may serve as a springboard fo
r the
development of new bases.

Also, this research illustrates how the usefulness of segmentation can 
be
enhanced when coupled with other marketing tools.  Not only is the
effectiveness of segmentation increased, but using it with relational b
ases
may reveal new segmentation bases that can then be further tested by ma
rketing
scholars.  Finally, the interaction of these two concepts as applied to
 the
consumer market, may be reapplied to industrial markets.
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                             ABSTRACT

Comparisons were made of small business owners whose initial
product lines were innovative versus those whose were well-
established.  There were significant differences in the personal
attributes of the owners.  In addition, owners who introduced
innovative product lines were more likely to add new products or
drop their original products than those whose initial product
lines were well-established.  The owners who subsequently added
new product lines were significantly higher monitors of their
relevant business environments and initially budgeted a
significantly higher percentage of their sales forecast for
marketing activities than those who did not.  A similar comparison
was made of owners who dropped all or part of their original
product lines and those who did not.  Several personal attributes
were significantly different.  In addition, those who dropped all
or part of their original product lines were far more likely to
be expanding their customer base or expanding their geographic scope.

                           INTRODUCTION

Marketing is a critical issue for small businesses.  Green et al
(1995) state that the initial product entry strategy is a
critical determinant driving long-term performance of the
product.  Gill (1996) suggests that businesses should begin
developing their marketing plan while the product is still just a
concept, rather than creating the product with no idea of its
viability or how to Position it in the market.  While this may
appear self-evident, Workman (1993) points out that marketing is
Often a secondary consideration, especially in high-tech firms,
where projects may be developed with little thought given to
marketing issues.

Large companies are not as dependent upon product innovation as a
source of marketing advantage as are small firms (Calatone, et
al., 1994).  The small business operates under disadvantages such
as low financial and personnel resources, little customer
awareness and acceptance, and limited economies of scale.  The
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small firm may find product innovation to be the major source of
competitive advantage throughout the life cycle of its products. 
Small businesses cannot ride a declining product into the later
stages of the product life cycle and maintain adequate revenue
levels (Klepper, 1996).  As Manu and Ven Sriram (1996) point out,
successful " pioneering' of a market represents a distinct
advantage and is a key predictor of long-term performance.  In
light of the above challenges for a small business, innovation
becomes even more important.

Market Monitoring

Marketing efforts in a small business are highly owner-driven. 
Typically lacking external shareholders, the small business owner
has fewer institutional constraints limiting his or her strategic
options.  This is a two-edged sword as the small business owner
often lacks a strong base of the supporting expertise and the
counterbalancing perspectives important to effective decision-
making in a complex market environment.  The result is often that
the focus of company strategy reflects the pre-existing belief
structure of the owner.  As Curren et al. (1992) found in a
research simulation, independently operating decision-makers are
very likely to attribute the cause of marketing performance
outcomes consistent with their own biases.

The ongoing modification of product lines is critical to the
success of most businesses.  Owners may find such incremental
changes easier because there is base of experience to draw upon. 
The business will have accumulated a body of relevant information
about its current marketplace that will provide a clearer picture
of the viability of various product options.  The willingness to
gather and utilize such information, however, is highly variable. 
Snyder (1987) points out that individuals differ dramaticall in
terms of their sensitivity and willingness to react to
environmental cues.  Snyder refers to this phenomenon as "self-
monitoring" behavior.  The "low" self-monitor is often oblivious
to such external messages and will tend to repeat previous
patterns of behavior irrespective of their fit with the current
market situation.  In contrast, the "high" self-monitor is
sensitive to external cues and will adapt the business's strategy
to them.

In a large business, the likelihood of a low self-monitoring
approach exists, but is often mitigated by several factors. 
First, most large businesses are survivors of a long-term
competitive process.  Thus most companies started by low self-
monitors may be out of business by this stage.  Second, large
companies are typically run by professional managers who have had
to work their way up through the ranks.  This weeding-out process
reduces the likelihood of a low self-monitoring approach by the
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large firm's management team.  It can still happen as when either
the founder continues to control the business into maturity
(e.g., Henry Ford's resistance to changing the model T) or when
the company becomes complacent (e.g., IBM during the 1980s).

The likelihood of the small business reflecting the self-
monitoring tendencies of its owner are greater.  Gartner and
Thomas (1993) point out a combination of internal and external
factors for an owner's monitoring level including the founder's
marketing expertise and his or her ability and willingness to
engage in appropriate marketing research.  Callahan and Cassar 
(1995) point out that while many small business owners expressed
confidence about their ability to perform the research, they had
serious doubts about the value of the information provided by
such research.  While the literature abounds with ever improving
models for predicting the success of innovative products (c.f.,
Urban et al., 1996), the use of such techniques by the small
business owner are hampered by lack of awareness of or an
apprehension for basing market strategy on these techniques.

Mohan-Neill (1995) suggests that, irrespective of size, as the
firm grows older it will have a greater tendency to engage in
environmental monitoring.  This may be an artifact of survival. 
For example, Hunt and Adams (1996) found that during the first
year of operation new businesses that were operated by owners who
were high monitors of their external business environment
significantly outperformed businesses operated by low monitors. 
The question becomes whether this early success may breed greater
confidence in self-gathered information, or whether a small
established firm facing a subsequent need for product
modification may continue the pattern prevalent during its start-
up phase.  Such a firm might hesitate to apply evaluative schema
for product modification such as those put forward by Cooper and
Kleinschmidt (1995) and Kaplan (1994).

Research Questions

Marketing strategy is a dynamic set of choices.  This research
addresses three related questions.  (1) Are there distinctive
differences in the profiles of the personal characteristics of
small business owners whose initial products were innovative
versus those whose starting products were of well-established
types? (2) Are there differences in the long-term patterns of
product addition or deletion between those small businesses whose
initial products were innovative versus those whose were not? (3)
Is there a difference in the subsequent expansion or contraction
of either the customer base or geographic service area between
small businesses with initially innovative products versus those
with initially well-established products?
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This research will consider decisions made during the start-up
phase when the owner must determine the likely market acceptance
of any innovation, the general competitive environment in which
it will be introduced, and the resource base the company will
bring to bear upon entering the marketplace.  This research will
also consider subsequent decisions regarding changes in product
line, customer base, and geographic penetration.  Given the
centrality of the owner as decision-maker in the small business,
this research will test whether differences in various personal
attributes of the owners are associated with the marketing
decisions of these owners over time.  The research will consider
the effects of early decisions upon subsequent choices as the
firm evolves.

                          SURVEY PROCESS

A written questionnaire was sent to a sample of small business
owners.  The sample frame was derived from lists provided by the
state governments of Missouri and Kansas.  The questionnaire was
mailed to 1,750 business addresses which met the criteria for
size and a two year minimum length of operation.  Since a major
focus of this research was on long term changes, only those
respondents who had operated their businesses for two or more
years would be used in the analyses.  The cover letter asked that
the owner or chief executive complete the survey personally.  No
follow-up mailing was made.

A total of 369 usable responses were received for a 21.1%
response rate.  Males provided 230 of the responses (62.3%);
females 139 (37.7%).  The mean time of the 369 respondents for
operating their businesses was 11.2 years.  The operating time
for 199 respondents (54.4%) was from two to nine years; for 116
(31.7%) from ten to nineteen years; and for 51 respondents
(13.9%) for over twenty years.  The survey questions applicable
to this research are developed below.  The response levels and
statistical significance levels of the relevant variables are
presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3.

                  GROUPINGS FOR MAIN COMPARISONS

1. Was the Initial Product Line Offered Innovative or Well-
Established?

Respondents were asked if their initial product line was best
described as a well established product or service, a significant
variation, a recently developed product, or a totally new
product.  Two hundred and seventy three respondents (76.9%)
indicated a traditional or "well-established" product.  Eighty-
two (23.1%) indicated one of the other possibilities.  In order
to have an adequate number of cases in each category for the
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analysis, the last three categories were combined into a single
category titled "innovative." Results of the analysis using the
"well-established" versus "innovative" product comparison are
presented in Table 1.

2.  Did the Company Add One or More Distinctively Different
Products?

This question was asked without regard to whether the company
still marketed the original product line.  One hundred and thirty
three respondents (36.4%) added new products, while 232 (63.6%)
did not.  Results of the analysis using the "did not add" versus
"added" new product comparison are presented in Table 2.

3. Did the Company Discontinue Its Original Product or Products?

Forty seven respondents (12.9%) discontinued the original line of
products, while 318 (87.1%) still marketed the same basic
products.  This question was asked without regard to whether the
company added new products to its line after the original
introduction.  Results of the analysis using the "did not drop"
versus "dropped" original product comparison are presented in
Table 3.

       STARTUP & BACKGROUND VARIABLES (INCLUDES QUESTION 1 ABOVE)

4. Had the Owner Previously Owned or Managed Another Business
Prior to Starting the Current Business?

If the owner answered "no", he or she was classified as having no
experience.  If the owner answered "yes", he or she was
classified as experienced.  The owner's prior management
experience should reflect on the new business's potential for
success.

5. How Much Marketing or Sales Experience Did the Owner Have
Prior to Starting the Current Business?

Respondents were asked to indicate the number of years of prior
experience in marketing or sales.  They were classified as having
no experience if they responded "zero" years experience and were
classified as having experience if they responded as having 'more
than zero' years experience.  Since this study focuses on the
owner's choices in marketing strategy, the owner's previous
marketing experience should be considered.

6.  How Much Experience Did the Owner Have in the Industry Prior
to Starting the Current Business?

Respondents were asked to indicate the number of years of prior
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experience in the industry.  They were classified as having no
experience if they responded "zero" years experience and were
classified as having experience if they responded as having "more
than zero" years experience.  Knowledge of the industry in which
the new product is to be introduced would also be a factor to
consider in a study of marketing strategy.

7. Did the Owner Prepare a Business Plan Prior to Starting the
Business?

The respondents were classified as "yes" or "no" and the
proportion of "yes" respondents are indicated in the tables
below.  Attention to the details of a business plan should better
prepare the owner for the business startup phase.

8a. Did the Owner Seek Marketing Assistance during the First Year
of Operation?

The owner was given six selections to check if appropriate: hire
marketing or sales specialists at the start, hire marketing or
sales specialists prior to the end of the first year, hire a
marketing consultant, hire a consultant for areas other than
marketing, or utilize programs sponsored by the Small Business
Administration to provide marketing assistance.  A "yes" response
to any of the six choices classified the respondent as having
sought assistance.  The tables indicate the proportion of "yes"
respondents to the overall assistance construct.

8b. What Percent of the First Year Sales Forecast Was Budgeted
for Marketing?

The percents were averaged and stated in the tables.

8c. What Percent of the Current Work Force Has Marketing or Sales
As a Primary Duty?

The percents were averaged and stated in the tables.  Seeking
marketing advice, budgeting for marketing activities, and
developing marketing staff indicate a commitment to market
development. 

9. How Often Does the Owner Monitor the Business's Marketing
Environment?

This variable was constructed from two questions in the survey. 
The respondents were separately asked how often they sought
information from customers and how often they monitored the
activities of their competitors.  In both cases the customer and
competitor information was to be a basis for making business
decisions.  For each question, the response "never" was assigned
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a value "1". The response "infrequently" was assigned a value
"2".  The response "regularly" was assigned a value "3".

Factor analysis was performed and the two variables were found to
form a common factor.  The factor score was .84. As a result, the
values from the two questions were added together for each
respondent.  A combined score of 5 or 6 was classified as a "high
monitor" respondent and a score of 4 or less was classified as a
"low monitor" respondent.  The results shown in the tables
indicate the proportion of respondents who were classified as
high monitors.

    CHANGES IN MARKETING STRATEGY (INCLUDES QUESTIONS 2 & 3)

10. Did the Owners Subsequently Add New Customer Segments to the
Target Market?

Respondents were given a choice of eight customer segments from
which to choose: general public, government, industrial/business,
professional users, hobbyists/recreation, ethnic identified
users, gender identified users, or other.  The respondents were
given six categories of response for each of the eight possible
segment selections: never, no longer, far less, same, more,
targeted now but not originally.  Those respondents who answered
to the "targeted now but not originally" for any of the eight
segments were considered to have "added" a new customer segment. 
The tables show the proportion of respondents who were considered
to have added new customer segments subsequent to the start-up of
the firm.

11. Did the Ownership Subsequently Drop Any of the Original
Customer Segments from Its Target Market?

Using the same choice matrix as outlined in question 10, those
respondents who answered to the "no longer" option for any of the
eight customer segments were categorized as having dropped one or
more of the original customer segments subsequent to the start-up
of the firm.  The tables show the proportion of the respondents
who "dropped" one or more of the original customer segments.

12. Did the Ownership Subsequently Add New Geographic Segments to
Its Target Market?

Respondents were given a choice of five geographic segments from
which to choose: local, extended local, regional, national,
international.  For each of these five possible geographic
selections, the respondents were given the same six categories of
response as in question 10.  Those respondents who answered to the
"targeted now but not originally" for any of the five segments
were considered to have "added" a new geographic segment
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subsequent to the start-up of the firm.  The tables show the
proportion of respondents who were considered to have 'added' new
geographic segments.

13. Did the Ownership Subsequently Drop Any of the Original
Customer Segments from Its Target Market?

Respondents were given a choice of the same five geographic
segments as in question 12.  Using the same choice matrix as
outlined in question 10, those respondents who answered to the
"no longer" option for any of the five geographic segments were
categorized as having "dropped" one or more of the original geo-
graphic segments subsequent to the start-up of the firm.  The
tables show the proportion of respondents who were considered to
have "dropped" one or more of the original geographic segments.

        DISCUSSION OF OWNERS WHO STARTED WITH INNOVATIVE 
                  PRODUCTS AND THOSE WHO DID NOT

Table 1 shows the results of t-test comparisons of the 82
respondents who indicated that their initial product line was
innovative versus the 273 respondents who indicated that their
initial product line was a version of a well-established product
or service.  Several statistically significant differences were
found.  Respondents who began with well-established product lines
were significantly more likely to be males (.64 versus .54, p<.10),
had prior experience in the industry in which they established
their business (.77 versus .62, p<.01). Respondents who began with
innovative products were significantly more likely to be high
monitors of their relevant marketing environments (.68 versus .56,
p<.10) and were more likely to have prepared a business plan prior
to starting their businesses (.47 versus .32, p<.05).

Given the increased degree of risk associated with innovative
products, it was not surprising to find that those respondents
who began with innovative products were significantly more likely
to seek outside marketing assistance shortly after beginning
their businesses (.78 versus .54, p<.05). This higher degree of
risk associated with innovative product introductions is
supported in that the firms with innovative products were almost
twice as likely to abandon their original product lines
(.19 versus .10, p<.05). They were also more likely to add
distinctively different product lines than those they originally
offered (.49 versus .32, p<.01). Strategic considerations that
did not vary between the two groups involved decisions regarding
the choice of customer segments or the geographic scope.  There
was n significant differences in any of the measures associated
with these areas.

                             TABLE 1
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        T-Test Comparisons of Small Business Owners Whose
       Initial Products Were Innovative Versus Those Whose
            Were Versions of Well-Established Products

Variables                             Well-          Innovative
                                      Established
Background and Startup

Prior managerial or ownership          .65            .66
    experience
Prior marketing experience             .56            .64
Prior experience in the industry       .77***         .62
Proportion of owners that are male     .64*           .54
High monitor of business environment   .56            .68*
Prepared business plan prior to        .32            .47**
    starting business
Sought marketing assistance during     .54            .78**
    during first year

Subsequent Strategy Changes

Added distinctively new product lines  .32             .49***
Dropped original product lines         .10             .19**
Added customer segments                .22             .24
Dropped customer segments              .10             .12
Added geographic segments              .14             .20
Dropped geographic segments            .04             .06

*p < .10   ** p < .05  *** p < .01  **** p < .001  ***** p < .0001

              DISCUSSION OF OWNERS WHO SUBSEQUENTLY 
           ADDED NEW PRODUCT LINES & THOSE WHO DID NOT

One hundred and thirty three respondents indicated that they
subsequently added significantly different product lines, while
232 did not.  Table 2 shows the results of the t-test comparisons
between these two groups.  There were only two variables where a
significant difference was found.  Those respondents who added
new product lines were more likely to be high monitors of their
relevant marketing environment (.66 versus .54, p<.05).  Those
who added new lines were also more likely to have budgeted a
larger proportion of their projected first year's sales for
marketing their products (8.88% versus 5.68%, p<.10). There were
no significant differences in the number of customer segments or
the geographic scope initially or subsequently pursued.

                             TABLE 2
      T-Test Comparisons of Small Business Owners Who Added 
Significantly Different Product Lines Versus Those Who Did Not
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Variables                             Did Not Add    Added

Background and Startup
Prior managerial or ownership            .64            .67
    experience
Prior marketing experience               .54            .62
Prior experience in the industry         .74            .72
Proportion of owners that are male       .62            .61
High monitor of business environment     .54            .66
Prepared business plan prior to          .38            .30
    starting business
Sought marketing assistance during       .54            .65
    first year
Percent of first year sales             5.68           8.88
    budgeted for marketing
Percent of work force primarily in     22.54          25.95
    marketing/sales

Subsequent Changes in Strategy

Dropped original product lines           .12            .14
Added customer segments                  .21            .23
Dropped customer segments                .09            .13
Added geographic segments                .15            .18
Dropped geographic segments              .03            .06

*p<.10   **p<.05  ***p<.01  ****p<.001  *****p<.0001

              DISCUSSION OF OWNERS WHO SUBSEQUENTLY
                  DROPPED ORIGINAL PRODUCT LINE
                      AND THOSE WHO DID NOT

A different picture emerges when we review the results of t-test
comparisons of the 47 respondents who indicated that they
subsequently dropped their original product lines versus the 31 8
respondents who did not.  Table 3 summarizes the results. 
Respondents who dropped their original product line were
significantly more likely to be females (.48 versus .64, p<.05).
These respondents were also more likely to be high 
monitors of their relevant marketing environments (.70 versus
.57, p<.10) and more likely to have prepared a business plan
prior to starting their business (.47 versus .32, p<.05). When
respondents decided to drop their original product line, they
were significantly more likely to also have made the decision to
pursue new customer segments (.26 versus .18, p<.10).  They were
especially likely to have added new geographic segments
(.60 versus .22, p<.001).

                             TABLE 3
      T- Test Comparisons of Small Business Owners Who
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  Dropped A# or Part of Their Original Product Lines Versus
                        Those Who Did Not

Variables                             Did Not Drop   Dropped

Background and Startup

Prior managerial or ownership            .65            .61
    experience
Prior marketing experience               .55            .65
Prior experience in the industry         .75**          .61
Proportion of owners that are male       .64            .48**
High monitor of business environment     .57            .70*
Prepared business plan prior to          .32            .47**
    starting business
Sought marketing assistance during       .56            .70
    first year
Percent of first year sales budgeted    7.27           4.17
    for marketing
Percent of work force primarily in     22.40          32.90**
    marketing/sales

Subsequent Changes in Strategy

Added distinctively new product lines    .35            .40
Added customer segments                  .18            .26*
Dropped customer segments                .09            .15
Added geographic segments                .22            .60****
Dropped geographic segments              .04            .04

*p<.10  **p<.05  ***p<.01  ****p< .001  *****p< .0001

These results suggest that as small business owners seek to
expand, they may often find themselves facing tight resources
(less than half of the respondents started out with over $10,000
in start-up capital).  This may result in the decision to
consolidate their efforts towards the promotion of part of their
line to the exclusion of or reduced emphasis towards the rest. 
It is interesting to note that respondents who dropped their
original product line currently utilize a significantly larger
proportion of their current work force for marketing and sales
than do respondents who have retained their original product line
(32.9% versus 22.4%, p<.05).

The evolution of a company's product mix entails decisions
regarding both the original choice of products and services
offered, as well as subsequent modifications of the product mix. 
These data suggest that the choice of an innovative initial
product mix is more likely to be made by two types of outsiders -
females and those who lack prior experience in the industry. 
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While there were no differences in terms of prior industry 
experience between females and males (75% versus 73%), 28% of the
women chose to begin business with innovative product lines
versus 20% of the men.  There were no significant differences in
start-up capital or other background variables between the
females and males in our sample that would provide an alternative
explanation.  The literature suggests that innovators were more
likely not to have had prior experience in their industry but
also that those innovators with prior industry experience are
more likely to be successful (Timmons, 1995).

The finding that many small business owners (36%) added
distinctively different new product lines was somewhat surprising
given the combination of a limited financial resource base (over
60% reported initial start-up capital of $10,000 or less) and the
typical difficulties facing small business owners in operating
their businesses.  While part of this change could be associated
with a poor initial product strategy, only 36% of those owners
who added new products also dropped their original lines.  These
data suggest that as much as anything, much of this expansion was
due to business owners monitoring their relevant environments and
pursuing the market opportunities they perceived.

                           CONCLUSIONS

Pursuing higher risk initial strategies carries with it, by
definition, a high risk of failure.  Therefore, it came as no
surprise that the two outsider groups -- women and those with no
prior industry experience -- were more likely to subsequently
drop their original product line.  This was interesting in that
this decision was so often associated with marketing expansion,
especially the pursuit of new geographic segments.  This suggests
that expansion is often delayed until the viability of the
product mix is reasonably determined.  Once appropriate changes
have been made and the owner feels comfortable with his or her
product line, expansion is a logical next step.

It would be interesting to extend this line of research into the
life-cycle of the original and subsequent product lines
introduced by small businesses.  Were those product lines that
were dropped introductions that never got off the ground?  Were
they mature or declining products pruned to free up resources? 
At what point in the evolution of these businesses were the new
product lines introduced?  While data suggests that the drop
decision was likely to occur during the expansion phase, this can
not be stated with certainty.  Further research in this area
would be helpful.
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                             ABSTRACT

This paper discusses the Internet's potential as a marketing
medium for small firms.  It presents a proactive step-by-step
approach for firms wanting to engage in Internet marketing
activities.  The paper utilizes the basics of direct marketing as
the necessary foundation to successful Internet marketing.

                           INTRODUCTION

The Internet is perhaps the fastest growing marketing medium in
the world.  Because no single entity owns or operates the
Internet, it is impossible to say exactly how many people are
currently "on-line".  However, it has been estimated that 20
million individuals are currently cruising the information
superhighway and by 1998, this number will grow to over 100
million people (Ellsworth & E11sworth, 1994).  Clearly this is
the fastest growing marketplace of the 21 st Century.

Why is the Internet so powerful?  The Internet offers a world-
wide audience of millions and has the power to transform small
companies and entrepreneurs into global entities instantaneously--
-and it can be done at a relatively low cost.  What are the key
ingredients that make a difference between success and-failure in
Internet marketing?  Success and failure in marketing on the
Internet are attributed in part to proper marketing research and
market planning on behalf of the firm.  With recent media
attention out the Internet soaring to unprecedented levels, many
businesses (especially small ones) are quickly jumping on the
Internet wagon.  Nobody wants to be left behind and everyone is
afraid of missing out.  Firms are reactively forging ahead by
developing their Home Page and speeding down the Information
Superhighway without being exactly sure of what to do or what to
expect.  Most firms are going on-line just because it is the
"thing to do" and everyone's doing it!

The fact is that Internet marketing is simply a form of direct
marketing.  In fact, the Internet is a medium ... and in direct
marketing, the medium is the marketplace.  Thus, the mystery of
how to market products and services on the Internet can quickly
be solved by applying proven direct marketing strategies and
techniques.  However, to ensure your chances of being successful
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in Internet marketing, a proactive approach is in order.  The
purpose of this paper is to provide a step-by-step proactive
approach for marketing on the internet.  We recommend the
following steps:

Step 1: Educate yourself about the Internet.

Some of the initial questions small firms should investigate are:
What are the pro's and con's of Internet marketing?  What
Internet alternatives are available?  Who uses the Internet?  How
much does it cost to undertake Internet marketing activities? 
Each of these will be discussed in turn.

i. Pro's & Con's of Internet Marketing.  Some of the positive
characteristics of marketing on the Internet include the
following:

a. it features very reasonable costs-since you pay based on local
access, not based on distribution of your message (Silverstein,
1996) plus the cost savings when compared with other advertising 
mediums (Greenhaus, 1996);

b. the speed and ease of inbound transmissions and replies, since
systems now exist which will automate the fulfillment of
information requests from visitors to their home pages (Jaffee,
1996c);

c. the ease with which marketing research studies (both primary
and secondary data collection) can be executed (Smith, Franklin &
Clawson, 1996);

d. less customer list decay or obsolescence since e-mail
addresses will not change as rapidly as postal addresses
("New List Rules", 1996);

e. it can give any size company (small or large) a worldwide
presence--there are 6.64 million host computers, of which 2.37
million are international representing 150 countries [Network
Wizards, source -(HTTP://www.cyberatlas.com/) 1996];

f. the creative options are endless-animation, sound, text,
graphics, and/or video (Smith, Franklin & Clawson, 1996);

g. the Internet allows marketers to target and communicate with
highly involved and interested consumers, both domestic and
global (Mehta & Sivadas, 1995).

h. the Internet provides a level playing field for the small firm
with the larger firm in international markets (Mehta, Grewal, &
Sivadas, 1996);
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Some of the main disadvantages of Internet marketing include:

a. it is in its infancy as a marketing medium, thus, it is
untested, unregulated and unrefined (Silverstein, 1996);

b. it is difficult to target, control and measure (Silverstein, 1996);

c. its fast growth rate makes "promotional clutter" a major issue
(Silverstein, 1996);

d. the Internet can only reach certain consumer types--omitting
anyone who is not "computer advantaged" (Fox, 1995; Cross, 1994);

e. privacy concerns are certainly on the rise--in fact, Internet
commerce protection laws are on the horizon--the California State
Assembly Bill 3320 is expected to be signed into law on
September, 1996 (Emerson, 1996, Hicks, 1996);

f. the actual sale of products and services is difficult (if not
impossible) at the present time (Fox, 1995); its lack of security
presents a major hurdle for retailers- because consumers can't
safely provide their charge card number when ordering (Negus, 1996);

g. the Internet is not managed by a single organization, with a
single access point and a single set of rules.  Thus, nobody is
in control (Fox, 1995);

h. the lack of technical support for Internet users is a
deterrent for prospective Internet users (Lewis, 1996).

ii. Internet Marketing Alternatives.  Some of the alternatives
from which small firms may select include developing your own Web
Page or joining an Internet Mall.  Internet malls are "user-
friendly" and have very inviting Homepages.  They are laid out
like a busy, but friendly city where people come to "visit". 
They have nominal operating fee's (approximately $30 per month)
and most Internet Malls allow for credit card purchases (Fried-
Cassorla, 1995).  However, Fox (1995) contends that the best
opportunity for selling on-line remains in the "big three" of 
on-line services, Prodigy, CompuServe and America Online.  These
providers offer "mall choices" for shopping and are relatively
easy to navigate.  A survey of Internet users found that the most
popular tools used to access information were Gopher and
Listserve (Perry, 1995).  Growth of Internet activity is
projected to be astronomical.  Web advertising expenditures are
expected to grow from $100 million (1996 estimates) to $5 billion
by the year 2000 (Henschen, 1996a).  On-line sales of $350
million in 1995 are projected to grow to $7 billion by the year
2000 (Henschen, 1996b).  While aggregate sales seem to be
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substantive, with 100,000 retailers on the Internet in 1995, this
averages out to only slightly more than $3000 per retailer
(Lewis, 1996).  The best selling product categories in 1995 (in
order) were books and magazines, computers, financial services,
gifts, apparel, auto parts and accessories, and food and wine
(Henschen, 1996b).  Only 14 percent of WWW users have purchased a
product or service over the Internet [Commercenet/Nielsen
Demographics, 1996, source (HTTP://www.cyberatlas.com/)];

iii. The Internet Consumer.  It is important to note that
although over 33% of U.S. households have a home computer, only
12% of those subscribe to an on-line service (Fried-Cassorla,
1995).  Prior research has consistently found the individuals
cruising the net are typically males, between 18-35 years old,
with relatively high annual incomes (ranging from $50,000 -
$75,000), Caucasian, well-educated (college degree or post-
graduate degree), and working in a professional field and often
holding senior-level management positions (Fried-Cassorla, 1996;
Fox, 1995; Perry, 1995; Cleland, 1995).  In addition, Fox (1995)
found that most (77%) Internet users subscribe to Cable TV, and
about half of these individuals (52%) have children or teenagers
at home.

iv. The Cost of Internet Marketing.  The costs of Internet
marketing will vary with the type of access your firm is
utilizing.  The lowest level of an Internet presence is simply an
e-mail presence for receiving and sending messages.  This
presence, as any, requires having a registered Uniform Resource
Locator (URL) or address--the company's place of business in the
Internet world.  This is required by the World Wide Web (for
uniqueness) and costs $50 per year.  You must also pay a monthly
fee to an Internet Service Provider (ISP), who provides you with
access to the Internet highway.

Selecting an ISP is important both from a cost and a service
(level and quality) point-of-view.  Search on the computer under
"ISP" in your local area for a list of such providers.  Tell
quite a few of these ISP's what your requirements are, and let
them submit bids to your company.  Most often, but especially
when beginning an Internet presence, your ISP will be your
"host", owning the more powerful mini-computers or workstations
from which you rent space.  Renting ISP space for e-mail only
and/or a single screen homepage can be acquired for $15 per month
in most areas of the U.S.

However, being on the Internet, IPS address and all, is no
guarantee of visitations.  If you are not listed in the directory
of a search engine being used by a potential customer, he/she may
not find you unless he/she finds another link to your Internet
site.  Most directories will list you for free, but notifying
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each of them one at a time would be an endless and ultimately
incomplete task.

There is at least one company "Submit It!" which will list your
Web address in about fifteen of the directories of the better
known search engines, including Yahoo!, Infoseek, Alta Vista, and
Lycos for free-see Submit It at HTTP://www.submit-it-com (Jafee,
1996a).  There are other companies who will do it for a one-time
fee-AAA will list your site in 50 directories for $110, or in 100
directories for $195 (Jafee, 1996a).

The next level of Internet presence is an expansion of a single
sheet homepage to a multiple page/file Website within a single
name domain (all at the same URL).  To determine if/when to make
this move you should count the number of clicks or requests
generated by your homepage.

The highest level of Internet presence is the linking of your
website to websites owned by other companies, forming multiple
domain websites.  There are four basic types:

     1.   Linking to an industry website, such as a direct marketer
          linking with the Direct Marketing Association.  Because an
          association promotes companies in its industry, they may
          provide the link for only the shared cost of the
          programming.  An industry targeted publication may charge a
          fee or require a reciprocal link on your homepage but such
          fees are very negotiable.

     2.   Linking to the website of a firm which sells complimentary
          products or services, such as a sewing machine manufacturer
          and a pattern manufacturer.  Terms of such links are similar
          to those of the industry website links described above.
          
     3.   Hundreds of WWW shopping malls, containing the websites of
          companies that appeal to similar customers and usually fit
          within an overall theme have been formed.  IBM launched a
          "fashion" mall (in June, 1996) called World Avenue. 
          Although the costs will vary by merchant, a cataloger
          promoting 300 items would pay a $30,000 set-up fee, plus
          $2500 per month and 5% of gross sales (Jaffee, 1996b).

     4.   Banner ads are links sold to rent space (including icon) on
          the front page of a company's website.  The size of the ad
          and the number of clicks determine the cost.  An example
          cost for a banner would be approximately $17,000 for 200,000
          clicks per month.

As can be seen, website presences can vary greatly in size,
nature, and cost.  Our advice is to start slowly, limiting the
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size of your investment.  As the medium grows and develops and as
you learn more about your customers, increase or decrease your
Internet presence and sophistication on a cost-justifiable basis.

Step 2: Conduct a Self-Analysis of Your Business Needs.

Once the small firm has obtained some general information on the
Internet, you need to evaluate the Internet as a marketing medium
for your business needs.  You need to 'stop, look and listen" to
your own specific business situation and ascertain whether or not
marketing on the Internet will serve your needs.  This self-
analysis should address each of the following questions:

     a.   What are my business goals and objectives?

     b.   Who is my target customer?

     c.   How would Internet marketing be integrated into my current
          marketing mix?

     d.   What kind of accountability will Internet marketing provide
          for my promotional budget?

After a thorough business analysis, if the Internet seems to be
compatible with your business needs, then proceed to the next
step.  However, if the profile of your typical or target customer
does not match that of the Internet, start slowly with a minimal
presence on the Internet.  Test, revise, and retest to determine
if the Internet works for your specific business situation.

Step 3: Develop your Internet Marketing Plan.

Proactively research and plan your Internet marketing activities. 
Included in this step is each of the following activities:

     a.   Perform On-line market research.  Ask your real-world
          clients if they are on-line.  Your current customers are
          your most valuable customers since they have some purchasing
          history with your firm.  Investigate who is cruising the
          net--could these individuals be potential customers? 
           Remember, your best prospects are those that are similar to
          your current customers.

     b.   Conduct On-line competitive analysis.   What are your
          competitor's doing?  Are they currently on-line?  If so,
          visit their website-analyze their homepage.  Can you
          determine what target customer they are attempting to
          attract?  How can you position your firm to stand out above
          the competition?
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     c.   Select Internet Alternative(s).  Based on the above section
          regarding Internet options available and their associated
          costs, determine your desired level of presence. 
          Independent webpage?  Link to a search engine?  Which
          provider will best enable you to attain your marketing
          objectives?  Is this provider within your budget?  Is there
          an electronic mall that best suits your business needs?

Step 4: Get Creative!

An old direct marketing theory regarding creativity is that "it's
not creative unless it sells".  If the main objective of your
Internet marketing activities is to sell products and/or
services, then this direct marketing theory applies to you. 
However, if your primary objective for Internet marketing is
simply to create awareness or educate the public, then the
responses to your message will not be as measurable or
accountable.  Once again, this is directly tied to your business
needs and Internet marketing objectives (outlined in the previous
steps).

At this stage, you must create your electronic materials--your
Homepage and Web pages.  Once again, applying proven direct
marketing techniques can make this step a breeze.  You must keep
in mind the importance of your Homepage.  Your Homepage is to
your Internet Marketing efforts like a headline is to a space ad,
like a catalog cover is to a catalog, and like a storefront is to
a retail store.  Research has shown that Internet consumers spend
30 to 40 seconds with each website-compared to spending 30 to 40
minutes with print magazines (Loro, 1996).  Therefore, the first
order of business for your homepage is to grab the visitor's
attention!  The following are some proven direct marketing
techniques that will be helpful when creating your Homepage:

     a.   The A.I.D.A. Method - Follow the old copywriting formula of
          A.I.D.A. (attention, interest, desire and action).  Your
          homepage must grab the visitor's attention, create some
          interest in spending more time at your website, stimulate
          their desire in wanting to learn more about your
          organization, and tell them how to take action--place an
          order for your product or service.

     b.   The K.I.S.S. Principle - Another proven copywriting formula
          is to "Keep It Simple Stupid".  This means that your
          homepage should be easy to read and understand.  Web pages
          should be easy to navigate.  Information should be conveyed
          in relatively short chunks.  It should be created so the
          user can freely "drill down" (Silverstein, 1996).

     c.   Features/Benefits - Before you write any copy for your
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          homepage, be sure you dig out every selling point you can
          and translate each selling point into a customer benefit. 
          Each selling point belongs to the product or service, while
          each benefit belongs to the consumer.  Remember, it is the
          benefit that customers really want to have.  It has been
          well established that the more benefits customers perceive,
          the more likely they will buy (Stone, 1994).

     d.   The "hook" - Most direct marketers know that no matter how
          great the copy is, it will be wasted if the headline does
          not compel reading the entire page.  Most successful
          headlines have a "hook" to catch the reader and pull him/her
          in.  The most common hooks are such words as why, how, new,
          now, this, what (Stone, 1994).  They entice the consumer in
          wanting to know the answer...Why is it?  How does it?  What
          is it?  Be sure to build in the "hook" when creating the
          headline for your Homepage.

Step 5: Develop a Database Mechanism for tracking on-line
results.

Capturing customer list information (e-mail address, postal
address, and/or telephone number) information is of utmost
importance to the Internet marketer.  It is a requirement for
fulfilling information requests and purchase orders.  But just as
important, it forms your communications link with customers and
enables you to develop stronger relationships with them. 
Stronger relationships with your customers often lead to
increased value to your firm in the form of future sales. 
Although a list is extremely important, a list is not a database
until list information is appended with transactional,
demographic, and/or lifestyle data for each customer.

Cumulative transactional data (dates of purchases, items
purchased, and revenues paid) for each customer allows marketers
to prioritize customers from "most valuable" to "least valuable"
on the basis of RFM (recency of purchase, frequency of purchase,
and monetary amount of purchase).  Secondary demographics or
lifestyle data is not currently available from national household
databases (such as CACI, Donnelly, Equifax, Metromail, MRI,
Claritis, R.L. Polk, Simmons, VALS, etc.) by e-mail address as it
is by postal address.  Thus, an Internet marketer must acquire
customer postal addresses and append them to the list information
for this type of analysis.

"Click-stream" analysis software being developed by Evergreen
Internet is currently in beta-test. This analysis will allow a
company to determine the number of visitors who came to its
website links, or just to its website (if it has no such links). 
It will analyze each link (or the single domain site) and
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calculate percentage response, Internet Cost per sale, and
Internet cost per lead for each link (or for the single domain
site).  It will capture information on visitors, buyers, and leads
generated. For lead respondents, it will capture e-mail addresses
electronically and request postal addresses.  For buyers, it will
capture address, product, revenue and purchase date information
which is stored in a self-contained database...separate from
the existing database of the company if it has one (Broadbent,
1996).  The self-contained database click-stream analysis software
will sell for about $10,000.

As is true with any interactive marketing system, accountability
and measureability are the keys to efficient marketing. 
Accountability justifies the cost efficiency of Internet
marketing by measuring the sales revenue (or gross margin)
generated and comparing it to the cost of the Internet marketing
efforts.

                      SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

As you can see, the Internet is a complicated medium.  To use it
effectively for marketing purposes, a company must understand the
capabilities and limitations of this medium.  As outlined in this
paper, Internet marketing should be a proactive approach, not
merely a reactive one.  Firms must research and plan for their
on-line marketing activities.  In May, 1996, the First American
Group Purchasing Association selected the following ten Websites
on the basis of their usefulness to small businesses:

SBA Women in Business
          (http://www.sba.gov/womeninbusinss/)
Idea Cafe (Http://www.ideacafe.com)
Income Opportunities Magazine
          (http://www/incomeops.com)
Span Link Communications
          (http://www.spanlink.com)
BusinessLink Online (http://www.buslink.corn)
          Switchboard (http://www.switchboard.com)
Marketing Tools Magazine
          (http:www.marketingtools.com)
Herring Magazine (http:www.herring.corn)
American Society of Association Executives
          (http://wvvw.asaenet.org)
Small Business Express
          (http://www.gnn.com/gnn/met.a/finance/smallbus/index.htm)

Perhaps reviewing the above sites would be a useful start towards
designing a site or making your site become more proactive. 
Internet marketing should not replace any of your current
marketing methods (direct mail, telephone, catalog, newspaper,
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television, radio, magazine, etc.), but it should augment them. 
It should be used as an additional communications and response
path for your marketing activities.  In fact, research shows that
using multiple response paths generally increases overall
response rates (Silverstein, 1996).

Regardless of your Internet initiatives, a proactive approach to
this growing marketplace is warranted.  Although the Internet is
only in its infancy stage as a marketing medium, it has great
potential.  Therefore, if you truly do not want to be left behind
when the Information Superhighway is operating at full-speed,
proactively plan your Internet marketing activities now and
layout an accountable and measurable system to track your future
success.  Our advice is to begin slowly, try, test, retry, and
retest continually.  Don't forget to buckle up before entering
the information superhighway.  Accelerate slowly and observe the
many yellow caution lights...the road is still under
construction!
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      ENTREPRENEURIAL CHALLENGES AND THE 4 P's IN AUSTRALIA

          (A POSITION PAPER CONTRASTING AUSTRALIAN AND 
                  AMERICAN SME BUSINESS SYSTEMS)

                           Leo Simpson
                  Eastern Washington University

                             ABSTRACT

Differences in social and economic orientation between Australia
and the United States affect the basic approach to doing business
in the two countries.  This paper analyzes the impact of a more
socialistic view by government, labor unions, and by employees on
the operation of small/medium sized enterprise in Australia.  The
"Four P's" are analyzed for small/medium firms in Australia in
the context of regulations and social values of society. 
Significant differences exist between how businesses in Australia
and in the United States deal with pricing, product availability,
promotional strategy, and wages and benefits for employees.

                    OVERVIEW AND INTRODUCTION

When observing business operations in countries having strong
common ties to British heritage, a casual observer might assume
businesses operate similarly in England, Canada, the United
States, New Zealand, Australia, and other such countries.  As a
visitor in each of these countries, extended observations are
needed to identify the subtle but substantial differences in
strategy and business methods.  This is a position paper which
contrasts some of these methods and strategies used in
small/medium sized enterprises (SME's) in Australia and the
United States.

Aside from dialectical differences, when stepping off the plane
in Sydney or Brisbane, one could just as easily be stepping off
in Boston or Seattle as far as, the eye can tell.  Familiar
"Golden Arches", "KFC" signs, and small shops and malls are
immediately apparent.  What is not immediately apparent, however,
is a cultural and social difference pervasive enough to permeate
its way throughout business and political operations across the
two countries.  These cultural differences affect the way
businesses operate and the role business plays in society.

Australia remains part of the British Commonwealth today and is
still loyal to the Queen.  The impact of this direct tie to
England is to have a more socialistic system of governance in
Australia than the United States.  Though there are two primary
parties in Australia (the Labor Party and the Liberal Party),
other parties such as the Green Party are influential and often
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needed by the majority party to carry a majority of votes.  The
importance of the political structure in understanding how
businesses operate is that the Labor Party (which is more
socialistic than the Liberal Party) has been in control of
national and state governments for the past fourteen years. 
Under this government, controls and regulations have been enacted
which affect SME's methods of operation.  These effects can be
identified throughout the Australian business system and
contrasted with the relatively more "free market system" of the
relatively more "capitalistic" United States.  As a result of the
Labor Party being in control of government for the past fourteen
years (the Liberal Party took over in March, 1996), labor unions
are very strong in Australia.  Unlike the United States there are
no exclusions for small businesses from governmental regulations
of labor practices.  These effects of government control on labor
are pervasive In business and affect business operations on a
daily basis including "The Four P's of Marketing." The following
section looks at each of the "Four P's" and contrasts how that
"PI" differs in the Australian and United States business
operations.

                             PRODUCT

Product choice (including the service sector) is much more
limited in Australia than the United States.  When lifestyle and
quality of life in the two nations are comparable, product
availability in Australia is limited by the lack of a major
manufacturing sector in Australia, distance from available
offshore manufacturers, and import restrictions imposed by
government and labor.  Imported products which are also produced
inland in Australia (such as cars) face an enormous tariff before
they can enter the country.  In the case of cars, jewelry, and
products of this type, import tariffs range from 50% to 200% and
are paid to the government.  Luxury cars and other luxury
products often face a higher import tariff due to the socialistic
view that this is frivolous and the rich can afford to pay more. 
Products shipped through the tightly controlled (by unions)
unloading docks are notoriously damaged or disappear.  When there
is labor unrest, delays of months are common in product leaving
the docks in both directions.  While Australian industry is
limited in what they can and are willing to produce, the public
is increasingly being exposed to products made in the United
States or elsewhere through newly installed Cable Network Systems
and the Internet (just now making it into businesses and a few
homes).  Ford Taurus's, Oreo Cookies, California-Navel Oranges,
and many other U.S. products have just begun arriving in
Australia.  Shipping, cows are also very expensive to Australia
from major manufacturing nations further restricting product
availability and adding to the price of Imported products.
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                              PLACE

The Australian continent is a large land mass approximately the
size of the continental United States.  The primary population of
Australia lives around the edges of the country near the shore
with concentrations of people in a few metropolitan areas.  With
an overall population of just over 17 million; 10 million live in
the seven largest cities with over 4 million in Sydney alone. 
The location of the primary cities near the shore and the
geographic distance between the cities creates Internal
distribution difficulties within the country.  Compounding this
problem the highway system connecting cities is typically two
lane (one each way) with the exception at areas near the cities. 
Even though freight trucks are larger than in the United States,
the cost of fuel, underdeveloped road systems, and great
distances cause difficulties in supply Internationally.  This
makes distribution of manufactured products produced inside the
countries to all parts of the country expensive and difficult.

Locally within each metropolitan area growth is significant with
few geographical limits on expansion in any direction.  As new
housing districts are created, a shopping mall is built nearby to
satisfy shopping and entertainment needs, even though overhead
costs are high in the mall, most small businesses located in the
malls due to the strong customer preference for mail shopping. 
Outside mail areas, road access and limited parking make shopping
awkward for consumers.  Population characteristics differ widely
from metropolitan area to metropolitan area.  Southeastern cities
have a strong British influence; western cities are remote and
serve huge geographic areas; and Sydney is an international city
of over 4 million with significant immigrant populations.  Many
of these immigrants are allowed into Australia as long a they
invest $500,000 in a business.  Once inside the country, they can
then bring In family members.  A common practice is for immigrant
families to pool resources to got into the country and then that
Individual "sponsors" other family members to help operate the
business.  This loophole in Australian Immigration Policy creates
substantial competition for resident Australians who must pay
their-employees very high wages and cannot compete with a large
family having no employees.  This type of competitiveness is more
prevalent in the large metropolitan areas at this time.

                             PRICING

Pricing of products and services in most of Australia exceeds the
cost of the same products and services in the United States.  The
standard of living, however, is not significantly different
because wages are higher in Australia than in the United States
in comparable jobs.  Due to the strong union influence and Labor
Party control of government, SME's in Australia are required to
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match or pay more than "target wages" for each employee.  The
effect is to have a minimum wage for each type of job (e.g.
jewelry shop clerks minimum or "target" is $8.40 whereas a server
at a restaurant would be different).  Tipping is discouraged
because each employee is well paid and that is reflected in the
price of the food.  Tipping defeats the purpose of valuing
"target wages" based on the contribution made and demand on the
particular occupation.  In addition, workers in Australia are
entitled to four weeks of paid vacation per year and can take any
or all of the vacation any time with one week notice.  When on
vacation, workers are paid an 18% bonus because It is assumed
workers need the additional money to help with the additional
cost of vacationing.  Further, workers earn "long term leave" as
they work with a company and each year accumulate roughly one
month of long term leave up to 10 months total.  The cost of all
these target salaries, vacation premiums, and long term leaves
are passed on to the consumer through increased prices.

Imported products are taxed by the government to "level the
playing field" with domestic products in industries where
domestic products are available.  Tariffs and taxes are set high
on imported products unavailable in domestic markets in Australia
to discourage imports and to encourage domestic producers to
start a business which supplies the desired product or service. 
Even though wages are inflated, businesses must still be careful
to offer value in product at services sold because Australian
consumers are discerning as to quality and durability.  An
automobile must last the typical buyer of a new car a minimum of
200,000 miles relatively maintenance fee because the cost is at
least double the cost of the same product in the United States. 
Comparable clothing is twice the price as in the United States,
housing is slightly more, entertainment is more expensive and
gasoline is 50% higher.

As a result of the major elements of the cost of living being
more expensive in Australia than in the United States, wages have
to be higher in order to provide citizens with a comparable
standard of living.  Further, markets have to be protected by
import taxes and tariffs to prevent low cost labor in nearby
oriental countries as well as Japan and the United States from
entering Australia and competing with domestic businesses.

One of the problems with this strategy is that Australians are
increasingly traveling to other countries, watching cable
television with multiple U.S. stations and using the internet to
discover product availability.  Buying behavior suggests
consumers limit their expenses to basic necessities, but stretch
to the limits of their capability to insure as much durability
and quality as possible.  While income taxes are high, medical and
dental benefits are covered by the state.  Disposable income is
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typically used to cover basic necessities with some left for
entertainment or extravagance on a small scale. 

                            PROMOTION

Significant differences exist between promotional methods used in
Australia and the United States.  Unlike the United States,
advertising of professional services is still regarded as
inappropriate in Australia.  Retail and service firms rarely use
billboards, brochures, and flyers, but often use coupons,
networking, and media commercials.  Promotional materials
presented on television are very frank and bluntly point out the
weaknesses of competitive products.

"Women Networking methods not only include traditional
organizations such as in business" networks, entire business
sections of a community sometimes close off the streets, create a
carnival or entertainment environment, and work together to have
a happening which encourages the community to come out and do
business with the businesses involved.  Word of mouth is a major
promotional method used in Australia since the population density
is low and there are not as many businesses as in the United
States to choose for business activity.

                             SUMMARY

The differences in economic orientation between Australia and the
United States affect the basic approach to doing business in the
two countries.  While wages and benefits (including health cards)
are higher in Australia, the standard of living is comparable due
to the increased prices throughout most products and services. 
Product selection is more limited in Australia due to a smaller
manufacturing base and heavy taxes and tariffs an imported
products.  Significant differences exist between Australia and
the United States relative to the "Four P's of Marketing." A
detailed analysis of these "Four P's," was presented pointing out
some of the differences that exist and the many similarities
between the two nations.  The mutual respect we share for one
another make us compatible business partners with many future
joint venture possibilities.
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     WHEN CELEBRITIES AND DISLIKED ADVERTISEMENTS DON'T PAY;
          OR, THE INTERACTION OF TWO FOCI OF INVOLVEMENT

                        Steve Vander Veen
                          Calvin College

                             ABSTRACT

Small retailers can increase sales of mature products by
attracting brand switchers.  However, small firms have little
money for advertising.  What is the danger of skimping on visual
advertising quality so that an ad is disliked?  What is the
danger of not using high imagery verbal information (like
celebrity names) along with visual information?  Ironically, the
former may be more dangerous than the latter when involvement
toward the product is low (as is the case when the product
category is mature).  This paper reports on studies which imply
that small retailers selling mature brands suffer when trying to
save money by producing low visual quality ads, particularly when
involvement toward the ad stimulus is high and involvement toward
the product is low.  Fortunately, retailers do not have to spend
money on celebrity names.  The findings, however, rest on how
involvement both toward the product (to determine product life
cycle stage) and toward the ad (to determine stimulus involvement
level) is measured.

                            BACKGROUND

Theory and Practice

It has been documented that small businesses have limited
resources to advertise.  Weinrauch, Mann, Robinson, and Pharr
(1991) note that small business owners have difficulty finding
marketing strategies both suitable and affordable.  Weinrauch et
al. conclude that more emphasis must be placed on the "interface"
of marketing cost and specific marketing problem areas.

In advertising, whether it be in the newspaper or on the world-
wide web, there are a number of problems related to cost.  One
problem involves consumer involvement toward the product.  If a
small retailer sells a brand in a mature product category,
consumers likely are choosing brands out of habit and are prone
to switching brands based on convenience or price (Howard 1994). 
Unless a retailer carries all brands, the small retailer will
have to advertise price and convenience of the brand s/he carries
not only to gain market share, but to keep the customers s/he
has.  It also means that customers will have to attend to the
retailer's ads more than to competitor's ads.

Getting customers to attend to ads is another problem, a problem
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of consumer involvement level toward the stimulus.  In other
words, small retailers of mature products must stimulate
consumers not only to notice their ads, but to get a positive
message.  One way to increase stimulation is to utilize high
imagery stimuli.  While a picture (visual stimulus) of a
celebrity is clearly a high imagery stimulus, merely using a
celebrity's name (a high imagery verbal stimulus) could attract
attention.  Unfortunately, the small retailer does not have the
money for buying verbal or visual celebrities.

A third problem is getting consumers to like advertisements. 
Batra and Ray (1985) conclude that when consumers have a high
motivation, ability, and opportunity to respond to attribute
assertions in an ad, their attitude toward the brand advertised
will be influenced by message argumentation.  However, when
consumers have a low level of involvement toward the stimulus,
their attitude toward the brand will be influenced by whether
they like the advertisement and by exposure frequency.  Thus, in
cases of low involvement with the ad stimulus, quality of ad
execution influences attitude toward the brand.  But what happens
when involvement toward the product is low, as it is in the case
of brands in a mature product category?  Unfortunately for the
small retailer, quality ad execution is also expensive.

There are also theoretical problems associated with measuring an
ad's effectiveness.  In studies which manipulate involvement
levels, it is unclear whether the involvement manipulation is
intended to represent involvement toward the product or
involvement toward the stimulus (such as an advertisement or the
package of the product itself).  It seems that a consumer could
be low involved toward a product (if it is in a mature product
category; compare Howard and Sheth 1967), yet either high or low
involved toward the advertising stimulus (Batra and Ray 1985). 
While involvement toward the stimulus could be measured in terms
of the number of thoughts generated (see, for example, Petty,
Cacioppo, and Schumann 1983 and the many cognitive processing
studies which followed), involvement toward the product would
have to be measured another way.  Ironically, Howard (1994)
quotes the study by Batra and Ray (1985) because he is interested
in consumers of a mature product category, while Batra and Ray
seem interested in involvement toward the stimulus.

A way to measure involvement level toward the product might be
Zaichowsky's (1985) Personal Product Inventory measure (see
Appendix 1), which combines personal, physical, and situational
categories into one measure.  In particular, the measure taps
inherent personal interests, values, or needs, characteristics of
the product that cause differentiation and interest, and
temporary increases in personal relevance and interest toward the
product.  In short, the Zaichowsky measure consists mostly of
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longer-term involvement characteristics and seems more consistent
with Howard's (1994) conception of product (category) life cycle
stages.

The goal of this paper, then, is to discuss the influence of
disliked visual advertisements and celebrity names (high imagery
verbal stimuli) on attitude toward the brand.  It is to convince
small retailers that saving money on execution quality or
spending money on celebrities is not always beneficial.  But the
goal of this paper is also to convince scholars that consumer
involvement can be directed at more than one foci and that
involvement levels with different foci can interact and need to
be separated.

Hypotheses

It is expected that those who are high involved toward the
product will not consider switching brands as quickly as those
low involved toward the product, regardless of their involvement
toward the advertisement.  This is because those higher involved
with the product have a more favorable attitude toward the brand.

However, those more low involved toward the product will be more
prone to switching and this is due to their less favorable, more
temporary, and more changeable attitude toward the brand.  This
idea is supported by Howard (1994) and Petty, Cacioppo, and
Schumann (1983).  In other words, those consumers low involved
toward the product will be influenced more by an advertisement
they dislike.  Therefore, since the print ad was of poor
execution quality:

          (H1)those consumers low (versus high) involved toward a
          product will have lower (versus higher) attitude toward the
          brand; and

          (H2)those consumers low (versus high) involved toward a
          product will have a lower attitude toward the brand after
          being high (versus low) involved with a visual stimulus they
          disliked.

It is also expected that when celebrity names (a high imagery
verbal stimulus) are used, involvement toward a print
advertisement will become divided between the visual and verbal
portions, meaning that consumers will be allocating scarce
resources toward the celebrity and away from the visual stimulus. 
For example, Unnava and Burnkrant (1991) found that when a high
imagery verbal stimulus is presented with pictures of the same
theme, recall is hindered.  On the other hand, they found that
when a verbal low imagery stimulus is presented with pictures of
the same theme, recall is better.  In other words, information is
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coded differently by the mind if it is verbal versus visual.  It
if it is the same information, more resources are used to code
it, meaning less resources are left for elaborating and,
consequently, remembering.

In the same manner, it is expected that celebrity names (high
imagery verbal stimuli) will be coded differently than visual
stimuli.  If celebrity names are used in conjunction with visual
stimuli (such as a disliked ad), attitude change will be
moderated because fewer resources will be used to elaborate on
all stimuli. Therefore, if the visual portion of an advertisement
is disliked, the negative attitude change toward the brand will
be moderated.  Conversely, one would expect that if the use of
high imagery verbal stimuli moderates the influence of disliked
visual stimuli, then one would also expect a high imagery verbal
stimuli would also moderate the influence of liked visual
stimuli, causing a positive attitude change to be moderated. 
Therefore, since the print ad was of poor execution quality:

          (H3)the use of celebrity names (high imagery verbal stimuli)
          will moderate the influence of visual stimuli in terms of
          attitude change, meaning here that the negative influence on
          attitude change of an advertisement of poor execution
          quality will be moderated by the use of celebrity names.

                           METHODOLOGY

Study One

90 undergraduates from a small Christian college in the Midwest
participated.  Students were presented with a small booklet
containing a low quality photocopy of the print ad used in the
famous Petty, Cacioppo, and Schumann (1983) study.  This print
stimulus consisted only of the outline of a razor and handle on a
grid sandwiched by two solid black rectangles and the words:
"Until you try new EDGE disposable razors you'll never know what
a 'really close shave'" is."  The ads also contained the heading
"PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES AGREE" or "BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA
AGREES."

After seeing the print ad, students were asked to give their
overall impression of the Edge disposable razor on three seven-
point semantic differential scales anchored by bad-good,
unsatisfactorysatisfactory, and unfavorable-favorable (used in
the original Petty et. al 1983 study).  Students were then asked
to list all of their thoughts in one minute's time.  Finally,
students were asked to fill out the 20-item Zaichowsky (1985)
measure of involvement.

Results of Study One
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Students were categorized (using the Zaichowsky measure) as
either highor low involved around the mean involvement score. 
Thus, 45 students were low involved (mean = 43.09) and 44
students were high involved (mean = 84.31) (one student failed to
complete the measure) toward the product and each group was
significantly different from each other on this measure.  In
theory, razor blades are not a mature category to each consumer,
but are appear to be in early maturity, in general, to all.
Students were also categorized as either high- or low-involved
toward the stimulus (print ad).  The average number of thoughts
given per student was 2.94, of which 2.65 (90%) were negative. 
Those who listed fewer than 3 thoughts were classified as low
involved toward the stimulus and those who listed more than three
thoughts were classified as high involved toward the stimulus. 
Thus, 43 students were considered low involved (mean = 1.52) and
46 were considered high involved (mean = 3.73) toward the
stimulus (one student did not list any thoughts) and each group
was significantly different from each other on this measure.  The
three attitude measures were combined to form a multidimensional
measure (Cronbach's alpha: 0.90).

Consistent with the hypotheses one and two (H1 and H2), it was
found that those high (versus low) involved toward the product
had a more favorable attitude toward the brand (p = 0.05). It was
also found that those consumers low (versus high) involved toward
a product had a lower attitude toward the brand after being high
(versus low) involved with a visual stimulus they disliked
(p = 0.05). See Table 1 below.

                             TABLE 1

Impact of Involvement Toward the Product (P) and Toward the
Stimulus (S) on Attitude (Att) and Intent to Purchase (I) (on a
7-point scale where 7 is best)

Source              n         Att       p

P low               45        2.82      0.05
P high              44        3.80
P low/S low         23        3.52      0.05
P low/S high        22        2.08
P high/S low        20        3.93
P high/S high       24        3.67

Study Two

Later, 61 students in introductory economics classes at the same
college were given two minutes to come up with the names of
celebrities.  From this list, the celebrity names chosen to use
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as high imagery verbal stimuli were Michael Jordan, Cal Ripken,
Jr., Brad Pitt, and Jerry Seinfeld.

Then, 90 other students in management and marketing classes were
presented with a booklet containing the same stimulus used before
except that this time the name of one of the four celebrities was
used.  For instance, the top of the ad read "JERRY SEINFELD
AGREES" instead of "BAKERSFIELD, CA AGREES," the former being, it
was thought, of much higher imagery.

Results of Study Two

Consistent with hypothesis three (H3), the use of celebrity names
moderated the influence if the advertising stimulus in terms of
attitude change, though the interaction was only marginally
significant (p = 0.08). In other words, the negative influence on
attitude change of an advertisement of poor execution quality (a
disliked visual stimulus) was moderated by the use of a celebrity
name. (a high imagery verbal stimulus).  This finding was also
supported theoretically: students had fewer thoughts about the
advertisement when celebrity names were used (mean = 2.96 versus
mean = 2.18; p = 0.00).

                            DISCUSSION

Ads of low visual execution quality reduce attitude toward the
brand being advertised when respondents are high involved toward
the ad (what advertisers would probably want consumers to be) and
low involved toward the product (what consumers are when,
theoretically, products are mature).

Therefore, it appears that trying to save money by producing a
low visual quality ad when trying to sell a brand in the mature
stage of its product (category) life cycle is a bad decision. 
Visual execution quality matters, particularly when the manager
wants consumers to switch to her/his brand.

It also appears that trying to spend money on celebrity names in
addition to high quality (liked), high imagery visual stimuli is
also not effective.  As shown, when the visual stimulus of an ad
is disliked, the negative attitude change toward the brand was
moderated by the use of a high imagery verbal stimulus.  Thus,
one would expect that a high imagery verbal stimulus would also
moderate the influence of a liked visual stimulus, causing a
positive attitude change to be moderated.

In summary, the small retailer has a choice when advertising
brands in a mature category: spend money on a celebrity name
(a high imagery verbal stimulus) OR on a liked visual stimulus.  On
the other hand, the small retailer cannot choose to spend little
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on the visual execution quality of an advertisement, particularly
when trying to sell brands in a mature product category.  The
reason is that a disliked ad will reduce consumer attitudes
toward the brand, particularly when the brand is in a mature
product category and the consumer is high involved toward the ad
stimulus.  Unfortunately, getting consumers high involved toward
the ad stimulus is necessary in lieu of repeated exposure.

                         FUTURE RESEARCH

Because the current research utilized students as consumers, it
would be beneficial to try and replicate the findings
sing other consumers, actual advertisements, and actual buying
situations.  It would also be beneficial to relate actual cost
data to results.  Finally, it would be beneficial to clearly
distinguish between involvement toward the product and
involvement toward the ad, since each is a distinct foci which
can cause interesting interactions.
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                            APPENDIX 1

Measuring Consumer Involvement using Zaichowsky's Personal
Involvement Inventory involves completing the following 20-item
bipolar scale:

(insert name of product being judged) 
important --- unimportant 
of no concern---if concern to me 
irrelevant --- relevant 
means a lot to me --- means nothing to me 
useless --- useful 
valuable --- worthless 
trivial --- fundamental 
beneficial --- not beneficial 
matters to me --- doesn't matter 
uninterested --- interested 
significant --- insignificant 
vital --- superfluous 
boring --- interesting 
unexciting---exciting 
appealing --- unappealing 
mundane --- fascinating 
essential --- nonessential 
undesirable---desirable 
wanted---unwanted 
not needed --- needed
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                             ABSTRACT

This paper describes the first phase of a study of the impact of
electronic commerce (particularly Electronic Data Interchange or EDI)
on small businesses.  It was undertaken because of the pervasive
anecdotes that small businesses are losing out on EDI. The study
aims to determine the extent to which small firms can benefit from
EDI, the barriers to reaping the benefits, and how to overcome
these barriers.  The first phase consisted of a literature search
and ten extended interviews with small and medium sized firms.
Initial findings suggest that few small firms are benefiting from
EDI, and that it appears that larger firms, particularly the
suppliers of EDI software and services, are reaping most of these
benefits.  Small firms face several disadvantages.  The innovation
process is pushed by the big "trading partners", while the small
trading partners have little say in how new systems will be installed.
The standard-setting process, which is crucial to EDI, puts a heavy
burden on small firms.  The managers in our study who feel successful
with EDI share several characteristics: they invest significantly in
staff training and they use EDI in their strategic thrust.  In the near
future, as EDI migrates to the Internet, the firms that take the
initiative in "simplifying before electrifying" appear to stand
the best chance of benefiting from electronic commerce.

                           INTRODUCTION

The owner of a small manufacturing business in our region
approached us recently because his biggest customer was insisting
that he install several components of the electronic commerce
tool kit -- bar codes to the customer's standards, electronic data
interchange (EDI), and the inventorying of his customers' goods. 
The owner protested that he was too small to make the required
investment in equipment and training.  "I'm sorry," replied the
customer's rep, "but maybe you're just too small to do business
with us." The owner had no other problems with this customer, and
had even won its highest quality award several times.  He concluded
that this customer's business was not worth the cost and trouble of
adopting EDI.  So, instead of adopting EDI, he chose to cultivate
his other customers and succeeded in increasing his business with
them enough to off-set the big customer's lost business.

We undertook this study to determine whether EDI's bad reputation
among small business owners - as exemplified by this example -
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was deserved.  A common perception, promoted by many big players
in the electronic commerce industry, is that small firms are
missing out on a good thing.  These big players point out that only
two percent of the small firms that could benefit from electronic
commerce are doing so, while 95 percent of the Fortune 500 use EDI.

What accounts for this disparity?  Could it be that EDI is over-
promoted?  Wrigley (1991), for example, in his survey of the EDI
literature between 1985 and 1991 found that out of 900 articles,
only 32 were based on empirical evidence.  Over 95 percent of the
literature on EDI, he found, was devoted to promotional rhetoric
or technical illustrations.

We also wondered whether the "problem" of investing in EDI might
really be an opportunity in disguise for small firms.  It might
be an opportunity because of two trends that may make electronic
commerce an important competitive weapon for small firms.  First,
electronic commerce is migrating away from "proprietary nets"
(EDI services provided by firms called value-added networks or
VANs) and moving to the Internet. (Booker, 1996) This migration
should make EDI cheaper and easier for small firms to adopt. 
Second, this migration is happening as an increasing number of
small business owners are recognizing a need to "simplify and
electrify" their commercial processes.  These two trends might
give entrepreneurs more reason to get a jump on their competition
while responding to pressure from customers and suppliers to use EDI.

                            BACKGROUND

This research is timely because, although thousands of firms have
adopted EDI in the past decade, it remains controversial.  Almost
all the Fortune 1000 do EDI today, and it is estimated that about
four million firms could benefit from it.  But only about 100,000
U.S. firms have done so.  (See for example, Leach, 1996.) Many
small business owners felt coerced; they were told that in order
to do business with the federal government and with many large
businesses, they had to do EDI.  While EDI worked well for many
large firms, it has been a headache for many small ones,
especially those who are too small to afford their own data
processing specialists.

Electronic commerce is broader than EDI.  It includes EDI, faxing,
electronic mail, bar coding, electronic funds transfer, and other
ways of handling commercial transactions.  The definitions of
electronic commerce vary.  Some consultants define it as a set of
tools that enables a firm to "re-engineer" its processes, set up
strategic partnerships, and improve its quality.  Others define
it as using technology to facilitate trading.

EDI is just part of the mix of business-to-business information
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distribution methods, and this mix is in constant flux.  Recent
surveys conclude that mail (or "snail mail") will remain the
dominant vehicle for businesses to send and receive information. 
Use of fax and overnight or second-day courier will decrease in
the next two years, while EDI and email are the only commercial
distribution methods expected to increase. (EDI News, 1996b).

The prime movers in electronic commerce have often been the
military and big firms.  For example, when the telegraph was
introduced over 150 years ago, it was credited with being a key
technology for the railroads, the largest firms of their day.  
Up to that time, when shipping relied on canals and horse-drawn
wagons, information need travel no faster than a horse.  But when
trains began to outrun horses, the railroads needed to move
information down the track fast enough to handle scheduling and
reduce accidents.  So telegraph became an early form of
electronic commerce, and, as with later technological changes, it
helped increase the productivity of these common carriers.

EDI - a sub-set of electronic commerce - is quite different from
sending electronic mail or sharing files through a network, a
modem, or a bulletin board.  EDI is the straight transfer of
computer files.  It requires that the sender and receiver (the
"trading partners") agree upon the format of the documents being
exchanged.  EDI software then translates the commercial documents
(request for quote, purchase order, invoice, etc.) of the sender
into the appropriate format for the receiver.  When one trading
partner sends a document, his EDI software converts his document
into an agreed upon standard.  When the other trading partner
receives the document, his EDI software translates the standard
format into the receiving firm's format.

Electronic commerce is often promoted as a way to reduce cost,
save time, and improve customer service.  Since, with EDI,
information is transferred from computer to computer, receiving
firms do not need to rekey any information.  Eliminating data
entry reduces errors, and big firms have been especially good at
reaping these savings.  RJR Nabisco, for instance, claims that
processing a paper purchase order costs them $70, while an EDI
purchase order costs them a mere 93 cents. (Leach, 1996)

EDI can improve customer service by allowing the trading partners
to fill orders faster and cheaper.  Kmart, for instance, uses a
"Vendor Stock Replenishment" (VSR) system that requires that
their vendors maintain appropriate inventory levels in all Kmart
stores.  VSR reduces the risk of a store running out of a product
while the supplier waits for a purchase order.  Instead, the
supplier sends stock when his EDI system reports it is necessary
and automatically bills Kmart.  EDI often reduces order
fulfillment cycle times by weeks while ensuring that the supplier's
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product is always on the retailer's shelf. (Leach, 1996).

EDI can reduce effort as well.  For example, EDI documents are
stored in electronic mailboxes that can be opened any time.  If a
business customer wants a copy of an invoice, instead of calling
the supplier, he simply looks in his mailbox.  Thus firms save
time and money by not having to copy and fax/mail copies of
invoices or purchase orders.

Federal Express provides a good example of the productivity
impact of such changes.  FedEx currently encourages its customers
to track their shipments from its Web site (http://www.fedex.com).
In mid-1996 FedEx began encouraging customers to use its Web site
to fill out their own electronic airbills and to request pickups.
So far FedEx's Web applications are saving the company about
$4 million a year.  Over 400,000 FedEx customers a month - mostly
small firms - track their packages through its Web site, rather
than calling FedEx's customer service representatives.  With each
call costing about $3 to handle, FedEx's savings are growing fast.
(PC Week, 1996).

FedEx's strategy for reaping savings is similar to that of banks
in recent years - transferring the task of carrying out
transactions from tellers to customers.  One objective of our
research is to find out if large firms' savings from EDI actually
come from cost reductions and value improvements in the marketing
process, or if the savings are really transfers of cost from
large firms to small firms.

                           METHODOLOGY

This study focuses on aspects of EDI adoption which have as yet
received little attention.  The aspects involve the why's and
what's of EDI adoption and implementation, and the benefits,
barriers, and consequences of EDI among small firms.  Because
these questions are largely exploratory and process in nature,
they beg a qualitative methodology (Yin, 1994).  A qualitative
approach is also indicated because this investigation focuses
primarily on the robustness of data involving the adoption of EDI
and not as greatly on our ability to generalize across a large
population, (Harrigan, 1983).

We used a multiple-case approach in order to look at the dynamics
associated with the adoption of EDI within firms, thus our level
of analysis is the individual organization.  Yin (1994) described
the multiple-case study approach as a research strategy that
involves a different logic than singlecase studies or
quantitative studies.  The multiple-case approach involves a
replication logic, treating each case as an experiment.  The
number of cases included in such studies as this, are a function
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of the extent to which external conditions are likely to produce
different case-study results.

The hallmark of qualitative research is robustness.  However,
robustness occurs as a consequence of design and behavior and not
just good wishes.  The robustness of qualitative data analysis
depends on personal interpretation of the results in the face of
extant theory and the research questions at hand (Yin, 1994), and
well-planned, consistent data gathering techniques (Schmitt &
Klimoski, 1991).  In addition, the analysis of the data must
follow consistent, defined steps to increase the reliability and
validity of the process (Kassarjian, 1977).  The reliability of
the data gathering techniques and interpretation of the data must
be carefully considered when several researchers are doing a
multiple-case research project.

We sought to assure reliability and validity by three means. 
First, we gathered our data using a structured interview format. 
Even though the questions were open-ended and followed a
conversational approach, we used a fixed interview guideline
instrument.  This helped us control variations that might
otherwise occur with multiple researchers and multiple cases. 
Second, we pilot-tested the instrument with three firms to
identify potential ambiguities in the instrument, as well as to
provide us with practice before contacting the actual firms used
in the study.

Third, while the researchers gathered the data separately, we
analyzed the data collectively.  During the meetings subsequent
to the data gathering stage, each investigator presented the data
obtained during his interviews.  After the information was
presented and points were clarified regarding the interview,
findings were discussed and conclusions were reached using a
consensus approach.

The interview guideline had four major sections.  The first
section asked about the firm's history with EDI.  The second
asked about problems encountered.  The third asked about the
roles of key individuals in championing the innovation process,
and the fourth section asked about the interviewees' vision of
the future of EDI in their firms. 

Ten firms were selected for this phase of the study.  All were
known to be involved with EDI The firms employed an average of
125 employees. (median number of employees was 45).  The firms
were in wholesale (four firms), manufacturing (three firms),
services (two firms); and transportation (one firm).

                             FINDINGS
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We have divided our findings into three groups:

1.   EDI issues that are common to most small businesses;

2.   EDI issues that are common to "non-specialist"small firms --
     defined as those firms for whom electronic commerce is a
     peripheral activity.  These included the manufacturers and
     service firms in our sample.

3.   EDI-related issues of "specialist" firms defined as firms
     that have found a niche that is related to electronic
     commerce so that electronic commerce is a "core" activity. 
     In our sample such firms provide EDI services to other firms,.

Issues common to both types of small firms

1.  The innovation process: All the firms in our study practice
EDI.  Yet only two firms had undertaken EDI at their own
initiative, and these were both specialist firms that offer EDI
services.  Four-fifths of the firms (the nonspecialist firms)
indicated that they experienced strong reluctance on the part of
top management (and in some cases staff) to engage in EDI.
Several firms indicated that they "had been dragged kicking and
screaming" into EDI.

These problems appear to come from the innovation processes that
accompany the adoption of EDI.  As Roberts (1996) observed, EDI
service providers (e.g., Harbinger, Stirling, GEIS, Premenos,
etc.) typically approach large firms in an industry and attempt
to demonstrate how the large firm can reduce its commercial costs
and speed up its commercial processes by encouraging its trading
partners to do EDI.  These large firms then carry out a series of
introductory activities with their trading partners.  Some host a
series of demonstrations in conjunction with the EDI vendor
designed to persuade the trading partners to get on board. 
Another common technique is to have the purchasing and sales
representatives approach the trading partners.  "Sticks are more
commonly than used than carrots in this process," observed one
interviewee referring to the types of threats commonly used.
("Perhaps you're not big enough to do business with us.")
Another negative incentive is the surcharge.  As a large brewer
recently pointed out to its stockholders; "Some food retailers are so
committed to EDI that they will be requiring vendors who cannot
communicate in this manner [EDI] to reimburse them for costs
generated as a result of paper work. (Anheuser-Busch, 1996)

Another problem in the innovation process is that some big firms
send mixed signals.  They first insist that their small trading
partners adopt EDI, but then back off after the small firms have
made the investment.  One wholesaler summed up his disappointment
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with EDI by saying that several of his big customers insisted
that he do EDI or lose their business.  "It wasn't difficult
setting EDI up," he said, "in fact it was quite easy and cost me
only about $1500.  But when I was ready to do EDI, these big
customers weren't ready, and they still aren't ready.  In a way,
it was a waste of time, even though it probably saved me some big
customers who would have dropped me if I didn't have EDI.  Offering
EDI probably improved my reputation.  Customers liked the idea
that we'll do anything to satisfy them.  In terms of profits and
sales, so far it is a wash.  Maybe it will pay off.  After all,
letting customers charge their orders on corporate credit cards
didn't pay for itself at first either."

Interestingly, this EDI adoption process seems to mirror the
process by which these same small firms were encouraged to adopt
TQM and ISO 9000 practices.  In four firms in our study, the
customers that insisted that these vendor firm adopt EDI were the
same customers that had insisted just a few years before, that
the small vendors undertake either ISO 9000 certification or TQM.

2.   Problems with standard-setting: Just as banks in the 1960s
standardized on MICR (magnetic ink character recognition), and as
the food industry in the 1980s standardized on bar coding, so
too, EDI standards are needed across many industries and along
many customer-supplier chains.  Just as with the banks and food
companies, significant productivity increases typically accompany
the adoption of standards that eliminate unnecessary work.  With
EDI, confusing and competing standards, and constant changes in
standards place a burden on small firms.

National and international associations exist to help set the
standards and smooth the transition, and much of this activity
takes place outside the United States.  Some issues addressed by
these associations include streamlining processes, linking with
the Internet, electronic funds transfer, e-mail, security,
electronic document management bar coding, imaging, smart cards,
voice response, and networking. 

Internationally, EDI standards are developed by a United Nations
agency (UNCTAD) and are called EDI-FACT.  Unfortunately, many
firms began using EDI long before EDIFACT existed, and many of
these firms are reluctant to drop their national (and in some
cases, industry-specific) EDI standards.  In the U.S. these
standards come from a unit of the Accredited Standards Committee
(ACS X12), while in the United Kingdom they are called TRADACOMS. 
Sometimes these national and international standards groups
compete, and small firms are left confused. (EDI News, 1996a)

While confusing and competing EDI standards add unnecessary costs
to the marketing process, it also creates niches for small firms. 
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This contradiction is well-illustrated by the medical billing
firm in our study.  This 15-employee firm assists physicians in
billing insurance carriers.  For several years, the firm's main
problem came from the fact that most insurance carriers refuse to
accept bills that are riot submitted on their own claim forms. 
So the small billing firm had to handle many different forms that
contained the same information.  Recently, the billing firm began
submitting the forms electronically to a national clearing house
that checks for billing errors and then submits the forms
electronically to the carriers.  Ironically, the clearing house
occupies a niche created by the insurers' inability to agree on
standards.  In 1993, the Government Accounting Office estimated
that such duplication added 64 billion dollars in unnecessary
costs annually to the US health care system.  Interestingly, one
group of small businesses dentists - refused to accept such
imposed costs from large firms, and, through the American Dental
Association, devised a standard form for all carriers.  The
dentists refused to submit claims on any form, other than their
own.  Physicians, on the other hand, have been unable to insist
on similar standards.

Several firms complained that changes imposed by the standards
committees place an unfair burden on smaller firms.  An EDI
specialist in a 100-employee pipe-supply firm, for example,
pointed out that he must allocate several work-months a year of
valuable programming resources to update this EDI programs.  Small
firms can spread the cost of such software maintenance across far
fewer customers than large firms can.  The pipe distributor, for
example, deals with over 1000 non-EDI customers and only 20 EDI
customers.  The X12 standard changes come down semiannually in
most industries.  Our respondents typically felt that the changes
benefit only a tiny fraction of the EDI users.  "They [the
standards committees] should deal with bread and butter issues,
not a bunch of arcane stuff like they do now," was a typical
comment.

3.  EDI customer support:  Since small firms often need lots of
hand-holding in order to succeed with unfamiliar technologies
such as ED[, they need to find firms they can trust when problems
inevitably arise.  For example, Harbinger Corp.
(http://www.harbinger.com) claims that its superior customer
support accounts for the fact that it retains 93 percent of its
customers.  Four firms in our study complained about poor training
from their VANs or EDI suppliers.  They said that software
upgrades were a constant problem and that the training their
staff to handle software upgrades took a great deal of time.

Issues common to "nonspecialist" small firms 

In addition to the innovation and standards problems cited above,
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the non-specialist firms experienced one other common problem -
training.

The training problems in the non-specialist firms seemed more
acute than in the specialist firms.  The need to train many
employees in electronic-commerce related topics appeared to
account for these firms' difficulties in reaping the benefits of
EDI.  As in Buckminster Fuller's adage, "Any sufficiently
advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic", most of our
non-specialist firms were unable to reengineer their commercial
processes to take advantage of the benefits of EDI because they
first needed to bring their employees up to speed. (Fuller, 1975, 56)

One firm in our sample was tackling the training problem on a
broad front to assure that its employees can use computers for
most company functions.  This 105-employee manufacturer (a third-
tier supplier to the automobile industry) has a long tradition of
training its people, having, for example, sent most of its
employees to ISO 9000 training.  This firm has set up a computer
training lab and is undertaking to train all its employees in a
standard office suite.  After completing this phase of training
the firm plans to go through a series of re-engineering exercises
that will simplify its commercial processes and prepare it for
EDI and other similar innovations.

No other non-specialist firm we interviewed was tackling the
training problem so aggressively.

Issues of "specialist" firms

We would be remiss if we did not highlight the lessons from the
firms in our study that consider EDI a success.  All three happen
to be "specialist" firms - whose core competency is electronic
commerce.  One provides medical billing services for local
physicians, the second provides medical records transcription
services for the federal government, and the third is a small
trucking firm specializing in the "less-than-truckload" (LTL) market.

The medical record transcription firm exemplifies the ability of
EDI to reduce the importance of location.  This firm uses EDI to
reduce the need to staff steno pools in remotely located federal
medical facilities.  All physician contacts in the federal health
care system must be documented.  On Native American reservations,
in federal prisons, in VA hospitals, and on military installations,
the process is similar: physicians perform their services, then
record their comments.  The comments are transmitted via telephone
to the firm where a medical stenographer transcribes them into an
appropriate format.  The digital record is then transmitted back
to the hospital, printed, and filed in the patient's medical record.
EDI makes it possible to locate such steno pools anywhere.  This firm
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operates steno pools in rural areas where labor is inexpensive, and in
prisons where staff turnover is low and the firm is considered to be
providing important rehabilitation skills.

The trucking firm demonstrates how a small firm can significantly
increase productivity by re-engineering its operations to take
advantage of EDI.  As with other similar firms, this trucker
operates terminals in several major markets.  Before EDI, all
outbound shipments were documented, classified, rated, and routed
by traffic clerks assigned to each terminal.  This was a tedious
and time-consuming process.  The completed document package had to
accompany each shipment, it was not unusual for the freight to be
loaded, the truck ready, and the driver impatiently waiting for
the clerk to hurriedly complete the paperwork.  This process was
so slow and costly that the firm's owners tried to avoid LTL
shipments because they took just as long and cost just as much to
document as did truck-load shipments that produced much more
revenue.

In the new system, the shipment information (shipper address,
consignee, address, commodity, weight, etc.) is entered
electronically, only once, at pickup.  Now freight moves as soon
as the truck is loaded.  There are no traffic clerks at the
individual terminals because all shipping information is
electronically transmitted to a central point where specialized
traffic clerks do the routing, classification, and rating. 
Completed documentation is electronically transmitted to the
destination.  Since it often arrives days before the freight, the
inbound terminal manager is better able to plan Ns distribution
operations.  In short the firm now finds LTL traffic to be highly
desirable and profitable.

In short, these "specialist" firms exemplify the adage, "first
simplify, then electrify."

                 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The owners in our study who were most pleased with their EDI
experience were the "specialist firms" for whom EDI is a core
activity.  Two of the three satisfied firms specialized in EDI. 
Owners who were less satisfied with EDI were those who use it as
merely one of several communications media.  Since EDI was not
essential for their survival, it should be no surprise that they
were disappointed with it.

A two-pronged attack is needed by small firms that aim to use
electronic commerce to their competitive advantage.  One prong
involves increasing these firms' internal competence with
electronic commerce.  The other prong involves "leveling the
playing field" between large and small firms so that it is more
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difficult for the large firms to reap most of the benefits from
the changes taking place in electronic commerce.

The first prong - first simplify, then electrify - is needed now. 
In the coming 24 months, as electronic commerce gets linked to
the Internet, more small business owners will be increasingly
concerned that unless they increase their commitment to
electronic commerce, they will lose important business.  An
increasing number of small firms are reaping fewer benefits from
EDI than are large firms because they lack a strategic approach
to such innovations.  They are, as one interviewee put it:
"letting the technical tail wag the strategic dog." They get so
tied up in technical minutiae that they lose sight of what is
important.  By early next year, some EDI providers expect to be
offering "interactive EDI" whereby trading partners will fill out
purchase orders and invoices online, via Internet browsers.  It
will be vital for small firms to keep things in perspective while
these changes occur.  Many will have to invest in training their
employees as a prelude to moving to EDI.

Small business owners will need to step back and look at their
core activities rather than simply computerize their old
commercial processes.  Many firms that went into electronic
commerce simply put their old forms and procedures on the
computer.  Instead, owners will need to rethink why they do each
commercial activity - buying things, finding customers, etc.  In
this way, small firms can hope to compete on a more even playing
field in the game of electronic commerce.

The second prong is external and requires that small firms
increase the role of their associations to reduce the threat that
large firms will extract all the benefit from these technological
changes by passing costs to their small trading partners.  For
example, associations that represent small firms should make sure
that they have highly respected technical experts on the EDI
standards committees, representing the interests of their
members.  There may also be a role for legislation, but that is a
question that call out for more research.
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                SOUTHWEST WINDPOWER: A CASE STUDY

                         Lisa F. Borstadt
                   Northern Arizona University

                             ABSTRACT

This case was developed from an SBI client report prepared for a
small entrepreneurial manufacturing firm in Flagstaff, AZ.  The
company had designed and patented several models of small scale,
battery charging wind turbines to supply electricity in rural
areas.  The company had been experiencing phenomenal growth and
demand for its products greatly exceeded their manufacturing
capacity.  At the time of the consulting engagement, the company
had just secured a loan to obtain a new manufacturing facility
which would provide the company with the necessary capacity to
meet demand.  One of the main tasks of the SBI student team was
to identify the financing needs of the company and compute a per
share value for the company.  Upon completion of the consulting
engagement this valuation subsequently was used in negotiations
with venture capital firms.

                           INTRODUCTION

Andrew Kruse looked away from the sales analysis that he had just
completed and began to think ahead (Exhibit 1).  If he had done
his work correctly, Southwest Windpower sales revenues for 1996
would top $4 million and grow steadily to over $12 million by the
year 2000.  Kruse was projecting a whopping 400% increase during
1996, starting with January sales of $150,000 and ending with
December sales of almost $600,000.  Kruse believed that this
tremendous growth in sales was feasible for two reasons.  First,
hundreds of back orders had piled up for their most popular
products and growth in demand was not expected to cease in the
near future.  Secondly, due to the tremendous demand and backlog
of orders for their products, Southwest Windpower secured a
$200,000 bank loan and moved from their small shop to a much
larger production facility in December 1995.  This new
manufacturing facility boosted their capacity by over 1200%. 
Additionally, industry observers are expecting Southwest
Windpower to substantially increase 1996 sales as the newly
acquired plant and planned equipment Purchases boost their
manufacturing capacity.

As Kruse pondered the numbers on the page he wondered if the
sales forecasts were too optimistic.  He thought they were
achievable, but the success implied by the forecasts would
require that he find a way to manage and finance this projected
growth.  Kruse knew that growth does not finance itself.
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                        COMPANY BACKGROUND

Southwest Windpower, incorporated in Arizona in 1990, was
established in early 1986 by David Calley and Andrew Kruse. 
Calley had seen the need for a small, reliable battery charging
wind generator that could be used in rural areas of the world. 
He performed the research necessary to identify the small scale
wind turbine market and the results showed a tremendous need for
the technology.  Calley invented and patented his prototype wind
turbine, called the WINDSEEKER, and began production in 1986. 
From 1986-1990, the WINDSEEKER Wind turbine was produced and
marketed worldwide from the company's facilities in Flagstaff,
Arizona.

By mid 1990, sales had increased faster than manufacturing could
produce and in December 1990, Southwest Windpower entered into a
contract with Wind Baron Corporation in Flagstaff, AZ to
exclusively produce and market the WINDSEEKER.  Unfortunately,
Wind Baron was unable to raise the funds necessary to perform
their contractual obligations.  In April 1993, the contract was
canceled and Southwest Windpower was re-established.  Wind Baron
subsequently went out of business.

In 1993, Calley and Kruse saw the need for a smaller less
expensive wind generator that was more flexible and easier to
install than the WINDSEEKER.  In June of 1994, Southwest
Windpower introduced a second product to fill this need, the AIR. 
Market responses were very positive and a backlog of over 1200
orders quickly accumulated.  Sales in 1994, their first full year
of business since Southwest Windpower was re-established were
$200,000.  In 1995 sales jumped fivefold to $1.1 million.  By
year-end 1995 Kruse estimated that over 2800 WINDSEEKER turbines
were operating in 42 countries around the world.

The management team of Southwest Windpower consists of the two
co-founders: David Calley (age 32), Andrew Kruse (age 33) and
Aric Stewart, who joined the company in 1994.  Calley, the
president, is responsible for research & development and is also
the manufacturing director.  Calley spent the past ten years in
the area of wind turbine development and is considered by the
industry to be a leader in new product development.  He invented
and developed both the WINDSEEKER wind generator and a smaller,
less expensive version, the AIR.  Kruse, the vice-president, is
responsible for all business level operations including sales and
marketing, purchasing, and accounting.  He was previously
employed for 10 years as a manager of purchasing and was involved
in marketing for a medical products division at W.L. Gore and
Associates in Flagstaff.  Aric Stewart, a mechanical engineer
assists Calley in research and development and also is
responsible for organizing production.  Calley and Kruse share
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the vision that their business should improve the lives of
millions of people who live in poor countries without
electricity, while creating no harmful effects on the
environment.

                   THE INDUSTRY AND COMPETITION

Over the last 10 years, the renewable energy industry has grown
at a rate of up to 30% per year.  According to the Solar Energy
Industries Association, the renewable energy market is now
approximately $550 million and it is expected to grow to 
$5 billion by the year 2000.  Southwest Windpower, if financially
positioned to expand their production facilities and fund their
growth, could capitalize on the projected growth of an industry
in its early stages.

There are approximately 30-40 manufacturers of small battery
charging wind generators throughout the world.  Most of these
companies failed to reach the point of full product development
and therefore only a few are considered as serious competitors. 
Several of these competitors are presently experiencing problems
related to product reliability.  As a result, Calley and Kruse
believe that while competition must be recognized, it is not a
serious threat.  For this reason, they believe that capturing
market share should be a relatively easy process.  In terms of
technology, Calley estimates that Southwest Windpower is about
five years ahead of the closest competitors.  This competitive
advantage should enable the company to achieve a high profit
margin on sales.

Southwest Windpower's distributors and other manufacturers in the
industry agree that the newest member of the product line, the
AIR has a unique design and is the best value in terms of price
and power generated per dollar cost.  In addition, the AIR is the
easiest wind turbine in the world to install.  Distributors see
the company's major challenge to be supplying the wind turbines
rapidly enough to meet industry demand.

                         CURRENT DILEMMA

Kruse returned his gaze to the sales forecast data.  With the
company's recent move to larger production facilities and plans
to invest in equipment to further increase their manufacturing
capacity and cut production costs, Kruse believed that his
forecasts were achievable.  He was in agreement with those who
saw outside financing required to fuel the growth as the major
obstacle to the success of Southwest Windpower.  The next task
was to determine the financing needs to support their five-year
sales projections.  To aid in this analysis, Kruse had compiled
information for all financial variables which were relevant to
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the task at hand (Exhibits 2,3, & 4).  Once the financing needs
were quantified, Calley and Kruse would need to address how to
raise the funds necessary for their expansion.  Kruse would have
to be prepared to explain the various financing options to Calley
when they met to consider the future of Southwest Windpower.

                   Exhibit 1. Sales Projection

1996 Monthly                  Yearly
January   $150,000            1996 $ 4,349,975
February  $180,000            1997 $ 7,010,460
March     $210,000            1998 $ 7,908,300
April     $254,500            1999 $ 9,523,400
May       $265,700            2000 $12,632,100
June      $338,950
July      $371,450
August    $424,575
September $478,575
October   $530,075
November  $550,575
December  $595,575

                 Exhibit 2. Financial Assumptions

Income Statement:
     *    Raw material cost is 30% of sales
     *    Direct manufacturing labor cost is $19,703/month in 1996;
          $302,205 total for 1997; $405,368 for 1998; $503,056 in
          1999; and $546,410 in 2000
     *    Manufacturing overhead cost is 3.4% of sales
     *    Payroll taxes are 20% of direct manufacturing labor cost
     *    Variable Selling, General, and Administrative (SGA) expenses
          are 23.1% of sales
     *    Fixed SGA expenses are $23,476/year
     *    Research and Development expense is 13% of sales
     *    Moving Expenses of $4000 were incurred in 1996
     *    The corporate tax rate is 34% and taxes are assumed to be
          paid as incurred

Balance Sheet:
     *    The accounts receivable collection schedule is 25%55%-10%-
          10% (month of sale, 1 month lag, 2 months lag, and 3 months
          lag, respectively)
     *    The accounts payable schedule is 32%-40%-23%-5% (month of
          purchase, 1 month lag, 2 months lag, and 3 months lag,
          respectively)
     *    Minimum cash balance required is $10,000.
     *    All current liability accounts are assumed to be paid off in
          January 1996
     *    Accounts receivable and employee advances are assumed to be
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          received in January 1996
     *    Prepaid expenses is assumed to remain unchanged over time
     *    Sales for October, November, and December 1995 are
          $172,380.22, $113165.56, and $97,558.57 respectively.
 
                       Exhibit 3. 1995 Balance Sheet

ASSETS                        
  Current Assets                
    Cash                        $ 291,961.23   
    Accounts Receivable         $ 151,922.21   
    Employee Advances           $   2,148.50   
    Inventory                   $ 106,299.33   
    Prepaid Expenses            $   3,029.48   
       Total Current Assets     $ 442,320.68
       Long Term Debt           $ 179,364.94

  Fixed Assets
    Plant, Property, Equipment  $ 138,337.00
    Less Acc. Depreciation      $  20,475.61   
    Total Fixed Assets          $ 117,861.39   
       Total Assets             $ 560,182.07   

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
  Current Liabilities
    Credit Card Payable         $  13,685.19
    Sales Tax Payable           $     100.53
    Payroll Taxes Payable       $   6,905.E
    Accounts Payable            $ 135,465.33
  Total Current Liabilities     $ 156,156.91

  Long Term Debt                $ 179,364.94
    Total Liabilities           $ 448,561.92

EQUITY
    Common Stock                $ 172,581.83
    Retained Earnings           $ (60.961.68)
            Total Equity        $ 111,620.15
  Total Liabilities & Equity    $ 560,182.07

Exhibit 4. Loan Schedules, Asset Purchases and Depreciation

OTHER LOANS
          Total Monthly   Total Yearly    Principal       Interest
          Payments        Payments        Balance         Payments
1996      $   2,565.95    $ 31,883.40     $ 85,000.57     $ 11,438.35
1997      $   2,312.65    $ 27,751.80     $ 66,377.38     $  9,128.61
1998      $   2,193.24    $ 26,318.92     $ 46,753.56     $  6,695.04
1999                      $ 46,753.56       
2000
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MORTGAGE LOAN
          Monthly Loan    Total Yearly    Principal       Interest
            Payments      Payments        Balance         Payment

1996      $  2,895.06     $ 34,740.72     $295,035.78     $ 29,776.56
1997                      $ 34,740.72     $289,551.75     $ 29,256.75
1998                      $ 34,740.72     $283,493.47     $ 28,382.50
1999                      $ 34,740.72     $276,800.80     $ 28,048.11 
2000                      $ 34,740.72     $269,407.33     $ 27,347.30

ASSET PURCHASES
          New Molds &     Manufacturing   Engineering     Shipping
           Tooling        Equipments      & CAD Station   & Receiving
                                                          Equipment

1996      $149,100.00     $268,000.00     $ 26,834.00     $ 23,400.00
1997                                                      $ 12,000.00
1998                                      $ 20,000.00     $ 25,000.00
1999                                                      $ 15,000.00  
2000                                      $ 20,000.00     $ 10,000.00

          Office          Building        Building        Total Assets
          Equipment       Purchase        Improvements    Purchases
1996      $ 90,000.00     $259,250.00     $ 45,000.00     $861,584.00
1997      $ 10,000.00                     $ 10,000.00     $ 32,000.00
1998      $ 30,000.00                     $ 10,000.00     $ 85,000.00
1999      $ 15,000.00                     $ 10,000.00     $ 40,000.00
2000      $ 45,000.00                     $ 10,000.00     $ 85,000.00

DEPRECIATION PER YEAR

1996      $140,680.46    
1997      $188,680.46
1998      $150,448.01
1999      $124,029.46
2000      $115,982.49

Exhibit 5. 1996 MONTHLY INCOME STATEMENT

          Sales                 Cost of Goods Sold
                          Raw Materials   Labor Cost      Overhead

January   $150,000.00     $ 45,000.00     $ 19,703.00     $  5,100.00
February  $180,000.00     $ 54,000.00     $ 19,703.00     $  6,120.00
March     $210,000.00     $ 63,000.00     $ 19,703.00     $  7,140.00  
April     $254,500.00     $ 76,350.00     $ 19,703.00     $  8,653.00
May       $265,700.00     $ 79,710.00     $ 19,703.00     $  9,033.80
June      $338,950.00     $101,685.00     $ 19,703.00     $ 11,524.30
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          Total COGS      Gross Profit
January   $ 69,803.00     $ 80,197.00    
February  $ 79,823.00     $100,177.00
March     $ 89,843.00     $120,157.00
April     $104,706.00     $149,794.00
May       $108,446.80     $157,253.20
June      $132,912.30     $206,037.70

Operating & Sales Expenses
          Payroll         Variable SG&A   Fixed SG&A      Depreciation
          Taxes           Expenses        Expenses     
January   $  3,940.60     $ 34,650.00     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04
February  $  3,940.60     $ 41,580.00     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04
March     $  3,940.60     $ 48.510.00     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04  
       
April     $  3,940.60     $ 58,789.50     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04
May       $  3,940.60     $ 61,376.70     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04
June      $  3,940.60     $ 78,297.45     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04

          R&D             Moving          TOTAL SELLING   Earnings Befo
re
                                           ADMIN EXP.     Interest & Ta
xes 

January   $ 19,500.00     $  4,000.00     $ 74,936.97     $  5,260.03
February  $ 23,400.00                     $ 81,766.97     $ 18,410.03
March     $ 27,300.00                     $ 92,596.97     $ 27,560.03
April     $ 33,085.00                     $108,661.47     $ 41,132.53
May       $ 34,541.00                     $112,704.67     $ 44,548.53
June      $ 44,063.50                     $139,147.92     $ 66,889.78

                          OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE)
          Interest        Other Loan      Earnings        Taxes
          Expense         Interest        Before Taxes  
                          Payment
January   $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $  1,825.45     $    620.65
February  $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $ 14,975.45     $  5,091.65
March     $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $ 24,125.45     $  8,202.65
April     $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $ 37,697.95     $ 12,817.30
May       $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $ 41,113.95     $ 13,978.74
June      $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $ 63,455.20     $ 21,574.77

          Net Income
January   $  1,204.80
February  $  9,883.80
March     $ 15,922.80
April     $ 24,880.65
May       $ 27,135.21
June      $ 41,880.43
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                              Cost of Goods Sold

          Sales           Raw Materials   Labor Cost      Overhead

July      $317,450.00     $111,435.00     $ 19,703.00     $12,629.30
August    $424,575.00     $127,372.00     $ 19,703.00     $14,435.55
September $478,575.00     $143,575.50     $ 19,703.00     $16,271.55  
October   $530,075.00     $159,022.50     $ 19,703.00     $18,022.55
November  $550,575.00     $165,172.50     $ 19,703.00     $18,719.55
December  $595,575.00     $178,672.50     $ 19,703.00     $20,249.55

          Total COGS      Gross Profit
July      $143,767.30     $227,682.70    
August    $161,511.05     $263,063.95
September $179,547.05     $299,027.95
October   $196,748.05     $333,326.95
November  $203,595.05     $346,979.95
December  $218,625.05     $376,949.95

          Payroll         Variable SG&A   Fixed SG&A      Depreciation
          Taxes           Expenses        Expenses     
July      $  3,940.60     $ 85,804.95     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04
August    $  3,940.60     $ 98,076.83     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04
September $  3,940.60     $100.550.83     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04  
      
October   $  3,940.60     $122,447.33     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04
November  $  3,940.60     $127,182.83     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04
December  $  3,940.60     $137,577.83     $  1,956.33     $ 10,890.04

          R&D             Moving          TOTAL SELLING   Earnings Befo
re
                                          ADMIN EXP.      Interest & Ta
xes

July      $ 48,288.50                     $150,880.42     $ 76,802.28
August    $ 55,194.75                     $170,058.55     $ 93,005.40
September $ 62,214.75                     $189,552.55     $109,475.40
October   $ 68,909.75                     $208,144.05     $125,182.90
November  $ 71,574.75                     $215,544.55     $131,435.40
December  $ 77,424.75                     $231,789.55     $145,160.40
 
OTHER INCOME (EXPENSE)
          Interest        Other Loan      Earnings        Taxes 
          Expense         Interest        Before Taxes  
                          Payment

July      $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $ 73,367.70     $ 21,945.02
August    $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $ 89,570.82     $ 30,454.08
September $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $106,040.82     $ 36,053.88
October   $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $121,748.32     $ 41,394.43
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November  $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $128,000.82     $ 43,520.28
December  $  2,481.38     $    953.20     $141,725.82     $ 48,186.78

          Net Income

July      $ 48,422.68
August    $ 59,116.74
September $ 69,986.94
October   $ 80,353.89
November  $ 84,480.54
December  $ 93,539.04

Exhibit 6. 1996 Monthly Cash Budget

Cash Inflows           Cash Rec. From Cstmrs 
          (month of sale) (1-month)       (2-month)       (3-month)
            sale)
January    37,500.00       53,657.21       11,316.56       17,238.02
February   45,000.00       82,500.00        9,755.86       11,316.56  
March      52,500.00       99,000.00       15,000.00        9,755.86   
April      63,625.00      115,500.00       18,000.00       15,000.00
May        66,425.00      139,975.00       21,000.00       18,000.00 
June       84,737.50      146,135.00       25,450.00       21,000.00

           Lagged cash                  
           inflow from    Employee        TOTAL CASH
           1995 A/R       Advances        INFLOW

January     38,882.14       2,148.50      160,742.43
February                                  148,572.41
March                                     176,255.86
April                                     212,125.00
May                                       245,400.00
June                                      277,322.50 

Cash Outflows          Cash Paid to Supplier
          Month of       
          Sale            1 month ago     2 months ago    3 months ago

January    (15,360.00)    
February   (18,432.00)     (19,200.00)  
March      (21,504.00)     (23,040.00)     (11,040.00)    
April      (26,060.82)     (26,880.00)     (13,248.00)      (2,400.00)
May        (27,207.68)     (32,576.00)     (15,456.00)      (2,880.00)
June       (34,708.48)     (34,009.60)     (18,731.20)      (3,360.00)

          Current Liab.   A/P from 1995   Cash paid for
          Pyb 1995 Bal    Balance Sheet   Labor & Manf. OH
          Sheet
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January    (20,691.58)    (135,465.33)     (24,803.00)
February                                   (25,823.00)  
March                                      (26,843.00) 
April                                      (28,356.80) 
May                                        (28,736.80)
June                                       (31,227.30)

          Selling &       Taxes Paid      New Molds       Manufacturing
          Admin. Expenses                 and Tooling     Equipment
          
January    (64,046.93)        (620.65)    (18,000.00)      (45,000.00)
February   (70,876.93)      (5,091.65)    (20,000.00)      (40,000.00)
March      (81,706.93)      (8,202.65)    (28,000.00)      (50,000.00)
April      (97,771.43)     (12,817.30)    (40,000.00)      (40,000.00)
May       (101,814.63)     (13,978.74)    (30,000.00)      (30,000.00)
June      (128,257.88)     (21,574.77)     (5,900.00)      (15,000.00)

          Engineering     Shipping &      Office          Building
          & CAD station   Receiving       Equipment       Improvements
                          Equipment

January    (26,834.00)     (15,000.00)     (30,000.00)     (17,000.00)
February                    (2,000.00)     (20,000.00)     (10,000.00)
March                       (2,000.00)     (20,000.00)      (5,000.00)
April                       (2,000.00)     (10,000.00)      (5,000.00)
May                         (2,000.00)      (3,000.00)      (1,000.00)
June                          (300.00)      (1,000.00)      (1,000.00) 

          Loan Payments   Building        Other Loan      Total Cash
                          Purchase        Payments        outflow  

January     (2,895.06)    (259.250.00)      (2,656.92)    (677,623.48) 
     
February    (2,895.06)                      (2,656.92)    (323,322.98)
March       (2,895.06)                      (2,656.92)    (282,888.57)
April       (2,895.06)                      (2,656.92)    (310,085.52)
May         (2,895.06)                      (2,656.92)    (292,501.84)
June        (2,895.06)                      (2,656.92)    (300,621.22)
                                                          
          NET CASH FLOW   Beginning Cash  Minimum         SURPLUS
          FLOW            Balance         Cash Balance
                                          Required

January   (516,881.05)     291,961.23      10,000.00      (234.919.82)
February   (88,403.16)    (224,919.82)     10,000.00      (323,322.98)
March     (106,632.71)    (313,322.98)     10,000.00      (429,955.69) 
April      (97,960.52)    (419,955.69)     10,000.00      (527,916.21) 
      
May        (47,101.84)    (517,916.00)     10,000.00      (575,018.05) 
June       (23,298.72)    (565,018.05)     10,000.00      (598,316.77)
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Cash Inflows           Cash Rec. From Cstmrs 
          (month of sale) (1-month)       (2-month)       (3-month)
             sale)
July         92862.50       186422.50        2657.00         25450.00
August      106143.75       204297.50       33895.00         26570.00  
September   119643.75       233516.25       37145.00         33895.00  
 
October     132518.75       263216.25       42457.50         37145.00
November    137643.75       291541.25       47857.50         42457.50 
December    148893.75       302816.25       53007.50         47857.00

          TOTAL CASH
          INFLOW

January     331305.00
February    370906.25
March       424200.00
April       475337.50
May         519500.00
June        552575.00 

Cash Outflows          Cash Paid to Supplier
          Month of       
          Sale            1 month ago     2 months ago    3 months ago

January     -38036.48       -43385.60      -19555.52         -4072.00
February    -43476.48       -47545.60      -24946.72         -4251.20
March       -49006.08       -54345.60      -27338.72         -5423.20
April       -54279.68       -61257.60      -31248.72         -5943.20
May         -56378.88       -67849.60      -35223.12         -6793.20
June        -60986.88       -70473.60      -39013.52         -7657.20
                         
          Cash paid for   Selling &       Taxes Paid      New Molds &
          Labor & Manf.   Admim. Exp                      Tooling
          OH    
            
July        -32332.30      -139990.38      -24945.02         -1200.00
August      -34138.55      -159168.51      -30454.08         -1200.00
September   -35974.55      -178662.51      -36053.88         -1200.00
October     -37725.55      -197254.01      -41394.43         -1200.00
November    -38422.55      -204654.51      -43520.28         -1200.00
December    -39952.55      -220899.51      -48186.78         -1200.00
                          
          Manufacturing   Engineering &   Shipping &      Office 
          Equipment       CAD station     Receiving       Equipment
                                          Equipment                   

July        -15000.00           -0.00        -300.00         -1000.00  
August      -10000.00           -0.00        -300.00         -1000.00
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September   -10000.00           -0.00        -300.00         -1000.00
October      -5000.00           -0.00        -300.00         -1000.00
November     -5000.00           -0.00        -300.00         -1000.00
December     -3000.00           -0.00        -300.00         -1000.00

          Building        Loan Payments   Other Loan      Total Cash
          Improvements                    Payments        Outflow
            
July         -1000.00        -2895.06       -2656.92       -326369.29  
 
August       -1000.00        -2895.06       -2656.92       -363033.12
September    -1000.00        -2895.06       -2656.92       -405856.52
October      -1000.00        -2895.06       -2656.92       -443155.17
November     -1000.00        -2895.06       -2656.92       -466894.12
December     -1000.00        -2895.06       -2656.92       -499222.02

             NET CASH     Beginning Cash  Minimum         SURPLUS
             FLOW         Balance         Cash Balance
                                          Required

July          4935.71      -588316.77       10000.00       -593381.05 
August        7873.13      -583381.05       10000.00       -585507.93
September    18343.48      -575507.93       10000.00       -567164.45
October      32182.33      -557164.45       10000.00       -534982.12
November     52605.88      -524982.12       10000.00       -482376.25
December     53352.98      -472376.25       10000.00       -429023.27

                          CASE SOLUTION

The case can be used to support a number of finical analyses and
discussions at differing levels of difficulty.  The first student
task would be to prepare monthly proforma income statements and
cash budgets, plus a year-end balance sheet for the first year to
determine immediate financing needs.  Secondly students should
prepare proforma income statements, balance sheets and cash
budgets yearly for five years to identity the long-term financing
needs of the company.  An extension of this would require the
students to perform a cash flow valuation and sensitivity
analysis for purposes of determining a per share price for the
company.  Finally, a discussion also could be generated regarding
the sources of funding, potential private investor/venture
capital interest in the company, risk assessment, etc.

All of the information necessary to prepare the pro-forma
statements is provided in Exhibits 1-4 of the case.  Thus, for
this task there is no need for students to make assumptions
regarding any of the financial variables.  However, if one wishes
to extend the analysis to include a per share valuation,
information on the number of shares and the variables that go
into determining a weighted average cost of capital would need to
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be provided.  Students performing a valuation of the company
should probably be advised to perform some sensitivity analysis
on the discount rate and growth rate used in the traditional
discounted cash flow approach to valuation.  Changes in these two
variables would have a very dramatic effect on the per share price.

The first year monthly cash budget indicates a need for
approximately $600,000 in capital.  The challenge for the
students will be to get their ending cash balance on the cash
budget to reconcile with the cash balance obtained on the balance
sheet (the plug figure to balance the balance sheet).  When the
pro-forma statements are prepared over a five year horizon, there
is no need for additional funds beyond the first year.  Because
of the large profit margin on sales due to the company's
competitive advantage technologically, the growth over time can
be financed internally.  This situation, however does create a
dilemma for management in terms of where to obtain the capital. 
In December 1995 the company obtained a $200,000 bank loan to
fund their new manufacturing facility, and this facility is
pledged as collateral.  Thus, with little in the way of
marketable collateral, it would be difficult to obtain additional
debt to fund their expansion.  There likely would be considerable
venture capital/private interest in providing capital, however,
the price they would have to pay for this capital may be very
high and would negate the opportunity for the company to later go
public and cash in if they are in fact successful.

On the following two pages the solutions are given for the first
year monthly income statement (Exhibit 5) and cash budget
(Exhibit 6).  Due to space limitations, the entire spectrum of
solutions cannot be provided. 
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                      STARBUCKS INTERNATIONAL ENTERS KUWAIT

                           Peter Raven
                        Dianne H. B. Welsh
                         Nasser Al-Mutair

            Eastern Washington University, Spokane, WA

                             ABSTRACT

This case describes the situation surrounding the entrance of Starbucks
International Coffee into the Kuwait marketplace.  It requires students
 to
consider relevant small business and entrepreneurship issues in determi
ning an
appropriate response.  These issues include: international joint ventur
es,
culture, gender issues, marketing channels, and cross-cultural manageme
nt
issues.

                           INTRODUCTION

After a long and tiring flight from Seattle to Kuwait via London, the K
uwaiti
Airlines jetliner finally lands and Mr. Howard Behar mentally prepares 
to meet
with Mr. Nasser Al-Mutair.  This meeting has been anxiously anticipated
 by
both parties.

Nasser is a young businessman recently graduated with a degree in marke
ting
from a regional university in the State of Washington.  This is where h
e
became familiar with Starbucks Coffee and learned of Mr. Behar, the Pre
sident
of Starbucks International Coffee Company.

Nasser had so enjoyed the Starbucks specialty coffees as a student and 
had
observed how many Americans and other international students also loved
 to
drink this popular coffee.  Knowing the fondness that Arab people have 
for
coffee, Nasser thought that a specialty coffee shop might be successful
 in
Kuwait, which has seen an increasing number of Americans and other fore
igners
since the Gulf War.  As a marketing student, however, Nasser realized t
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he
importance of planning, obtaining information, and getting expert opini
ons. 
He had personally invited Mr. Behar to visit with him in Kuwait City, s
o that
Mr. Behar could see the sites Nasser had selected and to discuss this p
ossible
expansion in person.  While the deal was far from complete, Nasser was 
very
confident that his plan would succeed, but was anxious to hear Mr. Beha
r's
opinion.

In fact, Nasser had to persuade not only Mr. Behar that his idea was so
und,
but also his uncle, Abdul Al-Mutair.  Abdul Al-Mutair had long been a
prominent financial leader in Kuwait, primarily involved with importing
consumer products and trading.  He had recently become interested in th
e
service industry.  With the increasing number of foreigners living in K
uwait,
even for relatively short periods of time, he realized that traditional
restaurants were inadequate to meet their desires.  After Nasser had re
turned
from the United States with his newly acquired degree, he and his uncle
 had
long talks about what they might do together.  Nasser had some interest
ing
ideas and might be a good person to explore new ventures.  Abdul Al-Mut
air
was considering financing Nasser's venture if it seemed feasible and
profitable.

Mr. Behar was anxious to meet with Nasser and also very curious.  He ha
d never
been to the Middle East and was uncertain what he would find there.  He
 had
had little time to learn about the country or culture, but he had certa
inly
heard about Kuwait and had seen pictures of it during the Gulf War.  In
addition, Mr. Behar was very interested in expanding his international
operations.  His main concerns included the image of Starbucks Internat
ional
and profitability.  Although curious, he had a number of misgivings abo
ut
expansion into the Middle East.

As Mr. Behar stepped out of the plane, Nasser met him and escorted him 
rapidly
through customs and the unfamiliar airport.  After a brief tour of the 
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city in
a chauffeured Mercedes limousine, they arrived at a small restaurant ne
ar the
center of town for some refreshments.  Behar was taken with the unique 
beauty
of Kuwait City.

The restaurant was a rather small, nondescript locale.  They began to t
alk
about the trip and other small talk, when Mr. Behar suddenly said, "I r
eally
would like to try some of your traditional coffee."  Nasser said, "Yes,
 we have
excellent Arabian coffee.   This restaurant also serves French Press an
d
Turkish coffees.  You should try some Turkish coffee.  It will be diffe
rent
from coffees you've had in other places."  Mr  Behar said, "Yes.  It's 
been a
long time since I have had Turkish coffee."  Nasser ordered some for bo
th of
them.  

While waiting for his coffee, Mr. Behar Was able to observe the restaur
ant
which reminded him of some of the restaurants in Italy where Mr. Howard
Schultz, President of Starbucks, first got the idea for Starbucks coffe
e
shops.  The coffee was soon served.  He had forgotten how good this cof
fee was
and how it resembled straight espresso in texture and strength.  He tho
ught to
himself, this is either a very good sign for our coffee-shops--the Kuwa
itis
already like richer, stronger coffee, or it could be a bad sign in that
 they
might not want another choice.  He listened attentively as Nasser spoke
 "We
love our Turkish and Arab coffees, but I know many of the Kuwaitis who 
have
spent time in the United States, especially the Pacific Northwest, miss
 their
espressos and would like a variety of coffee choices."  Mr. Behar and N
asser
continued talking for some time.  However, they realized that a decisio
n would
have to be made quickly, as Mr. Behar had to be in Europe the next day,
 where
he was opening five new stores.
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                    KUWAIT AND THE MIDDLE EAST

Geography

Kuwait is located in the Northeast corner of the Arabian Gulf.  To the 
south
and southeast it shares a border with Saudi Arabia.  To the north and w
est is
Iraq.  The distance between the northern southern borders is about 200
kilometers (124 miles) and between the eastern and western borders abou
t 170
kilometers (106 miles).  The total area of the State of Kuwait is 17,81
8
square kilometers (6,969 miles).

Most of Kuwait's mainland is flat, sandy desert that slopes gradually t
o the
sea.  The Kuwait mainland has no mountains, rivers or other natural fea
tures. 
Historically, it was a crossing for nomadic tribes and caravans.

The weather is characterized by long, hot, dry summers and short, warm
winters.  Sometimes there is quite a bit of rain.  In the summer, there
 are
many dust storms and the humidity increases dramatically.

There has always been a strong connection between Kuwait and the sea.  
This
relationship has shaped the character of the Kuwaitis.  The main source
 of
income came from the sea in earlier times, and the sea is still a great
 source
of pride and activity.  Many people, including young people, still spen
d much
time fishing.  In the evenings, many people can be found on the beaches
.

Population

The total population of Kuwait is about 2.1 million.  If the current ra
te of
growth remains the same, it will be approximately 3 million by the year
 2000. 
A large percentage of the population are non-Kuwaitis.  Since the Gulf 
War,
the country's demographic patterns have been changing.  Foreign nationa
ls make
up about 55% of Kuwait's population.  The largest group are from Pakist
an and
India.  There are about 6,200 Americans in Kuwait, mostly military pers
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onnel. 
They compose the largest Western community.

Economy

In the last five to ten years, an increasing number of companies have r
ealized
the opportunities that exist in the Persian Gulf markets.  This region 
has
often been described as a area in which there are many profitable
opportunities for the following reasons: 

*    high purchasing power; 
*    heavy reliance on imported products; 
*    massive consumer demand due to the fast-growing population.

Thus, the economic profile of the region suggests increasing opportunit
ies. 
Although analysts expect that the Middle East will become an extremely
important area for business, part of the growth will depend upon peace 
in the
Middle East.  For example, Israel has not been able to fully participat
e in
the Middle East market since Arab countries have traditionally not done
business with Israel.  Whether the Middle East becomes a unified market
depends largely on future political agreements.

Many people believe that tourism will continue to grow in the Middle Ea
st. 
Tourism has not been highly developed.  Although tourism has continued 
to
increase at an average of 6.5% per year since 1983, most of the tourist
s to
the Middle East are also from the Middle East.  In 1992, for example, j
ust 27%
of the tourists were from the Americas or Europe.  The most popular tou
rist
place by far is Egypt, with Israel and Bahrain the next most popular pl
aces
for people to visit.

The Middle East is attracting the attention of such developers as Howar
d
Johnson's Motor Inns, which has just built a 115-room Hotel in Dubai, U
nited
Arab Emirates (UAE).  The chain is planning to do more building in the 
Middle
East in the next few years.  Also, in the last several years, many fast
-food
franchised restaurants have opened in Persian Gulf countries.  Some exa
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mples
include Kentucky Fried Chicken, McDonald's, Baskin-Robbins, Hardee's, W
endy's,
Popeye's Fried Chicken, and so forth.  Entry into Kuwait might facilita
te
entry into some of these other countries in the Middle East.

                       STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

One popular way to become involved in business in the U.S. is through
franchising.  While franchises are also a popular way of entering some
international markets, strategic alliances are increasingly utilized.  
In
fact, strategic alliances are often required by some countries, rather 
than
other modes of entry, as they involve local firms directly in the busin
ess. 
U.S. commercial analysts have conducted a study on the Egyptian and Kuw
aiti
markets to discover opportunities for American companies.  Their findin
gs
suggest that these markets would grow to an estimated $51 million in 19
92, and
are expected to increase from 10 to 20 percent a year on average over t
he
following three years.  Revenues from foreign retail stores in Kuwait t
otaled
about $8 million in 1993 and are expected to rise at an average annual 
rate of
25 percent through 1996.

Many of Kuwait's residents have large disposable incomes and are likely
 to buy
American products.  While most U.S. firms currently operating are fast-
food
restaurants, other opportunities are developing.  Kuwaitis are eager to
 meet
with foreign companies.  One characteristic of the Kuwaiti market that 
U.S.
businesses should be aware of is that Kuwaiti tastes tend to change, sw
itching
from traditional to what is new and trendy.  Kuwaitis travel frequently
 and
are aware of the latest fashions in Europe and the U.S.  As a result, s
ome
businesses go out of vogue after about 10 years on average.  While its 
economy
is still recovering from the war, average annual growth for all franchi
se
areas is expected to reach 25% through 1996, but could reach as high as
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 60%
for some franchises.

As indicated earlier, the most common type of franchise is fast-food, b
ut
there are opportunities in other areas, as well.  Based on a recent mar
ket
research study, some other areas of potential for franchisers in Kuwait
include:

*    Automotive Repair and Service
*    Recreation.  Travel, sports hobbies.
*    Beauty and Health Aids
*    Carpet Dyeing and Cleaning. 
*    Children's Entertainment Services and educational products
     and services 
*    Printing and Copying centers 
*    Coffee Shops
*    Florist Shops

Although the competition in the Kuwaiti market is tough, American compa
nies
could do well because a large number of Kuwaitis have studied in the Un
ited
States and are familiar with U.S. firms.  Despite this, Japan has passe
d the
U.S. in the past year as the leading exporter to Kuwait.

Franchises and strategic alliances mainly compete in two ways:  through
advertising campaigns in the local media and local TV stations; or thro
ugh
promotions, offering free meals for a certain number of purchases or fr
ee
children's gifts.  Kuwait has four main shopping areas, located in Salm
iya,
Kuwait City Center, Hawalli, and Fahaheel.

Kuwait has a free market with few restrictions on imports.  Customs dut
ies are
4 percent across the board.  Standards and label requirements apply to 
some
imports.  One study advises foreign companies to visit the country to b
ecome
familiar with the size of the market and its characteristics.  In gener
al, to
conduct business in Kuwait, every foreign firm should have a local agen
t,
distributor, or representative.

The Coffee Shop Market
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In the U.S., there are hundreds of coffee shops, drive-ins, and restaur
ants that
offer specialty coffees.  One of the most successful brands of coffee h
as been
Starbucks.  Its success in the US may translate to success in Kuwait, i
f
everything is done correctly.  Many people in Kuwait drink coffee on a 
regular
basis.  In fact, it is considered a high act of hospitality to serve co
ffee to
guests.  One of the most popular coffee drinks in Kuwait is Turkish cof
fee,
which is similar to straight espresso coffee served in the Pacific Nort
hwest.

Starbucks Coffee

Starbucks Coffee is a chain of coffee specialty stores that began in 19
71 as
one small shop in Seattle's Pike Place Market.  In the past nine years,
 it has
gone through rapid growth, expanding from 11 stores in 1987 to a total 
of 500
today.

Mr. Howard Schultz had been a buyer for Starbucks Coffee since the earl
y
1980s.  On a coffee buying trip to Milan, Italy, he noticed that crowds
 of
people gathered each day in coffee bars to drink their specialty coffee
s. 
Schultz wondered if the same thing could happen elsewhere.  Back in Sea
ttle,
he attempted to persuade his bosses to try the coffee bar idea and go b
eyond
just selling coffee beans to restaurants.  They refused.  Schultz raise
d $1.7
million dollars and opened his own cafe in downtown Seattle.  The first
 coffee
he served was Starbucks.  In less than a year, he had opened two more s
tores
Subsequently, he bought out Starbucks from his former employers for $4
million.

Specialty coffees have slowly taken business away from the traditional 
canned
coffees.  The high quality coffee bean industry created $717 million in
 sales
in 1990, with a 13.5 percent share of the coffee market.  By 1991, the
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penetration was even deeper.  Gourmet sales had reached $800 million an
d their
market share rose to 17.7 percent.  In the meantime, coffee shops grew 
at a
rapid rate.  By 1992, Seattle had 150 coffee bars.

Starbucks' mission statement reads, "To establish Starbucks as the prem
ier
purveyor of the finest coffee in the world while maintaining our
uncompromising principles as we grow."  Some of the principles of the c
ompany
are treating everyone with respect and dignity, buying the best availab
le
coffees, developing loyal customers, contributing to the environment, a
nd
making a profit.

While this hardly makes the company unique, what does make the company 
special
is that it seems to understand the connection between delivering a grea
t cup
of coffee and treating their employees with respect.  One training mana
ger
suggests that the quality of everything comes down to the employee expe
rience. 
The company's culture is built on very strict standards for how coffee 
should
be prepared and delivered, combined with an empowering attitude toward 
the
employees who deliver the coffee to the customers.

Starbucks is opening 150 stores a year in new markets across the United
States.  Almost 2 million Americans visit Starbucks coffee shops each w
eek. 
During 1995, it planned to open 200 new stores and to expand overseas. 
However, growth is beginning to slow in the American market, due to int
ense
competition.  Also, higher coffee prices have hurt the domestic industr
y.  In
1994, Starbucks earned approximately $13 million.  International expans
ion is
a strategic plan and occurs through Starbucks International, of which M
r.
Howard Behar is President.  Starbucks International policy requires str
ategic
alliances in its development of international markets.  Many people bel
ieve
that Starbucks is the model for growth in a small company.  When sales 
start
to take off, many small companies have problems and begin to fail.  But
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 it is
said that Schultz has placed top quality and experienced managers from 
larger
chains into Starbucks and has invested heavily in personnel, informatio
n
systems, and facilities.  The company is constantly checking its image,
 its
interior design, and locations.  Starbucks believes that site selection
 is a
key to success.  The real estate division begins working up to nine mon
ths
before a store is opened.  They collect large amounts of information on
 the
income, education, and coffee buying habits in the new market.

Schultz feels the market is far from saturated.  Slow growth in establi
shed
stores is not a concern.  In September of 1994, Starbucks bought its fi
rst
acquisition, The Coffee Connection, Inc. of Boston, Massachusetts.  In 
1995,
Starbucks planned to team up with foreign partners to open stores in Eu
rope
and Asia.  However, it is possible that the Starbucks "chic" may not be
popular overseas.  Starbucks has a joint-venture with Pepsi to bottle i
ts iced
coffees.

To summarize, Starbucks has a strong reputation for quality because of 
the
following:

*    The company goes to extreme lengths to buy the very finest arabica
     coffees available on world markets, regardless of price.
*    The company's freshness and quality are legendary.  Beans that are
 held
     in bins for more than a week are donated to charity.
*    Every piece of coffee-brewing equipment that is sold has been test
ed and
     evaluated.
*    Each Starbucks employee is extensively trained to ensure that cust
omers
     receive knowledgeable service.

During the last 20 years, consumer interest in fine coffees has increas
ed
greatly.  All over the country, people who used to be content with cann
ed
commercial blends are now searching for fresher, more flavorful alterna
tives. 
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Whole bean coffee is now sold in kitchen shops, delicatessens, grocery 
stores
and supermarkets.  Coffee lovers have learned, however, that buying who
le
beans does not guarantee great coffee.  The freshness standards set at
Starbucks in 1971 are still being used today.  Over the years, Starbuck
s has
grown to become one of the largest purchasers of high-quality arabica c
offees
in the United States.  They also have in-store coffee bars that have se
t the
international standards for espresso, cappuccino and drip coffee.

Most of the specialty drinks use espresso, which is a brewing method, a
 blend
of beans, a roast color, and a beverage.  Espresso is a rapid method of
brewing which uses pressure, not gravity to brew.  Starbucks Espresso i
s a
unique blend of Central American and Indonesian coffees which yields a 
thick,
caramel-sweet, and highly aromatic espresso.

A Decision

As Nasser takes Mr. Behar to his hotel for the evening, each has many t
houghts
and ideas to consider.  Tomorrow promises to be a pivotal day, as a mee
ting is
scheduled with Nasser's uncle, Abdul Al-Mutair.  Nasser knows that Abdu
l will
ask some very penetrating questions and will expect direct, well though
t-out
answers.  Howard Behar also has mixed feelings and is anxious to get Mr
. Abdul
Al-Mutair's perspective. He suspects that, with the right contract, a  
Kuwaiti operation would be very successful. Tomorrow will be Mr. Behar'
s last
day in Kuwait, as he must leave in the late afternoon for his flight to
Frankfurt.

                            QUESTIONS

1.   What questions should Mr. Behar ask Mr. Abdul Al-Mutair tomorrow?
2.   What questions would you anticipate Mr. Abdul Al-Mutair asking Beh
ar? 
     Nasser?
3.   Should Nasser and his uncle invest in a Starbucks International jo
int
     venture in Kuwait?  Why or Why not?
4.   What further information would you like to obtain before making th
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e
     decision for Nasser and his uncle?  Where and how will you obtain 
this
     information?
5.   Assuming the decision is to proceed, what information is needed to
     select a location?  How will this information be obtained?  Why is
 it
     important? 
6.   What specifics should Behar insist on in a contract with the Al-Mu
tairs? 
     Why?
7.   Assuming all parties agree to a joint venture, how should the coff
ee
     shop differ from those in the U.S. in order to satisfy the needs o
f
     Kuwaitis?
8.   What type of marketing strategy should be adopted?

                          TEACHING GUIDE

This case is fictitious, but was developed from personal experiences an
d
information.  It incorporates a potentially real situation and business
opportunity.  This case has a number of possible uses.  The case can be
 used
to explore the introduction of an innovation into a foreign country.  W
hile
students might be familiar with the product, Starbucks Coffee, and the 
mode of
distribution through coffee houses, the context and culture within whic
h the
case takes place is unique.  The case can also be used to simulate expa
nsion-
into a foreign market through strategic alliances.  Several decisions m
ust be
made with less than complete information.  This is frequently the case 
in
foreign markets.  Thus, critical analysis must occur with very limited
information.

The case can best be used in international marketing and management cou
rses,
or in a marketing channels course.  It would make an excellent suppleme
nt to a
marketing management / strategy course, in that it brings a great deal 
of
uncertainty into the decision making process.

Instructors might suggest that students supplement the case with inform
ation
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obtained from other sources.  In fact, the case scenario is good backgr
ound
for information that can be obtained from the Internet.  For example, s
tudents
might be assigned individually, or in groups, to determine the feasibil
ity of
such an endeavor, target market share, potential profit, competition, l
egal
concerns, and other areas of interest.

Answers to End of Case Questions:

1.   What questions should Mr. Behar ask Mr. Abdul Al-Mutair tomorrow?

Possible questions include: What potential does Mr. Al-Mutair see for
expansion into other cities in Kuwait and the Persian Gulf?  What finan
cial
arrangements would be required?  What should a coffee shop serve?  To w
hom
should they target?

2.   What questions would you anticipate Mr. Abdul Al-Mutair asking Beh
ar? 
     Nasser?

To Behar: Why are you interested in Kuwait?  What experience have you h
ad in
entering new markets, especially foreign markets?  What benefits will K
uwaitis
derive from this venture?
To Nasser: Have you considered the amount of effort required to make th
is
project work?  Are willing and able to make this venture work?

3.   Should Nasser and his uncle invest in a Starbucks franchise in Kuw
ait? 
     Why or Why not?

Students will have different responses to this question, but in any cas
e,
should develop sufficient justification for their positions.  Starbucks
International could enter the Kuwaiti market.  The population has a lar
ge
discretionary income.  Serving and drinking coffee is an important soci
al
custom, so the product would be easily accepted.  The Kuwaitis already 
have a
taste for strongly flavored coffees.   Plus, Kuwaitis like American pro
ducts,
and many have been exposed not only to European style coffee shops, but
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American as well.

4.   What further information would you like to obtain before making th
e
     decision for Nasser and his uncle?  Where and how will you obtain 
this
     information?

Critical information needed includes: Potential market size (i.e., numb
er of
coffee drinkers, amount spent in coffee houses); Profile of target mark
et
(demographics, psychographics, social class, income, etc.); Possible
locations; and others.

Other information: Potential markets outside Kuwait City and in other P
ersian
Gulf countries; Potential competitors; Other uses of resources; etc.

5.   Assuming the decision is to proceed, what information is needed to
     select a location?  How will this information be obtained?  Why is
 it
     important?

Site location is critical for Starbucks International, as for any retai
l
operation.  The right location, along with other factors, will help ass
ure its
success.  Starbucks International considers site location especially
important, judging by its use of a special department for this purpose.
 
Specific criteria for site selection have obviously been developed by
Starbucks International.  While students may not have access to the spe
cifics,
such factors as foot traffic, vehicle traffic, proximity to other shopp
ing
outlets, etc. should be considered.  Obtaining this information may be 
more
problematic, but secondary sources may be available or it might be nece
ssary
to conduct primary research at several potential sites.

6.   What specifics should Behar insist on in a contract with the Al-Mu
tairs? 
     Why?

Students will have various answers, but should include something about
repatriation of profits, fees, and currency considerations, including f
oreign
exchange rates, inflation, government controls, etc.  Other specifics s
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hould
include method of conflict resolution, legal jurisdiction (probably Kuw
ait),
expansion policy, quality assurance program, authority and responsibili
ties of
both parties.

7.   Assuming all parties agree to a joint venture, how should the coff
ee
     shop differ from those in the U.S. in order to satisfy the needs o
f
     Kuwaitis?

Students can be quite innovative in answering this question.  Cultural
differences might influence shop design.  For example, the shop should 
be much
larger than is usually found in the U.S.  There should be two different
sections, one where smoking can take place.  This might be a place wher
e young
men like to gather, as is often the case in restaurants in the Middle E
ast. 
Then another section where women or families could gather and be comfor
table. 
The Kuwaiti society has become much more open as far as single men and 
women
socializing, but there should be the option of choosing a more separate
location for men.  The "American" aspects of the shop could be emphasiz
ed. 
The shop could be very different from competitors to emphasize
differentiation.  The shop may have two sections, a coffee-drinking are
a and a
coffee bean/coffee equipment purchasing area.

8.   What type of marketing strategy should be adopted?

Students should be encouraged to be innovative and imaginative in answe
ring
this question.  A positioning strategy emphasizing exclusivity, for exa
mple,
should incorporate consistent pricing and promotional strategies, while
 shop
design could emphasize "highclass" Americana.  Product offerings should
probably be relatively limited in the beginning, until Kuwaiti tastes a
nd
preferences are ascertained.  However, there probably should be some st
rategy
for introduction of new products.  In any case, there should be justifi
cation
for any strategy selected.
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                             ABSTRACT 
 
Centennial One, Inc. (Centennial) provides building maintenance 
services to firms in the Washington, DC metropolitan area.  
Lillian H. Lincoln, who founded the firm in 1975, is a double 
minority: an African-American female.  She has led the company 
through two distinctly different phases of growth.  Initially, 
Centennial grew under the protection of Section 8a, an SBA 
program.  In 1985, the SBA notified Ms. Lincoln that she was now a 
"graduate" of the Section 8a program and could no longer bid for 
the set-aside contracts.  Ms. Lincoln proceeded to rebuild her 
company, shifting to private sector contracts.  By 1995, 
Centennial was again reporting sales of approximately $9 million; 
it had reported profits for the last 9 years. 
 
                           INTRODUCTION 
 
Lillian H. Lincoln's success was partially explained by her 
attitude toward life:  "If I decide to do something, I do it. 
I don't worry about not succeeding."  This attitude did not lead her 
to impetuous decisions, however.  She described herself as a 
"calculated risk taker."  Centennial One Inc., the company she 
founded in 1976, was solid evidence of risk taking, determination 
and ability to accomplish what she set out to achieve. 
 
Ms. Lincoln entered the building maintenance service business in 
1972 as a consultant.  Subsequently, she built her own 
maintenance service, Centennial One Inc.  The company produced 
net profits in 15 out of the 19 years since its founding.  She led 
the company through several phases: founding, growth, crisis, 
restructuring, and renewed growth. 
 
Looking to the future, Ms. Lincoln faced a new of set of 
challenges.  Strategies of the past might or might not be 
appropriate for the future.  The competitive environment was 
changing.  And she had to decide whether, when and how to remove 
herself from active management of her company.  She said, "I have 
no intention of retiring."  She had many other opportunities and 
interests which were leading her to consider where she wanted to 
take Centennial One. 
 
Lillian H. Lincoln 
 
Lillian H. Lincoln was a self-described "late bloomer."  She was 
the youngest of five children borne to African-American parents 
in rural Virginia.  Her father was a subsistence farmer, her 
mother had been a school teacher prior to the birth of her first 
child.  Ms. Lincoln entered college when she was 22.  Clerical 
positions in New York and Washington convinced her that she 
needed a college degree in order to break out of jobs with 
limited futures. 
 



She began as a part-time student at a local Washington, DC 
college.  She recognized that she was starting late and that it 
would be years before she could complete a degree on a part-time 
schedule.  To speed up the process, she enrolled at Howard 
University as a full-time student, financing her education with a 
part-time job, student loans and scholarships.  She graduated cum 
laude from Howard University in 1966 with a degree in Marketing.  
She worked a year in a clerical position before entering graduate 
school. 
 
Two professors at Howard continually encouraged her to apply to 
Harvard University's MBA program.  To placate them, she applied 
and was accepted.  Ms. Lincoln was the first African-American 
woman to enter the program; she was one of 18 women and six black 
students entering Harvard in 1967.  In 1969, she became the first 
African-American woman to graduate from Harvard's MBA program. 
 
After graduation, Ms. Lincoln followed a traditional route for 
Harvard MBAs.  She accepted a position with a small consulting 
firm in Washington, DC. The firm provided training programs for 
its clients.  She later worked for a brokerage firm but found 
this area held little interest for her. 
 
Two new opportunities developed at approximately the same time in 
1973.  She agreed to teach at Bowie State College in the business 
program.  After signing the Bowie State contract, the owner of 
Lawson Janitorial Services (Lawson) approached her with a request 
to perform consulting services.  Both opportunities required 
full-time commitments; she carried out both during the 1972-1973 
academic year.  In 1973, she had to choose between a full time 
teaching position and an executive vice president position in 
Lawson.  She chose the latter.  From 1973 to May, 1976, she 
worked exclusively for Lawson.  She was involved in every area of 
the business except marketing, helping the firm through a 
successful turnaround from its precarious financial position 
developed in prior years. 
 
In 1975, a new opportunity arose for Ms. Lincoln, now married 
with two young daughters.  She could start her own janitorial 
service firm, going into competition with her current employer.  
She left Lawson in May, 1976.  After thinking it over, she 
embarked on a new career: small business owner. 
 
Small Business Administration: Section 8a Program 
 
In the late sixties, Congress enacted legislation relating to a 
"set-aside" program for small businesses.  A small portion of 
government agency contracts would be restricted to bids from 
small businesses, thereby encouraging the development of small 
business operations.  The program would be administered by the 
Small Business Administration (SBA).  The key mechanism on which 
the Section 8a program depended was government agency 
contracts.  Participants in the program were not guaranteed 
contracts.  They were given priority consideration for a small 
percentage of agency contracts.  Section 8a companies had to be 
approved by the SBA and/or the agency.  Then, participants were 
required to negotiate with the agencies which made the final 



decisions and issued contracts. 
 
Ms. Lincoln was familiar with this program and chose it as the 
route by which she would develop her business.  She spent several 
months learning about the program and developing a proposal for 
Section 8a participation.  Lessons from the MBA program and her 
consulting experience ensured that she developed a comprehensive 
plan for her new business. 
 
The SBA rejected her application because it could not assure that 
contracts with government agencies would be available for 
bidding.  She reapplied, indicating that she would find her own 
contracts.  She included a list of prospective customers.  The 
SBA agreed to reconsider her application.  It requested a list of 
agencies that had explicitly indicated willingness to receive 
bids from her company.  Ms. Lincoln had invested a considerable 
amount of time and effort in marketing to government agencies and 
was able to supply names and telephone numbers of potential 
contracting companies and officers.  In August 1976, the SBA 
called her and indicated that there was a potential contract on 
which she might bid.  She moved quickly to take advantage of this 
opportunity. 
 
                       BUILDING A COMPANY: 
                  CENTENNIAL ONE INC., 1976-1984 
 
Centennial Cleaning Corp. Inc. was a corporate shell created by a 
friend who subsequently decided not to use it.  He encouraged Ms. 
Lincoln to take it over.  She changed the name to Centennial One 
Inc. (Centennial).  In the fall of 1976,  Centennial One Inc. bid 
for and received its first contract for maintenance services: 
a $150,000 contract requiring approximately 20 part-time 
employees.  With this beginning, Centennial grew from $200,000 in 
revenues in its first year of operation to S5.6 million 
in revenues in 1984. It produced a profit its first year and in 
each of the next nine years. 
 
Bidding For Contracts 
 
Centennial's first successful bid was a contract to provide 
janitorial maintenance services for a Beltsville, Maryland, 
office of the Department of the Army.  After being awarded the 
$150,000 contract,  Ms. Lincoln had to find financing, hire 20 
part-time employees, and provide the required services.  But one 
contract does not make a business.  Her time was devoted to 
making bids for new contracts as opportunities became available, 
to negotiating the details of contracts when bids were accepted, 
and to developing strategies for financing the resources needed 
to carry out these contracts. 
 
Ms. Lincoln mastered the art of bidding and negotiating very 
quickly.  In 1977, she successfully bid for a Department of the 
Navy contract, raising corporate revenues by $400,000.  From 1977 
through 1984, the company continued to increase the number of 
contracts every year, reaching revenues of approximately $7 
million by 1984. 
 



Marketing Strategies 
 
Centennial offered basic janitorial maintenance services to its 
clients.  Government agency contracts tended to be very detailed 
with explicit and minute descriptions of the required activities.  
As Ms. Lincoln recalled, "Cleanliness means different things to 
different people."  So each contract was different in terms of 
requirements.  Quality performance and immediate 
responses to complaints became key elements for distinguishing 
Centennial from its many competitors. 
 
Her target market was government agencies in the Washington 
metropolitan area.  By 1984, over 90% of Centennial's revenues 
came from the government sector because of its participation in 
the Section 8a program.  Less than 10% came from the private 
sector.  Although Ms. Lincoln was interested in developing 
private sector clients, the special market niche provided by the 
8a program meant that it was more profitable to concentrate on 
federal clients. 
 
Financial Strategies 
 
When she won her first contract  Ms. Lincoln had about $4,000 in 
personal funds available, far short of the amount needed to 
support the new contract.  She aggressively negotiated with the 
Department of Agriculture (DOA) to secure concessions.  
Specifically, she negotiated full coverage of all overhead costs 
by the DOA for the first year, with a declining scale of coverage 
for ensuing years.  She also secured the right to bill the agency 
twice a month, instead of the standard once per month.  She 
developed personal contacts within the offices which processed 
contract payments.  When her checks were drawn, she was 
immediately notified and allowed to personally pick them up. 
 
Ms. Lincoln secured a $12,000 line of credit from a small 
Washington, DC bank.  The president had been a loan officer at 
the bank where she maintained her personal account.  She had 
established a sound credit record with her personal loans.  
Building on this relationship, he agreed to a line of credit 
secured by her accounts receivable. 
 
Additionally, Ms. Lincoln persuaded the janitorial supply house 
to provide 90-day credit terms, instead of the traditional 30 
days.  This patchwork of financing arrangements proved to be an 
effective foundation, as Centennial found adequate short-term 
financing to meet its growing needs. 
 
Personnel 
 
Centennial's first paid employee was a secretary, Ms. Lincoln 
recognized that she could not be everywhere and that a central 
information and administrative point was essential.  She was 
willing to pay for secretarial services and defer her own salary 
in order to get the business running.  After this, she hired 
part-time employees to perform the actual on-site janitorial 
services.  As the number of contracts increased, some of these 
became full-time employees and additional part-time employees 



were hired. 
 
Among the first part-time employees was LeRoy Dock.  Noting his 
capabilities, she made him a full-time employee.  Mr. Dock proved 
to be the specialist she needed to oversee operations.  He 
subsequently was promoted to Vice President and General Manager. 
 
CENTENNIAL ONE INC: THE CRISIS 
 
By the mid-eighties, the SBA in general and the Section 8a "set- 
aside" program in particular were under Congressional scrutiny.  
There were complaints from various quarters about favoritism in 
program administration and the lack of clear guidelines.  The SBA 
initiated a series of chances to address its critics. 
 
Centennial was not the subject of complaints but it became a 
victim of the changing climate in the SBA.  In May 1985, Ms. 
Lincoln received a certified letter telling her that she was now 
a graduate of the Section 8a program.  She had received no prior 
notification that her participation was to be terminated.  She 
was on her own. 
 
The abrupt termination of Section 8a status meant that the 
company essentially faced mark-et conditions comparable to a 
startup company: it had to develop an entirely new client base.  
Centennial had several advantages as well: an experienced CEO, 
who had overcome major obstacles to found the company, an 
experienced support team, particularly Mr. Dock. and loyal staff 
and field personnel.  Ms. Lincoln and her staff were determined 
to regain what had been lost. 
 
Bidding for Contracts 
 
The most direct effect for Centennial was the potential loss of 
millions of dollars in contracts, almost immediately.  By January 
1986, the company had lost about $5 million in contracts as 
existing contracts expired.  Because Centennial was no longer 
part of the "set aside" program, they could not make renewal bids 
for expiring contracts. 
 
Ms. Lincoln had anticipated graduation from the program but not 
as abruptly.  "While the company had a small number of private 
sector clients, it had not secured an adequate number of 
customers to replace those being lost.  Private sector contracts 
tended to be smaller and less profitable than federal contracts.  
For survival, she could identify one strategy: aggressively seek 
private sector clients. 
 
Marketing Strategies 
 
Contract solicitation in the private sector necessitated changes 
in Centennial's marketing.  Ms. Lincoln had previously hired an 
employee whose duties consisted entirely of contacting companies 
to solicit new contracts in the commercial market.  The package 
of services remained basically the same: janitorial maintenance 
services.  However,  Ms. Lincoln found that private sector 
contracts were much less detailed than government agency 



contracts.  Alternatively, clients expected more discretionary 
involvement of the janitorial personnel in assuring that 
cleanliness was maintained. 
 
It took time to replace federal contracts with private sector 
contracts.  Centennial's revenues dropped by more than $1 million 
in 1986.  Private sector contracts had been secured to offset 
lost agency contracts.  While sales gradually began to rebound, 
profits were going down.  Revenues were lower than the 1985 level 
but Centennial's reputation for quality work opened corporate 
doors for it.  It was bidding on increasing numbers of contracts. 
 
Financial Strategies 
 
Ms. Lincoln initiated a major reorganization in 1985.  Expenses 
had to be cut.  This meant that employees had to be laid off.  
Overhead expenses had to be pared, wherever possible.  Centennial 
reported its first loss in its 9 year history in 1986.  Revenues 
were $6 million with a loss of $80,000. 
 
In the mid 80s the company was facing the possibility of adverse 
tax consequences from excessive retained earnings.  Ms. Lincoln 
initiated closer monitoring of retained earnings growth.  After 
the 8(a) years and the losses in 1986 and 1987, profits began to 
rebound. 
 
Personnel 
 
The crisis extended to the employees where 10% of the overhead 
staff were laid off.  In addition, salaries were either frozen or 
cut.  Ms. Lincoln took a 20% salary cut.  Janitorial employees 
were not laid off, they represented variable, rather than fixed, 
costs. 
 
Over the years, she had developed training programs for 
employees.  For her "maintenance specialists," she emphasized the 
various skills they brought to the workplace:  knowledge of 
mechanics and chemistry, time management, safety and psychology.  
She developed incentives to provide extra rewards for above-and- 
beyond-the-job performance.  She stressed internal development of 
managers by offering employees the opportunity for training and 
promotion to supervisory positions.  These programs had led to 
lower turnover among her employees.  This investment began to pay 
off by the retention of those employees who were now expected to 
be more productive. 
 
            CENTENNIAL ONE INC: REBUILDING THE COMPANY 
 
From 1987 to 1995, Centennial continued to change and grow.  It 
returned to profitability in 1988 on revenues of $8 million.  By 
1990, it was generating revenues of $9 million, comparable to its 
best year under Section 8a status.  By 1995, revenues exceeded 
$10 million. 
 
Marketing Strategies 
 
Centennial's customers now included some of the major names in 



corporate America, such as AT&T, MCI and Westinghouse.  It also 
had a strong customer base among smaller private companies.  
Centennial had been successful in soliciting contracts from state 
agencies in Virginia and Prince Georges County, Maryland.  It 
also secured a major contract with Dulles International Airport.  
Its portfolio was composed of 90% private sector contracts and 
10% public sector contracts. 
 
Centennial had hired a full-time telemarketing employee whose 
responsibility was to contact businesses and apprise them of 
corporate services.  Centennial purchased lists of potential 
prospects which the telemarketer used for initial 
contact.  The telemarketer arranged appointments for the sales 
staff.  A large corporation would occasionally require the 
company to make a formal presentation as part of its bidding 
process.  In addition to the sales staff, Ms. Lincoln and other 
officers usually participated in these presentations. 
 
As an outgrowth of a strategic planning session in 1995, 
Centennial had broadened its target market to include 
universities in addition major corporate clients.  It had also 
decided to establish a minimum building size of 50,000 square 
feet for which contracts would be solicited. 
 
Ms. Lincoln attributed the success in transforming Centennial's 
client base to its reputation for quality and integrity.  
Centennial provided each client with telephone numbers for key 
management personnel for a job site.  It promised immediate 
response to problems and complaints. 
 
Personnel Strategies 
 
Centennial continued to emphasize training and development of its 
employees at all levels of the organization.  The supervisory 
level was the key to delivery of a quality maintenance service.  
Ms. Lincoln preferred to develop her supervisors internally but 
growth had forced the company to rely less on promotion and more 
on hiring at the supervisory level.  She commented: "The 
supervisor is the key to keeping employees and making good 
employees out of new hires. Currently, the Director of Human 
Development, Legusta Flood, devoted increased time and effort to 
helping supervisors to recognize employee potential and to train 
their crews effectively. 
 
Ms. Lincoln had continued to refine training programs for all 
employees.  Centennial had an extensive incentive program, with a 
variety of rewards for exceptional performance.  These included 
letters acknowledging employee activities, gift certificates, and 
special functions for site employees when a contract was 
renewed.  For the firm's twentieth anniversary in 1996, a series 
of special events and activities was being designed by a 
committee of employees. 
 
Management 
 
Ms. Lincoln continued to hold the positions of CEO and President 
of Centennial.  She concentrated on strategic planning and public 



relations.  She had delegated operations responsibility to Mr. 
Dock, who was Vice President and General Manager.  Four directors 
reported to him: Finance, Human Development, Partnerships (Client 
Relations), and Contract Administration.  In the field, there 
were managers for areas, geographic locations, and type of 
contract. 
 
The most volatile position was Director of Operations, the 
position previously held by Mr. Dock.  Attempts to fill this 
position by promoting field managers had not been successful.  
Mr. Dock was currently carrying out the duties of this position, 
along with his other responsibilities.  Ms. Lincoln described Mr. 
Dock as particularly adept at human relations, a skill at which 
the Director of Operations had to excel. 
 
Financial Strategies 
 
Centennial returned to profit-making status by 1988.  While 
revenues continued to increase, profits were more volatile. 
It continued to report increasing revenues and gross profits each 
year. 
 
In 1989, the company lost its controller, resulting in loss of 
financial control over operations.  Labor costs and overhead 
expenses increased sharply.  A new controller was hired in the 
fall of 1989 but lasted only three months.  In March 1990, the 
current controller was hired.  It took approximately one year to 
regain gain financial control. 
 
Centennial incurred major losses in 1990 and 1991.  The profit 
picture improved significantly in 1992 when the company recorded 
its most profitable year. (See Exhibits I and II for financial 
data.) 
 
Beginning in 1993, as part of its tax planning strategy, the 
company began paying bonuses to Ms. Lincoln, who was its sole 
shareholder, and Mr. Dock, general manager, based on performance 
for the year.  Under this plan, the goal was to keep taxable 
income in the range of $50,000 to $75,000 with the tandem 
objective of reaching $1 million in stockholders' equity within 5 
years.  This provided the basis for a reward system for top 
management tied to performance, something over which they had 
direct control. 
 
                            EXHIBIT I 
               FINANCIAL SUMMARY: INCOME STATEMENTS 
 
                             1990           1991           1992 
Revenues               $9,029,286     $8,810,076     $9,596,622 
Gross Profit            1,121,907        927,827      1,591,138 
Administrative          1,387,679      1,450,707      1,508,175 
   Expenses 
Income from              -265,772       -522,880         82,963 
   Operations 
Other Income               49,782        151,821        227,680 
Income Before Taxes      -215,990       -371,059        310,643 
Income Taxes*                   0              0              0 



Net Income               -215,990       -371,059       $310,643 
 
 
                             1993           1994           1995 
Revenues               $9,539,757     $9,889,466    $10,326,194 
Gross Profit            1,652,644      1,577,676      1,770,318 
Administrative          1,659,514      1,712,404      1,765,131 
   Expenses 
Income from                -6,870       -134,728          5,187 
   Operations 
Other Income              215,300        140,607         71,569 
Income Before Taxes       208,430          5,879         76,756 
Income Taxes*              76,300          3,955              0 
Net Income               $132,130         $1,924        $76,756 
 
*income taxes in 1990, 1991, 1992 are 0 because of loss and tax 
carryforward credits. 
 
Source:   Ms. Lillian H. Lincoln 
 
                            EXHIBIT II 
                 BALANCE SHEET SEPTEMBER 30,1995 
 
ASSETS 
  Current Assets             $1,692,771 
  Fixed Assets                  262,700 
     TOTAL ASSETS                            $1,955,472 
 
LIABILITIES 
  Current Liabibties         $1,098,411 
     TOTAL LIABILITIES                       $1,098,411 
 
STOCKHOLDERS EQUITY 
   Common Stock                  $6,843 
   Contributed Surplus          248,076 
   Retained Earnings            525,386 
   Net Income, 1995              76,756 
     TOTAL STOCKHOLDERS                        $857,061 
       EQUITY 
 
     TOTAL LIABILITIES &                     $1,955,472 
       EQUITY 
 
Source:   Ms. Lillian H. Lincoln 
 
Prior to 1995, the company had never used long-term debt.  It had 
continued to finance its growth through short-term loans and 
profits.  Centennial's bank recommended that management consider 
using intermediate-term financing to consolidate some of its 
short-term debt and support its future growth.  Ms. Lincoln 
accepted this recommendation and the firm negotiated its first 
intermediate term loan in 1995. 
 
                       CENTENNIAL ONE INC.: 
              CHANGING ENVIRONMENT AND FUTURE ISSUES 
 
Competitive Environment 



 
The maintenance service industry was composed of a few very large 
firms, such as Service Master, a slightly larger group of firms 
with $5 to $10 million in revenues, and a very large number of 
small firms.  Janitorial maintenance service is highly labor 
intensive.  There was a high turnover rate among workers in most 
firms.  Turnover was attributable to low wage rates, work hours, 
and skill levels. 
 
In the past five years, a new competitive threat had become an 
item of concern.  Some contractors were making abnormally low 
bids for contracts.  After winning contracts, they subcontracted 
the work to individuals.  Often these subcontractors were illegal 
aliens or immigrants with limited language skills.  The 
contractor did not absorb employee taxes and insurance costs, 
therefore a bid could be substantially below bids of maintenance 
service firms which used employees instead of subcontractors.  In 
turn, the subcontractors were responsible for their own taxes and 
expenses.  Most had no insurance and limited knowledge of the 
legal and tax environments.  Therefore the client firm was 
vulnerable for insurance-related losses. 
 
The Building Service Contractors Association, a trade 
association, had received an increasing number of complaints from 
its members about these activities.  Ms. Lincoln, who was the 
first woman to serve as President of the Association, was 
therefore well aware of this subcontracting development and its 
potential to disrupt traditional firms in the industry. 
 
Diversification Strategies 
 
Ms. Lincoln began to look for alternative business opportunities 
after Section 8a status was terminated.  In 1985, she formed a 
company to provide carpet cleaning services.  She gave both the 
manager, Chance Lewis III and LeRoy Dock, ownership positions in 
the new company. 
 
The skills required for carpet cleaning personnel are different 
from those required for general maintenance specialists.  Carpet 
cleaning teams were established to ensure service level 
consistent with the quality and reputation of Centennial's 
maintenance service. 
 
In 1990, Ms. Lincoln acquired a janitorial supply company.  She 
gave the manager, Louis Matthews, and LeRoy Dock ownership 
positions in the new company.  Ms. Lincoln's explanation for 
giving shares to her managers was simple: "they are rewards for 
loyalty, dedication, commitment and performance." Sharing of 
ownership also reinforced these same qualities. 
 
Currently, Centennial participated in joint ventures and 
subcontracting arrangements with larger firms.  Combining some 
resources and expertise provided the opportunity to enter other 
geographic markets.  Ms. Lincoln had also been approached by 
prospective buyers for her firm.  She had begun to consider the 
possibility of expanding into adjacent markets.  She had no firm 
plans to pursue any of the opportunities that were currently 



available. 
 
Several small maintenance firms had come to Ms. Lincoln for 
advice.  She had personally provided consulting services for some 
of these. 
 
Other Concerns 
 
Ms. Lincoln had given considerable thought to the future of 
Centennial.  There were several items of concern.  First there 
was the issue of who would lead Centennial in the twenty-first 
century.  One of her daughters was employed by the janitorial 
supply subsidiary but it was not clear that she had aspirations to 
lead the company.  Mr. Dock, who was 37, has outstanding people 
skills, according to Ms. Lincoln. 
 
As the majority stockholder, it might be in her best interests to 
sell the company.  Because of her strong commitment to employees 
and their dedication to her, she had reservations about an 
outright sale to an outsider.  Given her stated intention to 
avoid retirement, Ms. Lincoln had to evaluate a number of 
opportunities available to her and to Centennial, including the 
previously identified diversification activities. 
 
Advice For Future Entrepreneurs 
 
As a role model for women, particularly young African-American 
women.  Ms. Lincoln had some advice for those who wanted to 
become business owners.  First, she emphasized the importance of 
education.  "The Harvard MBA gave me credibility and opened doors 
that would otherwise have been closed.  The degree caused other 
business people to acknowledge my competency." 
 
She strongly recommended that prospective entrepreneurs learn the 
business before going into it.  When asked why she chose to go 
into building maintenance business, she replied: "I knew the 
business from my consulting experience and I knew I could make 
money."  She continued with this advice:  "Gain your knowledge (and 
make your mistakes) at someone else's expense."  She also 
emphasized the need to "do your research" before starting a 
business.  She followed her own advice in developing Centennial. 
 
Ms. Lincoln made several observations based on her own experience 
and success.  She suggested the following guidelines: 
 
1.   Surround yourself with people who complement, rather than 
     duplicate, your skills. ("You don't have to be able to 
     do it all.  The 'do it myself all by myself' attitude is 
     counterproductive.") 
2.   Don't be afraid to say 'I don't know.' 
3.   Know the importance of financial information and 
     the importance of getting financial information on a timely 
     basis. 
4.   Know how to interpret financial information. 
5.   Use all available resources to secure funds.  Personal loan 
     experience can help persuade a lender to consider a business 
     loan. 



 
Looking Back 
 
Looking back over the twenty years of Centennial's operations, 
Ms. Lincoln identified hiring decisions as a critical element.  
She commented.  "I would be more careful in hiring.  I would place 
more emphasis on quality, personality, experience and 
trustworthiness of applicants." 
 
Centennial has had two lives thus far.  As a Section 8a status 
participant from 1976 to 1985, the company grew up in somewhat 
protected environment.  It became a success in serving federal 
sector clients.  When Section 8a status was terminated the company 
had to be totally restructured.  Today it primarily served 
private sector clients.  In each market, Ms. Lincoln had found 
ways to compete successfully. 
 
Ms. Lincoln characterized women managers as "more compassionate 
and more analytic in that they consider more issues before making 
decisions."  She had demonstrated these characteristics in 
building and rebuilding Centennial.  Now she had to bring these 
same capabilities to determining Centennial's future. 
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